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Systematic, well-designed research provides the most effective
approach to the solution of many problems facing highway
administrators and engineers. Often, highway problems are of local
interest and can best be studied by highway departments individually
or in cooperation with their state universities and others. However, the
accelerating growth of highway transportation develops increasingly
complex problems of wide interest to highway authorities. These
problems are best studied through a coordinated program of
cooperative research.
In recognition of these needs, the highway administrators of the
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
initiated in 1962 an objective national highway research program
employing modern scientific techniques. This program is supported on
a continuing basis by funds from participating member states of the
Association and it receives the full cooperation and support of the
Federal Highway Administration, United States Department of
Transportation.
The Transportation Research Board of the National Academies was
requested by the Association to administer the research program
because of the Board’s recognized objectivity and understanding of
modern research practices. The Board is uniquely suited for this
purpose as it maintains an extensive committee structure from which
authorities on any highway transportation subject may be drawn; it
possesses avenues of communications and cooperation with federal,
state and local governmental agencies, universities, and industry; its
relationship to the National Research Council is an insurance of
objectivity; it maintains a full-time research correlation staff of
specialists in highway transportation matters to bring the findings of
research directly to those who are in a position to use them.
The program is developed on the basis of research needs identified
by chief administrators of the highway and transportation departments
and by committees of AASHTO. Each year, specific areas of research
needs to be included in the program are proposed to the National
Research Council and the Board by the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials. Research projects to fulfill these
needs are defined by the Board, and qualified research agencies are
selected from those that have submitted proposals. Administration and
surveillance of research contracts are the responsibilities of the National
Research Council and the Transportation Research Board.
The needs for highway research are many, and the National
Cooperative Highway Research Program can make significant
contributions to the solution of highway transportation problems of
mutual concern to many responsible groups. The program, however, is
intended to complement rather than to substitute for or duplicate other
highway research programs.
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FOREWORD

By B. Ray Derr
Staff Officer
Transportation Research Board

This report describes common safety issues at median intersections on rural divided
highways and presents innovative geometric and operational treatments for addressing
those issues. Ten case studies illustrate how they have been applied in the field. The report
includes recommendations for modifications to the AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design
of Highways and Streets (Green Book) and the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD).

Rural high-speed divided highways are a blend of design elements from two-lane highways and controlled-access freeways. This allows them to perform better than two-lane
highways while costing less than a freeway. This blend does, however, make it difficult to
find specific guidance for their design and operation.
On a divided highway, crashes cluster at the intersections and several transportation
agencies have tried innovative treatments to reduce the crash frequency and severity. Many
of these treatments are relatively new and have only been installed at a few sites. This makes
it difficult to develop solid statistics on their effectiveness in improving safety.
In NCHRP Project 15-30, Iowa State University and CH2M Hill summarized the Green
Book and MUTCD material relevant to designing and operating rural divided highways.
They then analyzed causal factors for common types of crashes at divided highway intersections and identified effective treatments for improving safety at the intersections by reviewing the literature and contacting transportation agencies. A workshop was held to build
upon these efforts. In preparing this report, they documented 10 case studies to illustrate
how these treatments can be applied in the field.
This report will be useful to designers and safety engineers responsible for rural highspeed divided highways. Those readers are sure to find new ideas that could be beneficially
applied to their highways. The report recommends that the performance of new deployments
be documented so that future efforts can better quantify the effects of these treatments.
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SUMMARY

Median Intersection Design for
Rural High-Speed Divided Highways
Median-separated highways provide distinct benefits over undivided roadways (two-lane
or multilane roads without medians). Medians separate opposing traffic, provide a recovery
area for out-of-control vehicles, provide a stopping area in case of emergencies, allow space
for speed changes and storage of left-turning and U-turning vehicles, minimize headlight glare,
and provide width for future lanes. In addition, rural multilane divided highways (expressways)
with partial or no access control and low access densities provide safety performance and travel
time benefits nearly equal to rural Interstates at a lower cost due to the fact that expressways
can be built without purchasing full access rights and without constructing as many overhead
bridges and interchanges.
Because of the expected safety and mobility benefits and lower costs of rural expressways
(as compared with freeways), several states have built or are building expressway networks
and plan to add additional miles to their systems. Most additions involve twinning an existing
undivided two-lane highway, but in some cases, the expansion may involve the construction
of a new corridor on separate right-of-way (bypasses) or other alignment improvements
(i.e., curve flattening or realigning to be more consistent with the natural topography).
However, several state transportation agencies (STAs) have seen the expected safety benefits
of expressways diminished by increased at-grade intersection crashes and increased intersection crash severity. Research has shown that the percentage of total expressway crashes which
occur at two-way stop-controlled (TWSC) intersections increases as the mainline traffic
volumes increase and that all intersection crashes increase and become more severe as minor
roadway volumes increase.
The majority of crashes at TWSC expressway intersections tend to be right-angle crashes.
The most problematic of these (with respect to severity) tend to be those occurring in the
far-side intersection (i.e., after the minor road driver has traveled through the median). An
initial response to this type of crash is to assume that the minor roadway driver did not
recognize the intersection and ran the stop sign, but examination of crash records in many
states have shown that this is very infrequently the cause of expressway intersection crashes.
More commonly, it has been found that minor road drivers fail to select a safe gap in the
mainline traffic stream (i.e., misjudge the time-to-arrival of expressway vehicles) when
entering the intersection from a stopped condition. After addressing potential design issues
such as insufficient sight distance, the traditional approach to addressing safety problems at
expressway intersections is to improve the traffic-control devices, implement traffic signal
control, and eventually construct an overpass or interchange. However, traffic signals do not
always improve safety: they may only change the crash type distribution. In general, traffic
signals in rural areas are discouraged for several reasons including violation of driver expectations and difficulty in servicing and maintaining signals in remote locations. The final
alternative is to build an interchange at the intersection. The construction of an interchange
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reduces the cost advantage of building an expressway as compared with building a freeway,
and the mix of at-grade intersections and interchanges tends to violate driver expectations.
Therefore, the purpose of this project was to investigate alternative safety improvements at
rural expressway intersections, to identify their relative effectiveness (if data was available),
and to report any experiential information from those agencies who have tried the alternative.
Although the traditional safety improvement path is from stop control to signal control
to interchange construction, there are a myriad of non-traditional improvements that can
be deployed to improve safety at a lower cost. These treatments can be categorized into
three fundamental types—conflict-point management, gap selection aids, and intersection
recognition devices—which are described within the report and have been shown (but not
proven) to improve safety. A decision was reached as a compromise between the research
project panel members and the researchers that 10 case studies of countermeasures from
these categories would be conducted. While most of the STAs did not provide crash data,
some did provide sufficient data to conduct simple statistical analyses. The case studies,
discussed in Chapter 4, involve the following:
1. Reducing the number of conflict points or replacing the conflict points associated with the
greatest crash risk with less risky conflict points (i.e., conflict-point management strategies).
Although there is no proof that reducing the number of conflict points will reduce
crashes, it makes sense that eliminating or reducing severe types of conflict points (e.g.,
crossing path) by replacing them with less severe conflict points (i.e., merge and diverge)
will reduce crash severity. A traditional TWSC expressway intersection has 42 conflict
points. This number can be reduced through the use of J-turn intersections, offset
T-intersections, or jughandle intersections. These three conflict-point management
strategies are discussed and evaluated within the case studies in Chapter 4. Although
conflict-point management strategies can be expensive to construct, they tend to offer
the greatest crash reduction potential.
2. Improving intersection sight distance or assisting the minor road driver with gap selection
(i.e., gap selection aids). These improvements are meant to help the minor road driver
determine whether a gap is safe to accept. Low-cost examples include median acceleration lanes and offset turning lanes. Five gap selection aids are discussed and evaluated
within Chapter 4.
3. Providing advance intersection warning to all drivers approaching an intersection (i.e., intersection recognition devices). These improvements are meant to make approaching drivers
more aware of the intersection so that they might be more prepared to react accordingly.
Intersection recognition devices can be divided into two categories: those for the minor
road and those for the mainline. Two mainline intersection recognition devices that alert
the mainline driver to the presence of intersections having an increased crash risk are discussed and evaluated in Chapter 4.
When attempting to develop design guidance and traffic-control standards for these intersection safety countermeasures, two predominant problems arise:
1. All are relatively new treatments and the safety improvement impacts of each are still
unproven. As a result, until significant experience is gained with each in multiple jurisdictions, it is difficult to create national design guidance or standards. Hence the national
standards on design [AASHTO’s A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets
(i.e., the Green Book)] and the national standards on traffic control [FHWA’s Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (i.e., the MUTCD)] are largely silent on many of these
improvements.
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2. An expressway is generally a hybrid design between a freeway and a two-lane roadway.
Therefore, a roadway designer looking for guidance on expressway intersections is forced
to look in several locations for design guidance within the AASHTO Green Book. There
are two possible solutions to this dilemma: the first is to reorganize the Green Book, and
the other is to develop a separate manual on expressway and expressway intersection design. Because the state-of-the-practice of expressway intersection design is quickly
evolving, we suggest the second approach so that a more focused manual can be quickly
updated as the need arises.
Recommendations for changes and additions to the Green Book and the MUTCD are
made in this report, but the most important recommendation is to continue developing the
expressway intersection safety countermeasure matrix by further investigating the safety effectiveness and volume thresholds for the different intersection improvements. A national
test protocol should be developed and followed as states deploy these improvements. For
example, several states in the Midwest are planning to build J-turn intersections. If the states
are left to select their own evaluation protocols, inconsistencies in the analysis procedures
will result, making it difficult to perform rigorous statistical analyses and identify the actual
safety improvement this countermeasure offers.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction and Research Approach

Background
A rural expressway is a high-speed (≥50 mph), multilane,
divided highway with partial access control. Although design
policies vary from state to state, rural expressways are generally a hybrid design between a freeway and a conventional
two-lane rural arterial roadway. Like freeways, rural expressways are typically four-lane divided facilities (i.e., two lanes
in each direction separated by a wide, depressed, turf median),
which may have grade separations and interchanges. Expressway interchanges are generally limited to locations where the
additional expenditure can be justified (i.e., at junctions with
major highways, along bypasses, or at intersections with a
historically disproportionate rate of serious crashes) because,
like a conventional two-lane undivided rural arterial, expressways have partial access control allowing at-grade intersections
and limited driveway access with the potential for signalization.
Therefore, most intersections are at-grade. The typical rural
expressway at-grade intersection, as shown in Figure 1, is
two-way stop controlled (TWSC) with the stop control on
the minor (usually two-lane) roadway. This traditional rural
expressway intersection design has 42 conflict points as shown
in Figure 2.
State Transportation Agencies (STAs) have been constructing and operating rural expressways since the early 1950s in
order to provide many of the safety, mobility, travel efficiency,
and economic benefits of freeways at a far lower cost (1).
Expressways are less expensive to build because they don’t
require the acquisition of as much right-of-way (ROW) or the
construction of as many overhead bridges/interchanges and
miles of frontage roads necessary to meet the freeway definition.
Full access control and the associated grade separations can
easily result in freeway construction costing double that of a
comparable expressway corridor. Additionally, depending
on state design standards, expressways may be designed using
a less expensive cross section (i.e., narrower medians and
shoulders) (2). As a result, converting undivided rural two-lane

highways into expressways has become a popular highway
improvement used by many STAs.
By providing an extra lane of travel in each direction and a
physical separation between opposing traffic flow, expressways
make passing easier and drastically reduce the likelihood of
dangerous head-on and opposite-direction sideswipe collisions
experienced on rural two-lane highways. In addition, medians
minimize headlight glare and provide a recovery area for
out-of-control vehicles, a stopping area in case of emergencies,
space for speed-change lanes, and storage for left-turning and
U-turning traffic (3). Minnesota DOT (MnDOT) data has
shown that crash rates and severities on rural expressways are
indeed lower than on rural two-lane highways: 0.9 crashes per
million vehicle-miles (mvm) with a fatality rate of 1.2 deaths
per 100 mvm as compared with 1.0 and 1.6, respectively (4).
Additionally, when access densities are low (≤ 5 access points
per mile), crash rates on rural expressways drop to a level similar to that on rural freeways: 0.62 crashes per mvm compared
with 0.60, respectively (4).
Besides the safety benefits, the popularity of conversion is also
due to the fact that the high design speed and multilane cross
section enable expressways to operate, between intersections,
with a capacity approaching that of a freeway; accordingly,
expressways are considered more reliable facilities than conventional rural arterials. Consequently, expressways attract
more trips, especially those made by the freight industry, and
are viewed as an essential component for communities seeking
to attract industry and economic development. Therefore,
because expressways provide many of the safety, mobility,
and economic benefits of freeways at a lower cost, expressways
have become the fastest growing segment of the nation’s rural
highway system (2).
The FHWA Office of Highway Policy Information’s (OHPI’s)
annual highway statistics reports, Highway Statistics Annual
Publications (5), were used to estimate the total rural expressway mileage in the United States on a state-by-state basis in
1995 and 2005. The data obtained is presented in Table 1.
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Examples include the Nebraska State Expressway System and
the Iowa Commercial and Industrial Network (CIN). Other
agencies, like the Missouri DOT (MoDOT), have simply made
a commitment to upgrade rural two-lane highways to expressways in order to provide better connectivity between regional
centers within the state (6).

Problem Statement
Figure 1. Typical rural expressway at-grade
intersection.

Over this decade, rural expressway mileage increased nationally by 2,400 miles or 16% with 13 states having added over
100 miles to their rural expressway systems. The majority of this
expansion has been done through the conversion of undivided
two-lane rural highways into expressways, and this trend is
likely to continue as a 2004 survey of STAs indicated that 26 of
the 28 responding agencies had plans to expand their state
expressway systems over the next 10 years (2). Some states have
explicit, strategic programs for upgrading two-lane highways on
uniquely identified networks to multilane divided standards.

The Nebraska Department of Roads (NDOR) is also in the
process of building an extensive program of rural expressways. This fact is evident in Table 1. Between 1995 and 2005,
Nebraska ranked third in rural expressway miles added and
concurrently had the largest percentage increase in total rural
expressway mileage. As part of a 1988 NDOR Needs Study,
engineers used socioeconomic data to designate an expanded
State Expressway System. The rural two-lane highways selected
for upgrade were chosen
• To connect urban centers with a population of 15,000 or

more to each other and to I-80;
• To add routes with an average daily traffic (ADT) volume
of 500 or more heavy commercial vehicles; and
• To add additional segments for continuity.

Figure 2. Conflict-point diagram for typical rural expressway intersection.
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Table 1. Estimated rural expressway mileage by state, 1995 and 2005 (5).
Sorted by Percent Change from 1995–2005
%
CHANGE
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

STATE

Nebraska
Wyoming
Arizona
Iowa
New Mexico
South Dakota
Tennessee
West Virginia
Kentucky
Wisconsin
Illinois
Arkansas
Kansas
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Washington
Virginia
Alabama
Ohio
Minnesota
California
Florida
Texas
Georgia
Missouri
Mississippi
Indiana
Alaska
Maine
Utah
Nevada
North Dakota
South Carolina
Delaware
New York
Maryland
Vermont
Louisiana
Idaho
Pennsylvania
Colorado
Oregon
Michigan
Montana
Hawaii
Rhode Island
New Jersey
Connecticut
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
U.S. TOTALS

* 1995
TOTAL
MILES

* 2005
TOTAL
MILES

%
CHANGE

46
2
65
194
346
196
286
243
214
227
204
73
115
442
430
188
931
592
678
618
552
637
1978
572
704
781
557
5
0
55
46
464
493
127
222
360
25
317
65
305
223
125
110
25
6
16
98
1
7
10
14,976

320
8
194
493
830
395
527
429
329
348
292
104
151
580
538
223
1097
694
751
679
587
672
2071
598
733
813
575
5
0
54
41
405
421
106
185
290
20
246
50
212
149
78
64
13
3
3
3
0
0
0
17,379

595.65
300.00
198.46
154.12
139.88
101.53
84.27
76.54
53.74
53.30
43.14
42.47
31.30
31.22
25.12
18.62
17.83
17.23
10.77
9.87
6.34
5.49
4.70
4.55
4.12
4.10
3.23
0.00
0.00
–1.82
–10.87
–12.72
–14.60
–16.54
–16.67
–19.44
–20.00
–22.40
–23.08
–30.49
–33.18
–37.60
–41.82
–48.00
–50.00
–81.25
–96.94
–100.00
–100.00
–100.00
16.05

Sorted by 2005 Total Miles
2005
MILES
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

STATE

Texas
Virginia
New Mexico
Mississippi
Ohio
Missouri
Alabama
Minnesota
Florida
Georgia
California
North Carolina
Indiana
Oklahoma
Tennessee
Iowa
West Virginia
South Carolina
North Dakota
South Dakota
Wisconsin
Kentucky
Nebraska
Illinois
Maryland
Louisiana
Washington
Pennsylvania
Arizona
New York
Kansas
Colorado
Delaware
Arkansas
Oregon
Michigan
Utah
Idaho
Nevada
Vermont
Montana
Wyoming
Alaska
Hawaii
Rhode Island
New Jersey
Maine
Connecticut
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
U.S. TOTAL

* Federal-Aid Highway Length – Miles by Traffic Lanes and Access Control:
Non-Interstate, NHS, Rural Divided Highways (≥ 4 Lanes with Partial or No Access Control)

* 2005
TOTAL
MILES
2071
1097
830
813
751
733
694
679
672
598
587
580
575
538
527
493
429
421
405
395
348
329
320
292
290
246
223
212
194
185
151
149
106
104
78
64
54
50
41
20
13
8
5
3
3
3
0
0
0
0
17,379

Sorted by Miles Change from 1995–2005
* MILES
MILES
CHANGE
CHANGE
STATE
(1995RANK
2005)
1
New Mexico
484
2
Iowa
299
3
Nebraska
274
4
Tennessee
241
5
South Dakota
199
6
West Virginia
186
7
Virginia
166
8
North Carolina
138
9
Arizona
129
10
Wisconsin
121
11
Kentucky
115
12
Oklahoma
108
13
Alabama
102
14
Texas
93
15
Illinois
88
16
Ohio
73
17
Minnesota
61
18
Kansas
36
19
California
35
20
Florida
35
21
Washington
35
22
Mississippi
32
23
Arkansas
31
24
Missouri
29
25
Georgia
26
26
Indiana
18
27
Wyoming
6
28
Alaska
0
29
Maine
0
30
Connecticut
–1
31
Utah
–1
32
Hawaii
–3
33
Nevada
–5
34
Vermont
–5
35
Massachusetts
–7
36
New Hampshire
–10
37
Montana
–12
38
Rhode Island
–13
39
Idaho
–15
40
Delaware
–21
41
New York
–37
42
Michigan
–46
43
Oregon
–47
44
North Dakota
–59
45
Maryland
–70
46
Louisiana
–71
47
South Carolina
–72
48
Colorado
–74
49
Pennsylvania
–93
50
New Jersey
–95
U.S. TOTAL
2,403
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When this program is complete, the Nebraska Expressway
System will be approximately 600 miles in length (7).
In the midst of this program, NDOR wanted to find out
whether upgrading these two-lane highways to expressway
standards was improving safety as expected. In 2000, NDOR’s
Highway Safety Division compared crash data for 111 miles of
rural expressways [i.e., sections with fewer than 8,000 vehicles
per day (vpd)] with 324 miles of rural two-lane highways
planned for expressway conversion (8). The results of this
study are presented in Table 2. For each roadway segment
included in the analysis, at least 2 years of crash data were
used in the crash rate calculations; 3 years of data were used
where possible. As Table 2 shows, crash rates for head-on
and opposite-direction sideswipe collisions were substantially
lower on rural expressways as anticipated. Unfortunately,
this level of improvement did not extend to all crash types.
The major concern is the 71% higher right-angle crash rate on
expressways. While other intersection-related, multi-vehicle
crash types (i.e., rear-end/left-turn) had lower crash rates
on expressways, the overall intersection-related crash rate
was 2% higher on expressways due to the elevated right-angle
crash experience. In addition, the overall crash rate was 5%
higher on expressways. As a result of these findings, NDOR
concluded that right-angle intersection collisions on their
existing rural expressways seem to be negating the safety
benefits that should be derived from converting rural twolane highways into expressways (8). Similarly, Preston et al.
(4) reviewed 3 years (2000 to 2002) of rural TWSC intersection
crash data for MnDOT and found that rural expressway intersections have a greater proportion of right-angle collisions

than intersections on rural two-lane highways: 36% to 26%,
respectively. Right-angle crashes are potentially more severe
on expressways due to the higher speed of mainline traffic
and, consequently, are cause for concern, especially as many
STAs plan to continue converting two-lane highways into
expressways.
The right-angle crash problem at rural expressway intersections is not specific to Nebraska and Minnesota: Utah data
and Iowa data have shown similar trends. Minnesota data
and Utah data were presented in NCHRP Report 375 (9). This
data showed that 42% of all rural divided highway crashes in
Minnesota (34% in Utah) were intersection-related, and 57%
of those collisions (69% in Utah) were right-angle or turning
crashes. A more recent study showed that 52% of all rural
expressway intersection collisions in Iowa were of the rightangle variety (2). These statistics illustrate that right-angle
intersection collisions constitute an important issue in rural
expressway safety management.
During the 1990s, the Iowa DOT upgraded a number of
routes on the Iowa CIN to expressway standards. The Iowa
CIN is composed of 2,275 miles of primary highways identified by the state legislature to enhance opportunities for the
development and diversification of the state’s economy (10).
As shown in Table 1, between 1995 and 2005, Iowa ranked
second in rural expressway miles added and had the fourth
highest percent increase in total rural expressway mileage.
Current Iowa DOT long-range plans call for an additional
355 miles of the CIN to be constructed to four-lane divided
standards (84 miles of which are included in the 2009–2013
Iowa Transportation Improvement Program). Under the

Table 2. Nebraska crash experience: 2-lane highways versus
4-lane expressways (8).

CRASH TYPE
All Crashes
Fatal
Injury
Property-Damage-Only
Single-Vehicle Crashes
Run-Off-Road
Animal
Multiple-Vehicle Crashes
Sideswipe (Opposite)
Head-On
Rear-End
Sideswipe (Same)
Left-Turn
Right-Angle
Intersection-Related

CRASH RATES (crashes/million vehicle miles)
324 MI OF RURAL
111 MI OF RURAL
2-LANE HWYS
4-LANE DIVIDED
PLANNED FOR
EXPRWYS
EXPRWY CONVERSION
(ADT < 8,000 vpd)
0.942
0.991
0.022
0.015
0.324
0.309
0.596
0.668
0.556
0.661
0.213
0.247
0.309
0.381
0.386
0.330
0.067
0.005
0.012
0.004
0.131
0.093
0.064
0.051
0.026
0.025
0.087
0.149
0.231
0.236

PERCENT
DIFF.
+ 5.2
–31.8
–4.6
+ 12.1
+ 18.9
+ 16.0
+ 23.3
–14.5
–92.5
–66.7
–29.0
–20.3
–3.8
+ 71.3
+2.2
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best circumstances, if the conditions that result in the most
problematic intersections are known during the corridor
planning stage of an expressway’s development, those conditions can be prevented by highway planners and designers.
For existing facilities, locations with problematic conditions
can be identified and traffic safety engineers can proactively
program the appropriate improvements.
In order to better understand the safety performance of
TWSC expressway intersections, a number of studies over the
years have examined the relationship between the frequency
of crashes and traffic volume through the development of
safety performance functions (SPFs). The first to do so was
McDonald (1) in 1953. He examined 150 unsignalized, divided
highway intersections (both three- and four-legged) in rural
California. Then, in 1964, Priest (11) studied 316 divided
highway intersections in Ohio (the author did not explicitly
state the area type, traffic-control type, or the number of
intersection legs for the sample intersections). Next, in 1992,

Bonneson and McCoy (12) investigated 125 TWSC intersections in rural Minnesota using a FHWA Highway Safety
Information System (HSIS) data subset (apparently only 17
of these intersections were on divided highways). In 1995,
Harwood et al. (9) developed separate SPFs for 153 TWSC and
157 unsignalized, three-legged divided highway intersections
in rural California. Finally, in 2004, Maze et al. (2) developed
an SPF using 644 TWSC expressway intersections in rural
Iowa. The relationships developed as a result of these studies
are summarized in Table 3 and Figure 3. Four of these five
studies concluded that crash frequency is more sensitive to
changes in the minor roadway volume than to changes in the
divided highway volume as indicated by the larger values of
the minor roadway volume coefficients (1, 2, 11, 12). Maze
et al. (2, 13, 14) examined this phenomenon in closer detail for
the Iowa DOT by examining how crash rates, crash severity,
and crash types are affected by increasing traffic volumes and
other various site conditions.

Table 3. Summary of SPFs developed for divided highway intersections.
REFERENCE

McDonald, 1953
(1)

Priest, 1964 (11)

Bonneson and
McCoy, 1992
(12)

Harwood et al.,
1995 (9)

Maze et al.,
2004 (2)

SAMPLE
150 unsignalized
divided highway
intersections (both 3and 4-leg) in rural
California
316 divided highway
intersections in Ohio
(area type, traffic
control, and number
of intersection legs
not specified)
125 TWSC
intersections in rural
Minnesota (108 on
two-lane major road,
17 on four-lane
divided highways)
153 TWSC divided
highway intersections
in rural California
157 unsignalized,
3-legged, divided
highway intersections
in rural California
644 TWSC rural
expressway
intersections in Iowa

R2

EQUATION

N

0.000783 VMAJ

0.455

VMIN

0.633

Graphical expression as presented in Figure 3

V
0.6503 MAJ
1000

N

Y

e

e

20.498

VMAJ

0.2925

0.672

VMIN
1000
VMIN

e

e
N

12.677

VMAJ

1.110

VMIN

0.575

Not
Applicable

*

0.324

*

0.838 X 3 0.732 X 4 0.399 X 7 0.478 X 8

e 0.02278

Not Given

0.7911

0.013 X 1 0.961 X 2 0.328 X 3 0.354 X 4 0.317 X 5 0.396 X 6 0.233 X 7

Y

Not Given

( 0.00005*VMAJ ) ( 0.00042*VMIN )

N = Expected number of crashes per year
Y = Expected number of multiple-vehicle crashes over a 3-yr period
VMAJ = ADT (vpd) entering from the major road (divided highway)
VMIN = ADT (vpd) entering from the minor road (crossroad)
X1 = Median width (ft)
X2 = Average lane width on major road (ft)
X3 = 1 if intersection lighting is present, 0 otherwise
X4 = 1 if left-turn channelization is present on the major road, 0 if not
X5 = 1 if functional class of major road is 4 or 5; 0 if functional class is 1, 2, or 3
X6 = 1 if major road has 4 lanes in both directions combined, 0 if less than 4 lanes combined
X7 = 1 if terrain is rolling or mountainous, 0 if terrain is flat
X8 = 1 if partial access control on major road, 0 if no access control

0.3914

0.3454

0.381
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Figure 3. Crash frequency and volume relationship developed
by Priest (11).

Maze et al. (13) found that as expressway volumes increase,
crashes more commonly occur at intersections (as opposed to
between intersections). These results are presented in Figure 4.
In addition, Maze et al. (2) found that intersection crash rates
and severity are highly dependent on the volume of traffic
entering the intersection from the minor road. As minor road
traffic volumes increase, the intersection crash rates increase
and the crashes become more severe, as shown in Figure 5.
Furthermore, as entering minor road volumes increase, the
distribution of intersection crash types changes as shown in
Figure 6, with a higher proportion of right-angle crashes
occurring. Because right-angle crashes are more likely to be
severe, increasing minor road volume results in increased crash
severity, as illustrated in Figure 5. When similar bar charts
were developed and stratified by entering expressway volumes,
intersection crash rates, severity rates, and crash type distribution did not tend to change with increasing expressway
volumes in Iowa (2). In Minnesota, where some rural expressways have become heavy commuter routes into the Twin
Cities Metropolitan Area and thus experience much larger

volumes than in Iowa, Preston et al. (4) observed that rightangle crashes do become more prevalent with increasing
expressway volumes as shown in Figure 7.
From the set of 644 TWSC rural expressway intersections
in Iowa, Burchett and Maze (14) identified the 100 highestseverity and the 100 lowest-severity intersections (in terms
of severity index rate as described in Figure 5) from among
the 327 intersections that had experienced at least one crash
during the study period (1996–2000) for the purpose of
conducting a comparative statistical analysis. In their analysis
of land use, they found that 75% of the low-severity intersections were bordered by agricultural land whereas 86% of
the high-severity intersections were bordered by residential
or commercial land-use. Further investigation revealed that
the fatality rate for intersections located adjacent to residential land use was 79% and 32% greater than for intersections
located adjacent to commercial and agricultural land use,
respectively. Because residential development serves as a proxy
for peak volumes as commuters travel to and from work,
Burchett and Maze (14) obtained 24-hr counts for a sample
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Figure 4. Percent intersection crashes on expressways
by expressway volume (13).

of 30 intersections with the highest crash severity index rates
in order to examine the impact of hourly peaking on safety
performance. After determining the peak hours for each intersection, they found that the 30 highest-severity intersections
experienced extreme hourly peaking with 52% of the crashes
occurring during the peak hours.
In addition, Maze et al. (2) and Preston et al. (4) both found
that the distribution of crashes at TWSC rural expressway
intersections with the worst safety performance tend to be
heavily skewed toward right-angle crashes. Maze et al. found
that the 10 highest crash severity intersections in Iowa (those
where the actual severity index exceeded the expected index
by the greatest amount) had 66.3% right-angle crashes as compared with 13.0% at the 10 lowest crash severity intersections
(those where the expected severity index exceeded the actual
index by the greatest amount). Similarly, Preston et al. observed
53% right-angle crashes at 23 rural expressway intersections
in Minnesota where the crash rates exceeded the critical crash

rate versus 36% right-angle crashes at 396 rural expressway
intersections across the state. Furthermore, Burchett and Maze
(14) found that almost 60% of the crashes occurring at the
100 highest-severity and the 100 lowest-severity intersections
were of the right-angle variety when vertical curvature, horizontal curvature, or intersection skew were present.
In an effort to develop a better understanding of the causes
of right-angle crashes at TWSC rural expressway intersections,
Preston et al. (4) performed a detailed review of the crash
reports at three of the intersections over the critical crash rate
and found the following:
1. 87% of the right-angle crashes were due to the inability of
minor road drivers to recognize oncoming expressway traffic and/or select safe gaps in the expressway traffic stream;
2. 78% of the right-angle crashes were “far-side” collisions
[i.e., right-angle crashes involving left-turning or crossing
minor road vehicles that successfully cross the first (near-
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Figure 5. Intersection crash rates and severity by minor road entering volume (2).

Figure 6. Intersection crash type distribution by minor road entering volume (2).
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Figure 7. Effect of expressway volumes on right-angle crashes in Minnesota (4).

side) set of expressway lanes, but collide with expressway
traffic in the second (far-side) set of lanes after traversing
through the median (the concept of near and far-side intersections is illustrated in Figure 8)]; and
3. Intersection recognition (i.e., running of the STOP sign)
by drivers on the minor, stop-controlled approaches was
not a contributing factor in any of the right-angle crashes
at these intersections.

Similarly, Burchett and Maze (14) found that the ratio of
far-side to near-side collisions at 30 TWSC rural expressway
intersections with the highest crash severity indices in Iowa
was 62% to 38%; however, at 7 of these intersections where
horizontal curves were present along the expressway, far-side
and near-side collisions were nearly equally distributed at
51% and 49%, respectively. Therefore, horizontal curves on
the mainline seem to create a unique hazard for minor road

Figure 8. Far-side and near-side intersection definitions.
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drivers attempting to select gaps at both the near and far-side
intersections.
From all of these observations, it appears that the primary
safety issue at TWSC rural expressway intersections is rightangle collisions (far-side right-angle crashes in particular).
The predominant cause of these crashes seems to be the
inability of minor road drivers to judge the speed and distance
(i.e., arrival time) of approaching expressway vehicles as they
attempt to enter or cross the expressway. Preston et al. (4)
speculated that some of these mistakes in judgment may occur
because minor road drivers are using a “one-stage” gap selection process. A one-stage gap selection occurs when a minor
road driver simultaneously tries to find an acceptable gap in
expressway traffic coming from both the left and right, thereby
attempting to cross or turn left in a single motion without
stopping in the median to re-evaluate whether the gap in traffic
coming from the right is still adequate. On the other hand,
“two-stage” gap selection is less complex and far less demanding on the minor road driver because it breaks down the crossing or left-turning process into four easier successive tasks.
First, the minor road driver focuses only on finding a gap in
expressway traffic coming from the left. Once the minor road
driver has crossed the near-side expressway lanes, he or she
then stops in the median and focuses on expressway traffic
coming from the right. Finally, the minor road driver proceeds to enter or cross the far-side expressway lanes when an
acceptable gap is available. Another possible contributing factor to minor road drivers misjudging approaching expressway
vehicle speeds and distances may be the fact that many of these
intersections are in rural areas where there are no large fixed
objects that can be used as points of reference to help gage
vehicle arrival times.
Other intersection geometric design features (horizontal
and vertical curvature on the expressway, intersection skew,
median width, etc.) make the task of gap selection more
difficult for the minor road driver. In addition, minor road
driver age plays a role in their ability to safely navigate through
a TWSC expressway intersection. Young drivers have more
difficulty due to their inexperience, and elderly drivers have
more problems due to their naturally declining visual, motor,
and cognitive processing capabilities. A survey of elderly
drivers in West Virginia (15) indicated that more than half
of the respondents had problems making turning or crossing
maneuvers from the minor road at TWSC expressway intersections and their greatest difficulty was stated as judging
the speed of oncoming vehicles. Maze et al. (2) found that the
driver age distribution of those involved in injury and fatal
crashes was similar for rural expressway intersections in Iowa
versus all rural intersections statewide, but younger drivers
(<25 years of age) and older drivers (>55 years of age) were
over-represented in right-angle crashes at rural expressway
intersections.

Figure 9. Crash causation comparison for rural TWSC
intersections in Minnesota (4).

The safety performance of conventional TWSC rural
expressway intersections declines as entering traffic volumes
increase, especially from the minor road or where minor
roadway volumes are highly peaked. At the most problematic
intersections, right-angle collisions are exacerbated as gap
selection becomes more of an issue (see Figure 9). As expressway volumes increase, the number of safe gaps in the expressway traffic stream declines and right-angle crashes become
more prevalent. As minor road volumes increase, there are
more vehicles trying to use the same number of safe gaps;
thus, there is an increased probability for right-angle crashes
to occur. Furthermore, when more traffic is present on the
minor road approaches (i.e., congestion during peak hours)
there may be more “peer” pressure on the lead minor road
driver to select a gap that he or she would not normally accept,
resulting in a higher number of unsafe gaps being selected.

Research Objectives
As a result of the trend to convert rural two-lane roadways
into multilane divided highways, rural expressways are a
rapidly growing component of the nation’s transportation
network. As these facilities experience growth in traffic, at-grade
intersection collisions begin to reduce the safety benefits that
should be achieved as a result of conversion, bringing into
question the assumption that expressways are an effective
alternative to full access-controlled facilities at high volumes.
When the safety performance of at-grade intersections begins
to deteriorate, the traditional approach taken by STAs is to
consider improvements one intersection at a time. Often,
the improvement path starts with the application of several
signing, marking, and/or lighting improvements followed by
the implementation of traffic signals and, ultimately, grade
separation. The problem with this method is that it is reactive
to problems at intersections with historically poor safety
records. Substantial time is required to fully determine, with
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confidence, that a safety problem exists and then the design,
construction, and/or implementation of a solution may take
many years, during which the problem may continue or worsen.
For example, the environmental work, preliminary and final
design, ROW acquisition, and construction of a rural interchange may be a 5 year project or longer. Moreover, the high
cost of constructing a grade separation or an interchange
limits their use on expressways.
When an interchange is not economically justified, when
the funding is not available, or while an interchange is being
developed, the traditional interim corrective measure for a
TWSC expressway intersection is signalization. However, rural
expressway intersections often experience safety problems long
before they meet traffic signal volume warrants. Furthermore,
AASHTO’s Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets
(a.k.a. the Green Book) (3) and NCHRP Report 500, Volume 5:
A Guide for Addressing Unsignalized Intersection Collisions (16)
guard against using signalization as a safety device and state
that intersection control by traffic signals should be avoided
whenever possible. On rural expressways in particular, signals
are dangerously inconsistent with the expressway driver’s
expectation of a free-flow roadway for high-speed travel,
thus creating high potential for rear-end crashes and red-light
running. Research on the safety effects of signalizing divided
highway intersections has shown mixed results (17–21). In
general, signalization leads to an increase in crash rates with
reduced severity due to a shift in crash types (16), but large
variability in the safety effectiveness of signalization at individual locations has been observed (21). In addition, Bonneson
and McCoy (12) concluded that the costs of stopping expressway traffic are so high that a very heavy minor road demand
must be present to economically justify installing a traffic
signal, and when volumes reach those levels, a diamond interchange is a more economically viable alternative. Thus, some
states have established policies that prohibit signalizing expressway intersections, preferring to design interchanges where
large minor roadway traffic volume levels are anticipated. Of
course, in the long-run, this practice will be expensive and
impractical if widely applied. Therefore, designers must have
other options besides signalization and grade separation to
address rural expressway intersection safety.
STAs have experimented with a wide range of intersection
safety treatments at problematic rural expressway intersections
to improve their safety performance while avoiding signalization and grade separation. A number of these strategies
are identified and briefly described in NCHRP Report 500,
Volume 5 (16). Unfortunately, few states have adequately examined the safety effects of these treatments as most are listed as
“tried” or “experimental” strategies. In order to determine the
safety effectiveness of these alternatives and classify them as
“proven,” the “tried” and “experimental” strategies will need
to be appropriately implemented and evaluated scientifically

through rigorous before-after studies. However, some STAs
are reluctant to implement and test these strategies because
design guidance is lacking and is generally silent on their
application.
The objective of this project is to review and document
expressway intersection countermeasures implemented by
various STAs and to recommend improvements to the rural
median intersection design guidance currently provided in
the Green Book (3) and the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (MUTCD) (22) for high-speed (50 mph and faster)
divided highways with partial or no access control (expressways). The Green Book and the MUTCD should address the
conditions under which unconventional geometric and trafficcontrol treatments are warranted based on safety considerations
and should provide guidance on how STAs need to proactively
plan for expressway intersection safety during the initial corridor planning process as well as throughout the entire life
cycle of an expressway intersection as it reaches specific volume
thresholds. At low volumes, ordinary TWSC expressway intersections can provide very good safety performance and may
be the most appropriate design in most locations when a
two-lane roadway is first converted into an expressway. However, as volumes are projected to grow and site conditions are
expected to change, innovative intersection designs should be
programmed well in advance of any safety and/or operational
problems.

Research Approach
and Report Organization
The approach to this research was divided into four major
tasks. The first task involved reviewing and summarizing the
existing guidance for expressway intersection design currently
provided in the Green Book and the MUTCD. Areas where
guidance is lacking or needs to be expanded were identified.
The results of this task are summarized in Chapter 2 with a
more detailed review of the Green Book guidance and the
identified limitations included as Appendix A (Appendices A
and B as submitted by the researchers are not published herein,
but are available on the TRB website at www.TRB.org by
searching for NCHRP Report 650).
The second task was to perform a literature review to identify safe and effective median intersection design treatments.
In order to identify the intermediate intersection design treatments between an ordinary TWSC rural expressway intersection and an interchange, two important research questions
must be addressed. First, the safety effectiveness or the expected
improvement resulting from the implementation of each
expressway intersection strategy must be quantified. Second,
how traffic volume levels impact the safety and operational
performance of each design strategy must be understood to
determine the volume thresholds that trigger the implemen-
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tation of the next intersection improvement. Once more is
known about the safety benefits of the various expressway
intersection strategies and the impact of volume levels, a more
proactive and systematic approach to expressway intersection
safety planning can be developed. Thus, the goal of the literature review was to determine what research has previously
been conducted in these areas. A summary of the literature
review findings is presented in Chapter 3 with a full literature
review provided as Appendix B.
Ten of the most promising expressway intersection safety
strategies identified in the literature review were selected for
further study. The third task in the research effort involved
conducting “case studies” to investigate and document the
experience of STAs that have experimented with these strategies. The case studies are presented in Chapter 4, and their
objective was two-fold. The first objective was to interview
knowledgeable staff from the respective agencies to determine
1. The circumstances surrounding the treatment’s implementation (i.e., reasons for, cost, etc.);
2. Intersection site conditions (i.e., type and intensity of
land use, traffic volumes and patterns, geometry including
horizontal/vertical curves and skew, etc.);
3. Public reaction (complaints, elderly driver issues, indications of erratic driving behavior, etc.);
4. Issues the agency encountered;
5. Lessons learned including design guidance and general
advice; and
6. Whether the agency had performed any subjective or
objective evaluations of the operational and/or safety performance of the treatment.
The second objective of the case studies was to obtain crash
data from the agency, where possible, and to conduct naïve
before-after analyses of the intersection safety treatments in

order to begin to understand their potential for improving
expressway intersection safety. By no means are these beforeafter analyses meant to be scientifically rigorous evaluations
that develop reliable estimates of their safety effectiveness. They
are simply observational before-after studies that compare the
count of the before-period crashes with the after-period crashes.
This naïve before-after analysis approach has two major
limitations. First, it does not take regression-to-the-mean
into account (23). The sites selected for treatment were not
randomly selected. They were likely selected because they were
high crash locations. Therefore, it is possible that, in the after
period, there would have been a reduction in crashes due to
simple chance even if nothing had been done. Only a Bayesian
analysis can correct for the regression-to-the-mean bias (23),
but a secondary way to attempt to account for regression-tothe-mean is to use as many years of before and after crash
data as possible, which is the approach taken in this research.
Although some of the sites examined in the case studies had
limited data available, where more than 3 years of before and
after data were obtained, statistical evaluations were performed.
The second limitation of the naïve before-after analysis
approach is that the noted change in safety does not represent
the true effect of the treatment. It also reflects the effect of
other external factors such as changes in traffic volume,
vehicle fleet mix, weather, driver behavior, and so on. It is not
known what part of the change in safety can be attributed
to the treatment and what part is due to the various other
influences (23).
The fourth and final task of this research effort was to identify and describe expressway intersection topics warranting
further study. A focus group was held in December 2006 to
prioritize future research interests regarding the 10 countermeasures examined in the case studies. The results of this focus
group prioritization as well as the conclusions and recommendations of this research effort are presented in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2

Current Design Guidance Review,
Limitations, and Recommendations
Overview
This chapter summarizes the existing guidance for rural
expressway intersection geometric design and traffic control
provided in the most recent editions of the AASHTO Green
Book (3) and the MUTCD (22). Areas where guidance is lacking, needs to be expanded, or is inconsistent with current safety
research are identified and potential revisions to the Green
Book and the MUTCD are discussed.
This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section
summarizes and critiques the existing geometric design guidance for rural expressway intersections provided in the 2004
AASHTO Green Book (Appendix A provides a more-detailed
and thorough examination of the current guidance and is
available online at www.TRB.org by searching for NCHRP
Report 650). The second section of this chapter examines and
evaluates the current signing, marking, and traffic-control
standards for rural expressway intersections provided in the
2003 edition of the MUTCD.

Green Book Review
Existing Rural Expressway Intersection
Geometric Design Guidance Summary
The 2004 AASHTO Green Book is intended to be a comprehensive reference manual for the planning and geometric
design of highways and streets. The policies recommended by
this text are based on established design practices that are supported through research. The guidelines are meant to produce
highways and streets that are safe, comfortable, convenient,
and operationally efficient for users, acceptable to non-users,
and in harmony with the surrounding environment. Costeffective design is emphasized while permitting sufficient
design flexibility to encourage independent designs tailored
to particular situations. The Green Book is organized into
10 chapters (see Table 4) that stress the relationship between

highway design and highway function. Design guidelines are
included for freeways, arterials, collectors, and local roads,
in both urban and rural settings, paralleling the functional
classifications used in highway planning.
A rural expressway is functionally classified as a rural
arterial. Based on this classification, the design guidance for
rural expressways and their intersections should be described
in Chapter 7, “Rural and Urban Arterials.” However, the existing geometric design guidance for rural expressways and rural
expressway intersections is scattered throughout the 2004
AASHTO Green Book as shown in Table 5. Guidance specific
to expressway design resides in Chapter 4 “Cross Section
Elements,” Chapter 7 “Rural and Urban Arterials,” Chapter 8
“Freeways,” Chapter 9 “Intersections,” and Chapter 10 “Grade
Separations and Interchanges,” with the majority of the existing design guidance located in Chapters 7 and 9.
Chapter 4 includes a small section on median and frontage
road design. Chapter 7 contains a broad range of information regarding rural divided arterials and their intersections,
including the development of an expressway corridor, access
management, cross-section elements, signalization, and wrongway entry prevention. Chapter 9 discusses intersection design,
but does so in a very general sense by addressing intersection
design for all types of facilities. Specific to divided highways,
Chapter 9 discusses median design for typical four-legged
intersections as well as the use of offset left-turn lanes, indirect
left-turns via jughandles, indirect lefts via median U-turns,
and intersection design with frontage roads. Furthermore,
Chapter 9 provides other general intersection design guidance that, although not specific to expressway intersections,
may be applicable in their design. Table 6 summarizes where
this more general guidance is located within Chapter 9.
Additionally, Chapters 8 and 10 may be used to design the
major features of a rural expressway and to decide whether
an intersection or an interchange is desirable at a particular
crossing.
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commentary on the existing guidance is provided in Appendix A. As a result of this critique, limitations of the current
guidance were identified and potential revisions to the Green
Book were separated into three general categories: organizational changes, philosophical changes, and design guidance
information updates.

Table 4. AASHTO Green Book contents (3).
CHAPTER

TITLE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Highway Functions
Design Controls and Criteria
Elements of Design
Cross Section Elements
Local Roads and Streets
Collector Roads and Streets
Rural and Urban Arterials
Freeways
Intersections
Grade Separations and Interchanges

Organizational Changes
There are probably good reasons why the AASHTO Green
Book is organized in its current fashion, but the 2004 edition
has spread design guidance regarding rural expressways and
their at-grade intersections throughout Chapters 4, 7, 8, 9,
and 10. The spread of rural expressway guidance throughout
the Green Book is likely due to the fact that expressways are
generally a hybrid design between a rural freeway and a conventional two-lane rural arterial as described in Chapter 1. As
such, in designing a rural expressway, roadway designers are
faced with a conundrum: do they go to Chapter 7 for guidance

Observed Limitations and Recommendations
A thorough evaluation of the 2004 AASHTO Green Book
design guidance for TWSC rural expressway intersections was
conducted to identify areas where that guidance is insufficient
or is inconsistent with the latest safety research. A detailed

Table 5. Green Book Expressway and Expressway Intersection Design
Guidance index.
TOPIC
Ultimate Development of
Divided Arterials
Access Management
Frontage Roads
Right-of-Way (ROW)
Design Speed
Design Traffic Volume/
Level of Service
Alignment (Vertical and Horizontal)
Superelevation
Number of Lanes
Lane and Shoulder Widths
Cross Slope
Median Design
(Width/Type/Opening Length/ End
Treatment)
Four-Legged Intersections
Intersection Sight Distance
Intersection Lighting
Intersection Skew
Design to Discourage
Wrong-Way Entry
Signalization
Left-Turn Lanes/Paths
Offset Left-Turn Lanes
Indirect Left-Turns and U-Turns
Right-Turn Lanes
Interchange Warrants
One-Quadrant Interchanges

CHAPTER

PAGES

7

450 – 452

7
4
7
9
7
7

466 – 467
339 – 344
464 – 465, 467
725 – 728
449 – 452, 462 – 465
444

7

444

7
9
7
7
7
7
4
7

445 – 446, 457 – 458
582
446, 459 – 462
446, 454
448, 455 – 456, 462 – 463
446 – 447, 455, 459 – 462
337 – 339
454 – 457, 465 – 466
566, 621 – 625, 627, 689 – 704, 709 – 713,
716 – 723
568 – 572
445
661 – 667, 674 – 675
729
700 – 704
457, 466
679 – 682
466
454, 456, 466
682, 685, 688 – 725
674 – 675, 723 – 724
705 – 712
688 – 689, 713 – 716
745 – 749
743 – 744, 747, 776 – 777

9
9
7
9
9
9
7
9
7
7
9
9
9
9
10
10
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Table 6. Green Book, Chapter 9: General Intersection Design Guidance index.
TOPIC

PAGES

General Design Considerations and Objectives
Capacity Analysis
Alignment (Vertical and Horizontal)
Three-Legged Intersections
Offset T-Intersections
Four-Legged Intersections
Intersection Sight Distance
Intersection Skew
Signalization
Left-Turn Lanes/Paths

555 – 558, 682 – 686
579
579 – 582
559 – 565
581
565 – 568
650 – 679
580 – 581, 677
649 – 650, 671, 674
565 – 566, 621 – 625, 686 – 688
565 – 566, 583 – 614, 621 – 625, 627 – 631,
634 – 649, 678 – 679, 686 – 688
621 – 639
564, 568, 625 – 626, 629, 633

Right-Turn Lanes/Roadways/Paths
Islands
Divisional/Splitter Islands

or do they turn to Chapter 8 instead? Similarly, when designing
rural expressway intersections, designers must simultaneously
consider information contained in Chapters 4, 7, 9, and 10.
Thus, confusion is created. Improved organization of the Green
Book is necessary to alleviate this confusion.
Chapter 1, pg. 13 of the 2004 AASHTO Green Book states (3):
This text has utilized the functional classification system as a
design type of highway. Two major difficulties arise from this
usage. The first major problem involves freeways. A freeway is not
a functional class in itself, but is normally classified as a principal
arterial. It does, however, have unique geometric criteria that
demand a separate design designation apart from other arterials.
Therefore, a separate chapter on freeways (Chapter 8) has been
included along with chapters on arterials, collectors, and local
roads and streets. The addition of the universally familiar term
“freeway” to the basic functional classes seems preferable to the
adoption of a completely separate system of design types.

Expressways present a similar problem. Although they are
included in the functional description of an arterial, they also
have distinctive design requirements and should similarly
be treated in a separate chapter of the Green Book. Thus, one
potential revision to the Green Book would be to add the
universally familiar term “expressway” to the basic functional
classes and reorganize all material on rural expressways and
rural expressway intersections into a single comprehensive
chapter. A second potential way to rearrange the Green Book
and obviate this issue might be to include all information
regarding rural expressway intersection design as a separate
section within Chapter 9, but either method of reorganization
may still create the potential for some amount of redundancy.
If the first two options are not possible, a third and final suggestion would be to create a complementary “Expressway and
Expressway Intersection Geometric Design Handbook” similar to the Institute of Transportation Engineers’ (ITE’s) Freeway and Interchange Geometric Design Handbook (24), which

presents the fundamental concepts and practices related to
freeway and interchange geometric design commensurate with
the state-of-the-art while serving as a companion to the Green
Book, the MUTCD, and the Highway Capacity Manual
(HCM) (25).
Philosophical Changes
Under the design philosophy used in the AASHTO Green
Book, the desired level of service (LOS) and design criteria
vary according to the functional classification of a highway
facility. Rural expressways are expected to provide a high
degree of mobility for a longer trip length; therefore, they
should provide a high operating speed and LOS. Since access to
abutting property is not their major function, some degree of
access control is desirable to enhance mobility (3). Anticipated
design year traffic volume and composition then serve to further refine the design standards used within each class; thus,
the Green Book philosophy attempts to integrate the highway
planning and design processes by providing a rational, costeffective basis for the selection of design speed and other
geometric design criteria. The goal is to design the facility,
without overbuilding it, so that it is able to provide and sustain a desired minimum LOS throughout its entire design life.
Safety is implied, but not explicitly considered in this process.
This philosophy typically works well for expressway corridor
design, but ordinary TWSC rural expressway intersections
tend to experience safety issues long before they experience
congestion. For example, four-lane expressway corridors tend
to become congested around 45,000 vpd, but the safety performance of expressway intersections deteriorates at far lower
mainline volumes. In addition, due to unanticipated adjacent
land development and changes in rural travel patterns rural
expressways create, intersection volumes can be more difficult
to predict. As a result, rural expressway intersections usually
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develop safety and operational problems before such problems
reach a corridor-wide level.
Chapter 7 of the Green Book contains a section regarding planning considerations for the ultimate development of
four-lane divided rural arterials. Although this section does
mention the need to acquire additional ROW for future intersection improvements, it does not address planning for specific
intersection modifications that may be required before the end
of the design or functional life of an expressway corridor. When
the safety performance of an at-grade expressway intersection
begins to deteriorate, the usual approach is to consider countermeasures at that time. This philosophy is reactive and problematic as countermeasures may take years to develop while
the safety issues continue to occur. Two states, Illinois and
Missouri, employ a more proactive intersection safety planning
process and have loose triggers defining when to start planning for or constructing the next level of intersection design.
The Illinois DOT (IDOT) designs the cross sections of all
expressways to Interstate standards as they build expressways
as an intermediate step in the ultimate development of freeways
(2). During their corridor planning process, each intersection
is analyzed for type of traffic control. Any intersection projected
to need signalization within 10 to 20 years of construction will
trigger the planning for the future development of an interchange, and access rights will be purchased for approximately
1,000 to 1,200 ft along each leg of the minor road. If signalization is projected to be warranted within 9 years of construction,
an interchange will initially be designed and constructed (26).

The IDOT triggers define the conventional improvement
path from a three or four-legged expressway intersection with
stop control to a conventional intersection with signal control
to a full interchange. On the other hand, MoDOT has developed
minor road volume guidelines and other subjective ratings
that help them to select between six different levels of expressway intersection design alternatives. These additional design
options help to bridge the gap between an ordinary TWSC
expressway intersection and an interchange (6), allowing funds
to be stretched for other system needs when an interchange
isn’t truly necessary. Their decision matrix is shown in Table 7.
This table gives roadway designers general criteria, as well as
pros and cons to consider when selecting between design
options for each median opening. Of course, specific site conditions and crash history should always be considered.
IDOT and MoDOT have recognized that although the mainline may be able to sustain design volumes over the course of
its life cycle, at-grade intersections have shorter life spans,
which should be taken into account during the initial corridor
planning process. This proactive approach to expressway intersection safety planning should be incorporated into the Green
Book philosophy. Ultimately, the Green Book should provide
some guidance on the conditions (i.e., traffic volumes, land
use attributes, etc.) under which conventional and unconventional expressway intersection designs should be implemented
and are expected to fail based on safety considerations. This
guidance could then be utilized during the initial corridor
planning process, thereby allowing STAs to proactively plan

Table 7. MoDOT expressway intersection planning decision matrix (6).

Mainline Volume
Crossroad Volume
Indirect Turning
Movements
Recommended
Median Width
ROW Impacts
Driver Expectation
1 (unmet)
5 (met)
Public Acceptance
1 (low)
5 (high)
Safety
1 (low)
5 (high)
Cost**
($1,000)

TYPE 1

TYPE 2

TYPE 3

TYPE 4

TYPE 5

TYPE 6

No Turn Lanes

With
Turn
Lanes

Offset
LeftTurn
Lanes

Median UTurns

Partial Grade
Separated
Intersection

Interchange

Conflicts can
create rear-end
crashes

Not a primary factor

< 10

< 2,000

< 3,000

None

Not a factor
in selection,
but a factor
in design
< 4,000

Not a primary factor
> 3,000*

Some
60 feet

> 4,000
None

80 feet

Low

Medium

N/A
High

2

5

4

2 or 3

3

5

3

5

4

2 or 3

4

5

1

2

3

4

4

5

$40 – $50

$100 –
$150

$150 –
$200

$100 – $250

$2500 –
$3500

$5000 –
$8000

* Insufficient data to determine upper threshold for Type 5 volumes.
** Cost assumption based on 60-ft median width on new construction. Does not include right-turn lanes or
ROW acquisition.
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for intersection safety and operational improvements throughout the entire life cycle of an expressway corridor.
In addition, expressway corridor planning should include
the strategic placement of intersections along expressway
corridors. Partial access control on expressways should mean
not only limiting access density, but also controlling where
access is allowed. Many times when expressways are built
bypassing smaller rural communities, at-grade intersections
are constructed on horizontal curves where the mainline
alignment shifts to avoid the town. Although more research
is necessary to quantify the impact of mainline horizontal and
vertical curvature on expressway intersection safety, these
features—along with intersection skew and independent
vertical alignments—seem to create problems for minor road
drivers trying to judge safe gaps in the expressway traffic
stream (14). Roadway designers should therefore work diligently during corridor planning to avoid placing intersections
where these features exist. Furthermore, in rural areas, numerous field entrances are typically requested by landowners.
Instead of allowing multiple access points along the expressway, rural frontage roads should be used as collectors to distribute traffic to a single intersection, thereby preserving the
through character of the expressway.
Design Guidance Information Updates
Within Chapter 9, the AASHTO Green Book does a good job
of describing the design of a traditional four-leg or three-leg

stop-controlled rural divided highway intersection. The existing guidance describes determining adequate intersection sight
distance (ISD), designing median openings to accommodate
turning paths for left-turn exit and entry, and designing
auxiliary deceleration lanes. However, the gap selection issue
for minor road drivers is not discussed in relation to these intersections and, when these conventional intersection designs
start to experience safety and/or operational problems, roadway designers are only given a few corrective options based on
current guidance located within the Green Book. These options
include offset left-turn lanes, indirect left-turns via jughandles,
indirect left-turns via median U-turns, and constructing an
interchange. Of the first three, only the median U-turn intersection design partially addresses the gap selection issue for
minor road drivers. Moreover, the existing design guidance
provided for offset lefts, jughandles, and median U-turns is
limited. The design guidance provided for these three alternatives needs to be updated and—based on the preponderance
of right-angle crashes occurring at TWSC rural expressway
intersections—it should be a priority to identify median intersection design options that address the issue of gap selection
for minor road crossing and left-turn maneuvers and include
them in the next edition of the Green Book.
The guidance the Green Book currently offers on offset
left-turn lanes is located in Chapter 9 on pg. 723 with Green
Book Exhibit 9-98 on pg. 724 (see Figure 10) illustrating the
parallel and tapered-type designs. The limitations of this guidance are more thoroughly documented in Appendix A as

Figure 10. Green Book Exhibit 9-98: parallel and tapered offset
left-turn lanes (3).
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well as in the “Offset Left-Turn Lanes Case Study” presented
in Chapter 4 of this report. In summary, the limitations are
as follows:
1. Due to a lack of existing research, there is no indication of
their safety effectiveness at TWSC rural expressway intersections.
2. No warrants have been developed indicating when offset
left-turn lanes should be constructed.
3. No explanation is given describing the difference between
a negative and a positive offset; thus, some STAs are constructing offset left-turn lanes at expressway intersections
with negative offsets while McCoy et al. (27) established
that the minimum required offset is always positive.
4. Many STAs have incorporated offset left-turn lanes into
their design manuals as standard design practice and yet
each state seems to have their own unique geometric design
standards; therefore, “best practices for design” should be
compiled and incorporated into the Green Book for both

parallel and tapered-type designs, thereby promoting more
nationwide design consistency.
5. The benefits and tradeoffs of parallel versus tapered-type
designs should be more thoroughly investigated and documented in the Green Book.
The existing design guidance offered in the Green Book for
indirect left-turn maneuvers via jughandles is very brief and
located in Chapter 9 on pg. 705 with Green Book Exhibits 9-88
and 9-89 on pg. 706 (see Figures 11A and B, respectively) illustrating “near-side” and “far-side” jughandle intersections,
respectively. The limitations of this guidance are described
in Appendix A as well as in the “Jughandle Intersection Case
Study” presented in Chapter 4 of this report. In summary, the
limitations are as follows:
1. Due to a lack of existing research and experience, there is
no indication of their safety effectiveness at TWSC rural
expressway intersections;

Figure 11. Green Book Exhibits 9-88 and 9-89: jughandle
intersections (3).
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2. No warrants have been developed indicating when this type
of intersection design should be used;
3. The benefits and tradeoffs of “near-side” versus “far-side”
jughandles should be more thoroughly researched and
documented; and
4. No specific design guidance is given for designing the
geometric features of these intersections (e.g., there is no
indication of how far to space the jughandle ramps from
the main intersection).
Jughandles have been predominantly used at high-volume
signalized intersections in New Jersey, and the New Jersey
Department of Transportation Roadway Design Manual (28)
contains standards for their design that could be incorporated
into the Green Book. Although jughandle intersections do
reduce the overall number of conflict points as compared with
conventional TWSC expressway intersections, they should be
used cautiously in unsignalized applications on rural expressways until their safety effectiveness is known because they
replace a direct left-turn off the mainline with a higher risk
crossing maneuver from the minor road, thereby sending more
minor road traffic through the median. Recall that gap selection
by minor road crossing and left-turning drivers seems to be the
major safety issue at TWSC rural expressway intersections.
The existing design guidance offered in the Green Book for
indirect left-turn maneuvers via median U-turns is located in
Chapter 9 on pgs. 708–712 with Green Book Exhibit 9-91 on
pg. 709 (see Figure 12) demonstrating a median U-turn intersection (3). Although not restricted through geometry, this
design prohibits direct left turns through the median from
both the major and minor approaches via signage. Thus, in
an unsignalized application, this design partially addresses
minor road gap selection by restricting direct left-turn entry

Figure 12. Green Book Exhibit 9-91: median U-turn
intersection (3).

from the minor road, but through traffic on the minor road
is still allowed to use the median crossover at the main intersection. The Michigan DOT (MDOT) first introduced this
intersection design in the 1960s to increase capacity at signalized intersections. These designs have typically not been applied
at TWSC rural expressway intersections because of the added
travel distance for left-turning traffic, the costs of which have
been perceived to outweigh any potential operational or safety
improvements. The limitations regarding the Green Book
design guidance for median U-turn intersections are detailed
in Appendix A. In summary, the limitations are as follows:
1. Due to a lack of existing research and experience, there is
no indication of their safety effectiveness at TWSC rural
expressway intersections.
2. No warrants have been established indicating when this
type of intersection design might be justified.
3. There is no specific design guidance indicating how far to
place the U-turns from the main intersection when it is
unsignalized.
4. Although pg. 708 of the Green Book states (3), “Auxiliary
lanes (deceleration and acceleration) are highly desirable on
each side of the median U-turn crossovers,” Exhibit 9-91
(see Figure 12) does not illustrate the use of U-turn acceleration lanes and Exhibit 9-92 (see Figure 13) does not
provide guidance on the minimum median widths required
for various design vehicles to execute a U-turn from a
deceleration lane into an acceleration lane in the opposite
direction.
5. It should be stated that, on expressways, the left-hand U-turn
jughandle design shown in Green Book Exhibit 9-93B
(see Figure 14B) is preferred over the right-hand U-turn
jughandle design shown in Green Book Exhibit 9-93A (see
Figure 14A) due to the fact that left-turn entry onto a divided
highway tends to be a more crash prone maneuver than a
left-turn exit off of a divided highway.
In addition to these three intersection design alternatives,
STAs have experimented with a wide variety of rural expressway intersection safety treatments that are not yet reflected in
the AASHTO Green Book; thus, the state-of-the-art of expressway intersection design practiced by STAs has surpassed the
existing national design guidance. A number of these strategies are identified and briefly described in NCHRP Report 500,
Volume 5 (16) (see Table 8). Unfortunately, the lack of national
design guidance is likely discouraging some engineers from
considering these alternatives in situations where they may be
appropriate.
On the other hand, many STAs have incorporated design
standards for these designs into their own state roadway
design manuals. For example, Chapter 5, Section 4.01.06 of the
Minnesota Department of Transportation Road Design Manual
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Figure 13. Green Book Exhibit 9-92: minimum designs for U-turns (3).

(29) and Section 233.2.1.19 of the Missouri Department of
Transportation Engineering Policy Guide (30) include standard plans for left-turn median acceleration lanes (MALs)
(see Figure 15). Offset right-turn lane design standards are
included in Chapter 6, Section C-5 of the Iowa Department of
Transportation Design Manual (31) (see Figure 16). Chapter 7,

Section 5.7.5 of the Kansas Department of Transportation
Design Manual (32) includes standards for expressway median
widening (to 150 ft) in the vicinity of expressway intersections
(see Figure 17). Finally, Chapter 9, Section 4 of the North
Carolina Department of Transportation Roadway Design Manual (33) and Section 233.2.1.6 of the Missouri Department of

Figure 14. Green Book Exhibit 9-93: special indirect U-turns
with narrow medians (3).
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Table 8. NCHRP Report 500, Vol. 5: Unsignalized Intersection Safety Strategies (16).
Strategies Specific to Rural Expressway Intersections
NO.

STRATEGY DESCRIPTION

TYPE

B5
B12
B17
C2

Provide left-turn acceleration lanes at divided highway intersections
Restrict/eliminate turning maneuvers through channelization or closing median openings
Use indirect left-turn treatments to minimize conflicts at divided highway intersections
Clear sight triangles in the medians of divided highways near intersections
Provide dashed markings (extended left edgelines) for major road continuity across the
median opening at divided highway intersections
Provide a double yellow centerline in the median opening of divided highway intersections

Tried
Tried
Tried
Tried

E7
I2

Tried
Tried

Non-Site Specific Strategies that May Be Applied at
Rural Expressway Intersections
NO.
B1
B2
B3
B6
B7
B8
B9
B10
B11
B13
B14
B15
B16
C1
C3
D1
D2
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E8
E9
E10
E11
F1
F3
G1
G2
H1
H2
H3
I1
I3

STRATEGY DESCRIPTION
Provide left-turn lanes at intersections
Provide longer left-turn lanes at intersections
Provide offset left-turn lanes at intersections
Provide right-turn lanes at intersections
Provide longer right-turn lanes at intersections
Provide offset right-turn lanes at intersections
Provide right-turn acceleration lanes at intersections
Provide full-width paved shoulders in intersection areas
Restrict or eliminate turning maneuvers by signing
Close or relocate “high-risk” intersections
Convert four-legged intersections to two T-intersections
Convert offset T-intersections to four-legged intersections
Realign intersection approaches to reduce or eliminate intersection skew
Clear sight triangles on stop- or yield-controlled approaches to intersections
Change horizontal/vertical alignment of approaches to provide more sight
distance
Provide an automated real-time system to inform drivers of the suitability of
available gaps for making turning and crossing maneuvers
Provide roadside markers or pavement markings to assist drivers in judging the
suitability of available gaps for making turning and crossing maneuvers
Improve visibility of intersections by providing enhanced signing and delineation
Improve visibility of intersections by providing lighting
Install splitter islands on the minor road approach to an intersection
Provide a stop bar (or a wider one) on minor road approaches
Install larger regulatory and warning signs at intersections
Install rumble strips on intersection approaches
Provide supplementary STOP signs mounted over the roadway
Provide pavement markings with supplementary messages (e.g., STOP AHEAD)
Provide improved maintenance of STOP signs
Install flashing beacons at stop-controlled intersections
Avoid signalizing through roads
Provide roundabouts at appropriate locations
Provide targeted enforcement to reduce STOP-sign violations
Target public information and education on safety problems at specific
intersections
Provide targeted speed enforcement
Provide traffic calming on intersection approaches through a combination of
geometrics and traffic-control devices
Post appropriate speed limit on intersection approaches
Provide turn path markings
Provide lane assignment signing or marking at complex intersections

TYPE
Proven
Tried
Tried
Proven
Tried
Tried
Tried
Tried
Tried
Tried
Tried
Tried
Proven
Tried
Tried
Experimental
Experimental
Tried
Proven
Tried
Tried
Tried
Tried
Tried
Tried
Tried
Tried
Tried
Proven
Tried
Tried
Proven
Proven
Tried
Tried
Tried
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Figure 15. MnDOT standard plan for MALs (29).

Transportation Engineering Policy Guide (30) contain design
standards for an expressway intersection design that combines a directional median opening (allows left-turns off the
expressway, but closes the median to minor road crossing and
left-turn maneuvers) with median U-turns (allows for indirect
minor road crossing and left-turn maneuvers) as shown in
Figure 18. Directional median openings with either parallel
or tapered offset left-turn lanes are also featured in Section 527
of the Florida DOT’s (FDOT’s) 2006 Design Standards for
Design, Construction, Maintenance, and Utility Operations on the
State Highway System (34). Although this intersection design
(otherwise known as a superstreet or J-turn intersection) has
been shown to improve the safety performance of problematic
conventional TWSC rural expressway intersections (see the
“J-Turn Intersection Case Study” presented in Chapter 4 of
this report), pg. 709 of the Green Book currently discourages
its use on high-speed expressways when it states (3):
On high-speed or high-volume highways, where separate
U-turn median openings are used in conjunction with minor
crossroads where traffic is not permitted to cross the major
highway, but instead is required to turn right, enter the through
traffic stream, weave to the left, U-turn, and then return, the
difficulty of weaving and the long lengths involved usually make

this design pattern undesirable unless the volumes intercepted
are light and the median is of adequate width.

This statement needs to be revised, and geometric design
guidance for the J-turn intersection should be included in the
next edition of the AASHTO Green Book along with design
guidance for the other designs mentioned here, all of which
are discussed in further detail within subsequent chapters of
this report.

MUTCD Review
Current Rural Expressway Intersection
Signing, Marking, and Traffic Control
Standards Summary
The 2003 edition of the MUTCD with Revision Number One
Incorporated (22), dated November 2004, is the current version in use by practitioners. The MUTCD is published by
FHWA and defines the minimum standards to be used by road
managers nationwide for installing and maintaining trafficcontrol devices on all streets and highways. All public agencies
across the nation rely on the MUTCD to provide guidance
ensuring that all traffic-control devices are understandable,

Figure 16. Iowa DOT standard plan for offset right-turn
lane (31).
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Figure 17. KDOT standard plan for wide median intersection (32).

recognizable, visible, and uniform in size, shape, color, and
placement. The success of the MUTCD depends on nationwide
acceptance and application. Consequently, each state is required
to adopt the MUTCD as their own standard or have a state
MUTCD that is in substantial conformance with the national
guide. The speed with which technology, traffic control, and
traffic operations change makes the MUTCD a dynamic document that must continuously evolve in order to reflect the
most recent innovations; therefore, input from practitioners
and all other stakeholders in developing and evaluating the
contents of the MUTCD is crucial in keeping the guide current
and relevant. With this in mind, the purpose of this section is
to document and evaluate the existing guidance contained in
the current edition of the MUTCD for the signing and marking
of TWSC rural expressway intersections.
The MUTCD comprises 10 parts (see Table 9), all of which
were initially considered in the review, but the evaluation pre-

dominantly focused on the information contained within the
first four parts since the final six parts have little to do with
the focus of this research. The specific rural expressway at-grade
intersection signing, marking, and traffic-control guidance that
was found within Parts 1–4 is cataloged in Table 10. More
general at-grade intersection signing, marking, and trafficcontrol guidance found within Parts 1–4 that could be applied
at rural expressway intersections is indexed in Table 11.
Part 1 of the MUTCD entitled “General” documents key
principles relative to the purpose, design, and application of
traffic-control devices including fulfilling a need, conveying
clear messages, and encouraging systemwide uniformity to aid
in driver recognition and understanding, thereby reducing
perception/reaction times. Part 1 also details the processes for
requesting approval to conduct field operational testing with
experimental traffic-control devices and for incorporating
new traffic-control devices into the MUTCD. In addition,
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Figure 18. NCDOT standard plan for J-turn intersection (33).

Table 9. MUTCD contents (22).
PART

TITLE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

General
Signs
Markings
Highway Traffic Signals
Traffic Control Devices for Low-Volume Roads
Temporary Traffic Control
Traffic Controls for School Areas
Traffic Controls for Highway-Rail Grade Crossings
Traffic Controls for Bicycle Facilities
Traffic Controls for Highway-Light Rail Transit Grade Crossings
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Table 10. MUTCD Expressway Intersection Signing, Marking, and Control index.
TOPIC

SECTION

FIGURES/TABLES

Definitions for Expressway and Median
Sign Dimensions
Overhead Sign Installations
Sign Mounting Height
Median Opening Treatments for Divided Highways
with Wide Medians
Size of Regulatory Signs
YIELD Sign Applications
Turn Prohibition Signs
Mandatory Movement Lane Control Signs
Keep Right Signs
DO NOT ENTER Sign
WRONG WAY Sign

1A.13, 2A.01
2A.12
2A.17
2A.18

Figure 2A-1

ONE WAY Signs
DIVIDED HIGHWAY CROSSING Signs

2B.37
2B.38

2A.23
2B.03
2B.09
2B.19
2B.21
2B.33
2B.34
2B.35

KEEP OFF MEDIAN Signs

2B.47

Size of Warning Signs

2C.04

Divided Highway (Road) Sign
Divided Highway (Road) Ends Sign
Lane Ends Signs
Crossover Signs
Freeway and Expressway Guide Signing Principles
Characteristics of Rural Signing

2C.18
2C.19
2C.33
2D.51
2E.02
2E.07

Guide Sign and Lettering Size and Style

2E.13 – 2E.15

Lateral Offsets for Guide Signs
Guide Sign Classification
Route Signs and Trailblazer Assemblies
Guide Signs for Intersections At-Grade
Delineator Application
Studies and Factors for Justifying Traffic-Control Signals
Size, Number, and Location of Signal Faces by Approach
Visibility, Shielding, and Positioning of Signal Faces
Lateral Placement of Signal Supports and Cabinets

2E.23
2E.24
2E.25
2E.26
3D.03
4C.01
4D.15
4D.17
4D.19

Part 1 provides a discussion of the importance of engineering
judgment in the selection and application of traffic-control
devices. While the MUTCD provides standards, guidance,
and options for the design and application of traffic-control
devices, it is not a legal requirement for their installation and
defers to engineering judgment as to how, when, and where
traffic-control devices should be installed. Finally, Section 1A.13
provides definitions of words and phrases used within the
MUTCD including the terms “expressway” and “median.” The
MUTCD defines an expressway as “a divided highway with
partial control of access” and a median as “the area between two
roadways of a divided highway measured from edge of traveled
way to edge of traveled way. The median width excludes turn
lanes and might be different between intersections, interchanges, or on opposite approaches of the same intersection.”
The median width definition here is inconsistent with that
presented in the AASHTO Green Book, and the two definitions
should be made to coincide.

Table 2B-1
Figure 2B-3
Figure 2B-4
Figure 2B-8
Figure 2B-9
Figure 2B-10
Figure 2B-11
Figure 2B-12
Figure 2B-13
Figure 2B-14
Figure 2B-15
Figure 2B-20
Table 2C-2
Table 2C-3
Figure 2C-3
Figure 2C-3
Figure 2C-6
Figure 2D-12

Table 2E-1
Table 2E-2

Figure 2E-11

Part 2, “Signs,” describes guidelines for the application of
regulatory, warning, and guide signs depending on the particular location (rural or urban) and type of roadway (freeway,
expressway, conventional road, or special purpose road) upon
which they are to be used. Within Part 2, Chapter 2A, “General,”
documents general information that applies to all signs including the standard shapes, colors, sizes, heights, and lateral offsets.
It also introduces the notion of coordinating sign installation with geometric design. In relation to expressway signage,
Section 2A.12 states, “Larger sign sizes are designed for use on
freeways and expressways, and can be used to enhance road user
safety, especially on multilane divided highways.” Section 2A.17
discusses the use of overhead signs on expressways, and Section 2A.18 provides specific guidance for the mounting heights
of signs on expressways. Section 2A.23 states, “Where divided
highways are separated by median widths at the median opening itself of 30 feet or more, median openings should be signed
as two separate intersections.”
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Table 11. MUTCD General Intersection Signing, Marking, and Control index.
TOPIC

SECTION

FIGURES/TABLES

Standardization of Sign Location
STOP Signs
YIELD Signs
Speed Limit Signs
Intersection Lane Control Signs
Preferential Only Lane Signs
Selective Exclusion Signs
Traffic Signal Signs
Weight Limit Signs
Placement of Warning Signs
Horizontal Alignment/Intersection Sign
Chevron Alignment Sign
DEAD END/NO OUTLET Signs
Advance Traffic-Control Signs
Speed Reduction Signs
Merge Signs
Added Lane Signs
Advisory Exit/Ramp/Curve Speed Signs
Intersection Warning Signs
Two-Direction Large Arrow Sign
Traffic Signal Signs
Supplemental Arrow Plaques
Advance Street Name Plaque
CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP
Arrows
Junction Auxiliary Sign
Combination Junction Sign
END Auxiliary Sign
Route Sign Assemblies
Junction Assembly
Advance Route Turn Assembly
Directional Assemblies
Destination and Distance Signs
Street Name Signs
General Service Signs
General Information Signs
White Lane Line Pavement Markings
Edge Line Pavement Markings
Extensions Through Intersections
Raised Pavement Markers
Stop and Yield Lines
Pavement Word and Symbol Markings
Curb Markings
Island Delineators
Advantages and Disadvantages of
Signals
Alternatives to Traffic-Control Signals
Adequate Roadway Capacity
Traffic Signal Control Warrants
Traffic-Control Signal Features
Flashing Beacons

2A.16, 2A.19
2B.04 – 2B.07
2B.08 – 2B.10
2B.13 – 2B.18
2B.20 – 2B.23
2B.26 – 2B.28
2B.36
2B.45
2B.49
2C.05
2C.08
2C.10
2C.21
2C.29
2C.30
2C.31
2C.32
2C.36, 2C.46
2C.37
2C.38
2C.39
2C.47
2C.49
2C.50
2D.08
2D.13
2D.14
2D.22
2D.27
2D.28
2D.29
2D.30, 2D.31
2D.33 – 2D.37
2D.38, 2D.39
2D.45
2D.48
3B.04
3B.06
3B.08
3B.13
3B.16
3B.19
3B.21
3G.06

Figure 2A-1, Figure 2A-2
Figure 2B-1
Figure 2B-1
Figure 2B-1, Figure 2B-3
Figure 2B-4
Figure 2B-7
Figure 2B-9
Figure 2B-19
Figure 2B-20
Table 2C-4
Figure 2C-1
Figure 2C-1
Figure 2C-3
Figure 2C-4
Figure 2C-5
Figure 2C-6
Figure 2C-6
Figure 2C-5, Figure 2C-7
Figure 2C-8
Figure 2C-8
Figure 2C-8
Figure 2C-11
Figure 2C-11
Figure 2C-8
Figure 2D-2
Figure 2D-4
Figure 2D-4
Figure 2D-4
Figure 2D-6
Figure 2D-6
Figure 2D-6
Figure 2D-6
Figure 2D-6, 2D-7
Figure 2D-8
Figure 2D-11
Figure 2D-12

Chapter 2B, “Regulatory Signs,” describes the intent and
application of those signs that give notice to road users of
traffic laws and regulations. Chapter 2C, “Warning Signs,”
describes the design and application of those signs that give
notice to road users of potentially hazardous situations that
might not be readily apparent. The remaining chapters within
Part 2 describe the intent and use of various guide signs that give
notice to road users of route designations, destinations, direc-

Figure 3B-11
Figure 3B-14
Figure 3B-20 to 3B-22

4B.03
4B.04
4B.05
Chapter 4C
Chapter 4D
Chapter 4K

Table 4C-1, Figures 4C-1 to 4C-4
Table 4D-1, Figures 4D-1 to 4D-3

tions, distances, services, or other geographical, recreational,
and cultural points of interest. Chapter 2E, “Guide Signs—
Freeways and Expressways,” is the particular guide signing
chapter related to the research at hand. The most common regulatory signs are shown in Table 12, warning signs in Table 13,
and guide signs in Table 14. Those signs that have likely application at rural expressway intersections are highlighted in these
tables, and a summary of the specific guidance given for rural
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Table 12. Common regulatory signs.
STANDARD
(Shall)

GUIDANCE
(Should)

OPTION
(May)

SUPPORT
NO PARKING
(R7 and R8
Series)

ALL WAY (STOP)
supplemental plaque
(R1-3 or R1-4)
SPEED LIMIT
(R2-1 through R2-4a)

STOP
(R1-1)

YIELD
(R1-2)

Two-Way Left-Turn Only
(R3-9a, R3-9b)

Intersection Lane Control
(R3-5 through R3-8)

Turn Prohibition
(R3-1 through R3-4, R3-18)

PASS WITH CARE
(R4-2)

DO NOT PASS (R4-1)

DO NOT ENTER (R5-1)

SLOWER TRAFFIC
KEEP RIGHT (R4-3)

ONE WAY (R6-1, R6-2)

KEEP RIGHT/LEFT
(R4-7, R4-8)

Railroad Crossing (R15-1)

WRONG WAY (R5-1a)
DIVIDED HIGHWAY
CROSSING
(R6-3, R6-3a)
KEEP OFF MEDIAN
(R11-1)
Weight Limits
(R12-1 through R12-5)
LOOK (R15-8)
[See Section 8B.16]

Note: Shaded signs have likely application at rural expressway intersections.

Table 13. Common warning signs.
STANDARD
(Shall)

GUIDANCE
(Should)

OPTION
(May)

Two-Direction Large Arrow
(W1-7)

Horizontal Alignment
(W1-1 through W1-5, W1-11, W1-15)

Speed Reduction
(W3-5)

One-Direction Large Arrow
(W1-6)

Low Clearance (W12-2)

LANE ENDS
(W4-2, W9-1, W9-2)

Chevron Alignment (W1-8)

Advisory Exit/Ramp/Curve Speed
(W13-2, W13-3, W13-5)

Added Lane (W4-3, W4-6)

Advance Traffic Control
-Limited Sight Distance(W3-1 through W3-4)
Railroad Crossing
Advance Warning
(W10-1 through W10-4)

ROAD/BRIDGE NARROWS
(W5-1, W5-2)
Divided Highway Begins/Ends
(W6-1, W6-2)
Two-Way Traffic (W6-3)
Hill/Vertical Grade (W7 Series)
BUMP/DIP
(W8-1, W8-2)
PAVEMENT ENDS (W8-3)
SHOULDER DROP OFF
(W8-9a)
SPEED HUMP (W17-1)

Note: Shaded signs have likely application at rural expressway intersections.

Advance Intersection Warning
(W1-10, W2-1 through W2-6)
Advance Traffic Control
-General Application(W3-1 through W3-4)
Merge (W4-1, W4-5)
CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP
Plaque (W4-4p)
Distance Plaques
(W7-3a, W16-2, W16-3, W16-4)
SOFT SHOULDER (W8-4)
Slippery When Wet (W8-5)
Vehicular and Non-Vehicular Crossings
(W8-6, W11 Series)
Advisory Speed Plaque (W13-1)
DEAD END/NO OUTLET
(W14-1, W14-2)
NO PASSING ZONE (W14-3)
Advance Street Name Plaque (W16-8)
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Table 14. Common guide signs.
STANDARD
(Shall)
Rest Area Signs
-parking/restrooms avail.(D5 series)
Reference Location Signs
-freeways and
expressways(D10-1 through D10-3)
Route Sign Assemblies
-all numbered highways(M1, M3, and M4 series)
[See Section 2D.27]

GUIDANCE
(Should)

OPTION
(May)

SUPPORT

Street Name Sign
(D3-1)

Parking Area Sign
(D4-1)

Destination and Distance
Signs
(D1 series, D2 series)

Confirming
Assembly
(M1 and M3 series)

Park and Ride Sign
(D4-2)

Advance Street Name Sign
(D3-2)

Route and Junction
Assemblies
-on expressways(M1, M2, M3, M4)
[See Section
2E.25]

Scenic Area Signs
(D6 series)

General Information Signs
(political boundaries,
airports, rivers, streams,
landmarks, etc.)
(I series)

Junction Assemblies
(M1 series, M2-1, M2-2)
[See Section 2D.28]
Advance Route Turn
and Directional
Assemblies
(M1, M5, and M6 series)

General Service Signs
(food, gas, lodging,
hospital, etc.)
(D9 series)
Reference
Location Signs
-other facilities(D10-1 through D10-3)
Crossover Signs
(D13 series)

Trailblazer Assemblies
(M4-5, M1, M5, M6 series)

Note: Shaded signs have likely application at rural expressway intersections.

expressway intersection signage that appears in Chapters 2B,
2C, and 2E follows.
Within Chapter 2B, MUTCD Table 2B-1 appears in Section 2B.03 and provides the standard sizes for regulatory
signs to be used on expressways as well as on other types of
facilities. Sections 2B.05, 2B.09, 2B.34, 2B.35, 2B.37, and 2B.38
describe the intent and application of STOP, YIELD, DO NOT
ENTER, WRONG WAY, ONE WAY, and DIVIDED HIGHWAY CROSSING signs, respectively. The STOP sign guidance
does not specifically mention expressway intersections, but
the YIELD sign guidance states:
YIELD signs may be used instead of STOP signs at the second
crossroad of a divided highway where the median width at the
intersection is 30 feet or greater. In this case, a STOP sign may be
installed at the entrance to the first roadway of a divided highway
and a YIELD sign may be installed at the entrance to the second
roadway.

This condition is illustrated in MUTCD Figure 2B-13
(see Figure 19) along with the application of ONE WAY signing and pavement marking for expressway intersections with
medians of 30 ft or more. Recall that the MUTCD excludes
left-turn lanes from their measure of median width. MUTCD
Figure 2B-14 (see Figure 20) shows ONE WAY signing for
intersections with median widths of less than 30 ft and conventional left-turn lanes. Notice that this plan contains no
signage in the median. MUTCD Figure 2B-15 (see Figure 21)
shows the same for intersections with median widths of less

than 30 ft and offset left-turn lanes. Furthermore, MUTCD
Figure 2B-10 (see Figure 22) illustrates the WRONG WAY
signing to be used in conjunction with the ONE WAY signing
at divided highway intersections with medians of 30 ft or more.
The MUTCD guidance indicates that the DO NOT ENTER
signs are required at all divided highway intersections, but the
ONE WAY signs are only required when the median width is
30 ft or more and may be omitted when the median is less
than 30 ft. Additionally, the WRONG WAY and DIVIDED
HIGHWAY CROSSING signs are always optional supplements
that may be added at any expressway intersection.
Within Chapter 2C, MUTCD Tables 2C-2 and 2C-3 appear
in Section 2C.04 and provide the standard sizes for warning
signs and supplemental warning plaques to be used on expressways as well as on other types of facilities. Although there are
no warning signs that are designed specifically for use at rural
expressway intersections, there are a number of Advance
Traffic Control and Intersection Warning signs described in
Sections 2C.29 and 2C.37, respectively, that are typically used at
these intersections to indicate the presence of an intersection,
intersection traffic control, or the possibility of exiting/entering
traffic.
Chapter 2E discusses the intent and application of guide signs
on freeways and expressways. Section 2E.13 provides guidance
on the size of these signs, but the majority of Chapter 2E details
the guide signing requirements for interchanges on these
facilities. There is actually very little in this chapter describing the guide signing requirements for at-grade intersections
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Figure 19. MUTCD figure 2B-13: example of ONE WAY signing for
divided highways with medians of 30 ft or greater (22).

on expressways. In fact, Section 2E.26, “Signs for Intersections At-Grade,” states, “If there are intersections at-grade
within the limits of an expressway, guide sign types specified
in Chapter 2D (Guide Signs—Conventional Roads) should
be used. However, such signs should be of a size compatible
with the size of other signing on the expressway.” This guidance goes on to suggest that advance guide signing for at-grade
intersections on expressway may take on the form of diagrammatic layouts. Table 14 documents some of the guide
signs described within Chapter 2D that have likely application
at rural expressway intersections. Of these guide signs, there
is only one that is specifically meant for use at divided highway intersections. That sign is the CROSSOVER sign shown
in Figure 23. The MUTCD guidance states that this sign “may

be installed on divided highways to identify median openings
not otherwise identified by warning or other guide signs.”
The MUTCD provides guidance on the use of pavement
markings and other roadway markers within Part 3, “Markings.” Chapter 3B specifically addresses pavement markings,
but within this chapter, there is no specific guidance to suggest
which pavement markings are important or necessary at rural
expressway intersections as compared with intersections
located on other roadway types. Nevertheless, figures within
MUTCD Chapter 2B (see Figures 19 through 22) illustrate the
use of edge lines, lane lines, and stop bars at rural expressway
intersections as well as the application of a double yellow
centerline within the crossover at intersections with medians
greater than 30 ft in width. Other pavement markings described
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Figure 20. MUTCD figure 2B-14: example of ONE WAY signing for
divided highways with medians less than 30 ft (22).

within Chapter 3B such as yield bars have been applied at rural
expressway intersections. Table 15 provides a summary of the
most frequently used pavement markings and highlights those
that have been observed at rural expressway intersections.
Within the other chapters of Part 3, the only other specific
mention of median crossover intersections is in Chapter 3D,
“Delineators,” which states in Section 3D.03, “Where median
crossovers are provided for official or emergency use on divided
highways and where these crossovers are to be marked, a
double yellow delineator should be placed on the left side of
the through roadway on the far-side of the crossover for each
roadway.”

Signalization is not recommended for use as a safety device
at high-speed rural expressway intersections, but rural expressway intersections have been signalized. Part 4 of the MUTCD,
“Highway Traffic Signals,” contains 12 chapters describing the
application of traffic-control signals and warning beacons.
If an engineer were considering installing a traffic signal or
beacon at a rural expressway intersection, he or she would
most likely look to MUTCD Chapters 4A through 4D and/or
4K for guidance. Within these chapters, there are only two small
pieces of guidance related specifically to rural expressway
intersections. First, within Section 4C.01, the MUTCD states,
“For signal warrant analysis, a location with a wide median,
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Figure 21. MUTCD figure 2B-15: example of ONE WAY signing for
divided highways with medians less than 30 ft and separated left-turn
lanes (22).

even if the median width is greater than 30 feet, should be
considered as one intersection.” Second, Chapter 4D provides
guidance for the positioning of above median mounted signal
faces, but other general guidance within Part 4 can be applied
at rural expressway intersections. For example, Section 4B.03
discusses the advantages and disadvantages of signals, Section 4B.04 discusses alternatives to signalization, Chapter 4C
discusses warrants for traffic signal control, and Chapter 4K
discusses intersection control beacons and other supplemental warning beacons that might be used at rural expressway
intersections.

Observed Limitations and Recommendations
An evaluation of the 2003 MUTCD guidance for signing,
marking, and traffic control of TWSC rural expressway intersections was conducted to identify areas where the current
guidance is insufficient or is inconsistent with the latest safety
research and state practice. As a result of this review, limitations
of the current guidance were identified and opportunities for
enhancement are recommended. The recommended signing,
marking, and traffic-control guidance information updates
are separated into three categories: assistance for minor road
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Figure 22. MUTCD figure 2B-10: example of WRONG WAY signing for a
divided highway with a median width of 30 ft or greater (22).

drivers, assistance for expressway drivers, and other figure
modifications/additions.
Assistance for Minor Road Drivers
The MUTCD has many signs and markings that help a
driver recognize that they are approaching a stop-controlled
intersection, and these devices seem to be effective at TWSC
rural expressway intersections given the relatively small proportion of “run-the-stop” crashes. However, based on the
over-representation of right-angle “failure-to-yield rightof-way” crashes associated with gap selection at TWSC rural
expressway intersections documented in Chapter 1, a primary
enhancement to the current MUTCD guidance would be to
identify any traffic-control devices or markings that would
assist minor road drivers with their decisionmaking processes
for judging and selecting safe gaps in the expressway traffic

Figure 23. CROSSOVER guide signs (from MUTCD
Figure 2D-12) (22).

stream. Currently, the MUTCD does not address the need for
or the application of such devices and/or markings.
Even though there is no widely accepted device to assist with
gap selection from the minor road, there have been attempts
to develop and deploy experimental systems. The University
of Minnesota is currently developing a system that uses radar
to detect the presence and speed of approaching expressway
vehicles, computer processors to determine gap sizes, and
dynamic message signs to assist stopped minor road drivers in
selecting a gap that allows them to proceed safely into or across
the expressway traffic stream (see Chapter 4, “Intersection
Decision Support Technology Case Study”). This system
has not yet reached a point where it can be deployed at an
expressway intersection, but less-sophisticated systems used in
Virginia, Maine, and Georgia have actually been deployed at
intersections on two-lane roads and have improved intersection
safety (16, 35, 36). Still, the MUTCD provides no information
on or reference to any of these tried systems.
Besides the intelligent transportation systems (ITS) technology based solutions, some states have experimented with the
placement of roadside markers and/or pavement markings to
aid minor road drivers with gap selection at TWSC intersections. One approach tried was to place a combination of roadside markers and pavement markings along the mainline approaches to delineate a “hazardous intersection approach zone”
(see the “Static Roadside Markers Case Study” in Chapter 4). If
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Table 15. Common pavement markings.

TYPE

Center
Lines

Edge
Lines

Lane
Lines

No
Passing
Zones

Other
Markings

STANDARD
(Shall)

GUIDANCE
(Should)

All two-way urban
arterials and collectors 20
ft or more in width and at
least 6,000 vpd

All two-way urban
arterials and collectors
20 ft or more in width
and at least 4,000 vpd
All two-way rural
arterials and collectors
18 ft or more in width
and at least 3,000 vpd
Other two-way roadways
where engineering study
indicates the need
Rural arterials and
collectors 20 ft or more
in width and at least
3,000 vpd
Other paved roadways
as indicated by
engineering study
All roadways with two or
more adjacent same
direction traffic lanes
At congested locations

All two-way roads with
three or more lanes

Freeways and
expressways
Rural arterials 20 ft or
more in width and at least
6,000 vpd
Freeways
Interstate highways
Where centerlines are
used on two-way
undivided roadways and
passing is prohibited
Undivided two-way
roadways with four or
more lanes

OPTION
(May)

SUPPORT

Other two-way
roads 16 ft or more
in width

Other roadways
where edge
delineation is
desirable

To separate
through-traffic lanes
from auxiliary lanes

Undivided two-way
roadways with three
through lanes

Channelizing lines
-at exit ramps-

Stop lines

Channelizing lines
-at islands-

Lane reduction transition
markings

Crosswalks

Line extensions

Approach markings for
obstructions within a
paved roadway

Parking
space
markings
Word and
symbol
markings

Raised pavement
markers
Yield lines
Speed Hump and
Advance Speed
Hump markings

Note: Shaded markings have likely application at rural expressway intersections.

an approaching mainline vehicle is within this zone, the minor
road driver would know that the gap is too small and that it is
not safe to enter the intersection; thus, the placement of the last
marker identifies the threshold for a minor road vehicle to safely
enter the intersection. Of course, marker placement depends
on assumptions of mainline vehicle speeds. The MUTCD is
currently silent on the application of these static devices that
provide minor road drivers with gap-related information.
A second approach which has been tried is to place a double yellow centerline along with a stop or yield bar in the median of an expressway intersection to provide a measure of
depth perception illustrating that the median is wide enough
for vehicle storage, consequently encouraging two-stage gap
selection behavior as described in Chapter 1. These markings
are shown in MUTCD Figure 2B-13 (see Figure 19), but there

is no corresponding discussion of their use or application. It
can be assumed that these markings are suggested for use
where the median storage area is at least 30 ft because they appear in MUTCD Figure 2B-13 (see Figure 19), but not in
MUTCD Figures 2B-14 (see Figure 20) or 2B-15 (see Figure 21).
However, some confusion arises because these median markings are not shown in MUTCD Figure 2B-10 (see Figure 22).
Furthermore, the AASHTO Green Book states, “Where a median width of 25 feet or more is provided, a passenger car
making a turning or crossing maneuver will have space to
stop safely in the median area” (3, pg. 456). Therefore, the
MUTCD should clarify the intended purpose and recommended application of such median pavement markings.
A final strategy to aid minor road drivers with gap selection
has been to place warning signs or placards on the minor road
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Figure 24. Warning signs used to prevent right-angle
collisions.

approaches or within the median to advise minor road drivers
that expressway traffic does not stop or that they should look
again for oncoming traffic. A variety of non-standard signs,
like those shown in Figure 24A, have been placed in medians
to advise drivers to look right again before leaving the median
area, thereby promoting two-stage gap selection. These signs
could be placed in the median where the median width is
wide enough for vehicle storage to prevent far-side collisions.
The standard regulatory LOOK sign (R15-8), meant for use
at highway-rail grade crossings, as well as the standard CROSS
TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP warning plaque (W4-4p) shown
in Figure 24B have also been used for this purpose, but these
signs would be better suited for use where the median width
is too narrow for vehicle storage. Unfortunately, none of these
signs currently appear in the MUTCD as standard signing
practice for TWSC rural expressway intersections.
Assistance for Expressway Drivers
As noted previously, the issue of expressway intersection
safety (gap selection in particular) becomes more critical as
traffic volumes increase, especially on the stop-controlled
minor road approaches. This finding suggests that drivers on
the expressway may benefit from information revealing when
they are approaching an intersection, especially one with higher
volumes on the minor road. Armed with this information,
the expressway driver can be prepared for the higher potential
of entering minor road traffic and be ready to take evasive
action, if necessary, should a minor road driver select an unsafe
gap. This information would also allow expressway drivers to
be more aware of traffic leaving the expressway.

Currently, the MUTCD guidance for intersection warning signs (Section 2C.37) suggests that advance intersection
warning signs may show the relative importance of the intersecting roadways by using different widths of lines on the
symbol, but there is no existing guidance for differentiating
the relative importance of one intersection over the next. On
the other hand, the existing guidance for expressway at-grade
intersection guide signing (Section 2E.26) simply instructs
the user to use the intersection guide signing specified in
Chapter 2D (Guide Signs–Conventional Roads). The only
further guidance given to the user is that this signing should
be consistently sized with other signing along the expressway.
The option is also provided that advance guide signs may take
the form of diagrammatic layouts depicting the geometrics
of the intersection as well as essential directional information,
but no examples of diagrammatic signing for at-grade expressway intersections are currently provided in the MUTCD. Such
examples should be provided in Section 2E.19 or 2E.26.
Several road safety audits were conducted of rural expressways in Minnesota that had advance intersection route markers
similar to what would be used on conventional roadways.
Observations made during these field reviews noted two potential problems. First, the relatively small size of the advance
route markers made them easy to miss at expressway speeds.
Second, this approach to guide signing does not give the
expressway driver any indication of the relative importance
of the minor road (i.e., the probability of conflict based on
minor road entering volumes). Thus, the first suggested addition to the MUTCD for helping expressway drivers identify
high volume intersections is to include language that supports
the use of freeway style advance guide signs as well as diagrammatic signs for at-grade rural expressway intersections with
higher volume minor roads (see the “Freeway-Style Advance
Intersection Guide Signing Case Study” in Chapter 4). This
approach provides overall sign sizes and letter heights appropriate for the high speeds typically found on rural expressways
and can enhance the expressway driver’s awareness of the
next major intersection along with the increased potential for
the presence of conflicting vehicles.
Several states have also deployed dynamic warning signs
on the mainline that combine a static VEHICLES ENTERING
sign with a supplemental WHEN FLASHING (W16-13p)
plaque and a warning beacon that is activated when a vehicle
is detected on the minor road (see “Dynamic Advance Intersection Warning System Case Study” in Chapter 4). Although
the current MUTCD support in Section 4K.03 states that warning beacons are typically used on approaches to intersections
where additional warning is required or where special conditions exist, the use and application of this specific dynamic
warning sign is not described. In addition, the current edition
of the MUTCD provides no guidance as to when a highway
agency should consider this type of advance warning signage.
Such guidance should be added to the MUTCD as a second
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technique for helping expressway drivers recognize highvolume intersections.
It appears that there is not enough existing research to
develop traffic volume, crash experience, or other warrants
indicating when an agency should consider either type of
enhanced advance signing for rural expressway intersections.
Crash frequencies, crash rates, and traffic volume thresholds
can vary widely both within a state and between states. As a
result, each state is encouraged to review their own data for
guidance relative to implementation warrants. With that
being said, an informal review of rural expressway intersections
in Minnesota found that most problematic intersections had
a minor road volume of at least 2,000 vpd or an expressway
volume of at least 25,000 vpd. This indicates that, at either of
these volume levels, the demand for gaps is beginning to
exceed the number of safe gaps and traffic engineers should
consider implementing signing or other safety improvements
at the intersection.

Technical Modifications
In addition to the signing and marking enhancements for
TWSC rural expressway intersections already mentioned,
some of the existing MUTCD figures illustrating TWSC rural
expressway intersections are in need of slight modification.
Currently, MUTCD Figures 2B-13 (see Figure 19), 2B-14 (see
Figure 20), 2B-15 (see Figure 21), and 2B-10 (see Figure 22)
illustrate regulatory signing and pavement marking plans for
conventional TWSC rural expressway intersections. These
four figures represent three conditions: (1) medians at least
30 ft wide and conventional left-turn lanes (Figures 19 and 22);
(2) medians less than 30 ft and conventional left-turn lanes
(Figure 20); and (3) medians less than 30 ft and offset left-turn
lanes (Figure 21). However, there are no figures representing
the condition of medians at least 30-ft wide and offset left-turn
lanes. Recommended signing and pavement markings for this
condition are shown in Figure 25 as recommended by Staplin

Figure 25. Recommended regulatory signing and marking for
TWSC rural expressway intersection with a median width of
30 ft or greater and offset left-turn lanes (37).
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et al. (37). There is also lack of a figure showing WRONG WAY
signing, as shown in Figure 22, where the median width is less
than 30 ft. The lack of such a figure implies that the WRONG
WAY signing is not necessary or is optional for medians less
than 30 ft wide, when in fact the text guidance in Section 2B.34
states, “The DO NOT ENTER sign shall be used where traffic
is prohibited from entering a restricted roadway,” and there
is no reference to median width as a condition of application.
Furthermore, each of these existing four MUTCD figures
has minor problems. Figures 20 and 22 do a nice job of showing where the median width is measured based on the MUTCD
definition, but Figures 19 and 21 do not show this dimension.
Figure 22 does not depict a double yellow centerline or stop
bars within the median as shown in Figure 19. Figure 20 does
not include YIELD signs or yield bars in the median even
though a passenger car can be fully stored within the designated 30-ft storage area. Finally, Figure 21 illustrates negatively
offset left-turn lanes that don’t accomplish the primary objective of offset lefts (see “Offset Left-Turn Lanes Case Study” in
Chapter 4). This figure may explain why some STAs are constructing offset left-turn lanes in this manner. The offset leftturn lane geometry should be illustrated as being positively offset. In addition, the term “offset” should appear in the figure
title rather than the word “separated” in order to stay consistent with the terminology used in the AASHTO Green Book.

Because Figures 19 and 22 both show regulatory signing
plans for TWSC rural expressway intersections with medians
30 ft or greater and conventional left-turn lanes, these figures
should be combined into one standard regulatory signing and
marking plan for this condition as shown in Figure 26. Such
a figure would relieve any confusion on how to properly place
the ONE WAY signing in conjunction with the WRONG WAY
signage. Similar standard full regulatory signing plans could also
be included for each of the other three conditions: (1) medians
30 ft or greater and offset left-turn lanes (similar to what is
recommended in Figure 25); (2) medians less than 30 ft and
conventional lefts (as shown in Figure 27); and (3) medians less
than 30 ft with offset lefts. In addition, standard plans for warning and guide signing on TWSC rural expressway intersection
approaches similar to what is shown in Figures 28 and 29 could
also be included in the next version of the MUTCD along with
enhanced warning and guide signing plans for higher-volume
intersections (see “Freeway-Style Advance Intersection Guide
Signing Case Study” and “Dynamic Advance Intersection
Warning System Case Study” in Chapter 4). Finally, standard
signing and marking plans for non-traditional rural expressway intersection designs such as the J-turn, offset Ts, MALs,
and so forth, could be added to the MUTCD. An example of
the standard signing plan for a J-Turn intersection used by
MoDOT is shown in Figure 30.

Figure 26. Regulatory signing and pavement marking for TWSC rural expressway intersection with a median width of 30 ft or greater and traditional left-turn lanes.
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Figure 27. Regulatory signing and pavement marking for TWSC rural expressway intersection with a median less than 30 ft and traditional left-turn lanes.

Figure 28. Standard warning and guide signing for TWSC rural expressway intersection
with a numbered route.
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Figure 29. Standard warning and guide signing for TWSC rural expressway intersection with a named route.

Figure 30. MoDOT standard signing plan for J-Turn Intersection (30).
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Table 16. Recommended revisions to the AASHTO Green Book.
CATEGORY

IDENTIFIED ISSUE

Organizational
Changes

Spread of expressway
intersection design guidance
throughout Chapters 4, 7, 9, and
10.

Philosophical
Changes

Lack of planning for expressway
intersection safety.

Design
Guidance
Updates

Current design guidance for offset
left-turn lanes, jughandle
intersections, and median U-turn
intersections is limited.
Pg. 709 currently discourages use
of J-Turn intersections on highspeed expressways.
No discussion of minor road
driver gap selection issues and
few design solutions to this
problem are currently presented.

Green Book and MUTCD
Recommended Revisions Summary
The recommended revisions to the AASHTO Green Book
and the MUTCD regarding the geometric design, signing,
marking, and traffic control of TWSC rural expressway intersections discussed within this chapter are meant for the
consideration of the AASHTO Technical Committee on
Geometric Design, which is responsible for updating the Green
Book, as well as FHWA’s MUTCD Team and the National
Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (NCUTCD),

POTENTIAL REVISION
Reorganize all expressway design guidance into a
single comprehensive chapter.
Include all rural expressway intersection design
guidance within a separate section of Chapter 9.
Create a companion “Expressway Intersection
Geometric Design Handbook.”
Include a discussion regarding the strategic
placement of intersections during expressway
corridor planning.
Develop warrants based on safety considerations
that define when to start planning for or
constructing the next level of intersection design.
The design guidance for these three alternative
intersection designs needs to be updated.
Statement on pg. 709 regarding J-Turn
intersections needs to be revised.
Design guidance for median intersection design
options that address minor road driver gap
selection issues (i.e., J-turn intersection, offset Tintersection, offset right-turn lanes, MALs, etc.)
should be added.

which are responsible for the evolution of the MUTCD. The
proposed Green Book revisions are categorized into organizational changes, philosophical changes, and design guidance
updates that mainly reflect modifications within Chapters 7
and 9. These recommended revisions are summarized in
Table 16. The proposed revisions to the MUTCD are also
grouped into three major categories: assistance for minor
road drivers, assistance for expressway drivers, and technical
modifications. These recommended revisions mostly apply to
Parts 2 and 3 of the MUTCD. The potential MUTCD revisions
are summarized in Table 17.
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Table 17. Recommended revisions to the MUTCD.
CATEGORY

IDENTIFIED ISSUE

POTENTIAL REVISION

Assistance for
Minor Road
Drivers

Current edition does not address
the need for or the application of
devices to assist minor road
drivers with gap selection.

Identify and describe the use of traffic-control
devices, signs, and/or pavement markings that
would assist minor road drivers with judging and
selecting safe gaps (i.e., IDS, static roadside
markers, median delineation, non-standard
LOOK signs, etc.).

Assistance for
Expressway
Drivers

There is no existing guidance for
differentiating the relative
probability of conflict at one
intersection versus another.
Existing guidance for expressway
intersection guide signing directs
the user to use the same signage
specified for intersections on
conventional roads.
No examples of diagrammatic
signing for at-grade expressway
intersections are provided.
MUTCD FIGURE 2B-10
(see Figure 22)
MUTCD FIGURE 2B-13 (Fig. 19)
MUTCD FIGURE 2B-15
(see Figure 21)

Technical
Modifications
(Figure
Modifications/
Additions)

Other Technical
Modifications

Figures 2B-10 and 2B-13 (see
Figures 22 and 19) both show
regulatory signing plans for
intersections with medians 30 ft
and conventional left-turn lanes.
No figure for medians 30 ft and
offset left-turn lanes.
No figure showing WRONG WAY
signing for medians < 30 ft.
No figure showing standard
warning and/or guide signing for
TWSC rural expressway
intersections.
No figures showing standard
signing and marking plans for
non-traditional expressway
intersection designs.
MUTCD definition of median
width inconsistent with AASHTO
Green Book (3) definition.
There is no clear reason given
why a 30 foot median width
(MUTCD definition) is selected
as the threshold for different oneway signing plans.

Include language that supports the use of
freeway style advance guide signs, diagrammatic
signs, and dynamic warning devices on
expressway approaches to at-grade intersections
with higher crash risk (i.e., higher-volume minor
roads, skewed intersections, horizontal or vertical
curves on the mainline, etc.).
Such examples should be included in Section
2E.19 or 2E.26.
Add double yellow centerline and stop bars within
the median.
Add median width dimensioning.
Add median width dimensioning, show positively
offset left-turn lanes, and include “offset” in the
figure title.
Create a single standard regulatory signing and
pavement marking plan for each combination of
median width and left-turn lane type (4
conditions).
Add signing and marking guidance similar to that
shown in Figure 25 as recommended by Staplin
et al. (37) for this condition.
Add a figure showing WRONG WAY signing for
this condition.
Add a figure showing warning and guide signing
for typical TWSC rural expressway intersections
as well as enhanced warning and guide signing
for higher-volume/critical intersections.
Add such figures for J-Turn intersections, offset-T
intersections, jughandles, MALs, and offset rightturn lanes.
Redefine median width to match AASHTO Green
Book (3) definition (i.e., include median turn
lanes in measure of median width).
If 30 ft is selected due to vehicle storage
requirements, this should be explained since this
distance differs from the 25-ft minimum stated in
the Green Book (Chapter 7, pg. 456).
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CHAPTER 3

Rural Expressway Intersection Safety
Literature Review
Overview
This chapter provides an abridged literature review of
intersection safety treatments that have been applied at rural
expressway/divided highway intersections. The expanded
version of the literature review completed for this research is
included as Appendix B (which is available online at www.
TRB.org by searching for NCHRP Report 650). Two major
questions were attempted to be answered through this review:
1. What intersection features have been found to influence
the frequency and/or severity of rural expressway/divided
highway intersection crashes? Of particular interest were
studies analyzing intersection crash frequency, rate, or
severity as a function of traffic demand, traffic control, or
geometric design variables.
2. What intersection safety and/or operational corrective
measures have been implemented at rural expressway/
divided highway intersections, and, for each treatment
found, is there any indication of its effectiveness in terms
of reducing crash frequency and/or severity? How do traffic
volume levels impact the safety and/or operational performance of each countermeasure?
The findings of previous research regarding these areas of
interest are summarized in this chapter. Although most of the
information presented herein is derived from prior research,
the experience of various STAs is discussed in some cases to
augment what is available in the existing literature.

Safety Effects of Expressway
Intersection Features
To improve the safety of at-grade intersections on rural
expressways, the major factors contributing to the frequency
and/or severity of crashes at these locations must be identified
and understood; this task became the focus for the first phase

of the literature review. A number of the findings from this
phase were previously discussed in the Problem Statement
in Chapter 1. Table 18 provides a general summary of these
findings and indicates the nature of the relationship found to
exist between expressway/divided highway intersection safety
and the particular traffic demand, traffic control, or geometric
design element(s) investigated in each study. Within Table 18,
the intersection features are divided into two major categories:
geometric design elements and traffic-control/operational
elements. Each of these categories is then subdivided into
elements that are related to the intersection as a whole and
those that may vary by intersection approach. To be included
in Table 18, the research studies reviewed had to be performed
on a homogenous sample of expressway/divided highway
intersections. Intersections in rural areas were of particular
interest; therefore, the studies included in Table 18 were those
whose study sample contained at least some rural intersections
or in which the area type was not specified.
Based on this review, many expressway intersection and
approach characteristics seem to have the potential to influence the safety performance of these intersections, but more
research is required to definitively quantify their effects. On
the other hand, it is interesting to note that few studies have
investigated how minor road approach characteristics influence
expressway intersection safety.

Rural Expressway Intersection
Safety Treatments
The second phase of the literature review was to examine
the current state of the practice of measures used by STAs to
improve intersection safety on rural expressways. STAs have
experimented with a wide variety of intersection safety treatments at problematic rural expressway intersections. Most
of these countermeasures are reactive measures that involve
modifying (removing or adding) the intersection or approach
features listed in Table 18. Unfortunately, it has been observed
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Table 18. Expressway/divided highway intersection safety literature review summary.
Intersection Geometric Design
Elements
Number of Intersection Legs
Intersection Skew/Angle
Intersection Median Opening Length
Total Distance Across Expressway
Approach Geometric Design Elements

Positive Correlation

Negative Correlation

Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
Van Maren, 1980 (20)
Burchett and Maze, 2006 (14)
Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
Van Maren, 1980 (20)
Positive Correlation

Median Width (Expressway)

Van Maren, 1980 (20)

Negative Correlation

No Significant Effect

Priest, 1964 (11)
Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
[4-legged intersections]
Maze et al., 2004 (2)

Cribbins et al., 1967 (18)
Van Maren, 1980 (20)
Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
[3-legged intersections]
Khattak et al., 2006 (38)

Presence of Median Barrier
(Expressway)
Presence of Horizontal Curvature
(Expressway)
Presence of Vertical Curvature
(Expressway)
Percent Grade (Expressway)

Van Maren, 1980 (20)
Van Maren, 1980 (20)
Burchett and Maze, 2006 (14)
Khattak et al., 2006 (38)
Burchett and Maze, 2006 (14)
Khattak et al., 2006 (38)
Van Maren, 1980 (20)

Number of Lanes (Expressway)

Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
[4-legged intersections]

Lane Width (Expressway)

Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
[4-legged intersections]

Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
[3-legged intersections]
Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
[3-legged intersections]
Khattak et al., 2006 (38)
Van Maren, 1980 (20)
Harwood et al., 1995 (9)

Shoulder Width (Expressway)
Left-Turn Deceleration Lane Presence
(Expressway)

Van Maren, 1980 (20)
Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
[3-legged intersections]

Left-Turn Acceleration Lane (MAL)
Presence (Expressway)
Offset Left-Turn Lane Presence
(Expressway)
Right-Turn Deceleration Lane Presence
(Expressway)
Right-Turn Acceleration Lane Presence
(Expressway)
Intersection Traffic Control and
Operational Elements

Signalization

TWSC Beacon Presence
Median Traffic-Control Type (stop/yield)
Presence of Intersection Lighting
Presence of Rolling/Mountainous Terrain
Total Entering Volume (ADT)

No Significant Effect

Schurr et al., 2003 (40)
[due to speed differential]

Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
[4-legged intersections]

Maze et al., 2004 (2)

Van Maren, 1980 (20)
Hanson, 2002 (39)
Schurr et al., 2003 (40)
[due to sight distance]
Khattak et al., 2006 (38)

Van Maren, 1980 (20)

Maze et al., 2004 (2)

Van Maren, 1980 (20)

Positive Correlation
Cribbins et al., 1967 (18)
Cribbins and Walton, 1970 (19)
Van Maren, 1980 (20)
Souleyrette and Knox, 2005
(21)
[matched-pair analysis]

Negative Correlation

No Significant Effect

Solomon, 1959 (17)
Souleyrette and Knox,
2005 (21)
[before-after analysis]
Solomon, 1959 (17)
Harwood et al., 1995 (9)

Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
Priest, 1964 (11)

McDonald, 1953 (1)

(continued on next page)
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Table 18. (Continued).
Approach Traffic Control and
Operational Elements

Expressway Volume (ADT)

Minor Road Volume (ADT)

Speed Limit (Expressway)
Design Speed (Expressway)

Negative Correlation

Positive Correlation
McDonald, 1953 (1)
Priest, 1964 (11)
Cribbins et al., 1967 (18)
Bonneson and McCoy, 1992
(12)
Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
Maze et al., 2004 (2)
Khattak et al., 2006 (38)
McDonald, 1953 (1)
Priest, 1964 (11)
Bonneson and McCoy, 1992
(12)
Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
Maze et al., 2004 (2)
Khattak et al., 2006 (38)
Cribbins et al., 1967 (18)

Khattak et al., 2006 (38)
Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
Van Maren, 1980 (20)
Pant and Huang, 1992
(41)

Advance Warning Signage
(Expressway)
Advance Warning Signage (Minor Road)
STOP Sign Size (Minor Road)
Presence of Painted Stop-Bars
(Expressway and Minor Road)
Access Control (Expressway)

No Significant Effect

Van Maren, 1980 (20)
Van Maren, 1980 (20)
Van Maren, 1980 (20)
Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
[3-legged intersections]

Functional Classification
(Divided Highway)

Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
[4-legged intersections]

Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
[4-legged intersections]
Harwood et al., 1995 (9)
[3-legged intersections]

* A positive correlation means that as the element of interest increases in value or is present, crashes and/or crash surrogates increase according
to the specified reference, indicating a deterioration of intersection safety. A negative correlation means that, according to the specified
reference, crashes and/or crash surrogates decrease (i.e., safety improves) in the presence of the element of interest or as the element of
interest’s value increases.

that STAs typically implement multiple countermeasures
simultaneously, thereby making evaluation of individual measures difficult, if not impossible. As a result, the safety effects
of individual treatments are rarely scientifically evaluated
by STAs. Since rigorous before-after analyses have not been
conducted, much of what is known about each treatment’s
effectiveness is based only on engineering judgment and subjective assessments. Thus, 10 rural expressway intersection
safety treatments were selected for further study, and the results
of these “case studies” are described in Chapter 4. The purpose of this current section is to briefly introduce a number
of the other rural expressway intersection safety treatments
discovered in the literature review that are not addressed in
the case studies. More detailed information on each countermeasure can be found in Appendix B.
In general, rural expressway intersection safety treatments
can be divided into three broad categories: conflict-point
management strategies, gap selection aids, and intersection
recognition devices. Conflict-point management strategies
are those treatments that remove, reduce, relocate, or control
the 42 conflict points illustrated in Figure 2 that occur at a
traditional TWSC rural expressway intersection. These strategies include grade separation, J-turn intersections, offset

T-intersections, jughandle intersections, and signalization, to
name a few. Gap selection aids are those countermeasures
that aid a driver in selecting a safe gap into or through the
expressway traffic stream. These aids include sight distance
enhancements such as offset left-turn lanes and offset rightturn lanes as well as other treatments such as acceleration
lanes, which make it easier to merge into the expressway traffic
stream, or median pavement markings, which promote a
two-stage gap selection process. Intersection recognition
devices are treatments such as warning signs and intersection
lighting that improve intersection conspicuity for either the
minor road or expressway drivers. Providing greater intersection recognition reduces the likelihood that a minor road
driver will run the STOP sign and alerts the expressway driver
to proceed through the intersection with caution. Table 19
provides a categorized listing of numerous rural expressway
intersection safety treatments as compiled from the literature
review, including two previous surveys of STAs (2, 42). Some
treatments fall into multiple categories but have been placed
in the category deemed most applicable.
In general, selection of the most appropriate safety countermeasure should be determined based on the crash types that
tend to occur at each location. However, based on the apparent
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Table 19. Potential rural expressway intersection safety treatments.
Category

Subcategory

Removal/
Reduction
Through Access
Control
Conflict Point
Management
Strategies

Replacement of
High-Risk
Conflict Points

Relocation or
Control

Vehicle Detection
(Intersection
Sight Distance
Enhancements)
Gap
Selection
Aids

Judging Arrival
Time
Merging/Crossing
Aids
-–-–-–-–-–-–(Promoting TwoStage Gap
Selection)
Intersection
Treatments
All Approaches

Intersection
Recognition
Devices

Expressway
Approaches

Minor Road
Approaches

Treatment
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Conversion of entire expressway corridor to freeway
Isolated conversion to grade separation or interchange
Close low-volume minor road intersections and use frontage roads
Close median crossovers (right-in, right-out access only)
Convert four-legged intersection into T-intersection or initially construct Tintersections instead of four-legged intersections
Use a “one-quadrant interchange” design (if necessary)
1. J-turn intersections (indirect minor road crossing and left-turns)
2. Offset T-intersections (indirect minor road crossing)
3. Jughandle intersections (indirect left-turns)
4. Other indirect left-turn treatments (Michigan lefts)
5. Expressway semi-roundabout intersection (ES-RI)
1. Provide left/right-turn lanes or increase their length
2. Provide free right-turn ramps for exiting expressway traffic
3. Minimize median opening length
4. Signalization
1. Provide clear sight triangles
2. Modify horizontal/vertical alignments on intersection approaches
3. Realign skewed intersections to reduce or eliminate skew
4. Move minor road stop bar as close to expressway as possible
5. Provide offset right-turn lanes
6. Provide offset left-turn lanes
1. Intersection decision support system (IDS) or other dynamic device
2. Roadside markers/poles (static markers at a fixed distance)
1. Provide left-turn acceleration lanes (MALs) for merging traffic
2. Provide right-turn acceleration lanes for merging traffic
3. Expressway speed zoning/enforcement near intersections
4. Widen median to provide for adequate vehicle storage
5. Add centerline, yield/stop bars, and other signage in the median
6. Extend left edge lines of expressway across median opening
7. Public education campaign teaching two-stage gap selection
1. Provide overhead control beacon reinforcing two-way stop control
2. Provide intersection lighting
1. Enhanced (overhead/larger/flashing) intersection approach signage
1. Provide diagrammatic freeway-style intersection guide signs
2. Provide Dynamic WATCH FOR ENTERING TRAFFIC WHEN
FLASHING Signs
3. Use of a variable median width (wider in intersection vicinity)
4. Change median type in vicinity of intersection
1. Use STOP-AHEAD pavement marking and in-lane rumble strips
2. Provide a stop bar (or a wider one)
3. Provide divisional/splitter island at mouth of intersection
4. Provide signage/marking for prevention of wrong-way entry

Note: Shaded treatments were selected for further study and are examined in Chapter 4: Case Studies.

underlying cause of crashes at TWSC rural expressway intersections described in Chapter 1 (i.e., far-side gap selection by
crossing and left-turning minor road drivers), the conflictpoint management strategies that remove the high risk conflict
points associated with those minor road maneuvers and the
gap selection aids would seem to have the most potential to
improve rural expressway intersection safety.

Conflict-Point Management Strategies
Intersection conflict points represent the locations where
vehicle paths cross, merge, or diverge as they move from one
intersection leg to another. Assuming opposing left-turn

paths do not overlap, a typical TWSC rural expressway intersection has 42 conflict points as shown in Figure 2. Intersection conflict-point analysis is a well understood means of
comparing the expected safety of alternative intersection designs, which suggests that the more conflict points an intersection design has, the more dangerous it will be (43). This
approach is generally useful but is ultimately limited because
it assumes the crash risk is equal at each conflict point when,
in fact, the crash risk associated with each conflict point varies
depending on the complexity and volumes of the movements
involved. The conflict points with the greatest crash risk (i.e.,
those accounting for the largest proportion of crashes) at
TWSC rural expressway intersections tend to be the far-side
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conflict points involving minor road left-turns and crossing
maneuvers (i.e., Conflict Points 15, 16, 19, 21, 22, and 25 in
Figure 2).
Conflict-point management strategies are those treatments that attempt to improve intersection safety by reducing,
relocating, or controlling the number and/or type of vehicular
conflicts that can occur at an intersection. The key to the effectiveness of these treatments, however, is in eliminating the
high-risk conflict points. Therefore, the conflict-point management treatments with the most potential to improve rural
expressway intersection safety are those that eliminate the
far-side conflict points associated with minor road left-turns
and crossing maneuvers or replace them with conflict points
of lower risk and/or severity. In doing so, conflict-point
management strategies can be expensive and, because some
movements become restricted, they tend to be controversial.
Three conflict-point management strategies (J-turn intersections, offset T-intersections, and jughandle intersections)
were selected for further study and are discussed in detail
as case studies within Chapter 4. A few other conflict-point
management treatments for TWSC rural expressway intersections are briefly introduced over the remainder of this
section. More detailed information on each countermeasure
can be found in Appendix B.

case basis (2, 42). Although there are generally great direct
cost savings if constructing an interchange can be avoided,
the mix of at-grade intersections and interchanges this practice creates along an expressway corridor may violate driver
expectations; thus, according to a 2004 survey of 28 STAs (2),
eight states had either constructed rural expressways that
bypass cities as full access-controlled facilities (freeways) and/or
upgraded expressways to freeways on a corridor basis. This
practice involves converting all major intersections to interchanges and closing all other intersections as part of a contiguous project. Potential benefits of this strategy include
the up-front dedication of right-of-way, provision of surplus capacity for future traffic growth, preservation of corridor access control, and design consistency. Of course, in
the long run, this practice will be extremely expensive and
impractical if widely applied. In the 2004 survey (2), the
California, Texas, and North Carolina DOTs indicated that
evaluation of current and projected route volumes (including minor roadways), LOS, and crash history are the major
criteria they use to determine whether conversion to full
access control is appropriate along a particular expressway
corridor.
Frontage Roads

Grade Separation
The greatest safety, efficiency, and capacity of rural expressway intersections are attained when the intersecting roadways
are grade separated because the conflict points are completely
removed or drastically reduced if access is provided via an
interchange. Interchanges provide the safest access to the
expressway via high-speed ramps, which create just a few
merging/diverging conflict points on the mainline as opposed
to the numerous direct entry crossing conflict points associated
with at-grade intersections (42), but the high cost of constructing a grade separation or an interchange limits their use on
expressways to those locations where the additional expenditure can be justified. Chapter 10 of the Green Book (3) presents general warrants for converting at-grade intersections to
grade separations or interchanges, but no specific traffic volume
or safety thresholds for conversion are provided. Bonneson
and McCoy (12) developed more specific volume warrants
for converting a TWSC expressway intersection into a full
diamond interchange based on a benefit-cost analysis. The
results indicated that a diamond interchange should begin to
be considered once minor road volumes reach 2,000 vpd and
is generally warranted by the time minor roadway volumes
exceed 4,000 vpd.
The majority of STAs consider interchanges to be a corrective measure for at-grade intersections with high crash rates
and convert these intersections to interchanges on a case-by-

In 1953, McDonald (1) developed the expressway intersection SPF shown in Table 3. Based on his model, McDonald
pointed out that when minor road volumes are less than
approximately 2,400 vpd, the average crash frequency per
minor road vehicle (crash risk) is reduced as the minor road
volume increases. This observation led to the conclusion that
the concentration of minor road traffic via the closing of lowvolume crossroads and the provision of frontage roads may
be an effective means of improving rural expressway intersection safety. To illustrate, assume an expressway corridor
carries 11,000 vpd and intersects six low-volume county roads,
each serving 100 vpd. Based on the McDonald SPF, each of
these six intersections would be expected to have one crash
per year, leading to a total of six intersection crashes per year
along this particular expressway segment. On the other hand,
if frontage roads are used to connect each of these county roads
to a single expressway intersection serving the same 600 vpd,
only three crashes would be expected to occur per year, thereby
improving intersection safety along the corridor by 50%. More
dramatic safety improvement occurs if the Maze et al. (2) SPF
shown in Table 3 is used to apply this same example. These
results make sense in terms of conflict-point management
because fewer intersections lead to fewer overall conflict points.
Section 104.3 of the California Department of Transportation
Highway Design Manual (44) states that an expressway frontage
road is justified if the costs of constructing the frontage road
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Figure 31. Conflict-point diagram for three-legged divided highway
intersection.

are less than the costs of providing access via another means
and should be provided when the number of access openings
on one side of the expressway exceed three over a span of
1,600 ft. Section 205.1 goes on to say that access openings on
expressways should not be spaced closer than one-half mile of
an adjacent public road intersection or another private access
opening that is wider than 30 ft.
T-Intersections
It has long been acknowledged that three-legged intersections operate more safely than comparable four-legged intersections. Crash models developed by Harwood et al. (9) in
1995 revealed that crash frequency and rates at rural, threelegged, unsignalized, divided highway intersections are substantially lower than at their four-legged counterparts. Threelegged intersections (T-intersections) are less complex, lead
to less driver confusion, and have almost 75% fewer conflict
points at which conflicting traffic streams cross, merge, or diverge. A typical three-legged expressway intersection has only
11 total conflict points (see Figure 31) as compared with 42 at
a typical four-legged expressway intersection (see Figure 2).
However, more importantly, three-legged intersections eliminate the high-risk, far-side conflict points associated with
crossing maneuvers made by minor road traffic and eliminate
all but one of the far-side conflict points associated with
minor road left-turns. In addition, the number of conflict
points within the median crossover is dramatically reduced.
Therefore, converting four-legged intersections into threelegged intersections or initially designing three-legged inter-

sections instead of four-legged intersections during expressway corridor development should improve rural expressway
intersection safety.
Where it is not reasonable or possible to eliminate the
through movement on the minor road, two other possible
design options exist that incorporate the use of T-intersections:
an offset T-intersection or a one-quadrant interchange. Offset
T-intersections are closely examined in Offset T-Intersection
Case Study in Chapter 4, while one-quadrant interchanges
are described next.
One-Quadrant Interchanges
A one-quadrant interchange combines a T-intersection
on the expressway with a grade separation to accommodate
through traffic on the minor road as shown in Figure 32.

Figure 32. One-quadrant interchange.
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The T-intersection is located at the terminal of a two-way
ramp that serves all turning traffic. This design option
thereby eliminates the right-angle crossing conflict points
associated with through traffic on the two roadways, and
only left-turning traffic travels through the median crossover
at the T-intersection. Since only turning movements travel
through the T-intersection, the traffic volume level through
the at-grade intersection is much lower than what it would
have been with a conventional TWSC intersection design.
Lower volumes and fewer conflict points generally result in
fewer crashes; thus, the one-quadrant interchange is expected to have superior safety performance compared with
a conventional TWSC expressway intersection. However,
the Green Book cautions that, with ramps in one quadrant,
a high degree of channelization is normally needed at the
ramp terminals, in the median, and at the left-turn lanes on
the through facilities to properly and safely direct the turning
maneuvers.
The Iowa DOT has constructed two one-quadrant interchanges, one of which is shown in Figure 32. In both cases,
the one-quadrant interchanges were originally planned as
staged improvements prior to building a full interchange,
but the full interchanges were never constructed because
additional safety and operational problems have not occurred. Maze et al. (2) compared the actual crash severity
index of these one-quadrant interchanges with the crash
severity index that would have been expected had these intersections remained TWSC intersections and found that the actual crash severity indices for the one-quadrant interchanges
were about 60% less than expected for a conventional TWSC
intersection with the same volumes. The approximate mainline volumes were 2,250 vpd and 3,270 vpd at the two locations with minor road volumes of approximately 1,300 vpd at
both intersections.
The Green Book states that appropriate candidate locations
for a one-quadrant interchange are limited, but include intersections of roadways with low traffic volumes, intersections
where ramp development is limited to one-quadrant because
of topography or other controls, and/or where it is constructed
as the first step in the ultimate development of a full interchange. Other appropriate applications not listed in the Green
Book may include (1) locations where the minor road crossing
volume exceeds what is considered acceptable for traditional
at-grade intersection design strategies or (2) locations where
an interchange is not planned and is unlikely to be warranted
due to traffic volumes, but problematic geometric conditions
(horizontal/vertical curvature) and/or traffic patterns (hourly
peaking) exist that have or are likely to result in a hazardous
TWSC at-grade intersection. The major disadvantage of a
one-quadrant interchange includes the cost of constructing
the grade separation; thus, it should only be considered once
less costly alternatives have been examined.

Median U-Turn Intersection (Michigan Lefts)
The median U-turn intersection was briefly introduced in
Chapter 2 while discussing recommended Green Book design
guidance updates and is illustrated in Green Book Exhibit 9-91
(Figure 12) (3). A slightly more detailed schematic is shown
in Figure 33. Having typically applied this design at urban and
suburban signalized intersections, MDOT is the most prominent user of this design in the United States, so it is sometimes
referred to as a “Michigan Left” or a “Michigan U-Turn” (45).
Although not restricted through geometry, all direct left-turn
maneuvers (from both the major and minor approaches) are
prohibited via signage. All left-turn movements are thus made
indirectly, using the median U-turn crossovers immediately up
and downstream of the main intersection as indicated by the
directional arrows in Figure 33. As a result, all left-turns at a
median U-turn intersection must pass through the intersection
twice. Since the indirect left-turns increase the volume of rightturns, exclusive right-turn lanes should be provided on all
intersection approaches as shown in Figure 33. In addition,
the minimum median width depends on the selected design
vehicle’s U-turn radii requirements as indicated in Green
Book Exhibit 9-92 (Figure 13) (3). Finally, for signalized applications, the Green Book states that the spacing from the main
intersection to the U-turn location should be between 400 and
600 ft, while MDOT design standards propose 660-ft spacing as
shown in Figure 33 (46). Ultimately, the selection of the most
appropriate distance is a trade-off between providing sufficient
U-turn storage (to minimize spillback potential); providing
safe and functional weaving areas; and minimizing the travel
distance/time of the indirect left-turning maneuvers (45).
The original intent of the median U-turn intersection design
was to increase capacity at high-volume signalized intersections.
It does this by eliminating direct left-turn movements, thereby
allowing two-phase signal operation. Although this design
involves more “out-of-the-way” travel, it often reduces the
overall traffic delay and leads to LOS improvements as compared with conventional signalized intersections (45). Furthermore, the intersection conflict points are reduced and more
spread out. Studies conducted by MDOT have shown significant reductions in crashes (particularly right-angle crashes)
as compared with conventional signalized intersections (45),
but their safety effectiveness at TWSC rural expressway intersections is still unknown. Some potential disadvantages of the
median U-turn intersection design include driver confusion,
driver disregard of the left-turn prohibitions, increased travel
distance and stops for left-turning traffic, and additional ROW
requirements.
The median U-turn intersection has many similarities with
the J-turn (superstreet) intersection (shown in Figure 18 and
detailed in the J-Turn Intersection Case Study, Chapter 4),
but they have some important differences and the two designs
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Figure 33. Median U-turn intersection (Michigan left) schematic (46).

should not be confused. The major difference is that the median
U-turn intersection allows minor road through traffic to travel
straight through the median while the J-turn intersection
utilizes a directional median opening that forces all minor
road traffic to turn right. In addition, the median U-turn intersection requires indirect left-turn exit from the mainline,
while the J-turn intersection allows direct left-turn exits at the
main intersection.
Signalization
Signalization of rural expressway intersections was briefly
discussed in the Research Objectives of Chapter 1. Traffic
signals are classified as a conflict-point management strategy
because they attempt to control/negate intersection conflict
points by alternately assigning the right-of-way between conflicting movements, but they clearly serve as a gap selection
aid and as an intersection recognition device as well.
In most instances, traffic demand from the minor road is
low to moderate and intersections on rural expressways are
adequately served by TWSC. However, as population and
development increase, the control of access along an expressway
will eventually concentrate traffic demands at intersections to
the extent that elevated crash potential and/or excessive delay

are experienced by minor road vehicles. When this begins to
occur, public outcry and political pressure for signalization
are inevitable, but contrary to public perception, traffic signals
are not a cure-all solution for intersection safety, especially on
rural expressways. Comparing the crash frequencies predicted
by SPFs for signalized versus TWSC expressway intersections
developed by Bonneson and McCoy (12) reveals that when
expressway volumes are between 7,000 and 15,000 vpd with
minor road volumes ranging from 100 to 4,000 vpd, signalized
intersections are expected to have more crashes until the minor
road volume level reaches approximately one-fourth of
the expressway volume, at which point a TWSC intersection
would begin to experience more crashes. However, when this
occurs, Bonneson and McCoy concluded that a diamond
interchange is a more economically viable alternative than
signalization. Moreover, large variability in the safety effectiveness of signalization at individual rural expressway intersections in Iowa has been observed (21), and current research
does not provide a decisive conclusion as to whether signalization will improve safety at rural expressway intersections.
Traffic signals can be dangerously inconsistent with the
expressway driver’s expectation of a free flow roadway for
high-speed travel, thus creating increased potential for rear-end
crashes and red-light running. As such, the AASHTO Green
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Book (3) and NCHRP Report 500, Volume 5 (16) guard against
the use of signalization as a safety device and state that intersection control by traffic signals should be avoided. According
to a 1993 survey of STAs (42), some states have established
policies that prohibit signalizing expressway intersections
altogether, while other states do so only after other alternatives have been considered first. Other criteria mentioned in
the decision to use traffic signal control at rural expressway
intersections included crash rates, traffic volume levels, and
median width.

Gap Selection Aids
As described in Chapter 1, right-angle collisions are the
primary safety issue at TWSC rural expressway intersections.
The predominant cause of these crashes seems to be the failure
of minor road drivers to detect approaching expressway traffic
or their inability to adequately judge the speed and distance
(i.e., arrival time) of oncoming expressway vehicles. These
gap selection issues may be exacerbated by the presence of
certain intersection geometric features (e.g., horizontal/vertical
curvature on the mainline, intersection skew, median width,
etc.); driver age, driver behavior (e.g., one-stage gap selection);
and increasing traffic volumes on both of the intersecting
roadways.
Gap selection aids are those countermeasures that are
intended to aid a driver in selecting a safe gap into or through
the expressway traffic steam. Gap selection is a complex process
that first involves vehicle detection. If an oncoming vehicle
is spotted, the driver must then assess the size of the gap
(i.e., time-to-arrival of the approaching vehicle) and determine
whether there is enough time/space to complete their desired
maneuver. If there is, the driver must proceed and physically
enter or cross through the expressway traffic stream. Therefore,
gap selection aids can generally be classified into three groups,
which are those countermeasures intended to aid a driver with
(1) vehicle detection (i.e., ISD enhancements); (2) judging the

arrival time of oncoming vehicles; and (3) physically merging
into or crossing through the expressway traffic stream. The
concept of gap selection being a key contributing factor to rural
expressway collisions appears to be a recent idea. As a result,
there are relatively few countermeasures to assist drivers with
judging the arrival time of oncoming vehicles. Overall, five
gap selection aids (IDS technology, static markers at a fixed
distance, MALs, offset right-turn lanes, and offset left-turn
lanes) were selected for further study and are examined in
detail as case studies within Chapter 4. Other gap selection aids
for TWSC rural expressway intersections are briefly introduced
over the remainder of this section. More detailed information
on each countermeasure can be found in Appendix B.
Maximize Intersection Sight Distance
A long-recognized traffic safety and operations principle
is that the driver of a vehicle approaching an intersection
should have an unobstructed view of the entire intersection,
including all traffic-control devices, and, if stopped, sufficient
unobstructed sight-lines should be provided along the intersecting highway to permit the driver to anticipate and avoid
any potential collisions (3). The lack of adequate ISD at TWSC
rural expressway intersections may hinder the ability of minor
road drivers to detect oncoming expressway vehicles and/or
adequately judge the suitability of available gaps in the expressway traffic stream when making turning or crossing maneuvers
(16). Maximizing ISD is one possible strategy to aid minor
road drivers with gap selection at TWSC rural expressway
intersections, thereby minimizing the possibility that traffic,
the road, or the roadside environment may distort, block, or
distract motorist vision.
Clear departure sight triangles—triangular areas free of
obstructions that may block a minor road driver’s view of
oncoming traffic as shown in Figure 34—should provide
sufficient ISD for a stopped driver to make a decision to proceed, depart from the intersection, and complete the desired

Figure 34. Clear departure sight triangles (stop-controlled
expressway intersection).
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maneuver without collision (3). Conversely, they would allow
drivers on the expressway to see any vehicles stopped on the
minor road approaches so that the expressway driver will be
prepared to slow or stop if necessary. The minimum recommended dimensions for the legs of clear departure sight triangles are described in Chapter 9 of the AASHTO Green
Book (3) and are based on the type of traffic control used at
the intersection, the type of maneuver to be performed, the
design speed and grade of the intersecting roadway, and observations of driver gap acceptance behavior. If the available
sight distance along the expressway (Part b in Figure 34) is at
least equal to the stopping sight distance (SSD) for an expressway vehicle, then all drivers should have sufficient visibility to
anticipate and avoid collisions; however, minimum AASHTO
ISD criteria for stop-controlled intersections are longer than
SSD to ensure the intersection operates smoothly (3). While
estimates of the safety effectiveness of providing full ISD where
it does not currently exist suggest that up to a 20% reduction in
related crashes can be expected (16), no studies were found that
examined the relationship between the amount of available
ISD and the frequency and/or severity of collisions at TWSC
rural expressway intersections.
A number of other intersection design features can play a
major role in determining the amount of available ISD at an
expressway intersection such as intersection skew, horizontal
and vertical alignment, the type of left and right-turn lanes
provided, as well as the location of the minor road stop bar.
The Green Book’s Driver Gap-Acceptance Behavior Method
for determining ISD includes some minor adjustments for
intersection skew and vertical grades, but it does not provide
any adjustment factors for horizontal curvature. In addition,
field observations of vehicle stopping positions found that
minor road drivers will stop with the front of their vehicles
placed 6.5 ft or less from the edge of the major road traveled

way (3). As a result, the AASHTO method for determining
ISD assumes 10 ft in order to provide a larger departure sight
triangle. Section 3B.16 of the MUTCD (22) gives the following
guidance for the placement of stop bars:
In the absence of a marked crosswalk, the stop line should be
placed at the desired stopping point, but should be placed no
more than 30 ft nor less than 4 ft from the nearest edge of the intersecting traveled way. Stop lines should be placed to allow sufficient
sight distance to all other approaches of an intersection.

Figure 35 illustrates an expressway intersection in Nebraska
where the minor road stop bar should be moved forward to
enhance ISD. In doing so, the base distance of the departure
sight triangles (aL and aR in Figure 34) will be minimized and
the available ISD will be maximized if the stop bars, in conjunction with STOP signs, are able to inform minor road
drivers of the proper location to stop. This strategy was first
suggested by Van Maren (20) in 1980 after crash models in
his research showed that crash rates for 39 randomly selected,
multilane divided highway intersections in rural Indiana
increased as the total distance across the divided highway
increased. This strategy was reiterated by Agent (47) in 1988
after an investigation of the collisions and site characteristics
at 65 high-speed intersections in rural Kentucky.
Right-Turn Acceleration Lanes
The minimum required departure sight triangle for a rightturn from a stopped approach onto a major uncontrolled
roadway (Green Book ISD Case B2) typically provides more
ISD than is required for a crossing maneuver from the same
minor road approach (Green Book ISD Case B3). Therefore,
if it is only feasible to provide the minimum required ISD for
Case B3, if there is a large right-turn volume (especially trucks),

Figure 35. Expressway intersection where minor road stop bar could be moved
forward.
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if there are limited gaps in the expressway traffic stream, or if
there is a high proportion of rear-end, sideswipe, or broadside
collisions related to right-turn maneuvers from the minor
road, a right-turn acceleration lane (RTAL) may be necessary.
RTALs move the right-turn merge conflict point downstream
and allow right-turning traffic to accelerate to expressway
speeds before performing a high-speed merge and joining the
expressway traffic stream. This maneuver should thereby make
gap selection easier/safer and should reduce delay by replacing
a low-speed, direct-entry, right-angle turn; however, in a 1980
study, Van Maren (20) found that divided highway intersection
crash rates tend to be higher where RTALs are present. No other
studies were found on this issue, and the safety effectiveness of
RTALs at rural expressway intersections is still unknown (16).
Figure 36 shows a RTAL in Minnesota that is designed with
a larger turning radius, channelization, yield control, and a
tapered-type entry. The top portion of Figure 36 shows the
RTAL from the minor road approach, while the bottom
portion shows the acceleration lane as it lies adjacent to the
expressway.
The design guidance for acceleration lanes at intersections
within Chapter 9 of the AASHTO Green Book (3) is limited,
but it does state:
Acceleration lanes are not always desirable at stop-controlled
intersections where entering drivers can wait for an opportunity
to merge without disrupting through traffic. Acceleration lanes

Figure 36. Right-turn acceleration lane in Minnesota.

are advantageous on roads without stop control and on all highvolume roads even with stop control where openings between
vehicles in the peak-hour traffic streams are infrequent and short.

The Green Book then refers the reader to Chapter 10,
“Grade Separations and Interchanges,” for guidance related to
acceleration lane lengths. Chapter 10 describes the differences
between taper-type and parallel-type entrance terminals and
gives the minimum acceleration lengths required at entrance
terminals in Exhibit 10-70 (see Figure 37) and adjustment
factors for grades in Exhibit 10-71 (see Figure 38). However,
the Green Book goes on to state:
There should be additional length to permit adjustments in
speeds of both through and entering vehicles so that the driver of
the entering vehicle can position his or her vehicle opposite a
gap in the through traffic stream and maneuver into it before
reaching the end of the lane.

One potential concern with RTALs pointed out by NCHRP
Report 500, Volume 5 (16) is that through-expressway drivers
may mistake them for an additional through lane if the RTAL
is excessively long or poorly marked. MoDOT has addressed
this concern by placing delineators between the RTAL and
the through expressway lanes as shown in Figure 39.
Expressway Speed Zoning
Another possible gap selection aid is to reduce the expressway
speed limit through rural expressway intersections (i.e., speed
zoning). A speed zone is defined as “a section of a street or
highway where the speed limit is different from the statutory
speed limit that has been established for the rest of the facility”
(48). The purpose of speed zoning is to establish a speed limit
that is “reasonable and safe for a given section of roadway”
(48). This strategy is a gap selection aid because it increases
the time-to-arrival (TTA) of an approaching expressway
vehicle (i.e., it increases the available time gap for a minor road
vehicle to enter or cross the expressway). The success of this
strategy assumes, of course, that a direct relationship exists
between the posted speed limit and the operating speed of
expressway traffic, which may not be valid, especially for a
short zone around an intersection (48).
Human factors research has attempted to study the motion
perception ability of drivers in relation to their gap acceptance
judgments and found that drivers, especially those 56 years
of age and older, tend to rely more on their instantaneous
judgment of the distance to oncoming vehicles rather than their
estimated approach speeds or TTA when making gap selection
decisions in left-turn leaving situations (i.e., longitudinal gap
selection through head-on traffic) (49). No such research was
found for gap selection while making turning or crossing
maneuvers from the minor road (i.e., lateral gap selection
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Figure 37. Green book exhibit 10-70: minimum acceleration lengths for entrance
terminals with flat grades of 2% or less (3).

Figure 38. Green book exhibit 10-71: acceleration lane
adjustment factors as a function of grade (3).
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Figure 39. Right-turn acceleration lane delineators
used in Missouri.

through side-to-side traffic), but let’s assume for a moment
that (1) this finding holds true for lateral gap selection and
(2) the critical time gap for a crossing maneuver from the minor
road is hypothetically equal to 10 sec. Now imagine two sideby-side approaching expressway vehicles are each 1,000 ft away
from an intersection where a minor road vehicle is stopped
and waiting to cross. According to the first assumption, the
minor road driver is going to base his or her decision to proceed on the 1,000-ft distance, regardless of the speed of the
approaching vehicles. However, if one of the oncoming expressway vehicles is traveling at 55 mph and the other is approaching
at 75 mph, their TTA will be 12.4 and 9.1 sec, respectively. If
the minor road driver identifies 1,000-ft as a safe gap distance
and proceeds to cross the expressway, there will be a collision
with the vehicle approaching at 75 mph according to the second assumption. Therefore, reducing the speed of oncoming
expressway vehicles would prolong the gaps selected by minor
road drivers, allowing them more time to maneuver into or
through those gaps.
Research on the effectiveness of reduced posted speed limits
(speed zoning) or speed advisory through rural expressway
intersections in reducing the frequency and/or severity of
collisions is scarce. Iowa saw a reduction in average expressway speeds during peak hours after an advisory speed limit
10 mph below the posted speed was placed in advance of an
expressway intersection, but related intersection crash data
was not examined (2). In a much older study, Cribbins et al.
(18) found that higher posted speed limits did lead to increased
crash frequency along 92 rural and urban divided highway
segments.
Median Widening
On rural expressways, the median serves many functional
purposes, but its major objectives are different between intersections versus at intersections. Between intersections, the
major function of the median is to separate opposing expressway traffic. According to the Green Book, a median width of

40 ft or wider will allow expressway drivers to experience a sense
of separation from opposing traffic (i.e., noise, air pressure, and
headlight glare from opposing traffic are drastically reduced).
The AASHTO Green Book defines the median width as “the
dimension between the edges of traveled way which includes
the left interior shoulders, if any” (3). This definition thereby
includes any median turn lanes as part of the median width,
which is inconsistent with the definition of median width
provided in Section 1A.13 of the MUTCD (22). The MUTCD
definition of “median” specifically excludes median turn lanes
from the measure of median width. These two contradictory
definitions should be written to coincide with each other.
In contrast, the major function of the median at intersections is to provide a refuge area for left-turning and
U-turning expressway traffic as well as for left-turning and
crossing traffic from the minor road. The Green Book (3),
NCHRP Report 375 (9), and NCHRP Synthesis of Highway
Practice 281 (50) address key factors in selecting the appropriate median width at rural divided highway intersections
and present many advantages and disadvantages related to
both narrow and wide medians. However, research has shown
that four-legged, TWSC rural expressway intersections with
wider medians are safer (2, 9, and 11). SPFs developed by
Harwood et al. (9) and Maze et al. (2) estimated 1.22% and
0.74% reductions in annual crash frequency with every 1 ft
increase in median width, respectively. This is most likely due
to the fact that wider medians allow for two-stage gap selection
(i.e., a minor road left-turning or crossing driver can safely
stop in the median area to evaluate the adequacy of the gap in
expressway traffic coming from the right, thereby reducing the
relative crash risk associated with these maneuvers). As a result,
the Green Book recommends that medians at TWSC rural
expressway intersections generally be “as wide as practical”
and should, at a minimum, be wide enough to store the design
vehicle selected for making left-turning and crossing maneuvers
from the minor road. The Green Book goes on to state:
Where a median width of 25 feet or more is provided, a passenger car making a turning or crossing maneuver will have space to
stop safely in the median area. Medians less than 25 feet should
be avoided at rural intersections because drivers may be tempted
to stop in the median with part of their vehicle left unprotected
from through traffic. The school bus is often the largest vehicle
to use the median roadway frequently. The selection of a school
bus as the design vehicle results in a median width of 50 feet. Larger
design vehicles, including trucks, may be used at intersections
where enough turning or crossing trucks are present; median
widths of 80 feet or more may be needed to accommodate large
tractor-trailer trucks without encroaching on the through lanes
of a major road.

While the statement above is technically correct (i.e., a
25-ft median will provide enough room to fully store a 19-ft
passenger car in the median with 3 ft of clearance from the
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Figure 40. Expressway intersection median storage illustration.

through expressway lanes), a passenger car stored in such a
median would block the left-turn leaving paths of exiting
expressway vehicles considering a four-legged intersection
with traditional 12-ft-wide left-turn lanes on each expressway
approach as illustrated on the left-hand side of Figure 40. This
may make a left-turning or crossing minor road driver more
reluctant to stop in the median area, thereby increasing the
probability of one-stage gap selection behavior. In order to
promote the safer two-stage gap selection process for the
driver of a 19-ft passenger car, the median width at such an
intersection should be at least 37 ft as shown on the right-hand
side of Figure 40. This dimension would create enough space to
store the passenger car in the median with 3 ft of clearance from
the expressway left-turn lane at its front and from the expressway through lane at its rear, but it may be a good idea to provide
additional median width to allow more of the passenger car’s
deceleration to take place within the median as it comes to a
stop after crossing the near-side expressway lanes. Based on
this discussion, the 50-ft minimum median width for a school
bus specified in the Green Book should be re-examined as
well. If offset left-turn lanes are provided on the expressway,
a different minimum median width may be required.
Another consideration in selecting the appropriate median
width at rural expressway intersections is the turning behavior of opposing left-turn drivers. Field data examined in
NCHRP Report 375 (9) suggested that opposing left-turn
drivers leaving the expressway tend to turn in front of one
another (i.e., simultaneous left-turns) when the median width
is 50 ft or less, but tend to turn behind one another (i.e., interlocking left-turns) when the median width is greater than
50 ft. Figure 41 illustrates both types of left-turn behavior.
There is no implication that one behavior is more desirable
than the other, but this finding may make 50 ft an appropriate
breakpoint when setting design policies for selecting median
widths at rural expressway intersections with traditional
left-turn lanes (9). Of course, the use of offset left-turn lanes
dictates simultaneous left-turn behavior. The turning behavior

of opposing left-turn leaving drivers may also be affected by
the median opening length, but this relationship was not
examined in NCHRP Report 375, nor was the turn behavior
of opposing minor road left-turn drivers.
In 1995, NCHRP Report 375 (9) conducted a survey examining the design policies and practices of STAs related to
median design and found that only 42% of the responding
agencies had minimum median width standards of greater
than 30 ft for rural non-freeway divided facilities. However,
76% of the responding agencies reported that they consider
intersection operations when selecting the median width for
a divided highway corridor, 50% indicated that storage needs
in the median area influence their median width policy, and
62% indicated a desirable median width of more than 50 ft.
In most states, rural expressway intersection median width
is generally governed by the width of median selected for
the entire expressway corridor, but Chapter 7, Section 5.7.5,
of Kansas DOT’s (KDOT’s) Design Manual (32) includes

Figure 41. Opposing left-turn leaving driver
behavior (9).
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standards for rural expressway median widening (up to 150 ft
from their standard median width of 60 ft) in the vicinity of
intersections as shown in Figure 17. KDOT considers this
type of treatment at divided highway intersections when the
projected minor road volumes are in the 800 to 1,000 vpd
range with a high percentage of trucks, when mainline traffic
operates at LOS C or worse, if ISD is extremely limited, or at
other intersections with U.S. or Kansas State routes serving
major traffic generators such as schools or industrial areas that
cause a large amount of hourly peaking, but where interchanges have not been deemed necessary. Besides providing
the benefit of extra median storage, this treatment could also
serve as an intersection recognition device for expressway traffic by emphasizing the presence of the upcoming intersection.
The safety effectiveness of this treatment has not yet been
evaluated, but 20 STAs responding to the NCHRP Report 375
(9) survey reported operational problems at intersections
related to medians that were considered to be “too wide,”
including the increased potential for wrong-way entry, especially at night. On the contrary, statistical analysis of the correlation between median width, median opening length, and
the rate of undesirable maneuvers observed per 1,000 vehicles
entering the median roadway during field observational studies
conducted for NCHRP Report 375 at 20 unsignalized rural
divided highway intersections in eight different states revealed
that the rate of undesirable maneuvers decreased as the median
width increased. This suggests that as the median width of a
divided highway becomes wider, fewer operational problems
are observed at the intersections; however the median opening length (defined in Figure 42) should not be unnecessarily

Figure 42. Edge line extensions through median
crossover.

large as the same analysis revealed that the rate of undesirable
maneuvers increased as the median opening length increased.
In other words, the geometrics of a wide median in combination with a smaller median opening help create the impression
that there is not much choice in traversing the median except
to follow the path the designer intended (9). The desired path
can also be emphasized through median delineation.
Median Signage and Delineation
Median signage and delineation have four major objectives:
(1) to inform minor road drivers that they have reached a
divided highway intersection; (2) to establish the right-ofway between median and far-side expressway traffic; (3) to
communicate the appropriate gap selection process (i.e.,
one or two-stage); and (4) to define the proper travel paths
through the median roadway. When the median is wide enough
to store a passenger car (25 ft or wider by Green Book median
width definition as described in the previous section), stop or
yield bars in conjunction with STOP or YIELD signs should
be present in the median to establish right-of-way and to
communicate the appropriate two-stage gap selection behavior to the minor road driver. Generally, median yield control
is encouraged unless the selected design vehicle (usually a
40-ft school bus) can be completely stored within the median
area. This marking and signing scheme, along with the use
of a double yellow median centerline, is shown in MUTCD
Figure 2B-13 (see Figure 19) where the median is 30 ft or wider
(42 ft or wider by the Green Book median width definition),
but not in MUTCD Figure 2B-14 (see Figure 20) where the
median width is less than 30 ft. The reason behind the selection
of the 30-ft threshold median width for the use of this marking
and signing scheme is not stated in the MUTCD, but the 30-ft
value was likely selected based on the experience of STAs rather
than on any particular research (9), so the minimum median
width for the use of this median signage and delineation scheme
should be re-examined. Nevertheless, these signs/markings
effectively provide a measure of depth perception to communicate to the minor road driver that the median is wide enough
for vehicle storage, thereby promoting two-stage gap selection
behavior. When the median width is not wide enough to store
a passenger car, requiring one-stage gap selection by all vehicles,
this marking and signing scheme should not be used.
Often, rural expressway intersections with wide medians
have large expanses of pavement that can make it difficult for
drivers to decide what path to follow and to anticipate the paths
other drivers will take. The presence of a double yellow median
centerline is also expected to help provide visual continuity
with the centerline of the minor road approaches and help
define the desired vehicle paths through the median roadway
(i.e., the double yellow centerline is expected to reinforce turn
behind behavior for opposing left-turns from both the express-
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way and minor road approaches), which, in-turn, is expected
to reduce the number of undesirable driving behaviors (i.e.,
side-by-side queuing, angle-stopping, and through-lane
encroachment when multiple same-direction vehicles attempt
to queue in the median) and conflicts occurring in the
median area (16). The safety effectiveness of providing stop
or yield lines, STOP or YIELD signs, and/or a double yellow
centerline within the median of rural expressway intersections
has not been quantified, but this strategy has been used in
many low-volume rural expressway intersection medians
across Iowa. Limited before-after crash analysis has shown a
reduction in intersection-related crashes following the introduction of this type of median signage and delineation (2).
After the median pavement markings wore off, the crash
rate tended to increase, so the Iowa DOT has proposed using
milled-in tape median pavement markings at these locations in the future.
Other types of median signage include a variety of standard
and non-standard, supplementary LOOK signs and placards.
Typically, where adequate median storage space is available,
a LOOK RIGHT sign or placard (similar to those shown in
Figure 24A) is mounted beneath the STOP or YIELD signs
within the median to advise minor road drivers to look right
again for oncoming expressway traffic before leaving the
median area, thereby conveying two-stage gap selection. When
the median width does not allow for median vehicle storage,
the standard regulatory LOOK sign (R15-8), meant for use
at highway-rail grade crossings, and the standard CROSS
TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP warning plaque (W4-4p) shown
in Figure 24B have been used in this application to remind
minor road drivers to look both ways before crossing, thereby
attempting to convey one-stage gap selection. Although no
known scientific evaluation of the effectiveness of these signs
has been conducted, several states are known to use them
and believe they help reduce the occurrence of right-angle
crashes.
Two other median delineation treatments have been
observed at rural expressway intersections. The first, illustrated
in Figure 42, involves providing dashed pavement markings
extending the left interior edge line of the expressway through
the intersection (i.e., across the median opening) to physically
delineate the boundaries of the median roadway. In doing so,
this treatment may give minor roadway drivers a better sense
of how much storage space is available within the median,
providing an enhanced visual cue for one or two-stage gap
selection and minimizing through lane encroachment by
vehicles stopped in the median. Although NCHRP Report 375
(9) states that this treatment should be used at intersections
with median widths of 60 ft or less, it could potentially be used
at any expressway intersection. However, its best usage may
be at median crossovers where the median is too narrow to store
a passenger car, thereby providing a visual cue to minor road

drivers that one-stage gap selection is necessary. The treatment could also act as an intersection recognition device for
approaching expressway drivers as it may enhance their ability
to recognize the presence of an intersection (16). According
to NCHRP Report 375 (9), this treatment has been used by at
least two STAs, but the effectiveness of this strategy in reducing crashes has not been quantified (16).
As discussed in the previous section, NCHRP Report 375 (9)
found that opposing left-turn drivers leaving the expressway
tend to turn in front of one another when the median width
is 50 ft or less, but tend to turn behind one another when the
median width is greater than 50 ft. The final median delineation treatment discovered includes the use of median islands (typically painted) and tubular delineators to channelize the median in order to guide opposing left-turn leaving
expressway drivers into a “turn in front” behavioral path
when the median width is greater than 50 ft. MoDOT uses
this treatment for their Type II Median Opening, which includes traditional left-turn lanes and a minimum median width
of 60 ft as shown in Figure 43 (30). Photos of this median
channelization are shown in Figure 44. Another benefit of
this design is that the median islands provide space to more
prominently display the median STOP or YIELD signs so that
they lie more in the direct line-of-sight of the minor road
driver as shown in the top portion of Figure 44. However, no
studies on the safety effectiveness of this treatment have been
conducted to date.

Intersection Recognition Devices
Many TWSC rural expressway intersections are not readily visible to approaching drivers, particularly from the uncontrolled expressway approaches. As a result, crashes may
occur because approaching expressway drivers are unaware
of the intersection and are not prepared to deal with conflicts
that may arise. Crashes may also occur because approaching
minor road drivers do not recognize that they are approaching
a stop-controlled intersection, which leads them to run the
STOP sign. Intersection recognition devices are commonly
applied countermeasures such as intersection lighting, advance
warning signs/beacons, advance guide signs, and rumble strips
that enhance the visibility of intersections from all approaches
and thus the ability of approaching drivers to perceive them.
Providing greater intersection recognition reduces the likelihood that a minor road driver will run the STOP sign and helps
alert the expressway driver to proceed through the intersection
with caution. FHWA’s Guidelines and Recommendations to
Accommodate Older Drivers and Pedestrians (37) encourages
such improvements to enhance the driving environment for
older drivers; traditionally, when right-angle crashes begin to
occur at TWSC rural expressway intersections, these treatments
are the first countermeasures to be applied because they are
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Figure 43. MoDOT type II median opening plan with median channelization (30).

relatively low-cost and easy to deploy. However, research has
shown that lack of intersection recognition (i.e., STOP sign
violation) is the major contributing factor in only a very small
fraction of right-angle crashes occurring at TWSC rural
intersections (4, 51); thus, these treatments do not typically
address the predominant cause of right-angle crashes, which
seems to be gap selection. Nevertheless, two intersection
recognition devices for expressway drivers (freeway-style
advance intersection guide signs and dynamic advance intersection warning signs with flashers) were selected for further
study and are examined in detail as case studies within
Chapter 4 of this report. Other intersection recognition devices for both the expressway and minor road approaches
are briefly introduced over the remainder of this chapter.
More detailed information on each countermeasure can be
found in Appendix B.

TWSC Beacons
TWSC beacons, also known as intersection control beacons
(ICBs) or bouncing ball beacons (BBBs), are typically suspended over an intersection with flashing yellow indications
to the expressway approaches and flashing red indications to
the minor road approaches in order to reinforce the presence
of TWSC. These beacons are intended to enhance approaching
driver awareness of an intersection and reinforce the assignment of right-of-way at the intersection.
Section 4K.02 of the MUTCD briefly addresses warrants
for the installation of ICBs by stating, “Intersection control
beacons may be used at intersections where traffic or physical
conditions do not justify conventional traffic-control signals,
but crash rates indicate the possibility of a special need” (22).
As such, according to a 1993 survey conducted by Bonneson
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Figure 44. Photos of MoDOT Type II median opening
with median channelization.

et al. (42), 9 of the 23 responding STAs indicated that they
had installed this type of beacon as a corrective measure at
TWSC divided highway intersections with high crash rates.
However, some STAs (e.g., MnDOT) only install ICBs above
intersections with all-way stop control due to the fact that
minor road traffic may be confused regarding the nature of
control on the mainline (i.e., a minor road driver may incorrectly assume that the mainline approaches are also controlled
by a red flasher) (52). As an alternative, MnDOT chooses to
install red beacons above the stop signs on the minor road
approaches and flashing yellow warning beacons mounted
above INTERSECTION AHEAD signs on the mainline approaches. Other STAs supplement the overhead ICBs with
the CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP (W4-4p) placard
mounted below the minor road STOP signs. In either case,
these beacons are expected to help reduce right-angle and
night-time crashes related to STOP sign violations on the
minor road approaches and lack of intersection awareness on
the part of expressway drivers.
Research on the effectiveness of ICBs in reducing the frequency and/or severity of collisions at intersections specifically
on divided highways is very scarce as only one such study was
found. In 1959, Solomon (17) showed that the installation of
an ICB significantly reduced both crash frequency and severity
at five four-legged divided highway intersections in Michigan.
On the contrary, several studies have evaluated the safety
effects of ICBs at TWSC intersections on two-lane undivided
highways or at intersections where the roadway type was not
specified (17, 19, 53–55). Overall, these studies have found
mixed results.
In 1991, Hall (56) developed general guidelines and recommended warrants for the installation of ICBs at rural inter-

sections for the New Mexico State Highway and Transportation
Department. The suggested warrants are primarily based
on two-year crash experience and sight distance limitations.
In 1992, the operational effects of ICBs at divided highway
intersections were investigated by Pant et al. (55) as part of a
larger study to further develop these guidelines. The study
compared STOP-sign violations, delay, approach speeds, and
accepted gap sizes at two divided highway intersections with
ICBs versus two divided highway intersections without ICBs
and found that in the presence of ICBs (1) the percentage of
rolling stops was reduced, particularly at night; (2) delays
increased by approximately 3.0 sec per vehicle; (3) mean
approach speeds were significantly reduced on all intersection
approaches with a corresponding reduction in 85th-percentile
speeds and speed variance; and (4) the size of accepted gaps
during the daytime was significantly reduced for all minor
road movements into or through the near-side expressway
traffic stream. However, it is speculated that the effectiveness
of ICBs is related to their relative uniqueness and they should
not be overused (16, 55, and 56).
Intersection Lighting
According to NCHRP Report 500, Volume 5 (16), improving
the visibility of unsignalized intersections by providing lighting
at the intersection itself or on its approaches is a proven strategy
for reducing nighttime crashes, meaning properly designed
evaluations have been conducted that show this strategy
to be effective. The major evaluation referenced in drawing
this conclusion was a 1999 study conducted by Preston and
Schoenecker (57). In this study, a comparative analysis of
3,495 isolated, rural, two-lane, through-stop intersections
(259 with lighting and 3,236 without lighting) revealed that
intersections with lighting had a 25% lower nighttime crash
rate as compared with intersections without lighting, which
was a statistically significant difference at a 99.5% level of
confidence. In the same study, a before-after crash analysis of
12 rural intersections where lighting was installed showed a
40% reduction in the nighttime crash rate (statistically significant at a 95% level of confidence); a 20% reduction in nighttime fatal and injury crashes (statistically significant at a 90%
level of confidence); and a 44% reduction in nighttime rightangle crash rate (not statistically significant at the 90% level
of confidence). Preston and Schoenecker also conducted a
benefit-cost analysis based on these results and found that the
crash reduction benefits associated with the installation of
intersection lighting at rural intersections outweigh the costs
by a wide margin (the average benefit-cost ratio was approximately 15 to 1). In 2006, Isebrands et al. (58) conducted a
follow-up study on intersection lighting that included a larger
sample of rural intersections in Minnesota. Before-after analysis of 48 rural through-stop intersections where lighting had
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been installed showed that the nighttime crash rate was reduced
by 19% while the daytime crash rate increased by 26%. This
study also revealed an 11% decrease in nighttime crash severity while the daytime crash severity increased by 30%. Further
analysis of 33 rural through-stop intersections where lighting had been installed and 3 years of before and after crash
data were available indicated a 59% reduction in nighttime
crash rate, which was statistically significant at a 90% level of
confidence.
Given the apparent difficulty with gap selection at divided
highway intersections, it is reasonable to believe that the
installation of intersection lighting would have similar safety
benefits at these locations, but only one study was found that
examined the safety effects of intersection lighting specifically
at divided highway intersections. In 1995, NCHRP Report 375
(9) developed separate SPFs for 153 four-legged and 157
three-legged through-stop divided highway intersections in
rural California. Both models developed included many
variables, but suggest that the presence of intersection lighting is a significant factor that unexpectedly increases intersection crash frequency by approximately 37 and 133% at
four and three-legged intersections, respectively; however,
this research did not separately examine collisions that occurred during night and day. Therefore, further research is
required to quantify the safety effects of lighting installations
at rural expressway intersections and to determine how the
quantity and location of luminaires impacts the safety of
these intersections.
Furthermore, guidelines/warrants for the installation of
lighting at rural expressway intersections should be developed.
Preston and Schoenecker (57) and Isebrands et al. (58) examined existing national and state agency guidelines for the
installation of lighting at rural intersections in 1999 and 2006,
respectively. They found that most existing guidelines are based
on nighttime traffic volumes and crash frequencies. Preston
and Schoenecker concluded that the MnDOT warrants for
intersection lighting are too stringent and recommended that
MnDOT reduce their volume and crash experience thresholds
in order to encourage the installation of intersection lighting
at more rural intersections.

STOP sign violations exist due to lack of driver recognition of
the stop control (16). There are two types of in-lane rumble
strips: those that cross the entire width of the approach lane
as shown in the upper portion of Figure 45 and those that
cross only the wheel paths as shown in the lower portion of
Figure 45 (59). In 2001, Harder et al. (60) found that drivers
brake earlier and harder in the presence of full width rumble
strips than they do with wheel track rumble strips, but these
results were obtained using a driver simulator under daylight
conditions for drivers that were alert.
According to a 1993 survey conducted by Harwood (61),
41 STAs had installed rumble strips in the traveled way and
37 of those had placed them on approaches to intersections.
In 2004, Maze et al. (2) surveyed 28 STAs and 12 reported
using in-lane rumble strips on the minor road stop-controlled
approaches to expressway intersections, but the safety benefits
of in-lane rumble strips on intersection approaches have not
been precisely quantified as NCHRP Report 500, Volume 5 (16)
categorizes this treatment as a tried strategy for which valid
evaluations have not been conducted. Despite the lack of conclusive findings regarding in-lane rumble strips on intersection

Minor Road In-Lane Rumble Strips
Rumble strips are raised or grooved transverse patterns
constructed on the roadway surface that are intended to provide drivers with a tactile vibration and an audible warning
that they need to be alert to the driving task. In-lane rumble
strips can be installed on intersection approaches to call the
approaching drivers’ attention to the presence of the intersection and the traffic control in place at the intersection. They
are particularly appropriate on stop-controlled intersection
approaches where a pattern of “ran the STOP sign” crashes or

Figure 45. In-lane intersection approach rumble
strips (59).
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approaches, Harwood (61) indicates that they can provide a
50% reduction in rear-end and “ran the STOP sign” collisions,
but states that they should be used sparingly so that their surprise value in gaining the driver’s attention is retained. In addition, they create excessive noise, which can negatively impact
nearby homes and businesses. Therefore, in-lane approach
rumble strips are only recommended after other measures
such as STOP AHEAD signs, markings, or flashers have failed
to correct the crash pattern (16, 59, and 61).
Minor Road Splitter Islands
Another intersection recognition device that may be used on
stop-controlled minor road approaches to call the approaching driver’s attention to the presence of the intersection and
the stop control is to construct “splitter” or divisional islands
at the mouth of the intersection. A splitter island refers to a
channelizing island that separates opposing traffic, as shown
in Figure 46 (62). These islands, combined with edge line
striping that narrows the lane width in the intersection’s throat,
provide additional space to mount a second STOP sign and
are generally believed to be effective in declaring the presence
of an intersection, reducing minor road approach speeds,
increasing stop sign compliance, guiding minor road traffic
through the intersection, and improving intersection safety
(16), but little research exists that examines their effectiveness
in these areas. According to NCHRP Report 500 Volume 5 (16),
this strategy is still unproven, but is more appropriate on minor

Figure 46. Splitter island on minor road approach to
an expressway intersection (62).

road approaches to skewed intersections or on minor road
approaches where the approach speeds are high.
Another potential benefit of splitter islands, particularly at
high-speed rural expressway intersections, may be that their
presence reduces the speed of right-turn leaving expressway
traffic and helps protect minor road traffic waiting at the stop
bar from being stuck by right-turn leaving expressway vehicles that would otherwise make wider, higher-speed turns.
However, no research has been conducted to examine this
possible advantage.
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CHAPTER 4

Case Studies of Selected Rural Expressway
Intersection Safety Treatments
Overview
As described in the previous chapter, STAs have experimented with a wide range of intersection safety treatments at
problematic rural expressway intersections. Unfortunately,
literature on many of these treatments is scarce, so their safety
effectiveness is relatively unknown and national geometric design guidance is lacking. Case studies for 10 of the most promising rural expressway intersection safety strategies identified in
the literature review were conducted to investigate and document the experience of STAs that have implemented these
countermeasures. After it was determined which STAs have
implemented the strategies of interest, knowledgeable staff
from the respective agencies were interviewed to determine
1. The circumstances surrounding the treatment’s implementation: reasons for, cost, etc.;
2. Intersection site conditions: type and intensity of land use,
traffic volumes and patterns, geometry including horizontal/
vertical alignment, etc.;
3. Public reaction: complaints, elderly driver issues, indications
of erratic driver behavior, etc.;
4. Any lessons learned including design guidance and general
advice; and
5. Whether the agency had performed any subjective or objective evaluations of the operational and/or safety performance of the treatment.
If no safety assessments had been performed, before and
after crash data was obtained from the agency, where possible, for the purpose of conducting naïve before-after safety
analysis of each treatment. The limitations of the naïve beforeafter analysis approach have been well documented (23), and
by no means are the before-after analyses reported in the case
studies meant to be scientifically rigorous evaluations that
develop reliable crash reduction factors. Instead, they are simply observational before-after studies that compare the count

of crashes in the before period with the count of crashes in the
after period to try to understand each treatment’s potential
for improving rural expressway intersection safety.
Ten case studies are included in this chapter. They include
three conflict-point management strategies (J-turn intersections, offset T-intersections, and jughandle intersections);
five gap selection aids (IDS technology, static roadside markers,
MALs, offset right-turn lanes, and offset left-turn lanes); and
two intersection recognition devices for expressway drivers
(freeway-style advance intersection guide signs and dynamic
advance intersection warning signs with flashers). No beforeafter crash data was available for 3 of the 10 treatments investigated (jughandle intersections, IDS technology, and static
roadside markers). In each of the other seven case studies, a
limited number of sites were examined and, in most instances,
the amount of before and after crash data was inadequate to
draw any conclusions; however, where more than 3 years of
before and after data was obtained, statistical evaluations were
performed. Nevertheless, these naïve before-after evaluations
remain flawed because they do not take regression-to-themean into account and it is unknown what part of the noted
change in safety can actually be attributed to the treatment
and what part may be due to changes in other external factors
(e.g., volume, weather, driver demographics, etc.).

J-Turn Intersection Case Study
Description
The ability to accommodate high volumes of traffic safely
and efficiently through intersections largely depends on the
arrangements provided for handling intersecting traffic (3).
All movements through a typical TWSC rural expressway
intersection do not have the same crash risk. The highest risk
movements (i.e., those accounting for the largest share of
severe crashes) tend to be minor road maneuvers through the
far-side intersection (i.e., minor road left-turn and crossing
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Figure 47. J-turn intersection conceptual schematic.

maneuvers) (4, 14). Thus, elimination of these maneuvers
and their associated conflict points can be an effective means
of improving safety at rural expressway intersections. An
intersection design that accomplishes this is the J-turn intersection shown in Figure 47. The term “J-turn” for this style
of intersection was coined by the Maryland State Highway
Administration (MSHA), but this intersection design has
also been known by other names in other states such as the
“Superstreet” intersection in North Carolina or the “Right-Turn
U-Turn” (RTUT) intersection in Florida.
The J-turn intersection combines a directional median
(which allows direct left-turn exits from the expressway, but
prohibits minor road traffic from entering the median) with
downstream median U-turns. As a result, minor road traffic
wishing to turn left or cross straight through the intersection
is forced to make these maneuvers indirectly by turning
right, weaving to the left, making a downstream U-turn, and
then returning to the intersection to complete their desired
maneuver. There is no indication that U-turns at unsignalized
median openings constitute a safety concern (43); therefore,
the J-turn intersection design replaces the high risk, far-side
conflict points associated with direct minor road left-turns

Figure 48. Conflict-point diagram for J-turn intersection.

and crossing maneuvers (i.e., Conflict Points 15, 16, 19, 21, 22,
and 25 in Figure 2) with less risky conflict points associated
with right-turns, U-turns, and weaving maneuvers. Overall,
the J-turn intersection reduces the total number of intersection
conflict points from 42 at a typical TWSC rural expressway
intersection as shown in Figure 2 to 24 as shown in Figure 48.
Not only are the total number of conflict points reduced, but
more importantly, the J-turn intersection eliminates 20 crossing
path conflict points present at a typical TWSC rural expressway
intersection, thereby reducing the opportunity for right-angle/
broadside collisions.

Existing Design Guidance
The J-turn intersection is one possible countermeasure
between a typical TWSC rural expressway intersection and an
interchange that still allows a reasonable level of accessibility to
drivers on the minor road. Variations of this countermeasure
(such as the median U-turn intersection described in Chapter 3) have been used previously in Michigan and Florida, but
often in urban and suburban areas at signalized intersections.
The use of the J-turn intersection design at high-speed TWSC
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rural expressway intersections is a more recent application, so
national design guidance for the J-turn intersection is relatively
non-existent. In fact, this type of intersection is only briefly
mentioned in Chapter 9 of the AASHTO Green Book (3).
On pg. 709, the Green Book currently discourages the use
of a J-turn type intersection on high-speed or high-volume
highways due to “the difficulty of weaving and the long lengths
involved” in the indirect minor road movements, unless “the
volumes intercepted are light and the median is of adequate
width.” Green Book Exhibit 9-92 (see Figure 13) provides minimum median widths to accommodate U-turns by different
design vehicles turning from the inside (passing) lane of a
four-lane divided facility to various locations (i.e., inner lane,
outer lane, or shoulder) in the opposite direction. However,
on pg. 710, the Green Book states:

or a left-hand U-turn jughandle (shown in the bottom of
Figure 14) should be considered to accommodate the larger Uturning path. A right-hand U-turn jughandle (shown in
the top of Figure 14) should not be used in conjunction with a
J-turn intersection as it would defeat the purpose of the J-turn
by recreating the crossing path conflict points associated with
minor road left-turn maneuvers. NCHRP Report 524 (43)
examined several unsignalized median openings with loons
and, although the sample size was limited, found no indication
that the provision of loons or their use by large trucks leads to
safety problems. In 2003, Sisiopiku and Aylsworth-Bonzelet
(63) evaluated the design and operation of existing loons and
developed guidelines for loon design as shown in Table 21.
A final design issue related to the J-turn intersection is the
spacing between the main intersection and the median U-turns.
Ultimately, the selection of the most appropriate separation
distance is a trade-off between providing sufficient space for
safe/functional weaving areas as well as adequate U-turn storage
(i.e., to minimize spillback potential) while minimizing the
travel distance/time of the indirect left-turn and crossing
maneuvers. For a signalized median U-turn intersection as
described previously in Chapter 3, the Green Book recommends
that the U-turn crossovers be located 400 ft to 600 ft from the
main intersection or midblock between adjacent intersections
(3), but no national guidance is provided for an unsignalized
application, and the safety impacts of the separation distance
in rural areas are still unclear. Existing research regarding indirect left-turns via RTUTs has been exclusively conducted
in urban and/or suburban settings. One such study conducted
by Liu et al. (64) found that the majority of crashes related to
RTUTs in Florida occur in the weaving areas rather than
directly at the U-turn locations, and the frequency of these
collisions is significantly impacted by mainline volumes and the
separation distance. The SPF developed through this research
showed that a 10% increase in separation distance results in
a 4.5% decrease in weaving area collisions, but more research
needs to be conducted to determine the optimum U-turn spacing for a J-turn intersection located on a rural expressway.

U-turn openings designed specifically for the purpose of
eliminating the left-turn movement at a major intersection should
be designed with a median left-turn lane for storage. If the U-turn
is made from a median deceleration lane, the total median width
required would include an additional 12 feet for a single median
turn lane.

In addition, on a high-speed expressway, it would be ideal
if the median width was wide enough to allow the design
vehicle to U-turn into a median acceleration lane in the
opposite direction, thereby minimizing interference with
high-speed expressway traffic. Table 20 was developed using
Green Book Exhibit 9-92 as a basis to show the minimum
median widths required to implement a J-turn intersection.
As Table 20 shows, the minimum median width varies from
20 to 95 ft depending on the design vehicle and desired U-turn
maneuver.
According to pg. 457 of the Green Book, in rural areas,
“The school bus is often the largest vehicle to use the median
roadway frequently.” Thus, where a school bus is selected as
the design vehicle and a median width of at least 63 ft cannot
be provided, according to Table 20, a loon (an expanded paved
apron opposite a U-turn crossover as illustrated in Figure 49)

Table 20. Minimum median width (ft) for J-turn intersection
U-turns.
DESIGN VEHICLE

TYPE OF MANEUVER
U-Turn from Deceleration
Lane to. . .
Acceleration Lane
Inner Lane
Outer Lane
Outside Shoulder

19 ft. P
54
42
30
20

30 ft. SU
40 ft. BUS
87
75
63
53

55 ft. WB-50
65 ft. WB-60
95
83
71
61

Note: Median width is the dimension between the edges of opposing through lanes and
includes left shoulders as well as median deceleration/acceleration lanes. 12-ft-wide
lanes have been assumed.
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Although FDOT design standards do not contain a standard
plan for a full J-turn intersection, they do include standard
plans for directional median openings with either parallel or
tapered offset left-turn lanes as shown in Figure 51 (34).
Similar design guidance for directional median openings is not
currently available in the AASHTO Green Book and should
be included in future additions.

Case Studies of Implementation
and Safety Effectiveness
For these case studies, the experiences of the MSHA and the
NCDOT with J-turn intersections on high-speed rural expressways were examined. Their experiences are described herein.
Maryland Experience

Figure 49. Examples of U-turn median openings with
left-turn lanes and loons.

J-turn intersections have already been constructed on rural
expressways in Maryland, North Carolina, and Florida with
other states like Iowa, Missouri, and Minnesota seriously
considering their use on rural expressways. Some state design
guidance on J-turns is available within the North Carolina DOT
(NCDOT) roadway design manual (33), the MoDOT engineering policy guide (30), and the FDOT design standards (34).
The NCDOT and MoDOT standard plans for a J-turn intersection are shown in Figures 18 and 50, respectively. According to NCDOT design policy, the median U-turn should be
located downstream approximately 800 to 1,000 ft (33). Similarly, MoDOT policy states that the U-turn should be located
approximately 600 to 1,000 ft downstream, with the specific
location to be determined via capacity analysis software (30).
The MSHA has successfully used longer separation distances
in the range of 1,500 to 2,500 ft.

Table 21. Recommended loon width (ft) on four-lane
divided roadways (63).

Median Width (ft)

19 ft. P

0
16.40
32.81
49.21
65.62

16.40
0
0
0
0

DESIGN VEHICLE
30 ft. SU
55 ft. WB-50
40 ft. BUS
65 ft. WB-60
49.21
59.06
32.81
42.65
16.40
26.25
0
9.84
0
0

Note: Loon width = 0 indicates that standard shoulder width is sufficient.
Dimensions converted from metric units as provided in original report.

The MSHA has been constructing J-turn intersections
as a safety countermeasure at high-speed rural expressway
intersections since November 2000 when they converted the
intersection of US-301 and Maryland State Highway 313
(MD-313) in Kent County, Maryland, from a traditional TWSC
expressway intersection into a J-turn intersection. An aerial
photo of this J-turn intersection is provided in Figure 52 and
a more detailed intersection schematic is shown in Figure 53.
At the intersection, US-301 is a four-lane divided expressway
functionally classified as a rural principal arterial that has
partial access control, a 60-ft-wide median, and a posted speed
limit of 55 mph. MD-313 is an undivided highway functionally
classified as a rural major collector having no access control and
a posted speed limit of 40 mph. The 2000 ADT for US-301 in
the vicinity of the intersection was approximately 10,600 vpd
while MD-313 had an ADT of approximately 1,450 vpd (66).
Peak-hour movements recorded in March of 1999 are shown
in Table 22.
Prior to construction of the J-turn intersection, intersection
lighting was in place and located in the northeast and southwest
quadrants of the intersection. The traffic control at the intersection included STOP signs on the MD-313 approaches (with
YIELD signs in the median) along with overhead flashing beacons that flashed red toward the MD-313 approaches and yellow toward the US-301 approaches. The intersection lighting
and beacons remained in operation after the conversion to the
J-turn intersection took place. The stop control on MD-313 also
remained in place after conversion with the median YIELD
signs relocated to face left-turning traffic exiting US-301. Other
traditional signage in place at the intersection included advance
junction route assemblies, route confirmation assemblies, ONE
WAY signs mounted above the STOP signs and in the median,
divided highway signs mounted below the STOP signs, DO
NOT ENTER signs on the upstream approaches of US-301, and
NO PARKING signs located along US-301.
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Figure 50. MoDOT standard plan for J-turn intersection (30).

From 1997 through 2000 (prior to construction of the J-turn
intersection) there were a total of 33 crashes at the intersection
(8.25 crashes per year), of which 1 resulted in a fatality (3%),
22 involved injuries (67%), and 10 involved property damage
only (30%), giving an overall average crash rate of approximately 1.86 crashes per million entering vehicles (mev). Using
the SPF developed by Maze et al. (2) for Iowa expressway
intersections given in Table 3, an annual crash frequency of
3.21 crashes per year would be expected for an expressway
intersection with similar traffic volumes, so this intersection’s
annual crash frequency was roughly 2.5 times (157%) higher

than expected over this 4-year period. A collision diagram for
this intersection during the before period is shown in Figure 54.
An examination of crash types reveals that the overwhelming
majority (85%) of crashes occurring at this intersection in the
before period could be considered “preventable” by the J-turn
intersection configuration. Furthermore, 22 of the 33 collisions (67%) were right-angle collisions, 18 of which occurred
on the far-side, accounting for 82% of all right-angle crashes.
Weather conditions and darkness seemed to play a very small
role in these collisions and there was no indication that sight
distance was an issue at the intersection. It is therefore reason-
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Figure 51. FDOT standard plans for directional median openings (34).

Figure 52. Aerial photo of J-turn intersection at
US-301 and MD-313.

able to suggest that the primary contributing factor to these
crashes was related to gap recognition and selection by drivers
on MD-313 attempting to cross or turn onto US-301.
Over the years, the MSHA had installed additional signage
at the intersection to address its historically poor safety record.
Two types of advance intersection signs were installed on
each of the US-301 approaches, and another type was placed
on each of the MD-313 approaches. For a driver approaching
the intersection on US-301, the first of these additional signs
encountered was an intersection ahead warning sign (shown
in Figure 55A) with additional text warning of cross traffic
ahead at the flasher. This sign was placed on the right shoulder as well as within the median on each US-301 approach. In
conjunction, the freeway style advance route guide sign shown
in Figure 55B was also placed on the US-301 approaches to
alert drivers of the upcoming intersection. Furthermore, the
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Figure 53. MSHA plan for J-turn intersection at US-301 and MD-313 (65).

STOP AHEAD warning sign shown in Figure 55C was placed
overhead on both MD-313 approaches to alert drivers to the
presence of the stop control and the divided highway ahead.
However, these signs failed to improve the safety performance
of the intersection.
MSHA officials then planned to address the safety issues
at this location by constructing an interchange, but funding
constraints forced them to cancel the interchange project.
When this occurred, concerned local citizens demanded that
the MSHA do something to address the high number of
crashes at the intersection. As a result, the MSHA developed the
lower-cost J-turn intersection design strategy, which directly
addressed the far-side right-angle crashes that were occurring.

The J-turn intersection conversion at US-301 and MD-313
illustrated in Figure 53 was completed in November 2000 at
a cost of approximately $618,000.
As described previously, the J-turn intersection design
implemented at US-301 and MD-313 did not change any of
the allowed maneuvers for drivers on US-301; however, a raised
directional median, similar to the one shown in the bottom
portion of Figure 51, was constructed that separates and offsets
the opposing mainline left-turn paths while preventing drivers
stopped on the MD-313 approaches from directly crossing or
turning left through the median (maneuvers linked to 85% of
the collisions at the intersection). The curbs are mountable,
which still allows emergency vehicles to cross directly through

Table 22. US-301 and MD-313 peak-hour movement volumes on March 11, 1999.
US-301, NB

US-301, SB

A.M. Peak Hour
P.M. Peak Hour

MD-313, EB

MD-313, WB

Left

Thru

Right

Left

Thru

Right

Left

Thru

Right

Left

Thru

Right

0
6

176
319

1
6

55
51

208
220

5
9

2
2

66
54

63
60

9
4

49
41

4
5
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Figure 54. Collision diagram at US-301 and MD-313 before J-turn construction (67).
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Figure 55. Signs on US-301/MD-313 approaches prior
to J-turn intersection conversion.

the median if they wish. Therefore, all drivers on the MD-313
approaches are forced to turn right with indirect left-turn and
crossing maneuvers accommodated via median U-turns
located approximately 1,500 ft from the main intersection as
shown in Figure 53. Furthermore, the J-turn intersection
design at US-301 and MD-313 incorporates U-turn acceleration lanes for passenger cars to use and provides loons to
accommodate the U-turning path of a WB-50 (wheel base)
design vehicle. In addition, several signs were erected to help
drivers navigate through the J-turn intersection.
Since maneuvers on US-301 were not affected by the
changes, no additional signs were deployed to aid these drivers.
The warning sign shown in Figure 55A was left in place,
but the freeway style advance route guide sign shown in
Figure 55B was replaced with the updated sign illustrated in
Figure 56A. For drivers on the MD-313 approaches, a series
of new signs were deployed to provide directional guidance,
especially to aid drivers making the indirect maneuvers. The
signs illustrated in Figures 56B through 56F represent what
drivers on the westbound MD-313 approach would see as
they approach US-301 and turn north. Drivers on the eastbound MD-313 approach turning south would essentially see
a mirror image of these signs. The first sign encountered on
the MD-313 approaches is an overhead mounted STOP
AHEAD warning sign with additional text indicating the
right-turn only condition ahead as shown in Figure 56B. This
sign replaced the pre-existing STOP AHEAD sign shown in
Figure 55C. Next, the divided highway sign mounted below
the STOP sign at the intersection was replaced with a RIGHT
TURN ONLY sign as shown in Figure 56C. In addition, the
route sign assemblies at the intersection were changed to indicate that a driver needs to turn right in order to reach both
directions of US-301 as shown in Figure 56D. After turning
right, drivers see the advance guide sign shown in Figure 56E
indicating a U-turn is available ahead. This sign is located approximately 300 ft downstream from the main intersection
and nearly 1,200 ft in advance of the median U-turn. Finally,

Figure 56. Signs on US-301/MD-313 approaches after
J-turn intersection conversion.

the route assembly illustrated in Figure 56F was erected at the
median U-turn crossover.
After construction of the J-turn intersection, crash data was
unable to be obtained from the MSHA for the U-turn median
crossovers and the weaving areas, but there were no reported
vehicle crashes within a 250-ft radius of the main intersection
in 4 of the next 6 years. Overall, between 2001 and 2006, there
were a total of 4 crashes at the main intersection (0.67 crashes
per year), all of which involved property damage only, giving
an overall average crash rate of approximately 0.14 crashes
per mev. Therefore, there was a 92% reduction in annual crash
frequency and crash rate per mev after the J-turn intersection
was constructed. A collision diagram for the main intersection
during the 6-year after period is shown in Figure 57. An examination of crash types reveals that there were no right-angle
collisions at the main intersection in the after period (a 100%
reduction) and three of the four crashes were single-vehicle
collisions (one overturn, one fixed-object, and one alcoholrelated). A before-after crash data comparison is shown in
Table 23. Even though the expected annual crash frequency
increased by 14% in the after period based on volume levels,
crashes were reduced in all categories.
Because there was more than 3 years of before and after
crash data at this site, statistical comparison of the before and
after mean annual crash frequencies shown in Table 23 was
performed. To simplify the analysis, the before period was
extended to include November and December 2000 (1/1/1997
through 12/31/2000) even though the J-turn intersection was
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Figure 57. Collision diagram at US-301 and MD-313 after J-turn construction (67).
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Table 23. J-turn intersection before-after crash data comparison (US-301 and MD-313).

ESTIMATED ENTERING AADT (US-301)*
ESTIMATED ENTERING AADT (MD-313)*
ESTIMATED TOTAL ENTERING AADT (vpd)
EXPECTED CRASH FREQUENCY/YEAR**
YEARS
TOTAL INTERSECTION–RELATED CRASHES***
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
FATAL CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
INJURY CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
PDO CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
RIGHT-ANGLE/BROADSIDE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Far-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Near-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
OPPOSITE-DIRECTION (IN MEDIAN) CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
SINGLE-VEHICLE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
REAR-END CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev

BEFORE

AFTER

%
CHANGE

10,670
1450
12,120

11,240
1700
12,940

+ 5.34
+ 17.24
+ 6.77

3.21
4
33
8.25
1.86
1
0.25
0.06
22
5.50
1.24
10
2.50
0.57
22
5.50
1.24
18
4.50
1.02
4
1.00
0.23
6
1.50
0.34
4
1.00
0.23
1
0.25
0.06

3.66
6
4
0.67
0.14
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0.67
0.14
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0.50
0.11
1
0.17
0.04

+ 14.28

SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE AT

–91.92
–92.43

α = 0.0227****

–100
–100

α = 0.1955

–100
–100

α = 0.0226****

–73.33
–75.02

α = 0.0275****

–100
–100

α = 0.0159****

–100
–100

α = 0.0212****

–100
–100

α = 0.0459****

–100
–100

α = 0.0514****

–50.00
–53.17

α = 0.2448

–33.33
–37.56

α = 0.3954

*AADT on US-301 and MD-313 are averaged from Maryland's Traffic Volume Maps by County (66). The before period
averages 1997–2000 annual values and the after period averages 2001–2006 annual values.
**Maze et al. (2) SPF in Table 3 was used to compute these expected values.
***Total Crashes include crashes within 250 feet of main intersection and do not include collisions at U-turn locations in
the after period. That crash data was not available.
****Significant difference in sample means assuming unequal variances at a 90% level of confidence using a
one-tailed t-test.

installed during November 2000 (there were no crashes during
these two months). The 6-year after period used was 1/1/2001
through 12/31/2006. Using a one-tailed t-test for differences
in sample means assuming unequal variances and a 0.10 level
of significance (α = 0.10), the mean annual crash frequency
in the before period was significantly larger for total, injury,
property damage only (PDO), right-angle, far-side right-angle,
near-side right-angle, and opposite-direction median crashes.
Originally, local elected officials in the nearby town of
Galena, Maryland, were opposed to the J-turn intersection
configuration, but after seeing how successful the project has

been, they are now very supportive of this intersection design
strategy. Due to the overwhelming success of the J-turn intersection at US-301 and MD-313, the MSHA has constructed
several more on rural expressways across the state and is planning to design more in the future.
Through their experience and observations, the MSHA
has found that passenger cars tend not to use the median
U-turn acceleration lanes when mainline volumes are lower
(<17,000 vpd) and instead U-turn directly into the inside
(passing) expressway lane. As a result, the MSHA has not been
constructing U-turn acceleration lanes when mainline volumes
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are in this range and have instead been widening and thickening shoulders (constructing loons) to accommodate WB-67
turning paths. Furthermore, the length the MSHA now uses
for the U-turn separation distance depends on mainline traffic volumes, percent trucks, terrain, roadway curvature, and
the spacing of existing crossovers in the immediate vicinity.
They have observed that 1,500-ft spacing works well at a posted
speed limit of 55 mph when mainline volumes are below
20,000 vpd. At locations with larger mainline volumes, the
MSHA has used separation distances of up to 2,500 ft due
to the difficulty of finding gaps when making the required
weaving maneuvers. Additionally, the MSHA recommends
offsetting the opposing mainline left-turn lanes at the main
intersection as much as possible via the directional median
to reduce the sight-distance obstruction opposing left-turn
vehicles create for each other (see “Offset Left-Turn Lanes Case
Study” in this chapter for further detail). Finally, the MSHA
has discovered an approximate volume at which the J-turn
intersection configuration operationally begins to break down.
The J-turn intersection at US-15 and MD-355 (Hayward Road)
on the north outskirts of Frederick, Maryland, currently seems
to be at or near this breakdown volume. The 2006 ADT on the
mainline (US-15) both north and south of the J-turn intersection was approximately 44,000 vpd with approximately
2,150 vpd on MD-355 (66). Crash data for this intersection
was not obtained, but it is clearly starting to fail operationally
with large queues during peak hours. As a result, the MSHA
is planning to close this J-turn intersection and replace it with
an interchange just upstream.
North Carolina Experience
The NCDOT has a Safety Evaluation Group within their
Traffic Safety Systems Management Section, the purpose of
which is to conduct evaluations of completed safety projects
and programs to determine their relative effectiveness in reducing the frequency and severity of motor vehicle crashes
(68). Several J-turn intersections have been constructed in
North Carolina at high-speed TWSC expressway intersections,
although the design there is typically referred to as a superstreet intersection or a directional crossover. Since the construction of these J-turn intersections, a few simple beforeafter spot safety evaluations have been completed by the
NCDOT Safety Evaluation Group. These evaluations were at
the intersections of

Each evaluation is briefly summarized here. Further details
such as site photos and additional circumstances surrounding each implementation can be found in the original reports
(69–71). The before-crash data and after-crash data given in
these reports are compared in terms of percent change, but no
analyses were conducted in the original reports to determine
whether the changes were statistically significant, so additional
statistical comparisons were conducted here.
At the intersection of US-23/74 and SR-1527/1449, US-23/74
is a four-lane divided expressway with a posted speed limit of
55 mph. This intersection is located in the middle of a reverse
horizontal curve on the mainline. Prior to conversion to a
J-turn intersection, it was a traditional TWSC expressway
intersection with conventional left-turn lanes on the mainline.
The intersection met traffic signal warrants, but the NCDOT
felt that a J-turn intersection design would better preserve the
capacity and free-flow integrity of the expressway. As a result,
the J-turn intersection conversion was completed on December 28, 1998. An aerial photo of this J-turn intersection is
shown in Figure 58 and the conversion involved
• Construction of a raised directional median with tubular

delineators preventing through and left-turn movements
from the minor road approaches and separating the mainline left-turn lanes;
• Construction of raised right-turn channelization on both
minor road approaches (the channelization island on the
north side includes a bulb-out allowing U-turns to be made
directly at the intersection by mainline drivers, but no
acceleration lane is provided for this movement);
• Conversion from stop control to yield control on both minor
road approaches.
• Creation of a much larger turning radius on the southbound
minor road approach essentially creating a yield-controlled
on-ramp;

• US-23/74 (Great Smokey Mountain Expressway) and

SR-1527/1449 (Steeple Road/Beta Circle Drive);
• US-64 Business (Knightdale Boulevard) and SR-2234/2500

(Mark’s Creek Road), and
• US-321 (Hickory Boulevard) and SR-1796 (Victoria Court/

Clover Drive).

Figure 58. Aerial photo of J-turn intersection at
US-23/74 and SR-1527/1449 (69).
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• Construction of a U-turn on the Exit 85 ramp approximately

⁄2 mile to the west of the intersection; and

1

• Posting of U-TURN TRAFFIC ENTERING warning signs on

both US-23/74 approaches as well as other navigational guide
signs; U-turns to the east are made at a previously existing
intersection [US-23/74 and SR-1788 (Hidden Valley Road)]
located approximately 1,200 ft downstream.
Before and after collision diagrams are shown in Figure 59,
and Table 24 summarizes and compares the before-after crash
data for the J-turn intersection conversion at US-23/74 and

SR-1527/1449. Overall, there was a 53% reduction in total
crashes with a 100% reduction in right-angle collisions after
the J-turn intersection was completed. However, collisions at
the downstream U-turn locations increased by 67%, although
all of these collisions may not have been U-turn related. Because
there was more than 3 years of before and after crash data at
US-23/74 and SR-1527/1449, statistical comparison of the
before and after mean annual crash frequencies was performed.
Using a one-tailed t-test for detecting differences in sample
means assuming unequal variances and a 90% level of confidence (α = 0.10), the mean annual crash frequency in the

Figure 59. Before and after collision diagrams at US-23/74 and SR-1527/1449 (69).
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Table 24. J-turn before-after crash data comparison (US-23/74 and SR-1527/1449).

%
CHANGE

BEFORE

AFTER

16,900
6

20,000
6

+ 18.34

YEARS
TOTAL INTERSECTION–RELATED CRASHES*
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
FATAL CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
INJURY CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
PDO CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
RIGHT–ANGLE/BROADSIDE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Far–Side Right–Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Near–Side Right–Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
REAR–END CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
LEFT–TURN/OPPOSING THROUGH CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
SIDESWIPE (SAME–DIRECTION) CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
U–TURN CRASHES (at Main Intersection)
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
SINGLE–VEHICLE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev

30
5.00
0.81
1
0.17
0.03
17
2.83
0.46
12
2.00
0.32
18
3.00
0.49
9
1.50
0.24
9
1.50
0.24
4
0.67
0.11
3
0.50
0.08
2
0.33
0.05
2
0.33
0.05
1
0.17
0.03

14
2.33
0.32
1
0.17
0.02
4
0.67
0.09
9
1.50
0.21
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0.50
0.07
5
0.83
0.11
2
0.33
0.05
3
0.50
0.07
1
0.17
0.02

-53.33
-53.33
-60.57
0
0
-15.50
-76.47
-76.47
-80.12
-25.00
-25.00
-36.63
-100
-100
-100
-100
-100
-100
-100
-100
-100
-25.00
-25.00
-36.63
+ 66.67
+ 66.67
+ 40.83
0
0
-15.50
+ 50.00
+ 50.00
+ 26.75
0
0
-15.50

TOTAL CRASHES (At Downstream U–Turn
Locations)
Crash Frequency/Year

3
0.50

5
0.83

+ 66.67
+ 66.67

ESTIMATED TOTAL ENTERING AADT (vpd)

SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE
AT

α = 0.0169**

α = 0.5000

α = 0.0099**

α = 0.1976

α = 0.0017**

α = 0.0223**

α = 0.0086**

α = 0.3680

α = 0.2444

α = 0.5000

α = 0.3444

α = 0.5000

*Total intersection-related crashes do not include crashes at downstream U-turns.
**Significant difference in sample means assuming unequal variances at a 90% level of confidence using a
one-tailed t-test.

before period was significantly reduced for total, injury, rightangle, far-side right-angle, and near-side right angle collisions
as shown in Table 24.
The second J-turn intersection safety evaluation conducted
by the NCDOT was at the intersection of Business US-64
(Knightdale Boulevard) and SR-2234/2500 (Mark’s Creek
Road) near Raleigh. US-64 is a four-lane divided expressway

with a posted speed limit of 55 mph, and Mark’s Creek Road
is a two-lane undivided roadway with a posted speed limit of
45 mph. Prior to conversion to a J-turn intersection, the intersection was a traditional TWSC expressway intersection with
conventional left-turn lanes on the mainline. At this time,
vehicles on Mark’s Creek Road had problems crossing and
turning left safely at the intersection due to insufficient gaps
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in the US-64 traffic stream. Of the 45,000 vehicles that used
the intersection daily, approximately 400 went straight or
turned left from the minor roads; however, these vehicles
were involved in 12 of the 21 crashes (57%) that occurred during the 3-year before period (10/1/1998 through 9/30/2001).
Therefore, more than half of the crashes were being caused by
less than 1% of the motorists at the intersection. As a result,
the NCDOT felt that the J-turn intersection configuration
would reduce these crashes while minimally impacting traffic
progression along US-64. The J-turn intersection conversion
was completed on November 30, 2001. An aerial photo of this
J-turn intersection is shown in Figure 60. U-turns are made
at two previously existing crossovers located approximately
1,100 ft to the west and 3,300 ft to the east. The J-turn intersection conversion involved (1) construction of a raised directional median preventing through and left-turn movements
from the minor road approaches and offsetting the mainline
left-turn lanes, (2) modification of the raised right-turn channelization on both minor road approaches, and (3) posting of
additional navigational guide signs.
Before and after collision diagrams are shown in Figure 61,
while Table 25 summarizes the naïve before-after crash data

comparison for the J-turn intersection conversion at US-64
and Mark’s Creek Road. Overall, there was a 48% reduction
in total crashes with reduced crash frequency for all severity
levels. Right-angle collisions, which made up 57% of the crashes
in the before period, were reduced by 92% with the complete
elimination of far-side right-angle crashes. Left-turn collisions
with opposing traffic were reduced by 40% and total crashes
at the downstream U-turn locations were reduced by 9%, but
rear-end and single-vehicle collisions both increased after the
J-turn intersection was completed. Because there were 3 years
of before and after crash data at US-64 and Mark’s Creek Road,
statistical comparison of the before and after mean annual
crash frequencies was performed. Using a one-tailed t-test
for detecting differences in sample means assuming unequal
variances and a 90% level of confidence (α = 0.10), the mean
annual crash frequency was significantly reduced in the after
period for right-angle and far-side right-angle collisions as
shown in Table 25. However, the increase in rear-end collisions
was also statistically significant.
The final J-turn intersection safety evaluation conducted
by the NCDOT was at the intersection of US-321 (Hickory
Boulevard) and SR-1796 (Victoria Court/Clover Drive) just

Figure 60. Aerial photo of J-turn intersection at US-64 and Mark’s
Creek Road.
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Figure 61. Before and after collision diagrams at US-64 and Mark’s Creek Road (70).
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Table 25. J-turn before-after crash data comparison (US-64 and Mark’s Creek Road).

%
CHANGE

BEFORE

AFTER

ESTIMATED TOTAL ENTERING AADT (vpd)
YEARS
TOTAL INTERSECTION-RELATED CRASHES*
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
FATAL CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
INJURY CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
PDO CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
RIGHT-ANGLE/BROADSIDE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Far-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Near-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
REAR-END CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
LEFT-TURN/OPPOSING THROUGH CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
SIDESWIPE (SAME-DIRECTION) CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
SINGLE-VEHICLE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev

45,000
3
21
7.00
0.43
1
0.33
0.02
7
2.33
0.14
13
4.33
0.26
12
4.00
0.24
9
3.00
0.18
3
1.00
0.06
0
0
0
5
1.67
0.10
2
0.67
0.04
2
0.67
0.04

47,600
3
11
3.67
0.21
0
0
0
6
2.00
0.12
5
1.67
0.10
1
0.33
0.02
0
0
0
1
0.33
0.02
2
0.67
0.04
3
1.00
0.06
2
0.67
0.04
3
1.00
0.06

–47.62
–47.62
–50.48
–100
–100
–100
–14.29
–14.29
–18.97
–61.54
–61.54
–63.64
–91.67
–91.67
–92.12
–100
–100
–100
–66.67
–66.67
–68.49
+Undefined
+Undefined
+Undefined
–40.00
–40.00
–43.28
0
0
–5.46
+ 50.00
+ 50.00
+ 41.81

TOTAL CRASHES (at Downstream U-Turn Locations)
Crash Frequency/Year

11
3.67

10
3.33

–9.09
–9.09

SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE
AT

+ 5.78

α = 0.1123

α = 0.2113

α = 0.4224

α = 0.1078

α = 0.0368**

α = 0.0608**

α = 0.1955

α = 0.0918**

α = 0.2860

α = 0.5000

α = 0.3623

*Total intersection-related crashes do not include crashes at downstream U-turns.
**Significant difference in sample means assuming unequal variances at a 90% level of confidence using a
one-tailed t-test.

south of Lenoir, North Carolina. US-321 is a four-lane divided
highway with a posted speed limit of 55 mph, but this intersection is located in a more suburban environment than are
the previous two examples, with more businesses located
along US-321. Prior to conversion to a J-turn intersection,
the intersection was a traditional TWSC expressway intersection with conventional right and left-turn lanes on the
US-321 approaches. During the 3-year before period (1/1/1998
to 12/31/2000), the crash experience indicated 10 of the 13 collisions (77%) involved motorists attempting to cross or turn

left from SR-1796. As a result, the NCDOT felt that a J-turn
intersection configuration would reduce the occurrence of
these crashes while maintaining traffic progression along
US-321 and the conversion was completed on October 13, 2001,
at a total cost of $45,000. This J-turn intersection conversion
involved
• Construction of a raised directional median preventing

through and left-turn movements from the minor road
approaches while offsetting the mainline left-turn lanes,
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• Slight modification of the raised right-turn channelization

on both minor road approaches,
• Extension of the left-turn storage lanes on the US-321

approaches, and
• Posting of additional navigational guide signs.

A quality aerial photo of this intersection was not available,
but a location map is shown in Figure 62. U-turns are made
at two previously existing intersections located approximately
1,425 ft to the south and 3,220 ft to the north as shown in
Figure 62.

Figure 62. Location map for J-turn intersection at US-321 and SR-1796 (71).
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Before and after collision diagrams are shown in Figure 63,
while Table 26 summarizes the naïve before-after crash data
comparison for the J-turn intersection conversion at US-321
and SR-1796. Overall, there was a 69% reduction in total
crashes with reduced crash severity. Right-angle collisions,
which made up 62% of the crashes in the before period, were
completely eliminated, while total crashes at the U-turn locations were reduced by 64%. However, rear-end and leftturn collisions with opposing traffic increased after the

J-turn intersection was constructed. Because there were 3 years
of before and after crash data at US-321 and SR-1796, statistical comparison of the before and after mean annual crash
frequencies was performed. Using a one-tailed t-test for detecting differences in sample means assuming unequal variances and a 90% level of confidence (α = 0.10), the mean annual crash frequency was significantly reduced in the after
period for total, fatal, PDO, right-angle, and far-side rightangle collisions as shown in Table 26. The increases in rear-

Figure 63. Before and after collision diagrams at US-321 and SR-1796 (71).
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Table 26. J-turn before-after crash data comparison (US-321 and SR-1796).

%
CHANGE

BEFORE

AFTER

28,600
3
13
4.33
0.42
2
0.67
0.06
4
1.33
0.13
7
2.33
0.22
8
2.67
0.26
5
1.67
0.16
3

29,200
3
4
1.33
0.13
0
0
0
2
0.67
0.06
2
0.67
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

–69.23
–69.23
–69.86
–100
–100
–100
–50.00
–50.00
–51.03
–71.43
–71.43
–72.02
–100
–100
–100
–100
–100
–100
–100

Crash Frequency/Year

1.00

0

–100

Crash Rate/mev
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
LEFT-TURN/OPPOSING THROUGH CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
SIDESWIPE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
SINGLE-VEHICLE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev

0.10
0
0
0
1
0.33
0.03
3
1.00
0.10
1
0.33
0.03

0
1
0.33
0.03
2
0.67
0.06
0
0
0
1
0.33
0.03

–100
+Undefined
+Undefined
+Undefined
+ 100
+ 100
+ 95.89
–100
–100
–100
0
0
–2.05

TOTAL CRASHES (at Downstream U-Turn Locations)
Crash Frequency/Year

22
7.33

8
2.67

–63.64
–63.64

ESTIMATED TOTAL ENTERING AADT (vpd)
YEARS
TOTAL INTERSECTION-RELATED CRASHES*
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
FATAL CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
INJURY CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
PDO CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
RIGHT-ANGLE/BROADSIDE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Far-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Near-Side Right-Angle

REAR-END CRASHES

SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE
AT

+ 2.10

α = 0.0138**

α = 0.0918**

α = 0.2185

α = 0.0557**

α = 0.0286**

α = 0.0648**

Not Valid
(zero variance
in before and
after periods).

α = 0.2113

α = 0.3425

α = 0.1127

α = 0.5000

*Total intersection-related crashes do not include crashes at downstream U-turns.
**Significant difference in sample means assuming unequal variances at 90% level of confidence using a one-tailed t-test.

end and left-turn collisions with opposing traffic were not
statistically significant.

Summary
The assumed safety benefit of J-turn intersections is that
they reduce the potential for right-angle collisions (particularly
far-side right-angle collisions) by eliminating direct crossing
and left-turn maneuvers from the minor roads at TWSC ex-

pressway intersections. Minor road traffic wishing to cross or
turn left directly at the intersection are forced to turn right,
make a downstream U-turn, and return back to the intersection
to complete their desired maneuver. This conflict-point management strategy thereby eliminates 20 crossing path conflict
points present at a typical TWSC rural expressway intersection
and replaces them with less risky conflict points associated with
right-turns, U-turns, and weaving maneuvers. Furthermore,
by limiting median traffic at the main intersection to only
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left-turns leaving the mainline, crashes occurring within the
median area are expected to be reduced. Finally, by physically
separating and offsetting opposing left-turn lanes on the mainline, J-turn intersections may also help reduce collisions between
opposing left-turn vehicles and other “left-turn leaving” crashes
between left-turn vehicles leaving the expressway and opposing
through traffic. As a result, TWSC rural expressway intersections most likely to benefit from J-turn intersection conversion
include intersections with
1. A history of far-side right-angle collisions, collisions within
the median, and/or “left-turn leaving” collisions;
2. High volumes of traffic on the mainline creating infrequent
safe gaps for direct crossing or left-turn maneuvers, while still
having frequent enough gaps for safe right-turn entry; and
3. Relatively low volumes of traffic crossing or turning left
from the minor roads.
However, J-turn intersection conversion may potentially
lead to an increase in rear-end and sideswipe collisions related
to the weaving maneuvers and U-turns.
Limited experience with the J-turn intersection design on
rural expressways in Maryland and North Carolina documented
in these case studies have shown that this design concept can
offer superior safety performance as compared with a typical
TWSC rural expressway intersection. Table 27 summarizes
the results relating to the target crash types. Given the limited
number of sites and the shortcomings of the naïve before-after
analysis methodology, definitive conclusions regarding the
safety benefits of J-turn intersections cannot be drawn from
this study, but the implementation at the four sites examined
completely eliminated far-side right-angle collisions and
improved overall safety. The overall safety improvements
ranged from 48% to 92%. These positive results have led to

planned implementations in other states such as Missouri,
Iowa, and Minnesota. Future implementation will offer additional opportunities to evaluate the safety benefits and scientifically determine crash reduction factors related to the J-turn
intersection design, but as more STAs begin to implement
this strategy, national design guidance is needed. The J-turn
intersection design should be included in the AASHTO Green
Book as a design option for rural expressway intersections
along with design details for constructing directional median
openings and additional general guidance related to minimum
median widths and optimum U-turn spacing. Furthermore,
the MUTCD should include a typical signing plan for a J-turn
intersection.
Public acceptance of the J-turn intersection design concept
proved hard to come by in Maryland prior to implementation.
Other states, such as Minnesota, have also found the J-turn
intersection design concept to be a tough sell at public hearings
as the general public perceives traffic signals or interchanges
as the only possible solutions to safety issues at rural expressway
intersections. As a result, the Iowa DOT is currently working
with the Center for Transportation Research and Education
(CTRE) at Iowa State University to develop a J-turn intersection marketing campaign as a tool to help change public
perception of the concept at public meetings prior to construction on rural expressways.

Offset T-Intersection Case Study
Description
Regardless of signing and signalization, at-grade intersections
have the potential for vehicle-vehicle collisions as a result of
vehicular conflicts. Conflict-point management strategies are
those treatments that attempt to improve intersection safety

Table 27. J-turn intersection conversion safety effectiveness summary.
LOCATION

ANNUAL CRASH FREQUENCY
Total Crashes**
Right-Angle Crashes
Far-Side Right-Angle Crashes
Near-Side Right-Angle Crashes
Left-Turn/Opposing-Through
Crashes

MARYLAND
US-301 and
MD-313
% CHANGE
–91.92*
–100*
–100*
–100*

N. CAROLINA
US-23/74 and
SR-1527/1449
% CHANGE
–53.33*
–100*
–100*
–100*

N.CAROLINA
US-64 and
Mark’s Creek Rd.
% CHANGE
–47.62
–91.67*
–100*
–66.67

N/A

+66.67

–40.00

Rear-End Crashes

–33.33

–25.00

+Undefined*
(+0.67 crash/yr)

Total Crashes at Downstream U-turns

No Data

+66.67

–9.09

*Statistically significant change at 90% confidence level using one-tailed t-test.
**Total crashes do not include crashes at downstream U-turns.

N. CAROLINA
US-321 and
SR-1796
% CHANGE
–69.23*
–100*
–100*
–100
+100
+Undefined
(+0.33
crash/yr)
–63.64
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Figure 64. Offset T-intersection conceptual schematics.

by reducing, relocating, or controlling the number and/or
type of vehicular conflicts that can occur at an intersection.
The key to the effectiveness of these treatments, however, is
in eliminating the high-risk conflict points. The conflict points
with the greatest crash risk (i.e., those accounting for the largest
proportion of crashes) at a typical four-legged, TWSC rural
expressway intersection are generally those associated with
minor road left-turn and crossing maneuvers (4), so elimination or minimization of these conflict points can be an effective
means of improving safety at rural expressway intersections.
A second intersection design that accomplishes this objective
is the “offset T-intersection” illustrated in Figure 64.
An offset T-intersection is created by separating or staggering two opposing minor road approaches by an appreciable
distance along the expressway, thereby creating two threelegged (T) intersections that operate independently while still
allowing indirect crossing maneuvers to be made by through
traffic on the minor road. The offset T-intersection shown in
Figure 64A is described more specifically as a “right-left” (R-L)
configuration because the indirect crossing maneuver from the
minor road involves a right-turn onto the expressway followed by a left-turn exit (72). Conversely, a “left-right” (L-R)
configuration (illustrated in Figure 64B) is created when the
T-intersections are flip-flopped and the minor road indirect
through movement requires left-turn entry onto the expressway
followed by a right-turn exit. Theoretically, on expressways,
the R-L configuration is preferred over the L-R in terms of
both safety and operations because, by requiring the indirect
crossing maneuver to be made with right-turn entry, the R-L
configuration reduces the number of high-risk left-turn
maneuvers from the minor road approaches, which are also
associated with longer delays.
A number of studies have indicated that three-legged intersections operate more safely than comparable four-legged inter-

sections. Crash models developed by Harwood et al. (9) in 1995
revealed that crash frequency and rates at rural, three-legged,
unsignalized, divided highway intersections in California
are substantially lower than at their four-legged counterparts.
Furthermore, Bared and Kaisar (72) found that collisions at
rural stop-controlled T-intersections of four-lane and two-lane
roadways are less severe than collisions at similar four-legged
intersections (see Table 28). The reasons for this are easy to
understand. Three-legged intersections are less complex, lead
to less driver confusion, and have almost 75% fewer conflict
points at which conflicting traffic streams cross, merge, or
diverge. A typical three-legged expressway intersection has only
11 total conflict points (see Figure 31) as compared with 42 at
a typical four-legged expressway intersection (see Figure 2).
However, more importantly, three-legged intersections minimize the maneuvers and the associated conflict points that
have been observed to be over-represented in rural expressway
intersection crashes (all the far-side conflict points associated
with minor road crossing maneuvers and all but one of the
far-side conflict points associated with minor road left-turns
are eliminated). In addition, the number of conflict points
within the median crossover is dramatically reduced.
Table 28. Severity comparison of rural 4ⴛ2-lane
stop-controlled intersections (72).
California Data for 4x2-Lane Intersections

CRASH SEVERITY

FOUR-LEGGED
INTERSECTIONS
(% of Crashes)

T-INTERSECTIONS
(% of Crashes)

FATAL
INJURY
PDO

2
59
39

1
51
48
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Figure 65. Conflict-point diagram for offset T-intersection.

When two T-intersections combine to form an offset
T-intersection configuration, the total number of conflict
points is 26 (11 conflict points at each T-intersection plus
2 merge and 2 diverge points in between), regardless of whether
it is an R-L or an L-R configuration. A conflict-point diagram
for an R-L offset T-intersection configuration is illustrated in
Figure 65. Converting a four-legged TWSC expressway intersection into an offset T-intersection therefore reduces the total
number of conflict points by 38% and would be expected to
reduce far-side right-angle collisions. Bared and Kaisar estimated that this type of conversion would reduce total crashes
between 40% and 60% where expressway design speeds are
greater than 50 mph and the total entering traffic volumes
are less than 25,000 vpd (72). NCHRP Report 500 (16) lists this
strategy as tried, meaning that its safety effectiveness has not
yet been determined, and although no volume thresholds are
given, it states that the success of this type of conversion largely
depends upon the through volumes emanating from the minor
road, with higher volumes leading to excessive turning movements, weaving maneuvers, and delay. Other disadvantages
associated with offset T-intersections include increased travel
time and distance and potential confusion for drivers making
a through movement on the minor road.

Existing Design Guidance
The offset T-intersection design is one possible countermeasure between a typical TWSC rural expressway intersection and an interchange that still allows a reasonable level
of accessibility to through drivers on the minor road at a
much lower price tag, but national design guidance for this
type of intersection generally does not exist. In fact, this
type of intersection is only briefly mentioned in Chapter 9
of the AASHTO Green Book. On pg. 581, offset T-intersections
are discussed as a possible method for realigning acute
angle intersections, but this is the only context in which
they are mentioned in the entire policy (3). Green Book Exhibits 9-18C and 9-18D (see Figure 66) are provided to illustrate the concept of R-L and L-R realignment configurations,
respectively.

When discussing offset T-intersections on pg. 581, the Green
Book states (3):
Realignment of the minor road, as shown in Exhibit 9-18C,
provides poor access continuity because a crossing vehicle must
reenter the minor road by making a left turn off the major highway. This design arrangement should only be used where traffic
on the minor road is moderate, the anticipated minor road destinations are local, and the through traffic on the minor road is low.
Where the alignment of the minor road is as shown in Exhibit 918D, access continuity is better because a crossing vehicle first
turns left onto the major road (e.g., a maneuver that can be done
by waiting for an opening in the through traffic stream) and then
turns right to reenter the minor road, thus interfering little with
through traffic on the major road. Where a large portion of the
traffic from the minor road turns onto the major road rather than
continuing across the major road, the offset-intersection design
may be advantageous regardless of the right or left entry.

These comments regarding R-L versus L-R configurations
may be true where the major road is a two-lane highway,
but due to the reasons cited in the Description section, it is
believed that an R-L configuration would be preferred in terms
of both safety and operations where the major road is a rural
expressway. No research was found that examines this issue on
expressways, but Mahalel et al. (73) examined the R-L versus
L-R issue for offset T-intersections on rural two-lane highways
and reported that L-R configurations had greater reductions
in injury crashes, but R-L configurations created less delay and
had higher capacity.
A second design issue related to offset T-intersections is the
spacing required between them. Ideally, the two T-intersections
should be spaced far enough apart so that they will each operate
independently, allowing a through vehicle on the minor road

Figure 66. Green Book Exhibit 9-18: realignment
variations at intersections (3).
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adequate space to merge across the expressway lanes and safely
enter the opposite minor roadway without causing undue
interference to through expressway traffic. However, similar
to the J-turn intersection, selection of the most appropriate
separation/offset distance is a trade-off between providing
sufficient space for safe and functional weaving areas and
adequate left/right-turn storage while minimizing the travel
distance and time of the indirect crossing maneuver from the
minor road. Although no national design guidance is provided regarding the minimum offset distance and the safety
impacts of the separation distance are still unclear, some
research has been conducted in this area. For 65-mph divided
four-lane roads, Bared and Kaisar (72) suggest that interference
to expressway traffic is minimized when the T-intersections
are offset by 141 ft for an R-L configuration and by 235 ft for
an L-R configuration. These distances seem extremely short
as the minimum spacing between median openings currently
used by STAs in rural areas ranges from 500 ft to a half mile,
with an average minimum spacing of 1,400 ft (43). Thus, these
distances would seem more appropriate for offset spacing
under high-speed conditions, although more research needs
to be conducted to determine the optimum spacing for offset
T-intersections located on rural expressways.
Another design issue related to offset T-intersections is the
design of the T-intersections themselves. There are three different T-intersection designs that could potentially be used:
a typical T, a channelized T, or a continuous flow T. These
three T-intersection designs are illustrated in Figure 67. Further research is necessary to determine which of these designs
performs best in terms of safety and operations, but the continuous flow T-intersection was developed specifically for
T-intersections in which a minor collector roadway ends at a
major highway (74). The continuous flow T-intersection has
been more commonly referred to as a continuous green Tintersection when it is signalized. Hummer and Boone (75, 76)
have previously addressed some of the advantages and disadvantages associated with a signalized continuous green
T-intersection in relation to its use on urban and suburban
arterials, but no research was found on the unsignalized application of this configuration in rural settings, which is the
intended treatment here.
Finally, the biggest issue with converting a four-legged intersection into an offset T configuration is acquiring the necessary right-of-way to allow for the relocation and realignment of
one of the minor roadway legs, especially if the land along the
existing right-of-way is already in use. In rural areas, this may
not be as much of an issue, and frontage roads could be constructed to connect the old minor roadway approach to its new
intersecting location. Because retrofitting could prove to be difficult, identifying opportunities to create offset T-intersections
should be considered as an extremely important aspect of the
initial expressway corridor development process.

Figure 67. Types of T-intersections.

Case Studies of Implementation
and Safety Effectiveness
Finding examples of offset T-intersections on rural expressways proved to be very challenging for this project, not to
mention finding four-leg to offset T-intersection conversion
projects where before and after crash data could be obtained
and the safety effectiveness examined. For this case study, the
experiences of the NDOR, the Oregon DOT (ODOT), and
the City of Fort Dodge, Iowa, were explored.
Nebraska Experience
One example of an offset T-intersection was found approximately 20 miles south of Lincoln, forming the east
and west junctions of US-77 (Homestead Expressway) and
Nebraska Highway 41 (N-41). An aerial photo of this L-R
offset T-intersection configuration is shown in Figure 68.
US-77 is a four-lane divided rural expressway between Beatrice
and Lincoln that has a speed limit of 65 mph. The east and west
junctions of US-77 and N-41 are both typical T-intersections
that are offset by approximately 1.50 miles, although this may
not be considered a “true” offset T-intersection since there
is a four-legged intersection with a gravel county road in
between (see Figure 68). The county road is a very low-volume
roadway and east/westbound through traffic on N-41 would
certainly use the offset T-intersection.
The conversion of US-77 from a two-lane undivided highway to expressway standards was completed in April 1992
for the portion shown in Figure 68. At that time, the offset
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Figure 68. Aerial photo of offset T-intersection in Nebraska.

T-intersection was created, but the original intent was not to
create an offset T-intersection: it happened to occur during the
corridor development process as a result of design convenience
and a desire to reduce the skew of the two intersections. Because
this was not a direct conversion of a four-legged expressway intersection into an offset T configuration, no before-after crash
data exists to examine the effectiveness of a conversion. The
crash data at these two T-intersections was examined to get an
idea of the crash history at this L-R offset T configuration. Between April 1992 and December 2000 (8.75 years), the two
T-intersectionscombinedexperienced a total of 13 intersectionrelated crashes (1 fatal, 8 injury, and 4 PDO), equating to 1.49
crashes per year. Due to the fact that both of the T-intersections
are located on horizontal curves, the crash experience at this
particular L-R offset T configuration is most likely elevated. For
comparison purposes, a single four-legged expressway intersection with similar entering volumes would have been expected
to average 2.18 crashes per year over this same time frame based
on the Maze et al. (2) equation given in Table 3.
Oregon Experience
A second example of an offset T-intersection was found at
the intersection of Oregon Highway 34 (OR-34) and Oakville

Road, located approximately 6 miles east of Corvallis, Oregon.
An aerial photo of this R-L offset T configuration is shown in
Figure 69. In this area, OR-34 is a four-lane divided highway
with a narrow flush paved median. Prior to 1995, the intersection was four-legged. Sometime in 1995, ODOT converted
the intersection into an R-L offset T by moving the south leg
approximately one-quarter mile (1,320 ft) to the west, which
also reduced the skew of the former intersection. Figure 70
illustrates some of the signage used along westbound OR-34
in advance of this offset T configuration.
Before and after crash data for this conversion project
was provided by ODOT and is shown in Table 29 (specific
crash-type information was not obtained). The data indicates
that the conversion from a four-legged expressway intersection
into an R-L offset T configuration resulted in a 53% reduction
in total annual crashes with a 72% reduction in annual fatal/
severe injury crashes. Thus, the overall crash reduction at this
location is consistent with what was estimated by Bared and
Kaisar (72).
Because there was more than 3 years of before and after
crash data at this site, statistical comparison of the before and
after mean annual crash frequencies given in Table 29 was
performed. Using a one-tailed t-test for differences in sample
means assuming unequal variances and a 90% level of con-
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Figure 70. Oregon offset T-intersection signage.

Figure 69. Aerial photo of offset T-intersection
in Oregon.

fidence (α = 0.10), the mean annual crash frequency was
significantly reduced in the after period for total and severe
injury crashes as shown in Table 29.
Iowa Experience
The final example of an offset T-intersection was found
in a suburban location on the west side of Fort Dodge, Iowa.
The intersection of US-169 (a four-lane divided highway)
and Avenue G was converted from a four-legged intersection
into an L-R offset T-intersection in November 2002. Before and
after aerial photos of the intersection are shown in Figure 71. A
roadway level view of the after condition is shown in Figure 72.

The offset distance between the two T-intersections is approximately 1,500 ft.
Before and after crash data for this conversion project was
obtained from the Iowa Traffic Safety Data Service (ITSDS)
and is presented in Table 30. In the 3-year before period
(1999–2001), the four-legged intersection of US-169 and Avenue G averaged 3.33 crashes annually. In the 3-year after period (2003–2005), the two T-intersections combined to average
just 2.00 crashes per year, so the overall crash reduction for this
L-R offset T conversion project was 40%, which is consistent
with what was estimated by Bared and Kaisar (72). In addition,
right-angle crashes were reduced by 43%, with the targeted
crash type—far-side right-angle crashes—completely eliminated. Because there were 3 years of before and after crash data
at this site, statistical comparison of the before and after mean
annual crash frequencies was performed. Using a one-tailed
t-test for detecting differences in sample means assuming

Table 29. Before-after crash data for Oregon R-L offset T-intersection conversion.

YEARS
TOTAL INTERSECTION-RELATED
CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
FATAL CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
SEVERE INJURY CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
LESS SEVERE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year

BEFORE*

AFTER**

5

9

19

16

3.80
1
0.20
7
1.40
11
2.20

1.78
0
0
4
0.44
12
1.33

%
CHANGE

SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE
AT

–53.22

α = 0.0742***

–100

α = 0.1870

–68.25

α = 0.0707***

–39.39

α = 0.1728

*Before crash data (1990–1994) is for OR-34 and Oakville Road (4-legged).
**After crash data (1996–2004) is combined for both East and West T-intersections.
***Significant difference in sample means assuming unequal variances at a 90% level of confidence using a
one-tailed t-test.
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Figure 71. Before and after aerial photos of offset T-intersection in Fort Dodge, IA.

unequal variances and a 90% level of confidence (α = 0.10), the
reductioninfar-side right-angle crash frequency was statistically
significant, but the changes in all other crash types were not.

Summary
The assumed safety benefit of offset T-intersections is that
they reduce the potential for right-angle collisions (particularly
far-side right-angle collisions) by eliminating direct crossing
maneuvers from the minor road at TWSC expressway intersections. By staggering the minor road approaches, minor road
traffic wishing to cross the expressway is forced to make the maneuver indirectly. If the offset T-intersection is an R-L configuration, the indirect crossing is made via a right-turn onto the expressway followed by a left-turn exit (vice versa for an L-R
configuration). As a result, this conflict-point management
strategy eliminates 16 conflict points present at a typical TWSC

Figure 72. Looking north from south T-intersection
at Fort Dodge offset T-configuration.

rural expressway intersection (14 of which are crossing path
conflict points). Therefore, TWSC rural expressway intersections most likely to benefit from offset T-intersection conversion include those with a pattern of far-side right-angle collisions combined with lower volumes of through traffic on the
minor roads. Offset T-intersection conversion, however, may
potentially lead to an increase in rear-end and sideswipe collisions related to the required weaving maneuvers.
Limited experience with the offset T-intersection on expressways in Oregon and Iowa documented in this case study have
shown that the design concept can offer superior safety performance as compared with a typical TWSC rural expressway
intersection. Table 31 summarizes these results. Given the limited number of sites and the shortcomings of the naïve beforeafter crash analysis methodology, definitive conclusions regarding the safety benefits of offset T-intersections cannot be drawn
from this study, but the overall crash reduction was in the 40%
to 60% range estimated by Bared and Kaisar (72) and, as expected, an R-L configuration seems to provide additional safety
benefits.
Future implementation of the offset T-intersection design
concept on expressways will offer additional opportunities to
evaluate its safety benefits and scientifically determine crash
reduction factors, but as more STAs begin to implement
this strategy, national design guidance is needed. The offset
T-intersection should be included as a design option for rural
expressway intersections in the AASHTO Green Book along
with general guidance related to optimum spacing, R-L versus
L-R configurations, and the different types of T-intersections
that could be used (i.e., typical, channelized, or continuous
flow). Further research in these areas is likely required. Furthermore, the Ultimate Development of Four-Lane Divided Arterials section within Chapter 7 of the Green Book should mention
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Table 30. Before-after crash data for Fort Dodge L-R offset T-intersection conversion.

YEARS
TOTAL INTERSECTION-RELATED
CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
FATAL CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
INJURY CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
PDO CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
RIGHT-ANGLE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Far-Side Right-Angle Crashes
Crash Frequency/Year
Near-Side Right-Angle Crashes
Crash Frequency/Year
OTHER CRASH TYPES
Crash Frequency/Year

BEFORE*

AFTER**

3

3

10

6

3.33
1
0.33
4
1.33
5
1.67
7
2.33
5
1.67
2
0.67
3
1.00

2.00
1
0.33
3
1.00
2
0.67
4
1.33
0
0
4
1.33
2
0.67

%
CHANGE

SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE
AT

–40.00

α = 0.1026

0

α = 0.5000

–25.00

α = 0.3709

–60.00

α = 0.2534

–42.86

α = 0.1833

–100

α = 0.0648***

+ 100

α = 0.1151

–33.33

α = 0.3257

*Before crash data (1999–2001) is for US-169 and Avenue G (4-legged).
**After crash data (2003–2005) is combined for both North and South T-intersections.
***Significant difference in sample means assuming unequal variances at a 90% level of confidence using a
one-tailed t-test.

the importance of identifying opportunities to create offset
T-intersections during the initial corridor planning process
as rural two-lane undivided highways are being upgraded to
divided highways. Finally, a typical signing plan for an offset
T-intersection should be incorporated into the MUTCD.

Jughandle Intersection Case Study
Description
To motorists, a rural expressway may appear to be a freeway.
As such, expressway drivers may have the same expectations of
the expressway as they have for a freeway or Interstate facility.

These expectations include full access control (i.e., no at-grade
intersections); free flow (i.e., no traffic signals); exits and
entrance ramps on the right; slower traffic keeping right;
and relatively low speed differentials between vehicles traveling in the same direction (42, 77). At-grade intersections on
expressways create a setting that conflicts with these driver
expectations. While providing exclusive left-turn lanes within
the median on expressway intersection approaches allocates
space for deceleration and storage of left-turn leaving vehicles
thereby removing left-turning traffic from the high-speed
through lanes, reducing speed differentials in those lanes, and
improving overall intersection safety and capacity, left-turning
vehicles violate the exit-on-the-right expectation, and speed

Table 31. Offset T-intersection conversion safety effectiveness summary.
LOCATION

ANNUAL CRASH FREQUENCY

Total Crashes
Right-Angle Crashes
Far-Side Right-Angle Crashes
Near-Side Right-Angle Crashes

RURAL OREGON
OR-34 and Oakville Rd.
(R-L Configuration)
(% CHANGE)

SUBURBAN IOWA
US-169 and Avenue G
(L-R Configuration)
(% CHANGE)

–53.22 *
No Data
No Data
No Data

–40.00
–42.86
–100*
+100

*Statistically significant change at 90% confidence level using one-tailed t-test.
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differentials in the passing lane may not be reduced as much
as expected since left-turning vehicles exiting the expressway
must first merge into the passing lane prior to entering the
left-turn deceleration lane.
One rural expressway intersection design alternative that
removes left-turning vehicles from the high-speed expressway traffic stream while only allowing turns to be made from
the right-hand lane is the “jughandle intersection.” The New
Jersey DOT (NJDOT) Roadway Design Manual (28) defines
a jughandle as “an at-grade ramp provided at or between
intersections to permit motorists to make indirect left-turns
and/or U-turns.” The jughandle intersection consists of two
jughandles (at-grade one-way roadways/ramps) in opposite
quadrants of the intersection that diverge to the right and indirectly accommodate all left-turns leaving the expressway.
Two versions of the jughandle intersection are shown in Figure 11. Figure 11A illustrates a “near-side” jughandle intersection with diagonal ramps located in advance of the intersection to accommodate all turning traffic (including
right-turns) leaving the expressway. Indirect left turns from
the expressway are accomplished by exiting at the near-side
ramp, turning left onto the cross street at the ramp terminal, and then crossing the expressway as through traffic on
the minor road. Figure 11B presents a “far-side” jughandle
intersection with loop ramps located beyond the intersection. Indirect left turns from the expressway are accomplished by traveling through the main intersection, exiting
to the right at the loop ramp, merging onto the cross street
at the ramp terminal, and then crossing the expressway as
through traffic on the minor road. With this configuration,
right-turning traffic leaving the expressway turns right at
the main intersection in a traditional manner. The diagonal
ramps for minor road right-turning traffic shown in Figure
11B may or may not be necessary depending on the anticipated traffic volumes. These ramps help eliminate conflicts
between merging loop ramp traffic and right-turning traffic
from the minor road, especially when there are multiple
lanes on the minor road approach and weaving maneuvers
are required.
Both jughandle intersection configurations eliminate direct
left-turns from the expressway and are considered conflictpoint management strategies because they reduce the total
number of conflict points associated with a traditional TWSC
expressway intersection from 42, as shown in Figure 2.
Conflict-point diagrams for both jughandle intersection types
are shown in Figure 73. The near-side configuration has a total
of 28 conflict points while the far-side configuration has a total
of 26. If the far-side configuration were to include ramps for
minor road right-turns as shown in Figure 11B, the number
of conflict points remains 26 because Conflict Points 5, 6, 18,
and 19 in Figure 73B are just relocated further from the main
intersection.

Figure 73. Conflict-point diagrams for
jughandle intersections [adapted from (78)].

Both jughandle intersection designs replace a direct leftturn from the expressway at the main intersection with
an indirect left-turn jughandle maneuver that includes a
crossing movement from the minor road. As a result, longitudinal gap selection through head-on, oncoming traffic is replaced with lateral gap selection through side-to-side traffic
and more minor road traffic is sent directly through the median. Based on crash trends at typical TWSC rural expressway
intersections, a lower risk direct left-turn movement from the
mainline is being replaced by a higher risk crossing maneuver from the minor road [recall that the greatest crash risk
movements at a typical TWSC rural expressway intersection
are generally those associated with minor road left-turn and
crossing maneuvers (4)], so this strategy may increase rightangle collisions. On the other hand, human factors research
states that longitudinal gap selection tends to be a more challenging task for drivers because the displacement of a vehicle
viewed longitudinally has a smaller visual effect (i.e., subtle
changes in vehicle size as viewed against a constant background) than when the same vehicle displacement is viewed
laterally (i.e., vehicle moving across a changing background
where it passes in front of one fixed reference point after an-
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other). In other words, lateral movement results in a higher
degree of relative motion and is thus easier to detect visually
(79). Thus, the jughandle intersection design may actually
simplify the gap selection process for left-turning traffic leaving the expressway.
Jughandle intersections are most appropriate at locations with operational and safety problems resulting from
difficulties accommodating left-turn demand (16). These
problems may occur for a variety of reasons including inadequate median width to provide conventional or offset
left-turn lanes, inability to provide adequate left-turn vehicle storage, high left-turning volumes, or left-turn sight distance issues. According to a number of sources, jughandle
intersections should be considered on arterials with narrow
right-of-way, narrow medians, large volumes of through
traffic, and low to moderate left-turn volumes on both the
arterial and the intersecting roadway (45, 74, 76, 80). When
left-turn or minor road volumes are proportionately high,
the potential for storage problems exists on the minor roads
and/or on the jughandle ramps. In addition, jughandle intersections are particularly appropriate at signalized intersections
because they can reduce delay by allowing the main intersection to operate under simple two-phase signalization
(45, 50, 78, 80).
Because jughandle intersections have been predominantly used at signalized intersections, no safety or operational comparisons between traditional TWSC expressway
intersections and unsignalized jughandle intersections were
uncovered in previous research. NCHRP Report 500 (16)
lists this strategy as tried, meaning that its safety effectiveness has not yet been determined, but goes on to say that
jughandle intersections are expected to reduce the frequency of rear-end collisions involving left-turning traffic
leaving the mainline as well as broadside collisions between
left-turning traffic leaving the mainline and opposing through
vehicles. However, it is hypothesized here that a jughandle
intersection may actually increase the frequency of right-angle
collisions due to the increased volume of crossing traffic from
the minor road.
Although no safety comparisons were found for unsignalized intersections, Jagannathan et al. (78) recently compared the safety of 50 conventional signalized intersections
with 44 signalized jughandle intersections in New Jersey and
found that jughandles tend to (1) reduce the severity of
intersection crashes, (2) reduce head-on and left-turn crash
rates, and (3) increase rear-end crash rates. The study also
looked at the safety of near-side versus far-side signalized
jughandle configurations and found that the near-side configuration had significantly higher crash rates overall as well
as larger right-angle and left-turn crash rates. Furthermore,
a separate report by Jagannathan (81) analyzed the opera-

tional performance of signalized jughandle intersections
versus conventional signalized intersections, but those results are not applicable here because unsignalized jughandle
applications are the treatment under investigation in this
report.
In addition to providing exits on the right, reducing the
number of conflict points, and replacing longitudinal left-turn
gap selection with lateral gap selection, the jughandle intersection design offers other advantages and disadvantages.
General advantages and disadvantages of the jughandle intersection design are listed in Table 32. More specific advantages
and disadvantages associated with the near-side and far-side
jughandle configurations are summarized in Tables 33 and 34,
respectively.

Existing Design Guidance
The current edition of the AASHTO Green Book presents a discussion of indirect left-turn intersection treatments within Chapter 9 on pgs. 705–709, but jughandle
intersections are only briefly discussed within this section
and—with the exception of Green Book Exhibits 9-88 (Figure 11A) and 9-89 (Figure 11B) illustrating near-side and
far-side configurations—very little design guidance is offered. In fact, the only information provided on jughandle
intersections is that
• They should be used at intersections where the median is

too narrow to provide a deceleration lane for left-turning
vehicles and the traffic volumes, speeds, or both, are relatively high and
• The loop ramp configuration should be considered when
the right-of-way in the opposite (near-side) quadrants is
more expensive or where the far-side quadrants offer improved vertical alignment and comparative grading costs.
Furthermore, no guidance is provided in the MUTCD
regarding recommended signage for a jughandle intersection.
National design guidance is basically non-existent, and, as
a result, jughandle intersections do not appear to be used
frequently by STAs. A 1996 survey conducted as part of NCHRP
Synthesis of Highway Practice 225 (82) reported that only 16 of
the 69 responding state and local agencies had used the jughandle intersection design. A more recent survey of STAs
conducted by Maze et al. (2) revealed that only 8 of the 28
responding agencies had used the jughandle intersection design
at expressway intersections.
The NJDOT is the most prominent user of the jughandle
intersection design, having used it for more than 30 years
on hundreds of miles of heavy volume arterials, predominantly
at signalized intersections (45, 76). Examples of signage for
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Table 32. General advantages/disadvantages of jughandle intersection design.
DISADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES
1.

Meets right-hand exit expectations of expressway
drivers. If agencies use multiple jughandle
intersections along an arterial corridor, driver
confusion would decline, lane changes would decrease,
and speeds in the passing lane would increase (45, 76).

2.

Decreases speed differentials in the expressway
passing lane, thereby reducing delay to through
expressway traffic (45, 76, 78, 80).

3.

Reduces total conflict points and spreads them out over
a larger area (see Figure 73) (2, 45, 76, 78, 80).

4.

Reduces vehicle paths through the median.

5.

Longitudinal left-turn gap selection is replaced by
lateral gap selection.

6.

Expected to reduce “left-turn leaving” and rear-end
crash types (16, 80).

7.

Eliminates left-turns from the through lanes and
provides storage for left-turning traffic at intersections
where the median is too narrow to provide left-turn
deceleration lanes (3).

8.

Since direct U-turns and direct left-turns are not
allowed from the expressway, the median may be
narrow (9, 45, 76).

9.

Because the design permits a narrower median width
than is otherwise necessary, less right-of-way is needed
along the expressway corridor (45, 76, 78, 80).

10. The reduced median width narrows the roadway cross
section, thereby reducing the overall crossing distance
for minor road traffic and pedestrians/bicyclists (80).
11. Indirect U-turns are easier for large commercial
vehicles.
12. At signalized intersections, traffic operations are
improved because the jughandle design eliminates the
need for a left-turn signal phase on the expressway (45,
50, 78, 80). Shorter cycle lengths should be considered
to minimize vehicle queues on the minor road (80).

jughandle intersections are shown in Figure 74. An aerial
photo of one such intersection is shown in Figure 75. Section
6.08 of the NJDOT Roadway Design Manual (28) includes
jughandle intersection design guidance with respect to access
control, design speed, ramp widths, superelevation rates, and
cross-slopes. Figures 76 and 77 illustrate NJDOT design
standards for near-side and far-side jughandle intersections,
respectively. In addition, New Jersey’s experience with the
jughandle intersection has provided the following basic guidelines for their design as reported by Reid (45):
1. There are only a few examples of jughandles located at
isolated intersections or along corridors without median

1.

May increase the frequency of right-angle
collisions.

2.

More right-of-way is needed in the vicinity
of the intersection to accommodate the
jughandle design (2, 45, 74, 76, 78, 80);
thus, jughandle intersections should be
generously spaced so that the extra right-ofway costs do not overwhelm the right-ofway savings along a corridor (76).
However, intersections should be frequent
enough so that minor street crossings are
not overloaded with traffic (45).

3.

Drivers are generally unfamiliar with this
design and it may create driver confusion;
thus, more signage is necessary to guide
drivers through the indirect left-turn (2, 16,
45, 76, 78, 80). Typical signs used in New
Jersey and Pennsylvania are shown in
Figure 74A. Another possible
diagrammatic signing option is shown in
Figure 74B.

4.

Increased travel distance, time, delay, and
stops for left turns from the expressway,
especially if cross street queues block the
ramp terminals (2, 45, 74, 76, 80).

5.

Because the intersection geometry does not
prohibit direct left-turns from the
expressway, there is nothing preventing
driver disregard of the left-turn prohibitions
(2, 45, 76).

6.

Additional construction, signage, and
maintenance costs (45, 76).

7.

Pedestrian/bicyclist navigation of the
intersection becomes more complex as they
must cross the ramps and the main
intersection. Each additional crossing
increases pedestrian/bicyclist exposure to
conflicts (74, 76, 80).

barrier; these intersections typically experience higher crash
rates.
2. Where jersey barrier controls left-turn access, speed limits
that balance facility efficiency and safety are typically 50 or
55 mph.
3. On a four-lane arterial, a minimum 2-ft offset is desired
from the left travel lane to the median barrier; greater separation is desired on a six- or eight-lane arterial.
4. A minimum distance of 100 ft is required between the ramp
terminal and the main intersection (as shown in Figures 76
and 77) to provide at least some room to store vehicles on
the minor road without blocking the ramp terminal. In
addition, ramps should be long enough to provide ade-
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Table 33. Specific advantages/disadvantages of near-side jughandle intersections.
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES
1.

1.

Right and left-turning traffic exit the expressway at a
common location.

2.

Left-turning expressway traffic only passes through
the main intersection once.

3.

The roadway/ramp for right and left-turning
expressway traffic is essentially an offset right-turn
lane, thereby improving sight distance at the main
intersection for minor road traffic and reducing the
potential for “near-side” right-angle collisions.

4.

The design reduces the total number of conflict points
from 42 to 28 (see Figure 73).

5.

Conflicts between vehicles and pedestrians/ bicyclists
are reduced at the main intersection because rightturns from the expressway are separated out via the
near-side jughandles (80).

quate storage, thereby preventing queue spillback onto the
expressway.
5. The ability to use shorter signal cycles due to the reduction
in signal phases can also reduce the occurrence/frequency
of large queues on the minor road.

Case Studies of Implementation
and Safety Effectiveness
In the 2004 Maze et al. (2) survey, respondents from the
following eight STAs indicated that they had used jughandles

More stops are required of left-turning
traffic exiting the expressway as
compared with a conventional
intersection or a far-side jughandle
configuration.

at expressway intersections: Alabama, California, Missouri,
New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and Washington. For the purpose of this study, phone interviews were
conducted with respondents from each of these STAs as well
as with respondents from the 22 STAs that were not included
in the Maze et al. (2) survey. The purpose of these interviews
was to obtain before and after crash data for any conventional
TWSC rural expressway intersection that had been converted
into an unsignalized jughandle configuration. In these interviews with the remaining 22 STAs, respondents from Massachusetts, Michigan, and New Jersey indicated that they had

Table 34. Specific advantages/disadvantages of far-side jughandle intersections.
ADVANTAGES
1.

2.

The design reduces
the total number of
conflict points from
42 to 26 (see Figure
73).
Far-side loop ramps
eliminate the need
for left-turns onto
the cross street from
near-side ramps and
allow an easier
right-turn merge
onto the minor road
(45, 76).

DISADVANTAGES
1.

Two separate exit points are created for right and left-turning traffic
exiting the expressway.

2.

Left-turning traffic leaving the expressway must pass through the main
intersection twice, increasing the total entering traffic volumes and the
opportunity for collisions (3).

3.

More through capacity is needed on the mainline at the main intersection
since left-turning traffic is not filtered out before the intersection (78).

4.

The travel distances for left-turning traffic exiting the expressway are
typically longer with a far-side jughandle configuration as compared with
a near-side configuration (76, 80).

5.

The far-side configuration can cause extra weaving conflicts between
loop ramp traffic (entering and exiting the loop) and traffic turning right
from the minor road, particularly if there are multiple lanes on the minor
road approach and if a separate ramp for right-turning minor road traffic
is not provided (45).

6.

Typically, additional right-of-way is needed to construct a loop ramp as
compared with a near-side ramp (80).
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Figure 75. Aerial photo of near-side jughandle
intersection (45).

Figure 74. Example signage for
jughandle intersections.

Figure 76. NJDOT design standard for near-side jughandle intersection (28).
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Figure 77. NJDOT design standard for far-side jughandle intersection (28).

used jughandles at expressway intersections. Unfortunately,
none of the 11 STAs that indicated that they had used jughandle intersections on expressways was able to provide the
requested before and after crash data. The respondents from
Alabama and Washington [the same respondents as in the
original Maze et al. (2) survey] indicated that their responses
to the original survey were incorrect and that they do not
have any jughandle intersections on their expressway systems. The respondents from Missouri indicated that they have
two signalized jughandle intersections near Saint Louis, but
that they do not have any unsignalized applications of the
design. The respondents from the remaining states (California,
Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, and South Carolina) indicated that they did not
have any before-after crash data available for their jughandle
intersections. The NJDOT respondents indicated that most
of their applications are signalized and that they haven’t been
constructing many new ones. The ODOT respondent indicated
that Oregon has a few unsignalized jughandle intersections on

its rural expressway system that were originally constructed on
new alignment, so before crash data does not exist for these
intersections. Due to the lack of data, the safety effectiveness
of an unsignalized jughandle intersection was unable to be
examined for this case study.

Summary
The assumed safety benefit of jughandle intersections is that
they reduce rear-end and left-turn related collisions involving
vehicles leaving the expressway by eliminating direct left-turns
from the mainline and replacing those maneuvers with indirect
left-turns via jughandle ramps located on either the near-side
or the far-side of the intersection. Although direct left-turns off
the expressway are not necessarily restricted via geometry, if
traversed correctly, the jughandle intersection designs eliminate
roughly 36% of the conflict points present at a conventional
TWSC expressway intersection. However, because the indirect
left-turn movement increases the volume of crossing traffic
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from the minor road, it is hypothesized that unsignalized
jughandle intersections may increase the frequency of rightangle collisions.
Unsignalized jughandle intersections (near-side and far-side)
have many advantages and disadvantages in comparison with
conventional TWSC rural expressway intersections, but very
few states have used them on rural expressways, national
design guidance is lacking, no analytical study of their safety
performance was found in the literature review, and a beforeafter case study was not able to be conducted due to their rarity
and the lack of existing crash data. Nonetheless, jughandle
intersections seem to have the potential to provide operational
and safety benefits when applied in the appropriate situations. For example, on expressways with medians too narrow
to provide left-turn lanes, jughandles have clear operational
and safety benefits because they are able to keep left-turning
traffic from slowing down and/or stopping in the high-speed
expressway traffic stream. Therefore, unsignalized jughandle
intersections are most appropriate on corridors with narrow
right-of-way and at intersections with narrow medians, large
volumes of through traffic, and low-to-moderate left-turn
volumes on both the arterial and the intersecting roadway.
When used, they should be used throughout an entire corridor
to maintain driver expectations.
Clearly, more research is necessary to determine the operational and safety benefits of this intersection design strategy
as it applies to unsignalized rural expressway application. Until
their safety effectiveness is known, jughandle intersections
should be used cautiously. Future implementation is necessary
to further evaluate the safety effects and national design
guidance is needed. Design details, like those included in the
NJDOT Roadway Design Manual (28), should be included in
the AASHTO Green Book along with more detailed guidance
indicating when this type of intersection design should be
considered and what the tradeoffs are between the near-side
and far-side configurations. Furthermore, a typical signing
plan for jughandle intersections should be incorporated into
the MUTCD.

Intersection Decision Support
Technology Case Study
Description
The major theme throughout this entire report is that the
primary safety issue at TWSC rural expressway intersections is
right-angle collisions (far-side right-angle crashes in particular),
which are related to the inability of minor road drivers to
accurately judge the arrival time of approaching expressway
vehicles as they attempt to cross or enter the expressway.
NCHRP Report 500, Volume 5 (16) recognizes that providing
gap selection assistance to drivers is crucial to improving

unsignalized intersection safety, and using automated real-time
information systems to inform drivers when a safe gap exists
is one unsignalized intersection safety strategy highlighted in
that report. As a result, intersection decision support (IDS)
technology is an ITS device currently being developed for
deployment at TWSC rural intersections to provide gap
selection assistance (i.e., aid minor road drivers in judging the
adequacy of available gaps in the mainline traffic stream), to
reduce driver error, and to improve intersection safety while
avoiding signalization. The IDS technology being developed
will utilize radar to track (i.e., detect the presence and speed of)
approaching mainline vehicles, computer processors to compute the gap sizes between mainline vehicles, and dynamic
message signs that use the real-time information to inform
minor road drivers when a safe gap exists for crossing or merging with the mainline traffic stream. Such a system should
enhance the minor road driver’s ability to successfully negotiate through TWSC rural intersections.
IDS is a developing technology that began with a research
project sponsored by FHWA and a consortium of states (Minnesota, California, and Virginia). The Minnesota team’s focus
was to develop a better understanding of the causes of crashes
at rural unsignalized intersections and then to develop solutions
based on those findings. A review of previous research and Minnesota’s rural crash records identified poor driver gap selection
as a major contributing factor in rural unsignalized intersection
crashes (4). Historically, the cause of right-angle crashes at
TWSC intersections has been classified as either “ran-the-stop”
for collisions resulting from a STOP sign violation (i.e., the
minor road driver did not stop) or “failure-to-yield right-ofway” for collisions in which the minor road driver stopped, but
then collided after proceeding into the intersection (i.e., the selection of an insufficient gap). A study by Najm et al. (83) classified approximately 80% of TWSC intersection crashes as
being related to the selection of insufficient gaps. Other studies
have broken down the two crash causation categories further
based on driver error. A 1994 study by Chovan et al. (84) examined more than 100 straight crossing path crashes at TWSC
intersections selected from the 1992 Crashworthiness Data
System and found that the primary causal factors related to
“failure-to-yield right-of-way” collisions were
1. The driver looked, but did not see the oncoming vehicle
(62%);
2. The driver misjudged the available gap size or the time-toarrival of the approaching vehicle (20%);
3. The driver had an obstructed view (14%); and
4. The roads were ice covered (4%).
Of these four driver errors, the first three can be described
as gap selection issues (either problems involving vehicle
detection or judgement of time-to-arrival).
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Previous research in Minnesota confirmed these findings.
One study identified gap selection as the primary factor contributing to almost 60% of the crossing path crashes at rural intersections along two-lane highways in Minnesota (85). Additionally, a road safety audit for the US-52 Corridor (a rural
expressway between St. Paul and Rochester) identified nine intersections with unusually high crash rates and, at those locations, the fraction of crossing path collisions related to poor gap
selection approached 90%. Finally, for the initial IDS study,
Preston et al. (4) performed a detailed review of the crash reports at three expressway intersections over the critical crash
rate and found that 87% of the right-angle crashes were related
to poor gap selection. Moreover, none of the right-angle crashes
were a result of minor road drivers running the STOP sign.

Existing Design Guidance
The MUTCD has many signs and markings that help drivers
recognize that they are approaching a stop-controlled intersection, and these devices seem to be effective at TWSC rural
expressway intersections given the relatively small proportion of “run-the-stop” crashes. However, based on the overrepresentation of right-angle “failure-to-yield right-of-way”
crashes associated with gap selection at TWSC rural expressway
intersections, a primary enhancement to the current MUTCD
guidance would be to identify any traffic-control devices
or markings that would assist minor road drivers in their
decisionmaking process for judging and selecting safe gaps in
the expressway traffic stream. Currently, the MUTCD does
not address the need for or the application of such devices
and/or markings; the rural IDS technology is being developed
to alert drivers when it is unsafe to enter an intersection.
IDS technology will have three facets: vehicle surveillance
instrumentation, a computer processor, and a dynamic message
sign. The vehicle surveillance equipment starts with a suite of
radar detectors to detect the presence and speeds of vehicles on
all approaches. The minor road approaches are also equipped
with light detection and ranging (LIDAR) detectors to measure minor road vehicle widths and heights, which are later
used to determine vehicle types. Knowing the minor road
vehicle classification (i.e., passenger cars versus large trucks)
is important in understanding each stopped vehicle’s acceleration capabilities, which affect the size of the minimum gap
needed to safely complete a crossing or merging maneuver.
Connected to the vehicle surveillance instrumentation is a
computer processor that uses the surveillance data to compute the “state” of the intersection. This includes tracking the
trajectory (position, speed, and lane of travel) of approaching
mainline vehicles, predicting their arrival times at the intersection, computing the size of gaps in mainline traffic, classifying minor road vehicles, computing the minimum required
gap, and determining whether the actual gap size is larger

than the minimum required for safe entry. Finally, a dynamic
message sign will be connected to the processor to convey the
relevant intersection state data to the minor road drivers,
advising them when it is safe to enter the intersection.
Key to the success of the dynamic message sign will be its
ability to issue understandable and timely warnings to the
minor road driver. Premature warnings will create credibility
issues because the system will be viewed as too conservative
and the messages will be ignored. Late warnings will do little to
reduce crashes as a driver may have already departed the minor
road before the warning was activated. Alternate design concepts for the dynamic message sign are currently being evaluated by the Minnesota IDS research team. An initial driver
simulator study with younger and older drivers under day and
night conditions helped identify general messages that drivers
will both understand and comply with (86). Some of the initial
concepts tested are shown in Figure 78. A second driver simulator study will be completed to refine the alternatives, finalize
the design, and ensure it is compliant with MUTCD standards.
Following successful driver simulation testing, a field operational test will be conducted with the final approved dynamic
message sign.

Case Studies of Implementation
and Safety Effectiveness
Since the initial study, MnDOT and the University of
Minnesota initiated a “rural IDS state pooled-fund” research
project involving eight additional STAs (California, Georgia,
Iowa, Michigan, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Nevada, and
Wisconsin) to better understand driver gap selection behavior
at rural unsignalized intersections across the nation and to
develop a nationally deployable IDS system (87). The first task
of this project involved conducting a comprehensive review of
each participating state’s crash records to identify candidate
locations for future deployment of IDS based on two key crash
characteristics: an unusually high crash rate and a high proportion of gap selection-related crossing path crashes. A single
intersection in each state was then selected for vehicle surveillance instrumentation where gap selection data is currently
being collected to analyze
1. How drivers accept gaps and enter the traffic stream at
TWSC rural intersections;
2. Whether statistically significant regional differences exist
in driver gap selection behavior; and
3. How the actual gaps selected compare with the suggested
time gaps in the AASHTO Green Book, which are used for
making ISD determinations (87).
Six of the states (California, Iowa, Minnesota, Nevada,
North Carolina, and Wisconsin) selected rural expressway
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Figure 78. Possible IDS changeable message signs (86).

intersections, while the other three states (Georgia, Michigan,
and New Hampshire) selected rural undivided highway intersections. Once the IDS technology is ready to be fully deployed,
the safety and driver behavior effects of introducing the system
at these intersections can be examined.
Minnesota Experience
In Minnesota, the location selected was the intersection of
US-52 and County State Aid Highway (CSAH) 9 in Goodhue County. An aerial photo of this intersection is shown in
Figure 79. The intersection served as the vehicle surveillance
system test bed at which the surveillance instrumentation
was first installed. US-52 is a rural expressway with a posted
speed limit of 65 mph and CSAH-9 is an undivided paved
roadway functionally classified as a rural major collector
with a posted speed limit of 55 mph. The intersection is
TWSC with guide, warning, and regulatory signage consistent with current MUTCD guidance. The US-52 approaches
have advance junction and guide signs with size, shape, and
color consistent with conventional roadways and the beginning of the left and right-turn lanes are identified with
LEFT/RIGHT TURN LANE signs. The CSAH-9 approaches
are controlled by STOP signs (ONE WAY and DIVIDED
HIGHWAY supplemental signs are mounted with the STOP
signs) and include several advance notification signs for the
intersection including STOP AHEAD signs and transverse
rumble strips. The median at the intersection is controlled by
YIELD signs, and there is no roadway lighting provided at
the intersection.

The 2004 ADT for US-52 in the vicinity of the intersection was
approximately 15,500 vpd, while the 2003 ADT for CSAH-9 was
roughly 925 vpd. Based on these volumes and the Maze et al. (2)
SPF given in Table 3, this intersection would be expected to
experience 3.27 crashes annually. However, from 2000 through
2002, there were a total of 20 collisions at the intersection
(0 fatal, 15 injury, and 5 PDO), which equates to 6.67 crashes
per year over this time frame. The intersection crash rate was
1.0 crash per mev, which is 2.5 times the expected crash rate
of 0.40 crashes per mev (4). The distribution of crash types at
the intersection included 65% (13 out of 20) right-angle collisions, which is nearly double the expected 36% distribution
for TWSC rural expressway intersections in Minnesota (4).
Review of the investigating officer reports showed that 92%
(12 out of 13) of the right-angle crashes were far-side collisions
related to gap selection, proving that the most hazardous
maneuvers at the intersection are indeed the crossing and
left-turn movements for drivers on CSAH-9. The rural IDS
pooled-fund study (87) currently underway has found similar
crash trends in the participating states where crash analysis
has been completed, demonstrating that the problem is not
isolated to Minnesota roads.
A field review at the intersection of US-52 and CSAH-9
identified two key geometric issues that may be contributing to
the high crash frequency/rate. First, the north and southbound
lanes of US-52 have independent vertical alignments. When
US-52 was upgraded from a two-lane undivided highway,
design guidelines for driver eye height (when computing sight
distance) had changed since the first set of lanes were constructed, which is why the independent vertical alignments
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Figure 79. Aerial photo of US-52 and CSAH-9.

were originally created. As a result, when a driver is stopped
on the eastbound approach of CSAH-9, the elevated southbound lanes of US-52 block their view of northbound traffic
(see Figure 80), thereby limiting ISD. However, if the minor
road driver uses two-stage gap selection (i.e., stops in the median
and looks again), there is sufficient sight distance available to
safely complete their crossing or left-turn maneuver. A second
design issue at the intersection is the horizontal alignment of
CSAH-9. The alignments of US-52 and CSAH-9 intersect at
a skew angle, so reverse horizontal curves were constructed
on the CSAH-9 approaches to create a right-angle intersection
as shown in Figures 79 and 81.
A corridor study of US-52 recommended upgrading the
entire facility to a freeway, but due to financial constraints,
the conversion is expected to take place over a 25- to 30-year
period and conversion to an interchange at CSAH-9 is not
currently scheduled. Consideration was given to installing a
traffic signal, but this strategy would adversely affect mobility
on US-52, so MnDOT was interested in lower-cost alternative

Figure 80. Sight distance issue for eastbound CSAH-9
traffic looking south.
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Figure 81. S-curve on CSAH-9 approaches.

strategies and the intersection was selected for future IDS deployment. Vehicle surveillance equipment has been installed
at the US-52 and CSAH-9 intersection and a schematic is
shown in Figure 82. A similar, but portable, system is currently
being moved around the country and deployed at the selected
intersections in each of the other eight pooled-fund states. To

date, driver gap selection behavior data has been collected at
seven of these intersections. Overall, the vehicle surveillance
system has been found to be highly accurate in detecting,
tracking, and predicting the arrival times of mainline vehicles.
A single radar detector has been found to be more than 99.99%
effective in detecting vehicles (5 misses out of 51,930 radar
detections), but this would still miss nearly 100 out of every
1 million entering vehicles. The system has also performed
exceptionally well in placing vehicles in the correct locations
(both laterally and longitudinally within a lane). In addition,
the minor road vehicle classification system was found to be
more than 95% accurate.
The test bed deployment in Minnesota cost approximately
$250,000 (equipment and installation), but this cost includes
additional infrared and visible light overhead cameras to
allow researchers to more closely study collisions and near
misses if they happen to occur. In the end, it is hoped that full
deployment of IDS at a rural intersection will be cheaper than
signalization.

Summary
It is hoped that IDS will eventually be an effective alternative
to signalization at rural TWSC intersections. At these locations,

Figure 82. Vehicle surveillance system deployed at US-52 and CSAH-9.
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IDS is expected to reduce right-angle collisions by utilizing
real-time traffic conditions to inform minor road drivers when
a safe gap in mainline traffic exists for making crossing or
merging maneuvers. The system is still under development
and may not be ready for deployment for a number of years,
but less-sophisticated systems used in Virginia, Maine, and
Georgia have been deployed at intersections on two-lane
roadways and have improved safety (16, 35, 36). Crash analyses
in the participating rural IDS pooled-fund states have found
candidate locations (six expressway intersections and three
undivided highway intersections) for IDS deployment and,
when the technology is ready, the safety and driver behavior
effects of IDS will be examined at these sites. The results of
the field testing indicate that the vehicle surveillance instrumentation can accurately detect, classify, and predict the
arrival times of vehicles at intersections. As driver gap selection data is collected and analyzed for the pooled-fund states,
a national perspective on driver gap acceptance behavior at
rural unsignalized intersections will be obtained. The dynamic
message sign for IDS is still being developed and tested in a
driver simulator. Initial results have found that the informational content presented on the icon interface and split-hybrid
signs (see Figure 78) were best understood by drivers and more
frequently used to make crossing decisions (86). Additional
research will be performed to identify the best dynamic sign
design, its optimal placement at the intersection, and the sizes
of the minimum safe gaps to display before a controlled field
experiment is conducted.
The IDS program has been integrated into the Cooperative
Intersection Collision Avoidance Systems Stop Sign Assist
(CICAS-SSA) initiative, which is pursuing the development of
vehicle- and infrastructure-based cooperative communication
systems to warn drivers about likely violations of trafficcontrol devices and gap acceptance crash problems. The CICAS
initiative is a 4-year ITS program partnership between the
U.S. DOT, STAs, and automobile manufacturers (88).

Static Roadside Markers Case Study
Description
At rural TWSC expressway intersections, right-angle crashes
are a major safety problem (4). Common perception is that
these crashes occur as a result of minor road drivers not being
aware of the intersection and running the STOP sign. There are
many different techniques used by STAs to help minor road
drivers recognize that they are approaching a stop-controlled
intersection (i.e., STOP AHEAD signs, over-sized/larger STOP
signs, multiple STOP signs, transverse rumble strips, intersection lighting, etc.), but contrary to common perception,
right-angle crashes typically occur when the minor road driver
first stops at the STOP sign and then drives into the path of a

high-speed vehicle on the mainline (4). Thus, the primary
contributing factor to these crashes seems to be the inability
of minor road drivers (either stopped at the STOP sign or in
the median) to recognize oncoming expressway traffic, to judge
their speed and distance (i.e., arrival time), and to select safe
gaps in the expressway traffic stream. Consequently, many
TWSC rural expressway intersections would benefit from a
countermeasure that is able to effectively assist minor road
drivers with gap selection; yet, there is no specific treatment
found within the MUTCD or within the AASHTO Green Book
designed with this purpose in mind.
The use of static gap selection assistance devices is one experimental technique intended to assist minor road drivers with
gap selection at TWSC intersections. The concept involves
placing a combination of roadside markers (i.e., delineators,
roadway lighting poles, etc.) and/or pavement markings along
the mainline to aid minor road drivers waiting at the STOP
sign in judging whether there is adequate clearance to enter
the intersection. The markers would delineate a “hazardous”
intersection approach zone along the uncontrolled mainline
approaches. If an approaching mainline vehicle is within this
zone (i.e., closer than the farthest marker), the minor road
driver would know that it is not safe (i.e., there is not enough
time) to enter the intersection. Thus, the location of the furthest
marker identifies the minimum gap necessary for a minor
road vehicle to safely enter the intersection. The size, number,
and spacing of the delineators and/or pavement markings
could be adjusted based on the posted mainline speed limit
or based on observed speeds. The devices used to identify the
hazardous approach zone (HAZ) could also vary. One proposed strategy is to use pavement markings such as large “+”
symbols spaced along the mainline approaches (89), but using
pavement markings alone is not enough because the markings
may not be very visible to the minor road driver, especially
during winter months; where the mainline alignment is not
straight/flat; or in the far-side expressway lanes. Thus, a second
proposal is to use roadside delineators in conjunction with the
pavement markings to indicate the location of the HAZ (89).
An extension of this idea is to use roadway lighting luminaires
instead of standard delineators to demarcate the HAZ, with the
farthest light pole placed at the gap threshold location. Again,
these could be used in combination with pavement markings
or other roadside delineators. Using roadway lighting to mark
the HAZ at rural intersections with a nighttime crash problem
could be especially beneficial since intersection lighting has
been found to be effective in reducing nighttime crashes (58).

Existing Design Guidance
Currently, the MUTCD does not address the need for or
the application of such devices and/or markings, but the
Pennsylvania DOT (PennDOT) has used variations of this
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signing and marking technique at TWSC intersections on an
extremely limited basis. Zwahlen et al. (89) presented some
design information regarding the PennDOT deployment including lengths of the HAZ based on posted speed limits and
recommended pavement marking spacing. A plan view of the
design with the mentioned guidance is shown in Figure 83.
The HAZ length (or “pattern length” as referred to in Figure 83)
is calculated as the distance traveled in 5 sec at the posted
speed limit plus 80 ft. It is not clear how this calculation was
developed, but the values are less than the recommended ISD
values given in Green Book Exhibit 9-55 (3) (see Figure 84)
for passenger cars making a left-turn from a stop onto a

two-lane highway, which is the most conservative movement
to design for.

Case Studies of Implementation
and Safety Effectiveness
Pennsylvania Experience
As mentioned, PennDOT deployed variations of this static
gap assistance treatment at TWSC rural intersections, but only
one location had a specific sign design that directed minor road
drivers in how to use the pavement markings and delineators
to improve their gap selection decisions. This application,

Figure 83. Plan view of static gap assistance markings deployed by
PennDOT (89).
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Figure 84. Green Book Exhibit 9-55: design intersection sight
distance—Case B1 (3).

pictured in Figure 85, was at an unidentified TWSC intersection on a two-lane undivided rural highway. Notice the
crosses on the road surface in front of the approaching vehicle, the roadside delineators, and the WAIT IF VEHICLE IN
MARKED AREA sign. Other variations of this strategy used
similar pavement markings with text indicating the mainline
speed limit as shown in Figure 83, but these designs included
a LOOK LEFT-RIGHT-LEFT warning sign on the minor road
approaches instead of informing the minor road driver how
to use the markers to select a safe gap.
A before-after safety evaluation of the PennDOT pilot
program was not conducted. Furthermore, PennDOT stopped

Figure 85. PennDOT static gap assistance treatment
application (89).

using the design illustrated in Figure 85 due to tort liability
concerns. One specific situation of concern regarding this
application would be if an approaching mainline vehicle were
outside the HAZ, but were speeding. Based on the message
given on the sign shown in Figure 85, the minor road driver
would proceed into the intersection thinking it was safe to
do so, but might not actually have enough time to complete
their desired maneuver. One possible way to address the tort
liability issue in this case would be to revise the message on
the instructional sign and to place the message on an advisory/
warning sign (i.e., black text on a yellow sign) instead of on a
regulatory sign (i.e., black text on a white sign) as pictured.
Another way to address the issue might be to use roadway lighting to mark the HAZ. Even if the minor road driver doesn’t
realize the reason for the placement of the farthest light, they
would still be more able to see an approaching mainline vehicle
at night. The risk of tort liability will also depend on the laws
and case histories in individual states. Some states may have
laws that are more lenient regarding experimentation with
innovative safety strategies as long as the treatment is reasonable and the agency (1) is responsible with the experimental
design, (2) gains the appropriate permissions, (3) continually
monitors the treatment, and (4) promptly removes the treatment if there are any unforeseen complications.
Finally, any agency considering the deployment of this strategy should undertake a proactive public education campaign.
If the strategy is used in only a few locations, the campaign
could be focused locally toward area residents, but a more
widespread deployment may require a statewide education
campaign (i.e., paid advertisements, updating the state’s driver
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manual, informational brochures given out as drivers renew
their license or purchase their vehicle registrations, etc.).

Summary
Static gap selection assistance devices are an experimental
approach to aid minor road drivers at TWSC intersections in
judging whether there is adequate clearance to safely enter an
intersection from a stop-controlled approach. The concept
involves demarcating a HAZ along the uncontrolled mainline
approaches with a combination of roadside markers and/or
pavement markings. If a mainline vehicle is in the HAZ, the
minor road driver would then know that it is not safe to enter
the intersection. The key is communicating this intent to the
minor road driver either through a sign placed at the intersection or via a public education campaign. The treatment
has only been sparingly deployed and no before-after studies
have been conducted to determine its effectiveness in reducing
right-angle collisions at TWSC intersections. In order to determine this strategy’s actual safety effects, a properly designed
before and after crash analysis needs to be conducted. In
addition, further research is needed to determine the length
of the HAZ; the optimal type, size, and spacing of roadside
markers; and the best way to communicate the intent of the
device to the minor road driver. The answers to these research
questions may be different under various intersection conditions (i.e., approach speeds, intersection types, etc.).

Left-Turn Median Acceleration
Lanes Case Study
Description
The greatest crash risk movements (i.e., those accounting
for the largest proportion of crashes) at a typical TWSC rural
expressway intersection are usually the minor road left-turn
and crossing maneuvers (4). The underlying problem seems
to be that rural expressway intersections present challenges to
minor road drivers attempting to select gaps in the express-

way traffic stream. One strategy to help left-turning minor
road drivers select safe gaps is to provide left-turn median
acceleration lanes (MALs). MALs, as illustrated in Figure 86,
are auxiliary lanes provided within the median that allow leftturning traffic from the minor road to continue through the
median without stopping, to accelerate to expressway speed,
and to merge gradually into the expressway traffic stream.
MALs are expected to provide several potential safety and
operational benefits at rural expressway intersections (2, 3, 9,
16, 39). First and foremost, MALs should make it easier for
left-turning minor road drivers to find acceptable gaps in
high-speed and/or high-volume expressway traffic, increasing safety and reducing delay. MALs do this by allowing leftturning minor road drivers to
• Cross the near set of expressway lanes without having to

simultaneously consider the availability of gaps in the far
expressway lanes;
• Use their side/rear-view mirrors to merge, thereby reducing
their need to judge gaps at right-angles; and
• Merge with expressway traffic at higher speeds, thereby
reducing the size of the crucial gap and the required sight
distance.
In addition, by allowing left-turning vehicles to merge
with expressway traffic at high speeds, MALs are expected to
reduce speed differentials in the passing lanes of the expressway and to allow expressway drivers to better anticipate the
presence of entering minor road vehicles. Finally, MALs provide additional median storage for left-turning minor road
vehicles, preventing longer left-turn vehicles from encroaching on the near-side through lanes of the expressway while
being stored in a narrow median. As a result, MALs are expected to reduce right-angle, rear-end, and sideswipe collisions resulting from conflicts between vehicles turning left
onto an expressway and through expressway vehicles, but
MALs will not provide any of these benefits unless they are
properly used—driver education and additional signage/
marking may be necessary. An MnDOT educational brochure

Figure 86. Expressway intersection with MALs.
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showing how to use MALs is included within the appendix
of a study conducted by Hanson (39).
The operational and safety effects of MALs have not been
widely studied. In 1980, crash rate models developed by Van
Maren (20) showed that right-angle crash rates at 14 high-crashfrequency, multilane, divided highway signalized intersections
in rural Indiana were reduced with the presence of MALs. In
1985, an ITE Technical Committee (90) concluded that MALs
appear to promote efficient left-turns onto the major roadway
and to reduce both crashes and traffic conflicts, but it was stated
that sufficient data was not available for a detailed analysis. In
1995, NCHRP Report 375 (9) conducted field studies at four
unsignalized, high-speed (55 mph), divided highway intersections with MALs and concluded that MALs can enhance
the operation of intersections on divided highways, but no
quantitative estimates of their safety effectiveness were determined. Finally, in 2002, Hanson (39) examined the operational and safety benefits of providing MALs at nine TWSC
divided highway intersections in Minnesota. He concluded
that MALs substantially reduced median delay and the overall
“preventable” crash rate. A closer examination of crash types
revealed that MALs reduced rear-end and same-direction sideswipe collisions, but slightly increased right-angle crashes.
The increase in right-angle crashes may be due to the fact that
the presence of a MAL reduces the amount that opposing
mainline left-turn deceleration lanes can be offset. Therefore,
providing an operational and safety advantage for left-turns
onto a divided highway may create an operational and safety
disadvantage for left-turns off of a divided highway (9).

Existing Design Guidance
The AASHTO Green Book does not provide any design
guidance specifically for MALs, but it does discuss speedchange lanes at intersections within Chapter 9 and on freeways
within Chapter 10. When discussing the use of speed-change
lanes at intersections, the Green Book states, “Speed-change
lanes are warranted on high-speed and on high volume highways where a change in speed is necessary for vehicles entering
or leaving the through traffic lanes” (3). However, it goes on
to say that warrants for their use cannot be stated definitely
and that many factors such as speed, volumes, percent trucks,
capacity, highway type, desired LOS, and the arrangement and
frequency of intersections should be considered. On pg. 689,
the Green Book addresses acceleration lanes more specifically
stating (3):
Acceleration lanes are not always desirable at stop-controlled
intersections where entering drivers can wait for an opportunity
to merge without disrupting through traffic. Acceleration lanes
are advantageous on roads without stop control and on all high
volume roads with stop control where openings between vehicles
in the peak-hour traffic streams are infrequent and short.

In 1995, NCHRP Report 375 (9) recommended that MALs
be considered at intersections where adequate median width
is available and the following conditions exist:
1. Left-turning minor road traffic merges with high-speed
divided highway through traffic,
2. Limited gaps are available in the divided highway traffic
stream,
3. There is a significant history of rear-end or sideswipe
collisions,
4. ISD is inadequate for left-turning traffic entering the
divided highway, and
5. There is a high volume of left-turning trucks (75–100 per
day) entering the divided highway.
In 2003, NCHRP Report 500 (16) emphasized that MALs
should be considered at unsignalized divided highway intersections where the last three conditions stated above exist.
MALs can be used at both three- and four-legged intersections,
but their use at four-legged intersections more dramatically
alters the conflict patterns within the median (9). Further
research is necessary to create more specific warrants for MALs.
For instance, what mainline volume levels lead to limited gaps
or what constitutes a significant history of rear-end/sideswipe
collisions?
Once the decision has been made to construct a MAL, the
design needs to be determined. The keys in designing a MAL
are providing adequate length and creating a median opening
area that minimizes conflicts between vehicles entering the
MAL and other through/turning vehicles using the median (16),
but little design guidance is available in these areas. NCHRP
Report 375 (9) stated that MALs are generally constructed as a
parallel-type design with an entry taper length of approximately
300 ft at the end of the lane. The AASHTO Green Book does
not provide specific design guidance for the length of MALs,
but does give minimum acceleration lengths for entrance lanes
on freeways in Exhibit 10-70 (see Figure 37) with adjustments
for grade given in Exhibit 10-71 (see Figure 38). On pg. 844,
the Green Book states (3):
A speed-change lane should have sufficient length to enable a
driver to make the appropriate change in speed in a safe and
comfortable manner. Moreover, in the case of an acceleration
lane, there should be additional length to permit adjustments in
speeds of both through and entering vehicles so that the driver of
the entering vehicle can position himself opposite a gap in the
through traffic stream and maneuver into it before reaching the
end of the acceleration lane.

The Green Book goes on to say that an acceleration lane
length of at least 1,200 ft for a parallel-type entrance is desirable
whenever it is anticipated that traffic volumes will reach design
capacity in the merging area, but NCHRP Report 500 (16)
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Table 35. Mn/DOT Table 5-4.01A: Desirable Length of Full-Width
MAL (29).
Posted Speed Limit on
Divided Highway (mph)

60% of Posted
Speed (mph)

Desirable Length of FullWidth MAL, Rounded (ft)

45
50
55
60
65

27
30
33
36
39

820
990
1,195
1,425
1,670

*Desirable length = minimum length = 820 ft.

cautions that a MAL should not be excessively long because
mainline through drivers may mistake it for an additional
through lane and be compelled to enter into it.
MnDOT has constructed MALs at rural expressway intersections, and Chapter 5 of the MnDOT Road Design Manual
(29) contains a short section on MALs that includes a table
(see Table 35) for determining the full-width length of a MAL
based on the acceleration capabilities of large trucks and the
distance required for them to accelerate to 60% of the posted
speed limit on the divided highway. The desirable lengths of
MALs given in Table 35 were calculated using the following
equation:
S=

V f2 − Vi 2
2A

where
S = Minimum calculated length of MAL (ft);
Vf = Speed achieved at the end of distance S (ft/s) [MnDOT
calculation, Vf = 60% of posted speed limit on divided
highway];
Vi = Initial speed (ft/s) [MnDOT calculation, Vi = 0 ft/s]; and
A = Rate of acceleration (ft/s2) [MnDOT calculation,
A = 0.98 ft/s2] (designers may use the acceleration rate
of their desired design vehicle).
In 2002, Hanson (39) developed more-specific design
guidelines for minimum lengths of MALs at divided highway
intersections where the divided highway speed limit is above
55 mph. These guidelines, shown in Table 36, were developed
Table 36. Minimum length of MALs
for high-speed (>55 mph) divided
highways (39).
Peak-Hour Volume in
Passing Lane (vph)

Length of Full-Width
MAL (ft)

0–300
300–450
>450

1,000
1,225
1,395

through observing driver usage of MALs in the field and are
ultimately based on the design peak hour volumes in the passing lane of the divided highway.
Besides recommending lengths of MALs, the MnDOT Road
Design Manual (29) also provides a standard plan for MALs, as
shown in Figure 15, and provides the following design criteria:
1. The entering throat should be wide enough so that a leftturning truck will not encroach upon through, passing lane
traffic (see Note 1 in Figure 15);
2. The lane width should be wide enough to provide an
accelerating-truck-added-buffer space in the zone where the
speed differential is the greatest (14 ft as shown in Figure 15);
and
3. When near another crossover, the acceleration lane taper
shall end before that crossover’s left-turn lane is developed.
MoDOT has also constructed MALs at rural expressway
intersections, and Section 233.2.1.19 of their Engineering
Policy Guide (30) contains a short section on their design.
MoDOT’s design standards for MALs are similar to MnDOT’s,
with two exceptions. First, in Missouri, the minimum length
of a MAL is designed to permit acceleration of trucks to the
85th-percentile speed of vehicles operating on the expressway.
Second, MoDOT provides a 4-ft-wide shoulder on the median
side of the MAL. In addition, although there is no specific
policy in place, MoDOT has used the median channelization
associated with their Type II median opening (shown in Figure 43) in conjunction with MALs as shown in Figure 87.
This channelization may help minimize conflicts between
left-turning vehicles entering the MAL and other traffic using
the median. It may also help prevent mainline through traffic
from entering the MAL by mistake.

Case Studies of Implementation
and Safety Effectiveness
MALs do not appear to be used frequently by STAs. A
1985 survey conducted by ITE (90) revealed that only 12 of
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Figure 87. MoDOT MAL with median channelization.

the 48 responding U.S. transportation agencies (STAs and
large municipalities) had constructed MALs. In this survey,
the responding agencies stated that they only considered using
MALs at high-speed, three-legged divided highway intersections or at intersections with heavy major road volumes
where signalization was not warranted, but left-turn entry onto
the divided highway was difficult. A more recent survey of 28
STAs administered by Maze et al. (2) in 2004 found that only
two states, Minnesota and Missouri, have used MALs at TWSC
rural expressway intersections.
Minnesota Experience
As of 2002, MnDOT had constructed MALs at 10 expressway intersections. An evaluation conducted by Hanson (39)
describes the Minnesota experience in great detail. His evaluation examined the effects of MALs in terms of both operations and safety. The operational benefits that MALs provide
left-turning vehicles entering a divided highway were examined
by conducting a field study at three intersections with MALs
and two intersections without MALs. The most evident benefit
of providing MALs was reduced median delay, which was
measured as the duration of time left-turning vehicles were
stopped in the median prior to turning left. At the non-MAL
locations, 74% of left-turning vehicles experienced median
delay and 17% waited in the median for more than 10 sec. At
MAL intersections, only 4% of left-turning vehicles experienced
median delay and only 1% waited in the median longer than
10 sec. If MALs are properly used, no median delay should
occur theoretically, so it seems that a small percentage of
drivers did not use the MALs correctly.
Hanson (39) examined the safety benefits of Minnesota
MALs by comparing crash data at nine intersections with
MALs versus eight intersections without MALs. The MAL

and non-MAL intersections were in proximity and had similar geometrics and traffic volumes. In comparison, the MAL
intersections had a 50% lower “preventable” crash rate, a 77%
lower same-direction sideswipe crash frequency per intersection per year (FIY), a 71% lower rear-end crash FIY, and
a 15% lower right-angle crash FIY. It was also noted that
approximately 75% of the “preventable” crashes that occurred
at the MAL locations were caused by left-turning drivers who
did not use the MALs, so the “preventable” crash rate at the
MAL locations could have been further reduced if more drivers
would have used them properly. Six of the nine MAL intersections had adequate before-crash data, so the before-period
crash data at these six “pre-MAL” sites was compared with
the “after” data at the nine MAL intersections. This comparison
showed that MALs reduced the “preventable” crash rate by
15%. A closer examination by crash type revealed that MALs
reduced the rear-end crash FIY by 40%, but increased the
right-angle crash FIY by 57%. The same-direction sideswipe
crash FIY was equal at the pre-MAL and MAL sites.
Missouri Experience
MoDOT has primarily installed MALs at intersections with
large volumes of trucks making left-turns onto divided highways where the median width is not wide enough to accommodate their storage as shown in Figure 88. For this case study,
MoDOT provided before and after crash data at two locations
where MALs have been installed: at US-54 and Business-54/
Route W in Miller County and at US-50 and Route MM in
Pettis County. Figure 88 shows a picture of the US-50 and
Route MM intersection with a large truck utilizing the installed
MAL. Aerial photos of both intersections are shown in Figure 89.
Both intersections are four-legged intersections located near
mainline horizontal curves. At each site, only one MAL was
installed. The location of each MAL is indicated by the angled arrows in Figure 89. In addition, the after-crash data at
each site is limited due to the fact that both intersections were
signalized a few years after the MALs were installed.

Figure 88. MoDOT MAL at US-50 and Route MM.
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Figure 89. Aerial photos of MoDOT MAL
study locations.

The MAL at US-54 and Business-54/Route W was constructed in Fall 1998 and the traffic signal was installed in
January 2001, so, at this intersection, the before period is
4 years (1994–1997) and the after period is limited to 2 years
(1999–2000). The before-data and after-data are given and
compared in Table 37. Since there are only 2 years of after-data,
no before-after statistical comparison was conducted for this
site. Nevertheless, the raw data show that, although the annual
crash frequency increased by 13% overall in the after period,
the target crash-type frequencies were reduced. Right-angle
crashes were reduced by 10%, far-side right-angle crashes
were reduced by 38%, minor road left-turn related crashes were
reduced by 60%, and rear-end crashes were reduced by 56%.
Since only one MAL was installed at this site, the before and
after crash data related to the minor road left-turn movement
that the MAL was meant to aid (i.e., the eastbound to north-

bound left-turn) was examined to more precisely determine
the safety effects of the MAL. As shown in Table 37, crashes
related to the minor road left-turn movement where the MAL
was installed were reduced by 50%, but an unexpected result
of this study was that near-side right-angle crashes increased
in the after period by 43%. It was thought that MALs may
reduce near-side right-angle collisions due to the fact that
they should reduce near-side lane encroachments and allow
left-turning minor road drivers to more clearly focus on
finding a gap in near-side expressway traffic since they don’t
have to concern themselves with simultaneously finding a gap
in the far-side lanes.
The MAL at US-50 and Route MM was constructed in June
2000 for a cost of approximately $218,000, but this price-tag
also included the construction of a right-turn lane for westbound traffic on US-50 turning northward onto Route MM,
which was completed at the same time. The traffic signal at this
location was installed in August 2003, so at this intersection,
the before period is 7 years (1993–1999) and the after period
is limited to 3 years (July 1, 2000 through June 30, 2003). At
this site, there were 264 left-turns from southbound Route MM
toward the east during the P.M. peak with 20% trucks making
this movement, which is why the MAL was constructed. The
before-crash data and after-crash data are given and compared
in Table 38.
Overall, total crashes were reduced by 23% in the after
period and most of the target crash types were reduced as
well. Right-angle crashes were reduced by 25%, far-side rightangle crashes were reduced by 48%, near-side right-angle
crashes were reduced by 20%, and rear-end crashes were
reduced by 79%; however, minor road left-turn related crashes
where the MAL was installed (i.e., collisions involving leftturns from southbound Route MM) increased by 17%, which
was unexpected since this is the main crash type being targeted
by the MAL treatment. With at least 3 years of before and after
data available at this site, statistical comparison of the mean
annual crash frequencies was performed. Using a one-tailed
t-test for detecting differences in sample means assuming
unequal variances and a 90% level of confidence (α = 0.10),
the mean annual crash frequency was significantly reduced in
the after period for injury and rear-end crashes as shown in
Table 38, but the reduction in rear-end crashes may also be
due to the installation of the right-turn lane at this site. In
addition, the frequency of sideswipe crashes significantly
increased in the after period.
In studying the crash data at this site, the intersection had
a clear over-representation of near-side right-angle crashes,
which is not necessarily the target crash type MALs are
meant to address. In the before period, 82% of the rightangle crashes (41 out of 50) were near-side collisions and,
while the near-side right-angle crash frequency decreased by
20% in the after period, near-side collisions still constituted
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Table 37. Before-after crash data for MoDOT MAL Site 1
(US-54 and Bus-54/Route W).

YEARS
TOTAL INTERSECTION-RELATED CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
FATAL CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
INJURY CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
PDO CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
RIGHT-ANGLE/BROADSIDE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Far-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Near-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Total Minor Road Left-Turn Related
Crash Frequency/Year
Minor Road Left-Turn Related Where MAL Was Installed
Crash Frequency/Year
REAR-END CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
SIDESWIPE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
OTHER CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year

BEFORE
4
32
8.00
0
0
16
4.00
16
4.00
20
5.00
13
3.25
7
1.75
5
1.25
4
1.00
9
2.25
0
0
3
0.75

AFTER
2
18
9.00
1
0.50
7
3.50
10
5.00
9
4.50
4
2.00
5
2.50
1
0.50
1
0.50
2
1.00
0
0
7
3.50

% CHANGE

+12.50
+Undefined
–12.50
+25.00
–10.00
–38.46
+42.86
–60.00
–50.00
–55.56
0
+366.67

Note: No statistical before-after comparison was performed (<3 yr of after data).

87.5% of all right-angle collisions (14 out of 16) after the
MAL installation. A majority of the near-side right-angle
collisions occurring at this site involved vehicles traveling
southbound on Route MM (it is not clear whether they were
turning left or crossing) colliding with westbound traffic on
US-50. The reasons for this trend are unclear, but it may be
linked to a combination of the horizontal curve located on
the westbound US-50 approach and the number of large
trucks turning right from that same approach. This is where
the right-turn lane was installed, but it was not an offset
right-turn lane. Figure 90 clearly shows how the presence of
a large right-turning truck and the horizontal curve on westbound US-50 combine to obstruct a southbound driver’s
view of approaching expressway traffic in the near-side lanes,
so installing an offset right-turn lane could have been another option to improve safety at this intersection (see “Offset Right-Turn Lanes Case Study” presented next).

Summary
The assumed safety benefit of MALs at TWSC rural expressway intersections is that they reduce the potential for
right-angle collisions (particularly far-side right-angle collisions) as well as rear-end and sideswipe collisions in the

far-side expressway lanes related to minor road traffic turning left onto a divided highway. MALs accomplish this by allowing left-turning minor road drivers to continue through
the median without stopping, to accelerate to expressway
speed, and then to merge gradually into the expressway traffic stream using their rear-view mirrors, consequently making it easier to select gaps in high-speed and/or high-volume
expressway traffic. MALs may also help reduce near-side
right-angle collisions by reducing the opportunity for nearside through lane encroachments and allowing left-turning
minor road drivers to focus their attention toward oncoming traffic in the near set of expressway lanes. TWSC rural
expressway intersections expected to benefit from MALs include those with
• A history of crashes involving left-turning minor road
•
•
•
•

vehicles,
Limited gaps available in the far-side expressway lanes,
Large volumes of trucks entering the expressway via leftturns,
Narrow medians unable to store large trucks, and
Inadequate intersection sight lines to the far-side expressway lanes for left-turning traffic entering the expressway
(see Figure 80).
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Table 38. Before-after crash data for MoDOT MAL Site 2 (US-50 and Route MM).

YEARS
TOTAL INTERSECTION-RELATED CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
FATAL CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
INJURY CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
PDO CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
RIGHT-ANGLE/BROADSIDE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Far-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Near-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Total Minor Road Left-Turn Related
Crash Frequency/Year
Minor Road Left-Turn Related
Where MAL Was Installed
Crash Frequency/Year
REAR-END CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
SIDESWIPE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
OTHER CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year

BEFORE

AFTER

7
64
9.14
3
0.43
34
4.86
27
3.86
50
7.14
9
1.29
41
5.86
6
0.86

3
21
7.00
2
0.67
8
2.67
11
3.67
16
5.33
2
0.67
14
4.67
3
1.00

6

3

0.86
11
1.57
1
0.14
2
0.29

1.00
1
0.33
3
1.00
1
0.33

%
CHANGE

SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE
AT

–23.44

= 0.1541

+ 55.56

= 0.3084

–45.10

= 0.0682*

–4.94

= 0.4563

–25.33

= 0.1665

–48.15

= 0.2571

–20.33

= 0.2184

+16.67

= 0.4270

+16.67

= 0.4270

–78.79

= 0.0336*

+600.00

= 0.0005*

+16.67

= 0.4542

*Significant difference in sample means assuming unequal variances at a 90% level of confidence using a
one-tailed t-test.

Limited experience with MALs in Minnesota and Missouri
has shown that the concept can offer improved safety performance for left-turning traffic entering a divided highway.
Table 39 summarizes these results for the target crash types,
but no definitive conclusions regarding their safety effects can
be drawn from this study.

The keys to successfully designing a MAL are providing adequate length and creating a median opening area that minimizes conflicts between vehicles entering the MAL and other
vehicles using the median. MnDOT and MoDOT provide
some design guidance in this regard, but national design
guidance is needed and should be incorporated into the
AASHTO Green Book. A typical signing and marking plan
for MALs also should be included in the MUTCD.

Offset Right-Turn Lanes Case Study
Description

Figure 90. Obstructed view of southbound driver on
Route MM looking east at US-50.

The purpose of providing exclusive right-turn lanes on
expressway intersection mainline approaches is to remove the
deceleration and storage of right-turning vehicles from the
high-speed through traffic lanes, thereby enabling through
traffic to pass by with little conflict or delay and improving
the overall safety and capacity of the intersection (3). It is
generally thought that the presence of exclusive right-turn
lanes on the divided highway contributes to intersection
safety by reducing speed differentials in the through lanes,
consequently diminishing the potential for rear-end collisions, particularly on high-speed, high-volume approaches
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Table 39. MAL safety effectiveness summary.
LOCATION

ANNUAL CRASH FREQUENCY

MINNESOTA
STUDY (39)
(% CHANGE)

Total Crashes
Right-Angle Crashes
Far-Side Right-Angle Crashes
Near-Side Right-Angle Crashes
Minor Road Left-Turn at MAL
Rear-End
Sideswipe

No Data
+57 and –15
No Data
No Data
–15 and –50
–40 and –71
0 and –77

MoDOT SITE 1
US-54 and BUS-54/
ROUTE W
(% CHANGE)
+13
– 10
–38
+43
–50
–56
0

MoDOT Site 2
US-50 and
ROUTE MM
(% CHANGE)
–23
–25
–48
–20
+17
–79*
+600*

*Statistically significant change at 90% confidence level using one-tailed t-test.

where right-turn volumes are substantial. However, the limited research assessing the safety effects of providing exclusive right-turn lanes at rural expressway intersections reveals
that conventional right-turn lanes may actually increase
crashes (2, 20).
A crash model developed by Van Maren (20) in 1980 for
39 randomly selected, multilane divided highway intersections in rural Indiana showed that intersection crash rates
increased with the presence of a right-turn deceleration lane
on the divided highway. In a more recent study, a rural expressway intersection SPF developed by Maze et al. (2) using
644 TWSC expressway intersections in rural Iowa revealed a
similar trend (this particular SPF is not the same one given
in Table 3). Although this result was statistically significant
at a 90% level of confidence, the authors speculated that the
higher crash rates at locations with right-turn lanes may not
have been directly linked to their presence, but were instead
a result of the fact that right-turn lanes had been installed at
high crash locations. Another explanation of these findings
might be the fact that vehicles using a conventional rightturn lane to exit the expressway obstruct the adjacent minor
road driver’s view of oncoming expressway traffic, thus leading to an increase in near-side right-angle collisions. This
condition is illustrated in Figure 90, with a plan view shown
in Figure 91A. The substantial increase in trucks and sport
utility vehicles (which are more difficult to “see around”) in
today’s vehicle mix, combined with an increase in elderly
drivers (who tend to have more difficulty with gap selection),
makes this condition more of a concern today than it has
ever been in the past.
The offset right-turn lane design alternative illustrated in
Figure 91B helps to alleviate the sight distance obstruction
created by the presence of right-turning vehicles in a conventional right-turn lane. In this design, the right-turn lane
is moved laterally to the right as far as necessary so that
right-turning vehicles no longer obstruct the view of minor
road drivers positioned at the adjacent stop bar. Offset rightturn lanes should improve rural expressway intersection

safety by enhancing ISD and making it easier for minor road
drivers to select safe gaps in the near-side expressway traffic
stream when right-turning expressway vehicles are present.
As such, offset right-turn lanes are expected to reduce nearside right-angle collisions between vehicles turning or crossing from the minor road and through vehicles on the divided
highway, but no research has been conducted to determine
the safety benefits of applying this strategy at rural expressway
intersections (16).

Existing Design Guidance
No guidance on the use or design of offset right-turn
lanes is available in the AASHTO Green Book. As such, offset right-turn lanes do not appear to be used frequently
by STAs. A recent survey of STAs conducted by Maze et al.
(2) revealed that only 5 of the 28 responding agencies (California, Colorado, Iowa, Oregon, and Washington) had
used offset right-turn lanes as a corrective measure at rural
expressway intersections. Design guidance for offset rightturn lanes does appear in Chapter 6C-5 of Iowa’s Highway
Design Manual (31), which states, “When right-turn lane
warrants are met, offset (tapered) lanes may be considered
in areas where sightline difficulties may occur, such as
at the base of a long or steep decline (grade = 5% or larger)
or at the crest of a hill with a minimum K-value.” The design specifications for offset right-turn lanes presented in
the Iowa design manual are shown in Figure 16. The figure
depicts a 30:1 taper and a 20-ft offset with the lane length
based on the posted speed limit, but according to the Iowa
DOT Design Methods Division, the critical dimension
is the 20-ft offset and the taper ratio is modified accordingly based on the selected lane length. More recently, the
Iowa DOT has been building offset right-turn lanes by
paving a 16-ft-wide parallel right-turn area and striping off
a 6-ft offset, thus creating a 10-ft-wide, parallel offset rightturn lane.
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Figure 91. Offset right-turn lane design concept illustration.

The most important design aspect of an offset right-turn
lane is that it should provide the minor road driver with a
clear departure sight triangle to the left (i.e., sufficient sight
distance along the near-side expressway lanes) when rightturning vehicles are present on the mainline. Meeting this design criterion should aid minor road drivers in judging the
suitability of available gaps in the near-side expressway traffic stream when making turning or crossing maneuvers. The
recommended dimensions for the legs of a clear departure
sight triangle are described in Chapter 9 of the Green Book
(3). The required offset distance may vary from intersection
to intersection based on each intersection’s unique geometry
(skew, horizontal curvature, approach grades, design speeds,
stop bar placement, etc.); therefore, intersection design plans
should be checked to ensure that adequate ISD is provided.
Zeidan and McCoy (91) provide an example of how this

should be done. In 2000, they determined the available sight
distance (ASD) to the left for a minor road driver waiting to
enter an arterial from a driveway when a right-turning vehicle is present in a right-turn lane as a function of vehicle
positions and intersection geometrics. Figure 92 depicts the
trigonometry and defines the variables used in their calculations. Tables 40 and 41 present the minimum right-turn lane
offsets determined by Zeidan and McCoy (91) required to
provide adequate ISD based on the design speed of the arterial, the stopping location of the driveway vehicle, and the
overall throat width of the driveway. Table 40 assumes a passenger car is the obstructing vehicle while Table 41 assumes a
single unit truck is the obstructing vehicle. Both tables assume right-angle driveway intersections on tangent sections
of the arterial, but the values given in these tables were calculated using ISD standards from the 1994 edition of the
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Figure 92. Minimum right-turn offset calculation trigonometry diagram (91).

AASHTO Green Book and need to be reexamined using the
updated ISD criteria given in the current edition (3). A sensitivity analysis conducted by Zeidan and McCoy (91) showed
that adjusting the stopping location of the minor road vehicle and/or the right-turn lane offset distance are the most
practical means of providing adequate ISD in this situation.

Case Studies of Implementation
and Safety Effectiveness
Examples of offset right-turn lane implementation at
TWSC rural expressway intersections were found in Iowa and
Nebraska. These case studies are presented herein.

Table 40. Minimum right-turn lane offset: obstructing vehicle ⴝ passenger
car (91).
Minimum Right-Turn Lane Offset (m) Assuming 3.6-m Right-Turn Lane
Design
Speed
(km/hr)

Undivided Driveway a
c

60
70
80
90
100
UASD d
a

Divided Driveway b

SL = 0

SL = 1 m

SL = 3 m

SL = 0

SL = 1 m

SL = 3 m

2.2
2.3
2.4
2.4
2.5
2.6

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.4
3.6

5.0
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.6

1.8
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.6

2.6
2.8
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.6

4.3
4.6
4.8
4.9
5.0
5.6

Undivided driveway with 7.6 m throat (W = 7.6 m).
Divided driveway with 22 m throat (W = 22 m).
c
SL = Distance driveway vehicle stops from the edge of the roadway.
d
Available sight distance is unrestricted.
b
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Table 41. Minimum right-turn lane offset: obstructing vehicle = single-unit
truck (91).
Minimum Right-Turn Lane Offset (m) Assuming 3.6-m Right-Turn Lane
Design
Speed
(km/hr)
c

60
70
80
90
100
UASD d

Divided Driveway b

Undivided Driveway a

SL = 0
3.8
3.9
4.0
4.1
4.1
4.2

SL = 1 m

SL = 3 m

SL = 0

SL = 1 m

SL = 3 m

4.7
4.8
4.9
5.0
5.0
5.2

6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
7.0
7.2

3.4
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
4.2

4.2
4.4
4.6
4.7
4.8
5.2

5.9
6.2
6.4
6.6
6.7
7.2

a

Undivided driveway with 7.6 m throat (W = 7.6 m).
Divided driveway with 22 m throat (W = 22 m).
c
SL = Distance driveway vehicle stops from the edge of the roadway.
d
Available sight distance is unrestricted.
b

Iowa Experience
Two examples of offset right-turn lane installations on rural
expressways were found in Iowa. The first example is located
at the intersection of US-61 and Hershey Road near the western edge of Muscatine. An aerial photo of this intersection is
shown within Figure 93. US-61 through this area was originally
built to expressway standards in 1984. The construction of
the US-61/Hershey Road intersection that resulted from this
project did not provide any right-turn lanes for vehicles exiting
US-61. The intersection remained this way until July 2003,
when offset right-turn lanes were installed on both the northbound and southbound US-61 approaches. Photographs of
each offset right-turn lane are shown in Figure 93. During both
the before and after periods, the TWSC at the intersection was
reinforced with an ICB. Subsequently, the intersection was
signalized in November 2005 and remains that way today, but
this intersection has been a consistent safety problem and
is likely to be converted to an interchange sometime in the
near future.
Before and after crash data for this offset right-turn lane
installation was obtained from ITSDS and is shown in Table 42.
In the 3.5-year before period (1/1/2000 through 6/30/2003),
the intersection experienced a total of 15 intersection-related
crashes (1 fatal, 10 injury, and 4 PDO), giving an average crash
frequency of 4.3 crashes per year, which is about what would be
expected based on the entering traffic volumes (2). The before
period crash rate was 0.95 crashes per mev. In the 2.25-year
after period (8/1/2003 through 10/31/2005), there were a total
of 11 intersection-related crashes (2 fatal, 5 injury, and 4 PDO),
resulting in an average of 4.9 crashes per year (a 14% increase,
which is what was expected based on the change in entering
volumes). The after-period crash rate was 0.97 crashes per mev,

giving an overall crash rate increase of approximately 2%. In
order to gauge the true effectiveness of the offset right-turn lane
installation, a closer examination of the crash types targeted by
the improvement—namely, near-side right-angle collisions—
is necessary (16).
Because offset right-turn lanes are meant to reduce near-side
right-angle collisions and because offset right-turn lanes were
installed on both mainline approaches at this location, a

Figure 93. Offset right-turn lanes at US-61 and
Hershey Road, Muscatine, IA.
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Table 42. Offset right-turn lane before-after data comparison (US-61 and
Hershey Rd).

ESTIMATED ENTERING AADT (US-61)*
ESTIMATED ENTERING AADT (Hershey Road)*
ESTIMATED TOTAL ENTERING AADT (vpd)
ESTIMATED ENTERING AADT (SB & EB Traffic)*
ESTIMATED ENTERING AADT (NB & WB Traffic)*
EXPECTED CRASH FREQUENCY/YEAR**
YEARS
TOTAL INTERSECTION-RELATED CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
FATAL CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
INJURY CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
PDO CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
RIGHT-ANGLE/BROADSIDE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Near-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Near-Side Right-Angle (SB & EB Traffic)
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Near-Side Right-Angle (NB & WB Traffic)
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Far-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
LEFT-TURN LEAVING
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
REAR-END
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev

BEFORE

AFTER

% CHANGE***

10,000
2,305
12,305
6,550
5,755
4.44
3.50
15
4.29
0.95
1
0.29
0.06
10
2.86
0.64
4
1.14
0.25
13
3.71
0.83
6
1.71
0.38
5
1.43
0.60
1
0.29
0.14
7
2.00
0.45
2
0.57
0.13
0
0
0

11,300
2,450
13,750
7,225
6,525
5.04
2.25
11
4.89
0.97
2
0.89
0.18
5
2.22
0.44
4
1.78
0.35
9
4.00
0.80
6
2.67
0.53
5
2.22
0.84
1
0.44
0.19
3
1.33
0.27
0
0
0
2
0.89
0.18

+ 13.00
+ 6.29
+ 11.74
+ 10.31
+ 13.38
+ 13.42

+ 14.07
+ 2.09
+ 211.11
+ 178.42
-22.22
-30.40
+ 55.56
+ 39.21
+ 7.69
-3.63
+ 55.56
+ 39.21
+ 55.56
+ 41.02
+ 55.56
+ 37.20
–33.33
–40.34
–100
–100
+ Undefined
+ Undefined

*AADT values for US-61 and Hershey Road are estimated from the Iowa DOT Traffic Volume Maps by
City (92). The before period uses 2002 values and the after period uses an average of the 2002 and
2006 values.
**Maze et al. (2) SPF in Table 3 was used to compute these expected values.
***No statistical comparison was performed (<3 yr of after data).

before-after comparison of total near-side right-angle collisions
was conducted. As shown in Table 42, the intersection averaged
1.71 near-side right-angle collisions annually in the before
period with a near-side right-angle crash rate of 0.38 per mev.
In the after period, the site averaged 2.67 near-side right-angle
collisions per year with a near-side right-angle crash rate of
0.53 per mev: increases of approximately 56% and 39%, respectively. In addition, it appears that after the installation of the

offset right-turn lanes, the distribution of far-side to near-side
right-angle collisions switched in favor of near-side crashes,
which is an unexpected outcome. Overall, the site averaged
approximately 4 right-angle crashes annually in both the
before and after periods with a right-angle crash rate of approximately 0.80 per mev; after installation of the offset right-turn
lanes, the distribution of near-side right-angle crashes increased
from 46% to 67%.
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Because two offset right-turn lanes were installed at this
location, one on northbound US-61 and one on southbound
US-61, a separate before-after comparison of near-side rightangle collisions was conducted for each offset right-turn lane.
The results of this analysis are shown in Table 42. Table 42
shows that neither offset right-turn lane was effective in reducing the frequency or rate of near-side right-angle collisions.
In both the before and after periods, five of the six near-side
right-angle crashes involved southbound traffic on US-61
colliding with eastbound traffic on Hershey Road. This distribution can possibly be explained by the fact that southbound
traffic on US-61 is rounding a horizontal curve and coming
down a relatively steep grade as it approaches Hershey Road.
These alignment issues could be causing eastbound drivers on
Hershey Road to have problems seeing and/or judging the speed
of southbound traffic on US-61, regardless of the presence of
the offset right-turn lane. The view of an eastbound driver on
Hershey Road can be seen in the top portion of Figure 93.
These alignment issues may explain why the southbound offset
right-turn lane was not beneficial, but they do not explain
why the northbound offset appears to have been ineffective
as well. Another issue at this intersection that may explain
why neither of the offset right-turn lanes were effective is that
the median width is very narrow (14 to 16 ft). This geometry
does not allow a minor road passenger car to be fully stored
within the median, so minor road drivers are forced to make
a one-stage crossing or left-turn maneuver. As a result, the
crossing/left-turning task for the minor road driver becomes
increasingly complex as they must simultaneously search for
an acceptable gap in expressway traffic coming from both the
left and the right.
The second example of an offset right-turn lane installation
at a TWSC rural expressway intersection in Iowa was found
at the West Junction of US-18 and US-218 just to the south
of Floyd. An aerial photo of this intersection is shown within
Figure 94. In this area, US-18 was originally built to expressway
standards sometime during the 1990s. The construction of
the West US-18/US-218 intersection that resulted from this
project included a conventional right-turn lane for northwest
bound traffic on US-18 turning right onto US-218 toward
Floyd. The intersection remained this way until late September
2003 when Iowa DOT District 2 converted this conventional
right-turn lane into an offset right-turn lane as shown in
Figure 94.
This offset right-turn lane was installed due to a heavy volume of truck traffic exiting US-18 to access the truck stop located in the north quadrant of the intersection. The offset
right-turn lane was constructed with district maintenance
funds, and the intent was to keep the cost of the improvement to a minimum, so the offset right-turn lane was designed as a normal parallel right-turn lane that later flares
out at a 30:1 taper in order to achieve the desired offset. Dur-

Figure 94. Offset right-turn lane at West Junction of
US-18 and US-218, Floyd, IA.

ing the design process, a minimum departure sight triangle
was used in deciding how much the right-turn lane needed
to be offset. However, during pavement marking, a decision
was made in the field to extend the 2-ft-wide paved shoulder
on the mainline throughout the offset right-turn lane. As a
result, the outer edge of the gore area was painted 12 ft from
the striped right-turn lane edge-line and the offset distance
was reduced from what the designers had initially intended.
As these markings wore off over time, the district attempted
to increase the offset distance (gore area) by positioning the
right-turn lane closer to the edge of pavement (as shown in
Figure 94). David Little, Assistant Iowa DOT District 2 Engineer, stated, “The offset seems to have been an improvement, but the overall consensus is that the right-turn lane is
still not offset far enough.” District 2 is currently working on
a project that will offset this right-turn lane by 3 or 4 more
feet. In conjunction with this project, the district plans to
place rumble strips within the gore area to encourage rightturning drivers to position themselves fully within the offset
right-turn lane. Another indirect means of increasing the
offset at this location may include moving the stop bar and
STOP sign on southwest bound US-218 closer to the mainline. Currently, they are positioned too far back (as shown in
Figure 95) and, as a result, minor road drivers stopped at the
stop bar do not get the full sight-distance advantage provided by the offset right-turn lane.
Before and after crash data for this offset right-turn lane
conversion was obtained from ITSDS and is shown in Table 43.
In the 3-year before period (1/1/2000 through 12/31/2002),
the intersection experienced a total of eight intersectionrelated crashes (four injury and four PDO), giving an overall annual crash frequency of 2.67 crashes per year, which
matches the expected crash frequency based on the entering
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the intersection. A review of the official crash reports revealed that two of these crashes occurred under foggy conditions and another occurred when a motorcycle lost control
on loose gravel. This crash type may be an indication that
drivers are interpreting the tapered offset right-turn lane design used at this location as a high-speed right-turn exit
ramp, which is consequently encouraging drivers to make
the right-turn at a higher rate of speed than is safe for the
conditions. A driver in one of the crash reports actually mentioned that, because of the fog, he thought the offset rightturn lane was a ramp onto nearby I-35. Some possible fixes
to prevent this crash type from occurring include
Figure 95. Stop bar location on southwest bound
US-218.

• Paving the shoulder adjacent to the offset right-turn lane

to keep excess gravel out of the turning lane;
• Increasing the turning radius for the exiting offset right-turn

traffic volumes (2). The before-period crash rate was 0.83
crashes per mev. In the 3-year after-period (1/1/2004
through 12/31/2006), there were also eight intersectionrelated crashes (six injury and two PDO), resulting in an annual crash frequency of 2.67 crashes per year, thus matching
the before period and the expected crash frequencies. However, in the after-period, the overall crash rate decreased by
approximately 6% to 0.78 crashes per mev. On the surface,
it appears that the offset right-turn lane installation at this
location did little to enhance safety, but a further examination of near-side right-angle collisions (the crash type targeted by the treatment) does show improvement.
In the before period, the intersection experienced a total of
six right-angle collisions. Of these, four were near-side collisions
(all of which involved vehicles on southwest bound US-218
colliding with vehicles on northwest bound US-18, which is
the approach where the offset right-turn lane was eventually
installed), thus giving a near-side right-angle crash frequency of
1.33 crashes per year and a corresponding near-side right-angle
crash rate of 0.42 crashes per mev. In the after-period, only two
near-side right-angle crashes occurred (both of which involved
vehicles on southwest US-218 and northwest US-18), reducing
the annual near-side right-angle crash frequency to 0.67 crashes
per year (a 50% reduction) and reducing the near-side rightangle crash rate to 0.20 crashes per mev (a 53% reduction).
According to this naïve before-after comparison, it appears
that the offset right-turn lane at this location has been a safety
improvement in terms of reducing near-side right-angle
collisions.
It is, however, interesting to note that in the after-period,
five of the eight collisions at this intersection were “rightturn leaving” crashes involving a right-turning vehicle on
northwest US-18 that used the offset right-turn lane, turned
at a high rate of speed, lost control, slid through the throat of
the intersection, and collided with a vehicle on southwest
US-218 that was stopped at the STOP sign waiting to enter

lane so that it is more like an exit ramp;
• Using a parallel offset right-turn lane design (see Figure 91B)

as opposed to the tapered type design used by the Iowa DOT
(see Figures 16 and 94) so that the offset right-turn lane does
not appear to be an exit ramp;
• Posting an advisory speed plaque with the message RIGHTTURN XX MPH along the deceleration lane far enough in
advance so that the exiting right-turn driver can make a
safe slowing and turning maneuver; and/or
• Placing a divisional island on the minor road approach to
help shield minor road traffic.
Because there were 3-years of before and after data at this site,
statistical comparison of the before and after mean annual
crash frequencies was performed as shown in Table 43. Using
a t-test for sample means assuming unequal variances, the
only change that was statistically significant at a 90% level of
confidence (α = 0.10) was the increase in right-turn leaving
crashes, but the decrease in near-side right-angle collisions
was statistically significant with 88% confidence (α = 0.12).
Nebraska Experience
A third example of an offset right-turn lane installation at
a TWSC rural expressway intersection was found a few miles
to the southeast of Lincoln at the intersection of Nebraska
Highway 2 (N-2) and 148th Street. N-2 was converted from
a two-lane undivided highway into an expressway in late 1997.
The initial N-2/148th Street intersection that resulted from
this project did not provide any right-turn lanes for traffic
exiting N-2. 148th Street is a two-lane undivided paved county
road that essentially functions as a bypass on the east edge
of Lincoln. In late 1998, an NDOR traffic engineering study
identified the need to install a right-turn lane on westbound
N-2 for traffic turning northward onto 148th Street. This
study indicated that
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Table 43. Offset right-turn lane before-after data comparison (US-18 and US-218).

ESTIMATED ENTERING AADT (US-18)*
ESTIMATED ENTERING AADT (US-218/Quarry Rd)*
ESTIMATED TOTAL ENTERING AADT (vpd)
ESTIMATED ENTERING AADT (SWB and NWB Traffic)*
EXPECTED CRASH FREQUENCY/YEAR**
YEARS
TOTAL INTERSECTION-RELATED CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
FATAL CRASHES
INJURY CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
PDO CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
RIGHT-ANGLE/BROADSIDE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Near-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev (Total)
Crash Rate/mev (SWB and NWB Traffic)
Far-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
RIGHT-TURN LEAVING
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
LEFT-TURN LEAVING
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
REAR-END
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
SIDESWIPE (SAME DIRECTION)
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev

BEFORE

AFTER

% CHANGE

7,350
1,425
8,775
5,250
2.69
3
8
2.67
0.83

8,000
1,350
9,350
5,410
2.69
3
8
2.67
0.78

+ 8.84
–5.26
+ 6.55
+ 3.05
+ 0.10

0

0

0

4
1.33
0.42
4
1.33
0.42
6
2.00
0.62
4
1.33
0.42
0.70
2
0.67
0.21
0
0
0
1
0.33
0.10
1
0.33
0.10
0
0
0

6
2.00
0.59
2
0.67
0.20
2
0.67
0.20
2
0.67
0.20
0.34
0
0
0
5
1.67
0.49
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0.33
0.10

0
–6.15

SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE
AT

α = 0.5000
Not Valid
(variances = 0)

+ 50.00
+ 40.78

α = 0.3174

–50.00
–53.07

α = 0.2895

–66.67
–68.72

α = 0.1667

–50.00
–53.07
–51.48

α = 0.1151

–100
–100

α = 0.2113

+ Undefined
+ Undefined

α = 0.0189***

–100
–100

α = 0.2113

–100
–100

α = 0.2113

+ Undefined
+ Undefined

α = 0.2113

*AADT values for US-18 and US-218 are estimated from the Iowa DOT Traffic Volume Maps by City (92). The before period
uses 2001 values and the after period uses 2005 values.
**Maze et al. (2) SPF in Table 3 was used to compute these expected values.
***Statistically significant difference in sample means assuming unequal variances at a 90% level of confidence using a
one-tailed t-test.

• Current right-turn traffic volumes at the intersection met

NCHRP Report 279 (93) volume warrants for a full-width
right-turn lane,
• Westbound right-turning traffic often used the paved
shoulder to complete the turn,
• A heavy volume of truck traffic was using 148th Street, and
• Although ISD was adequate, the intersection is placed on a
crest vertical curve such that westbound traffic on N-2 does

not see the intersection until just over the crest as shown in
the upper left of Figure 96.
As a result of these observations, a decision was made to
construct an offset right-turn lane. The parallel offset rightturn lane shown in Figure 96 was constructed around July
2003 (although the exact construction dates could not be
determined). NDOR personnel estimated that the offset dis-
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Figure 96. Offset right-turn lane at N-2 and 148th
Street near Lincoln, NE.

tance is 12 ft. In addition, the same project also constructed a
divisional (splitter) island on southbound 148th Street and
installed an additional STOP sign there as shown in the lower
left of Figure 96.
Crash data for this intersection was obtained from NDOR
and is summarized in Table 44. In the 5.50-year before period
(1/1/1998 through 6/30/2003), there were a total of three
reported PDO crashes that occurred at the intersection, giving an average annual crash frequency of 0.55 crashes per year
(recall that the offset right-turn lane installation at this location
was based on a volume warrant, not poor safety performance).

In the 2.50-year after-period (7/1/2003 to 12/31/2005), there
were a total of five intersection-related collisions (one fatal
and four PDO), giving an average annual crash frequency of
2.0 crashes per year. The crash frequency at this intersection
increased by approximately 267% after the offset right-turn
lane was installed, but a further examination of near-side
right-angle crashes shows more positive results.
Of the three crashes that occurred during the before
period, only one was a near-side right-angle collision. This
crash did involve a vehicle on southbound 148th Street colliding with a westbound vehicle on N-2 (the approach where
the offset right-turn lane was eventually installed), giving a
near-side right-angle crash frequency of 0.18 crashes per
year. It was noted in the crash report that the southbound
driver’s sight distance was obstructed by an uninvolved
vehicle turning right from the paved shoulder of westbound
N-2, so this collision may have been prevented had the offset right-turn lane been in place at that time. In the afterperiod, even though the overall crash frequency dramatically increased, no near-side right-angle crashes occurred at
the intersection, giving a 100% reduction for this crash type.
It appears that the offset right-turn lane was a safety improvement in terms of preventing near-side right-angle collisions, but it should be mentioned that the collision classified as “other” in the after-period was a single vehicle,
run-off-road, PDO crash under daylight and dry conditions
in which a westbound vehicle on N-2 took evasive action to
prevent a near-side right-angle collision with a southbound
vehicle on 148th Street that had pulled out in front of it. It
was not stated whether a right-turning vehicle was present at

Table 44. Offset right-turn lane before-after data comparison
(N-2 and 148th Street).

YEARS
TOTAL INTERSECTION-RELATED CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
FATAL CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
INJURY CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
PDO CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
RIGHT-ANGLE/BROADSIDE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Near-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Far-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
REAR-END CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
OTHER CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year

BEFORE

AFTER

5.50
3
0.55
0
0
0
0
3
0.55
2
0.36
1
0.18
1
0.18
1
0.18
0
0

2.50
5
2.00
1
0.40
0
0
4
1.60
1
0.40
0
0
1
0.40
3
1.20
1
0.40

*No statistical comparison was performed (<3 yr of after data).

% CHANGE*

+ 266.67
+ Undefined
0
+ 193.33
+ 10.00
-100
+ 120.00
+ 560.00
+ Undefined
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the time of this collision, but if there was, the offset rightturn lane may have helped prevent a more severe crash.

Summary
The assumed safety benefit of offset right-turn lanes is that
they eliminate the sight distance obstruction created by the
presence of right-turning expressway vehicles positioned in a
conventional right-turn lane, allowing minor road drivers
to make better gap acceptance decisions when entering the
near-side intersection. Expressway intersections most likely
to benefit from offset right-turn lanes include
• Intersections with a history of near-side right-angle collisions

resulting from right-turning expressway vehicles obstructing
minor road driver sight lines, and
• Intersections with large right-turn volumes (especially
trucks) leaving the expressway, in combination with large
volumes of minor road and expressway traffic on the corresponding adjacent approaches.
No volume warrants for their use have been developed, but
Zeidan and McCoy (91) stated that their need depends on the
probability of the sight-distance problem occurring (i.e., traffic
is present in the right-turn lane, on the minor road, and on the
expressway) and its duration, which is a function of traffic
volumes and their arrival distributions. A research project
examining the conditions warranting offset right-turn lanes
is currently being conducted at the University of NebraskaLincoln (94).
Two of the three before-after case studies presented revealed
a reduction in the annual frequency of near-side right-angle
collisions. Table 45 summarizes these results, but only the
US-18/US-218 intersection near Floyd, IA, demonstrated
the effects of offsetting a conventional right-turn lane as no

right-turn lanes previously existed at the other two locations.
Given the limited number of sites, the fact that there was less
than 3 years of after-data at two of the three sites and the
limitations of the naïve before-after analysis methodology,
no definitive conclusions regarding the safety effects of offset
right-turn lanes at TWSC rural expressway intersections can
be drawn. Further study with more sites and more data is
clearly necessary. It must be stated that offset right-turn lanes
are only meant to enhance sight distance and reduce the possibility of near-side right-angle collisions when right-turning
vehicles are present on the expressway. By only examining the
crash data, there is no way of knowing how often the sightdistance problem occurred in the before period or how often it
would have occurred in the after period. It is also hard to know
whether or not right-turning vehicles were present at the time
of the reported near-side collisions unless specifically stated
in the official crash reports. Sometimes an officer or the drivers
involved may note the presence of an uninvolved vehicle, but
sometimes not; consequently, this information is sketchy at
best and can be time consuming to obtain. Therefore, a better
means of determining the safety effectiveness of the offset
right-turn lane treatment in the future may be to conduct an
observational before-after conflict analysis.
Although no conclusions regarding the safety effects of
offset right-turn lanes could be drawn from this study, the
theory behind this countermeasure is sound; thus, offset rightturn lane design guidance should be incorporated into the
AASHTO Green Book as no guidance on this strategy is currently available therein. The lessons learned from these case
studies are important in this regard. The most important design
aspect of an offset right-turn lane is that it should provide the
minor road driver with a clear departure sight triangle to the
left (i.e., sufficient sight distance along the near-side expressway lanes) when right-turning vehicles are present on the
expressway. The required right-turn offset distance may vary

Table 45. Offset right-turn lane safety effectiveness summary.

Total Crash
Frequency/yr
Overall Crash Rate/mev
Right-Angle Crash
Frequency/yr
Right-Angle Crash
Rate/mev
Near-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/yr
Near-Side Right-Angle
Crash Rate/mev

US-61 and Hershey
Road
No RTL
Offset
% Change

US-18 and US-218
Conventional RTL
Offset
% Change

N-2 and 148th St.
No RTL
Offset
% Change

+14

0

+267

+2

–6

+8

–67

-4

–69

+56

–50

+39

–53

+10

-100
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from intersection to intersection based on each intersection’s
unique geometry (skew, horizontal curvature, approach grades,
design speed, stop bar placement, etc.); therefore, intersection
design plans should be checked to ensure that adequate ISD
is provided. In addition, the following design guidance should
be considered:
1. To ensure offset right-turn lanes are used properly, rumble strips could be placed in the gore area with the edge
lines painted through the rumble strips to get a vertically
painted edge line face;
2. To indirectly increase the offset distance, the stop bar/
STOP sign on the minor road approach could be moved
as close to the mainline as safely possible or the outside
expressway lane line edge could be dashed through the
intersection to encourage minor road drivers to stop a
little closer to the mainline; and
3. To prevent right-turn leaving collisions, additional precautions should be taken such as ensuring the offset right-turn
lane does not appear to be an exit ramp (i.e., constructing
parallel rather than tapered offset right-turn lanes), posting advisory speed signs in advance of or along the offset
right-turn lane, constructing a splitter island on the minor
road approach, and/or paving the shoulder adjacent to the
offset right-turn lane throughout its turn radius.

Offset Left-Turn Lanes Case Study
Description
The purpose of providing exclusive left-turn lanes within
the median on expressway intersection approaches is to provide
space for deceleration and storage of left-turning vehicles (3).
By removing left-turning traffic from the high-speed through
lanes, speed differentials in the through lanes are reduced,
enabling through traffic to pass by with little conflict or delay
and improving the overall safety and capacity of the intersection.
On pg. 689, the AASHTO Green Book (3) states, “Deceleration
lanes are always advantageous, particularly on high-speed
roads, because the driver of a vehicle leaving the highway has
no choice but to slow down in the through traffic lane if a
deceleration lane is not provided.” On pg. 716, the Green Book
goes on to say, “Inefficiencies in operations may be evident on
divided highways where such lanes are not provided. Median
left-turn lanes, therefore, should be provided at intersections
and at other median openings where there is a high volume
of left turns or where vehicular speeds are high.”
The limited research found assessing the safety effects of
providing left-turn lanes at rural expressway intersections has
supported these statements by showing that their presence does
indeed improve safety. A crash model developed by Harwood
et al. (9) in 1995 using 153 TWSC divided highway intersections

in rural California showed that the presence of exclusive leftturn lanes on the divided highway significantly reduced the
total multi-vehicle intersection crash frequency. However, a
potential problem with installing conventional median leftturn lanes at divided highway intersections is that opposing
left-turn vehicles exiting a divided highway can obstruct each
other’s line-of-sight and hinder each other’s ability to see
oncoming expressway traffic through which they must turn.
This scenario is illustrated in Figure 97A. Previous research
has indicated that such sight distance restrictions can lead to
collisions between left-turning vehicles exiting the expressway and opposing through traffic (i.e., “left-turn leaving”
collisions) (27).
The most common solution to this intersection sight distance
problem is to offset the left-turn lanes. In this design, the leftturn lanes are shifted laterally to the left within the median as
far as necessary so that opposing left-turn vehicles no longer
obstruct each other’s line-of-sight. This design concept is
illustrated in Figure 97B. Two different types of offset left-turn
lane designs (parallel and tapered) are shown in Figure 10.
Offset left-turn lanes are expected to improve safety at TWSC
rural expressway intersections by enhancing visibility for
left-turning drivers leaving the expressway when opposing
left-turn vehicles are present, allowing the drivers to make
better decisions when selecting gaps in the opposing expressway
traffic stream. As such, the turn lanes are expected to reduce
left-turn leaving type collisions, as well as rear-end crashes
between through vehicles on the opposing approach (16).
Additional advantages of offset left-turn lanes include
1. Reduced potential for conflict between opposing left-turn
movements within the median (i.e., the design allows
simultaneous left-turns);
2. Increased left-turn capacity;
3. Side-by-side queuing is limited by storing mainline left-turn
traffic separate from minor road traffic using the median;
4. Left-turn traffic is stored farther away from the adjacent
mainline high-speed through traffic;
5. The design is adaptable to a wide range of median widths;
and
6. Implementation can typically be accomplished without
acquiring additional right-of-way (3, 6).
Although Harwood et al. (9) observed no operational problems at three signalized rural expressway intersections with
offset left-turn lanes (two tapered, one parallel) and Schurr
et al. (40) roughly estimated the safety benefits of providing
offset left-turn lanes at TWSC rural expressway intersections,
no reliable estimates of their safety effectiveness have been
scientifically determined through a rigorous before-after safety
evaluation (16). It is believed that offset left-turn lanes will
improve safety, and a negative binomial model developed
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Figure 97. Offset left-turn lane design concept illustration.

by Khattak et al. (38) showed that, in Nebraska, expressway
approaches with offset left-turn lanes do indeed have fewer
crashes than approaches with conventional or no left-turn
lanes, but some potential pitfalls of their installation may still
exist. Schurr et al. (40) found that offset left-turn lanes seem
to encourage left-turning drivers to slow down more in the
passing lane of the expressway prior to entering the bay than
conventional left-turn lanes do. The larger speed differentials on the mainline created by this behavior could lead to
an increase in rear-end crashes as compared with conventional left-turn lane designs. This finding may be evidence
that, with offset left-turn lanes, mainline left-turning traffic
must enter the median sooner than expected (6). It may also
reflect the lack of driver familiarity with the offset left-turn
lane design (9).
Due to the unusual nature of the design, unfamiliar and
elderly drivers may be confused by the change in traffic patterns and the unclear right-of-way regulations that may exist
within the median (6, 16). In addition, offset left-turn lanes
may increase the potential for wrong-way entry by both
minor road and opposing through traffic (9, 79). There is
also some concern that drivers would not use the lanes as intended since the small island to the right of the offset lane is

typically flush and painted in rural applications (42). Figure 98
is evidence that this concern is valid. If left turning drivers do
not respect the intended channelization, the safety benefits this
design intends to offer will be negated, so public information
and education campaigns should be considered when such

Figure 98. Observed misuse of offset left-turn lane
in Nebraska.
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treatments are used for the first time in a given area (16). Other
potential disadvantages of offset left-turn lanes include
• Increased difficulty in making U-turns,
• Increased difficulty of snow removal and deicing activities

on the separate left-turn roadways,
• Increased drainage requirements, and
• Challenging to install in conjunction with MALs (6, 9).

Existing Design Guidance
The AASHTO Green Book (3) provides some general design
guidance for offset left-turn lanes in Chapter 9 on pg. 723 with
Green Book Exhibit 9-98 (see Figure 10) illustrating the parallel
and tapered type designs. On pg. 723, the Green Book states:
For medians wider than about 18 feet, it is desirable to offset
the left-turn lanes so that it will reduce the width of the divider
to 6 to 8 feet immediately before the intersection, rather than to
align them exactly parallel with and adjacent to the through lane.
This alignment will place the vehicle waiting to make the turn
as far to the left as practical, maximizing the offset between the
opposing left-turn lanes, and thus providing improved visibility
of opposing through traffic.

Although the Green Book states that moving the left-turning
vehicles as far to the left as practical maximizes the offset
between opposing left-turn lanes, it does not provide any guidance on the minimum offset required to provide adequate
sight distance. The minimum amount of sight distance necessary for a left turn maneuver from a major road is described
as ISD Case F on pgs. 674–676 of the Green Book (3). In 1992,
McCoy et al. (27) conducted a study to develop guidelines for
offsetting opposing left-turn lanes at right-angle intersections
on level, tangent sections of four-lane divided roadways. The
development of these guidelines began with a study of leftturn vehicle positioning in 12-ft-wide left-turn lanes within
16-ft-wide curbed medians with 4-ft-wide medial separators.
This study defined the left-turn offset distance as “The lateral
distance between the left edge of a left-turn lane and the right
edge of the opposing left-turn lane.” If the right edge of the
opposing left-turn lane is to the left of the left edge of the leftturn lane, the offset is defined as “negative”; if it is to the right,
the offset is defined as “positive.” An illustration of negative and
positive offsets is shown in Figure 99. These definitions should
be included in the AASHTO Green Book (3). As a result of
this study, McCoy et al. (27) determined that the minimum
required offset is always positive, indicating that offset left-turn
lanes must always be positively offset in order to be effective.
Under high-speed conditions (≥50 mph), the minimum offset was determined to be 1.5 ft when the opposing left-turn
vehicle is a passenger car and 3.0 ft when the opposing left-turn
vehicle is a truck. However, desirable offsets (which provide
the opposing left-turn vehicles with unrestricted sight distance)

Figure 99. Illustration of negative and
positive left-turn offsets (27).

were determined to be 2.0 and 3.5 ft in these same situations,
respectively. The trigonometry used to derive these values is
illustrated in Figure 100. These values are only applicable for
right-angle intersections on level, tangent sections of four-lane
divided roadways with 12-ft lanes. In addition, the required
sight distance used to determine these minimum offsets were
computed using ISD standards from the 1990 edition of the
AASHTO Green Book, which have since been redefined using
a gap acceptance model.
In 2001, Staplin et al. (37) developed the graph shown in
Figure 101 to update the offset distances determined by McCoy
et al. (27) to accommodate older drivers. A more detailed
description of the development of this graph is given in Staplin
et al. (79). The values in the graph were determined using the
gap acceptance model for ISD Case F found in the 2001 edition
of the Green Book, which is the same standard found in the
current edition (3), but the values in Figure 101 are conservative to accommodate elderly drivers. Staplin et al. (37) recommended that the unrestricted sight distance offsets in
Figure 101 be used whenever possible, providing a margin of
safety for elderly drivers. They also recommend using the
offsets that assume the opposing left-turn vehicle is a truck at
intersections where there is a high probability of left-turning
trucks. Of course, the required offset distances will vary from
intersection to intersection depending on each intersection’s
unique geometry (horizontal curvature, approach grades,
design speeds, etc.); therefore, intersection design plans should
be checked to ensure that left-turning drivers leaving the
expressway are provided a clear departure sight triangle (i.e.,
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Figure 100. Minimum left-turn lane offset calculation trigonometry diagram (27).

Figure 101. Minimum and unrestricted left-turn offset
distances (37).
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sufficient sight distance along the opposing expressway lanes)
while opposing left-turn vehicles are present.
Two types of offset left-turn lanes—parallel and tapered—
are illustrated in Green Book Exhibit 9-98 (see Figure 10).
According to the Green Book (3), both designs provide similar
advantages, with tapered offsets being the preferred design
option for turning radii allowance where a large number of
left-turning trucks with long rear overhangs are expected. In
addition, the Green Book states that tapered offset left-turn
lanes have been primarily used at signalized intersections and
that they are normally constructed with a 4-ft nose between
the left-turn lane and the opposing through lanes. On the
other hand, the Green Book states that parallel offset left-turn
lanes may be used at both signalized and unsignalized intersections. Based on the literature review, there is no evidence
that one design is superior to the other, but Bonneson et al.
(42) stated that experience with the tapered configuration
indicates that some sight distance obstruction can still be
incurred when the tapered storage area contains several queued
vehicles. On the contrary, when the parallel configuration
is used, all queued left-turn vehicles are removed from the
opposing left-turn driver’s line-of-sight presuming the storage capacity of the left-turn lanes is not exceeded. NCHRP
Report 375 (9) showed that both tapered and parallel designs
are feasible when the median width is at least 26 ft, but they
can be constructed in narrower medians with limited lane
widths and/or restricted through lane/median separators,
which result in less than desirable offsets between opposing
left-turn lanes.
Because offset left-turn lanes are discussed within the
AASHTO Green Book (3), their use as a crash countermeasure
is much more prevalent than the use of offset right-turn lanes.
In a 1995 survey of 44 STAs, NCHRP Report 375 (9) indicated
that 62% had used offset left-turn lanes. In a more recent survey
of 28 STAs conducted by Maze et al. (2), 79% stated that they
have used or plan to use offset left-turn lanes at rural expressway intersections. As a result, many STAs have incorporated
offset left-turn lanes into their design manuals as standard
practice for intersection design on divided highways, but each
state seems to have their own design standards and warrants
for their use. For instance, standard offset left-turn lane designs
from Illinois, Iowa, and Nebraska are presented in Figure 102.
Because each state’s design standards and warrants are unique,
“best practices” for design should be compiled and incorporated into the Green Book (3).
According to NCHRP Report 375 (9), the Illinois DOT had
the most extensive experience with offset left-turn lanes as of
1995. Today, standard plans for both tapered (see Figure 102)
and parallel offset left-turn lanes appear in Chapter 36, Section 3.03(c) of the Illinois’ Bureau of Design and Environment
Manual (26), which provides the following guidelines for
their use:

Provide a tapered offset left-turn lane design where at least two
of the following are applicable: 1) The median width is equal to or
greater than 40 feet and only one left-turn lane in each direction
on the mainline highway is required for capacity, 2) the current
mainline ADT is 1500 or greater and the left-turn design hourly
volume (DHV) in each direction from the mainline is greater
than 60 vehicles per hour (vph) [Under these conditions, vehicles
waiting in opposing left-turn lanes have the probability of obstructing each other’s line of sight], and 3) the intersection will be signalized. Parallel offset left-turn lanes offer the same advantages
as the tapered design; however, they may be used at intersections
with medians less than 40 feet but greater than 13 feet.

NCHRP Report 375 (9) also stated that the Illinois DOT
has discounted most of the potential disadvantages of offset
left-turn lanes discussed at the end of the Description section
based on their operating experience. Illinois has found that
driver confusion associated with offset left-turn lanes can be
minimized through the use of proper signage and pavement
markings (i.e., advance guide signing and pavement arrows on
the entrance to the left-turn lane). In addition, Staplin et al. (37)
recommended the signing and marking treatments shown
in Figure 25 at divided highway intersections with offset
left-turn lanes (tapered or parallel) to reduce the potential for
wrong-way entry onto the divided highway.
Iowa’s Highway Design Manual (31) also contains design
standards for tapered offset left-turn lanes as illustrated in
Figure 102, but it does not have a standard plan for parallel
offset left-turn lanes. Chapter 6C-5 of Iowa’s Highway Design
Manual (31) states:
The use of offset (tapered) left-turn lanes should be limited on
rural intersections. They should be considered only if traffic signals
will likely be installed or if opposing left-turning vehicles create
a significant sight distance problem. If offset left-turn lanes are
used, the median width should be reduced to 30 feet.

In Nebraska, a divided highway intersection with parallel
offset left-turn lanes is considered a Type A median break (see
Figure 102). The median width for this median type is 40 ft, and
the left-turn lanes are positively offset by 3 ft. In comparison,
Nebraska’s typical Type B median break (an intersection with
conventional left-turn lanes in a 40-ft-wide median) has a
negative 25-ft offset. NDOR has also used tapered offset leftturn lanes at TWSC rural expressway intersections, but its
design manual does not currently contain any design standards
for this type of median break. Chapter 4, Section 5.B.4(a) of
the NDOR Roadway Design Manual (7) gives the following
design guidance for parallel offset left-turn lanes:
Type A median breaks may be used at intersections of the
mainline with paved public roads where there is high probability
of turning vehicles blocking the opposing turning driver’s view.
A special traffic study will be required to justify the use of this
type of intersection. The length for a Type A median break will
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Figure 102. Offset left-turn lane designs in Illinois, Iowa, and Nebraska (7, 26, 31).
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Figure 103. Different offset left-turn lane design applications
in Nebraska.

consist of: 1) 120 feet of 15:1 taper to shift the turning traffic 8 feet
from the through lane, 2) a deceleration lane length of 290 feet to
slow traffic from 55 mph to a full stop (it is assumed that turning
traffic will slow by 10 mph prior to entering the median break),
3) a minimum storage length of 50 feet providing storage for two
cars at 25 feet per car or 100 feet if the percentage of trucks
exceeds 10 percent, providing storage for one car at 25 feet and
one truck at 75 feet.

In 2003, Schurr et al. (40) compared driver behavior at
TWSC rural expressway intersections in Nebraska with Type A
and Type B median breaks and, as a result, made recommendations that NDOR revise its Type A median break design
standards. These recommendations included

the right have reverse-curve lane entry. The two designs pictured on the top have turf medians all the way to the median
nose, while the two designs on the bottom have surfaced medians near the intersection. Notice how the tapered entry
with turf surfacing pictured in the upper left corner seems to
provide an approaching left-turn driver with a better target
(i.e., a better sense of where the intersection is ultimately
located). In addition, the turf median would seem to provide
better visual delineation for opposing through traffic than
the surfaced median shown in Figure 104.

1. Flattening the offset left-turn lane entry taper to 20:1;
2. Adding advance median signage announcing the presence
of the approaching left-turn lane; and
3. Changing the surfacing type/texture in the median areas
between the offset left-turn lanes and the adjacent opposite
direction through lanes.
Figure 103 shows how different parallel and tapered offset
left-turn lane designs have been created through a combination of tapered/reverse-curve entry and surfaced/turf medians. It also demonstrates how the different treatments can
produce a drastic difference in approaching driver perception. The offset left-turn lane in the lower left corner is a
tapered offset left-turn lane as illustrated in Figure 10B, while
the other three are examples of parallel offset left-turn lanes
as shown in Figure 10A. However, the two designs pictured
on the left have tapered lane entry while the two designs on

Figure 104. Opposing through driver’s perspective of
offset left with surfaced median.
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Case Studies of Implementation
and Safety Effectiveness
North Carolina Experience
For the purpose of this case study, the NCDOT Safety
Evaluation Group, a subdivision of its Traffic Safety Systems
Management Section, conducted safety evaluations at two
high-speed TWSC expressway intersections where offset leftturn lanes had been installed. These before-after spot safety
evaluations were at the intersection of US-421 (Carolina Beach
Road) and SR-1576/1531 (River Road/South Seabreeze Road)
and the intersection of US-421 and SR-1524 (Golden Road).
Each evaluation is briefly summarized here, but further details
can be found in the original reports (95, 96). The before crash
data and after crash data given in these reports were compared
in terms of percent change, but no analyses were conducted
in the original reports to determine whether the changes were
statistically significant, so additional statistical comparisons
were conducted here.
The first safety evaluation conducted by the NCDOT was at
the intersection of US-421 and SR-1576/1531 in New Hanover
County south of Wilmington. At this location, US-421 is
a four-lane divided highway with a posted speed limit of
45 mph and a wide turf median that provides access between
Wilmington and the beaches in southern New Hanover
County. The intersection is TWSC with the stop control on
SR-1576/1531. Because the intersection seemed to have a
pattern of left-turn leaving collisions related to sight-line
obstructions created by opposing left-turn vehicles in the conventional left-turn lanes on US-421, a decision was made to
positively offset these left-turn lanes. The project was completed
on August 1, 2002, at a cost of $100,000. Figure 105 shows
a northbound view of the parallel offset left-turn lanes at
this intersection and demonstrates that the lanes are indeed

positively offset. Figure 106 shows a southbound view of the
parallel offset left-turn lanes at this intersection and demonstrates the difference between the before and after conditions.
The top picture shown in Figure 106 was taken in the after
period, but it was taken from the vantage point of a driver in
the former conventional left-turn lane. From this viewpoint,
you can get a sense of where the conventional left-turn lanes
were located and how a left-turn driver’s sight-line might have
been obstructed in the presence of opposing left-turn traffic.
The bottom picture in Figure 106 shows the view of a driver
in the offset left-turn lane and clearly shows an improved
sight-line to opposing through traffic.
It should be mentioned that the speed limit on US-421 in
the vicinity of this intersection was reduced from 55 mph to
45 mph in April of 2002. This reduced speed zone occurs
approximately 500 ft north of the intersection and extends
approximately 0.75 miles south, so the before-after comparison that follows may also reflect the safety effects of this change
as well.
The before and after crash data at this intersection is presented and compared in Table 46. The 3-year before period at
the intersection includes crash data from 1999 through 2001,
while the 3-year after period includes crash data from 2003
through 2005. In the before period, there were a total of 21
intersection-related crashes, giving an average crash frequency
of 7.0 crashes per year and a crash rate of 0.71 crashes per mev.
In the after period, there were a total of 12 intersection-related
collisions, giving an average crash frequency of 4.0 crashes per
year and a crash rate of 0.36 crashes per mev. Therefore, the
annual average crash frequency was reduced by 43% and the
overall crash rate was reduced by 50%. Furthermore, the intersection experienced a considerable decrease in crash severity.
Injury crash frequency was reduced by 81%, while the injury
crash rate was reduced by 84%.

Figure 105. Parallel offset left-turn lanes at US-421 and SR-1576/1531 (northbound view) (95).
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Figure 106. Parallel offset left-turn lanes at US-421
and SR-1576/1531 (southbound view).

Since the offset left-turn lane treatment is meant to reduce
left-turn leaving and rear-end crashes on the mainline, these
are considered to be the “target” crash types and are examined
separately. In the before period, 12 of the 21 crashes (57%)
were left-turn leaving collisions with no rear-end collisions
on US-421. In the after period, 2 of the 12 crashes (17%) were
left-turn leaving crashes with one rear-end collision on US-421.
Therefore, the combination of the offset left-turn treatment
and the speed reduction on US-421 seemed to reduce the frequency of left-turn leaving collisions by 83% and reduce the
targeted crash type frequency by 75%. Taking into account
vehicle exposure, the target crash rate at this intersection was
reduced by 78%.
Because there were 3 years of before and after crash data
at US-421 and SR-1576/1531, statistical comparison of the
before and after mean annual crash frequencies was performed.
Using a one-tailed t-test for detecting differences in sample
means assuming unequal variances and a 90% level of confidence (α = 0.10), the mean annual crash frequency was significantly reduced in the after period for total, injury, left-turn

Table 46. Offset left-turn lane before-after crash data at US-421 and
SR-1576/1531.

ESTIMATED TOTAL ENTERING AADT (vpd)
YEARS
TOTAL INTERSECTION-RELATED CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
FATAL CRASHES
INJURY CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
PDO CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
LEFT-TURN LEAVING (US-421) CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
REAR-END CRASHES (US-421)
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
TOTAL TARGET CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
RIGHT-ANGLE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
OTHER CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev

BEFORE

AFTER

% CHANGE

26,900
3
21
7.00
0.71
0
16
5.33
0.54
5
1.67
0.17
12
4.00
0.41
0
0
0
12
4.00
0.41
7
2.33
0.24
2
0.67
0.07

30,800
3
12
4.00
0.36
0
3
1.00
0.09
9
3.00
0.27
2
0.67
0.06
1
0.33
0.03
3
1.00
0.09
3
1.00
0.09
6
2.00
0.18

+14.50
–42.86
–42.86
–50.09
0
–81.25
–81.25
–83.62
+80.00
+80.00
+57.21
–83.33
–83.33
–85.44
+Undefined
+Undefined
+Undefined
–75.00
–75.00
–78.17
–57.14
–57.14
–62.57
+200.00
+200.00
+162.01

SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE
AT:

= 0.0514*
N/A
= 0.0345*

= 0.1955

= 0.0077*

= 0.2113

= 0.0107*

= 0.1476

= 0.1667

*Significant difference in sample means assuming unequal variances at a 90% level of confidence using a
one-tailed t-test.
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leaving, and target collisions as shown in Table 46. The increases in PDO, rear-end, and other collisions were not statistically significant.
The second safety evaluation of an offset left-turn lane
installation conducted by the NCDOT was at the intersection
of US-421 (Carolina Beach Road) and SR-1524 (Golden Road),
which is located approximately 3 miles north of the previous
site, yet still south of Wilmington. At this intersection, US-421
is a four-lane divided highway with a posted speed limit of
55 mph, but this intersection is more suburban in nature than
the previous site as the west minor road leg is an entrance to
the Masonboro Commons Shopping Center. In addition,
even though this intersection is TWSC, there are signalized
intersections located approximately 1⁄4 mile to the south and
1
⁄3 mile to the north. These traffic signals have the potential to
stop opposing US-421 through traffic upstream and create
additional gaps for left-turning traffic. Because this intersection
seemed to exhibit a pattern of left-turn leaving collisions
related to sight-line obstructions created by opposing left-turn
vehicles in the conventional left-turn lanes on US-421, a
decision was made to positively offset these left-turn lanes.
The project was completed on February 4, 2003, at a cost of
approximately $95,000. Figure 107 shows a northbound
view of the parallel offset left-turn lanes at this intersection
and demonstrates the difference between the before and after
conditions. Both pictures in Figure 107 were taken in the after
period, but the top picture was taken from the viewpoint of
a driver in the former conventional left-turn lane. From this
vantage point, you can get a sense of where the left-turn lanes

were previously located and how a left-turn driver’s sight-line
may have been obstructed by opposing left-turn vehicles. The
bottom portion of Figure 107 demonstrates the improved
sight-line of a driver in the offset left-turn lane.
The before and after crash data for this intersection is summarized and compared in Table 47. The 3-year before period
includes data from 11/1/1999 through 10/31/2002, while
the 3-year after period consists of crash data from 4/1/2003
through 3/31/2006. For the purpose of this analysis, it should
be mentioned that the signalized intersection to the north
was signalized throughout the before and after periods, but
the signalized intersection to the south was signalized in 2001
(during the before period). Therefore, the crash data during
the before period may have been affected by this change as the
signal likely changed the arrival distribution of northbound
traffic on US-421 through which southbound left-turning traffic must turn.
During the before period, there were 26 intersection-related
collisions, giving an average crash frequency of 8.67 crashes
annually and a crash rate of 0.87 crashes per mev. In the after
period, there were 20 intersection-related collisions, giving an
average crash frequency of 6.67 crashes per year and a crash
rate of 0.55 crashes per mev. There was a 23% reduction in
annual crash frequency and a 36% reduction in the overall
crash rate. In addition, the severity of the crashes was lessened
as the fatal/injury crash frequency was reduced by 60%, and
the fatal/injury crash rate was reduced by 67%.
The intersection also experienced a dramatic reduction
in left-turn leaving collisions. In the before period, 14 of the
26 collisions at the intersection (54%) were left-turn leaving
collisions on US-421. In the after period, no left-turn leaving collisions occurred giving a 100% reduction for this targeted
crash type. The other targeted crash type (rear-end collisions
on US-421) increased from zero in the before period to four in
the after period, so the offset left-turn lanes at this intersection
reduced the overall target crash type frequency by 71% and
the target crash type rate by 76%.
Because there were 3 years of before and after crash data at
US-421 and Golden Road, statistical comparison of the before
and after mean annual crash frequencies was performed using
a one-tailed t-test for detecting differences in sample means
assuming unequal variances and a 90% level of confidence
(α = 0.10). The results show that the reduction in left-turn
leaving collisions was statistically significant, which contributed
to the significant reduction in the targeted crash types, but the
increases in rear-end and PDO crashes were also statistically
significant.

Summary
Figure 107. Parallel offset left-turn lanes at US-421
and Golden Road (northbound view) (96).

The assumed safety benefit of offset left-turn lanes is that
they eliminate the sight distance obstruction created by the
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Table 47. Offset left-turn lane before-after crash data at US-421 and Golden Road.

ESTIMATED TOTAL ENTERING AADT (vpd)
YEARS
TOTAL INTERSECTION-RELATED CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
FATAL CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
INJURY CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
PDO CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
LEFT-TURN LEAVING (US-421) CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
REAR-END CRASHES (US-421)
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
TOTAL TARGET CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
RIGHT-ANGLE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
OTHER CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev

BEFORE

AFTER

% CHANGE

27,400
3
26
8.67
0.87
1
0.33
0.03
19
6.33
0.63
6
2.00
0.20
14
4.67
0.47
0
0
0
14
4.67
0.47
8
2.67
0.27
4
1.33
0.13

33,100
3
20
6.67
0.55
0
0
0
8
2.67
0.22
12
4.00
0.33
0
0
0
4
1.33
0.11
4
1.33
0.11
12
4.00
0.33
4
1.33
0.11

+20.80
–23.08
–23.08
–36.32
–100
–100
–100
–57.89
–57.89
–65.15
+100
+100
+65.56
–100
–100
–100
+Undefined
+Undefined
+Undefined
–71.43
–71.43
–76.35
+50.00
+50.00
+24.17
0
0
–17.22

SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE
AT

= 0.2857

= 0.2113

= 0.1309

= 0.0908*

= 0.0424*

= 0.0918*

= 0.0642*

= 0.3091

= 0.5000

*Significant difference in sample means assuming unequal variances at a 90% level of confidence using a onetailed t-test.

presence of opposing left-turn vehicles in conventional left-turn
lanes, thereby allowing left-turn drivers to make improved
gap selection decisions when exiting the expressway. Expressway intersections most likely to benefit from offset left-turn
lanes include
• Intersections with a history of left-turn leaving collisions

resulting from opposing left-turn vehicles on the mainline
obstructing each other’s sight lines, and
• Intersections with large volumes of opposing left-turning
traffic leaving the expressway.
No volume warrants for their use appear in the AASHTO
Green Book (3), but the Illinois Bureau of Design and Environment Manual (26) requires a left-turn design volume of
60 vph leaving the mainline from each direction combined
with a mainline ADT of at least 1,500 vpd.
Both of the North Carolina case studies presented here
revealed a significant reduction in the frequency of left-turn

leaving collisions as a result of offsetting conventional left-turn
lanes at TWSC expressway intersections. Table 48 summarizes
these results, but mainline rear-end collisions increased at both
sites as Schurr et al. (40) had predicted. No definitive conclusions regarding the safety effects of offset left-turn lanes can
be drawn from this study due to the limited number of sites and
the limitations of the naïve before-after analysis methodology.
Further study with more sites and more data is necessary. In
addition, the benefits and tradeoffs of parallel versus taperedtype designs should be more thoroughly investigated.
Currently, the Green Book does offer limited guidance
regarding the design of offset left-turn lanes, and many STAs
have incorporated offset left-turn lane standards into their
design manuals, but each state seems to have its own unique
geometric design standards. Therefore, “best practices” should
be compiled and incorporated into the Green Book to encourage national design consistency for both parallel and tapered
type designs. Furthermore, definitions of the left-turn offset
distance, positive offsets, and negative offsets should be added
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Table 48. Offset left-turn lane safety effectiveness summary.
US-421 and Seabreeze
Road
Conventional LTL
Offset
% Change

US-421 and Golden Road
Conventional LTL
Offset
% Change

–43*
–50
–83*
–85
–75*
–78

–23
–36
–100*
–100
–71*
–76

Overall Crash Frequency/yr
Overall Crash Rate/mev
Left-Turn Leaving Crash Frequency/yr
Left-Turn Leaving Crash Rate/mev
Target Crash Frequency/yr
Target Crash Rate/mev

* Statistically significant change at 90% confidence level (changes in crash rates were not tested).

to the Green Book for clarification. McCoy et al. (27) and
Staplin et al. (37) established that the minimum required offset
distance is always positive at divided highway intersections.
This fact should be added to the Green Book so that STAs
stop constructing offset left-turn lanes with negative offsets
(as shown in Figure 108), which really defeat their intended
purpose. Furthermore, the guidance on minimum offset distances provided by Staplin et al. (37) in Figure 101 should be

added to the Green Book (3), and their recommended signing
and marking plan for TWSC divided highway intersections
with offset left-turn lanes shown in Figure 25 should be added
to the MUTCD. Finally, to ensure offset left-turn lanes are
used properly, rumble strips could be placed in the gore area
with the edge lines painted through the rumble strips to get a
vertically painted edge line face. In addition, providing a tapered
lane entry with turf surfacing in the median all the way to the

Figure 108. Parallel offset left-turn lane design with negative offset (incorrect design).
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median nose should be considered to provide an approaching
left-turn driver with a better sense of where the intersection is
ultimately located and to provide an opposing through driver
with better visual delineation.

Freeway-Style Advance Intersection
Guide Signing Case Study
Description
To motorists, a rural expressway may appear to be a freeway.
As such, expressway drivers may have the same expectations of
the expressway as they would have for a freeway or Interstate
facility. One of these expectations includes full access control
(i.e., no at-grade intersections). In addition, many TWSC
rural expressway intersections are not easily visible to approaching drivers, particularly from the uncontrolled expressway
approaches. Right-angle collisions at TWSC expressway intersections typically occur as a result of poor gap selection by
minor road drivers, but some of these collisions may have been
avoidable had the approaching expressway driver been aware
of the intersection and been prepared to slow down or take
evasive action as necessary. Intersection recognition devices
are a category of intersection safety treatments that are meant
to improve intersection conspicuity for approaching drivers,
allowing them to recognize the intersection and to proceed
through it with caution. Traditionally, when right-angle collisions begin to occur at TWSC rural expressway intersections,
these treatments are the first countermeasures to be applied
because they are relatively low-cost and easy to deploy.
One intersection recognition strategy is to enhance the
signing and delineation along the mainline intersection approaches. These improvements may include advance guide
signs, advance street name signs, advance warning signs, and/or
advance pavement markings. FHWA’s Guidelines and Recommendations to Accommodate Older Drivers and Pedestrians (37)
encourages such improvements to enhance the driving environment for older drivers. More specifically, the recommendations address letter height and reflectivity on guide signs
as key issues for older drivers. Providing enhanced signing
and delineation for intersections is also an intersection safety
strategy addressed in NCHRP Report 500 (16) to reduce patterns of right-angle, rear-end, or turning collisions related to
a lack of driver awareness of the presence of an unsignalized
intersection. This strategy should improve intersection safety
by alerting mainline drivers to the potential for vehicles crossing at the intersection, thereby heightening awareness and
improving driver reaction times when conflicts do occur.
However, the safety effectiveness of this strategy has not been
quantified (16).
The specific treatment discussed in this case study consists
of deploying enhanced (i.e., freeway-style) guide signs along

rural expressways prior to TWSC intersections with highervolume minor roads or those with a history of right-angle
collisions. Intersections with lower-volume minor roads could
continue to be identified using conventional signage. At critical
intersections, the use of freeway-style guide signs over conventional ones is meant to enhance an expressway driver’s awareness of an intersection and their preparedness for potential
conflicts should a minor road vehicle select an unsafe gap when
entering the intersection. Care should be taken not to overuse
the freeway-style guide signs at TWSC intersections as drivers
would likely become accustomed to their presence and fail to
respond accordingly, so the signs should only be used where
a specific problem or volume warrant indicates their need (16).
Currently, no traffic volume, crash experience, or other warrants have been developed indicating when an agency should
consider this type of advance signing at rural expressway
intersections.

Existing Design Guidance
Section 2E.26 of the MUTCD (22) addresses guide signing
for at-grade intersections on expressways by stating:
If there are intersections at grade within the limits of an
expressway, guide sign types specified in Chapter 2D (Guide
Signs—Conventional Roads) should be used. However, such signs
should be of a size compatible with the size of other signing on
the expressway. Advance guide signs for intersections at grade may
take the form of diagrammatic layouts depicting the geometrics
of the intersection along with essential directional information.

MUTCD Table 2E-2 (see Table 49) gives minimum letter
and numeral sizes for expressway guide signs and Table 14
highlights some of the guide signs described within MUTCD
Chapter 2D that have likely application at rural expressway
intersections. Of these guide signs, only the CROSSOVER signs
shown in Figure 23 are specifically meant for use at divided
highway intersections. Section 2D.51 of the MUTCD (22) states
that these guide signs may be installed on divided highways to
identify median openings not otherwise identified by warning
or other guide signs and that the distance shown on the Advance
Crossover sign (D13-2) should be 1 mile, 1⁄2 mile, or 1⁄4 mile.
The design and application of diagrammatic signs are
described in MUTCD Section 2E.19, but the guidance in this
section only describes their use at interchanges and no examples or discussion of their use for at-grade expressway intersections are provided in the current edition. To find an example
of a diagrammatic sign for at-grade intersections, one would
have to look in past versions of the manual (see Figure 74B).
Examples of diagrammatic signs on expressway intersections
can also be found in Nebraska as shown in Figure 109. NDOR
has been using this type of advance guide signing at expressway
intersections with other U.S. and state highways since 1972, but
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Table 49. MUTCD Table 2E-2: Minimum Text Sizes for Expressway Guide Signs (22).
Type of Sign

Minimum Size (mm)

Minimum Size (inches)

Destination — Upper-Case Letters

330

13.3

Destination — Lower-Case Letters

250

10

A. Pull-Through Signs

Route Sign as Message
Cardinal Direction

250

10

1- or 2-Digit Shield

900 x 900

36 x 36

3-Digit Shield

1125 x 900

45 x 36

B. Supplemental Guide Signs
Exit Number Word

200

8

Exit Number Numeral and Letter

300

12

Place Name — Upper-Case Letters

265

10.6

Place Name — Lower-Case Letters

200

8

Action Message

200

8

265*

10.6*

Word — Upper-Case Letters

265

10.6

Word — Lower-Case Letters

200

8

Numeral

250

10

Fraction

200

8

Place Name — Upper-Case Letters

265

10.6

Place Name — Lower-Case Letters

200

8

NEXT X EXITS

200

8

C. Changeable Message Signs
Characters
D. Interchange Sequence Signs

E. Next X Exits Sign

F. Distance Signs
Word — Upper-Case Letters

200

8

Word — Lower-Case Letters

150

6

Numeral

200

8

Exit Number Word

200

8

Exit Number Numeral and Letter

300

12

Services

200

8

G. General Services Signs

H. Rest Area and Scenic Area Signs
Word

250

10

Distance Numeral

300

12

Distance Fraction

200

8

Distance Word

250

10

Action Message Word

250

10

I. Reference Location Signs
Word

100

4

Numeral

250

10

J. Boundary and Orientation Signs
Word — Upper-Case Letters

200

8

Word — Lower-Case Letters

150

6

200

8

300

12

K. Next Exit and Next Services Signs
Word and Numeral
L. Exit Only Signs
Word

*Changeable Message Signs may require larger sizes than the minimum. A size of 450 mm (18 in.) should be used where traffic
speeds are greater than 55 mph, in areas of persistent inclement weather, or where complex driving tasks are involved.
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Figure 109. Application of diagrammatic at-grade
intersection signage in Nebraska.

they have not conducted any studies regarding their safety
effectiveness. One disadvantage of diagrammatic signage is
that it may be difficult to fit street names or multiple shields
(if a roadway carries multiple numbered routes) on this type
of sign.
Currently, the MUTCD guidance for intersection warning
signs (Section 2C.37) suggests that the relative importance of
intersecting roadways may be shown by using different widths
of lines on the symbol, but there is no existing guidance for
differentiating the relative importance of one intersection over
another using different styles of advance guide signs. Crash
frequencies, crash rates, and traffic volume thresholds can vary
widely both within a state and between states. As a result, each
state is encouraged to review its own data for guidance relative
to implementation warrants. With that being said, an informal
review of rural expressway intersections in Minnesota found
that most problematic intersections had a minor road volume of at least 2,000 vpd or an expressway volume of at least
25,000 vpd. This indicates that, at either of these volume levels,
the demand for gaps is beginning to exceed the number of
safe gaps and traffic engineers should consider implementing
signing or other safety improvements at the intersection.

the next interchanges scheduled for construction will be at
the northern and southern ends of the corridor (near Saint Paul
and Rochester) and there are no plans to convert any of the
intersections along the middle, more-rural portion of the corridor in the near future. In 2006, the ADT along the corridor
varied from 17,100 to 43,000 vpd, with the highest volumes
near the Saint Paul and Rochester areas.
In 2002, this segment of US-52 was selected for a road
safety audit review (RSAR) due to a large number of severe
crashes, and a RSAR report was completed in February 2003
(97). An observation made by the RSAR Team indicated difficulty identifying at-grade intersections for drivers on US-52.
Several factors contributed to this problem, including rolling
topography, curvilinear alignment, and vegetation growth.
It was also observed that the conventional-style guide signs
in place at intersections along US-52 shown in Figure 110
(consistent with MUTCD Chapter 2D guidance) were easy
to miss at expressway speeds. The first advance junction sign
(route marker with junction plaque shown in Figure 111A) was
typically located 1⁄4 to 1⁄2 mile in advance of intersections along
US-52 followed by a second junction assembly (route marker
with arrow plaque shown in Figure 111B) located several
hundred feet in advance of the intersections. Intersections with
unnumbered routes only included a street name sign posted
at the intersection. Destination signage (green guide signs with
city names or other destinations) were used at intersections
as needed.
One countermeasure suggested by the RSAR Team was for
MnDOT to provide larger advance guide signing at key intersections (similar to guide signs used on freeways) to inform
expressway drivers that they are approaching a major intersection with higher volumes and an increased probability of
vehicular conflicts. The RSAR Team believed that this strategy
would heighten the awareness of drivers on US-52 at key intersections and would help to prevent right-angle collisions linked
to minor road drivers selecting insufficient gaps. As a result
of these recommendations, MnDOT made guide signing

Case Studies of Implementation
and Safety Effectiveness
Minnesota Experience
This case study involves an MnDOT signage upgrade project
along the US-52 corridor between Rochester and Inver Grove
Heights (a suburb of Saint Paul). US-52 is a rural divided
expressway functionally classified as a principal arterial (other)
with a posted speed limit of primarily 65 mph (the speed limit
is lowered to between 45 and 55 mph as US-52 passes through
or near several small towns). Most intersections along this
corridor are at-grade with some interchanges located at highervolume cross roads. The long-range plan is to upgrade the
entire corridor into a freeway with full access control, but

Figure 110. Conventional advance intersection guide
signing along US-52 (97).
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Figure 111. Examples of advance intersection guide
signing along US-52 (before and after).

upgrades at eight intersections along US-52 between Rochester
and Inver Grove Heights during late 2003 and early 2004.
This project cost approximately $20,000, but the work was
done by MnDOT maintenance forces, and this price tag only
includes the cost of materials. Six of the eight intersections were
located in Goodhue County (CSAH-1 North, CSAH-1 South,
CSAH-7, CSAH-9, CSAH-14, and CSAH-68), and the other
two were in Olmsted County (CSAH-12 and CSAH-18).
The improvements at these intersections included replacing
the conventional advance junction route marker shown in
Figure 111A with the freeway-style advance junction route
marker shown in Figure 111C and replacing the conventional
junction assembly shown in Figure 111B with the freewaystyle junction assembly shown in Figure 111D. Example roadway views of these improvements are shown in Figure 112. In
some cases, the new signs (similar to the standard MUTCD
CROSSOVER signs shown in Figure 23) were placed farther
away from the intersection to provide additional advance
notice. These new signs provide improved visibility and intersection recognition as compared with the conventional signs
since they are larger and can be seen from farther away. Additional guide sign upgrades have since been implemented at
other intersections along US-52, and similar signage improvements for other rural expressway intersections are being developed by MnDOT.
Crash data was obtained for all eight intersections and a
simple before-after comparison was performed for each intersection as well as collectively (see Table 50). The 3-year before
period consists of data from 2000 through 2002, while the

Figure 112. Freeway-style advance intersection
guide signing along US-52.

21⁄2-year after period consists of crash data from July 1, 2004
through December 31, 2006. Because there was less than 3 years
of after data available, no statistical comparison was performed. Furthermore, it should be noted that other intersection
improvements were recommended by the RSAR Team, and
MnDOT did implement some of their suggestions. For instance,
roadway lighting was installed at several intersections along
US-52 and the Minnesota State Highway Patrol performed
several targeted speed enforcement campaigns throughout
the corridor. Therefore, these additional actions make the
safety effectiveness of the guide sign enhancements difficult
to determine.
The annual crash frequency (combined for all eight intersections) was 25.0 crashes per year in the before period,
which increased to 26.4 crashes per year in the after period
(an increase of 6%). The overall crash rate for the eight intersections increased by 7%. For the individual intersections, the
annual crash frequency and crash rate increased at five of the
eight intersections, but these increases were mainly due to a
boost in rear-end and ran-off-road collisions as there was a reduction in right-angle collisions at four of the eight intersec-
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Table 50. Before-after crash data comparison for guide sign upgrades on US-52.

BEFORE (3.0 Yrs)

Total Crashes
Crash Frequency/Yr
Crash Rate/mev
Right-Angle Crashes
Left-Turn Crashes
Right-Turn Crashes
Rear-End Crashes
Ran-Off-Road Crashes
Head-On Crashes
Other Crashes

CSAH-1
(S. JCT)
2
0.67
0.10
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

AFTER (2.5 Yrs)

Total Crashes
Crash Frequency/Yr
Crash Rate/mev
Right-Angle Crashes
Left-Turn Crashes
Right-Turn Crashes
Rear-End Crashes
Ran-Off-Road Crashes
Head-On Crashes
Other Crashes

5
2.00
0.30
1
0
0
2
1
0
1

% CHANGE

Goodhue County
CSAH-1
(N. JCT)
5
1.67
0.24
2
1
0
0
0
1
1

Total Crash
Frequency/Yr
Overall Crash
Rate/mev
Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Yr
Rear-End
Crash Frequency/Yr

Olmsted County

CSAH-7

CSAH-9

CSAH-14

CSAH-68

CSAH-12

CSAH-18

TOTALS

1
0.33
0.02
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

20
6.67
1.02
14
0
1
0
3
0
2

6
2.00
0.28
5
0
0
0
1
0
0

6
2.00
0.30
2
0
0
3
0
0
1

24
8.00
0.83
13
0
0
5
0
1
5

11
3.67
0.38
2
0
0
4
0
0
5

75
25.00
0.42
38
1
1
12
5
3
15

6
2.40
0.39
1
0
0
2
0
0
3

5
2.00
0.32
0
0
0
0
1
0
4

11
4.40
0.73
5
0
0
2
3
0
1

6
2.40
0.36
1
0
0
2
3
0
0

6
2.40
0.36
2
0
0
3
1
0
0

20
8.00
0.81
10
0
0
6
3
0
1

7
2.80
0.27
2
0
0
3
1
1
0

66
26.40
0.45
22
0
0
20
13
1
10

+20.00

+260.00

+500.00

–34.00

+20.00

+20.00

0

–23.64

+5.60

+25.00

+290.00

+1500.00

–28.43

+28.57

+20.00

–2.41

–28.95

+7.14

–40.00

+Undefined

0

–57.14

–76.00

+20.00

–7.69

+20.00

–30.53

+Undefined

+Undefined

0

+Undefined

+Undefined

+20.00

+44.00

–10.00

+100.00

tions, which is the crash type the countermeasure was meant to
address. Right-angle collisions also decreased overall. In the
before period, 51% of the 75 collisions were of the right-angle
variety. In the after period, this right-angle crash distribution
dropped to 33%. Furthermore, the overall right-angle annual
crash frequency decreased from 12.7 to 8.8 collisions per year:
a 31% decrease after the enhanced guide signage was installed.

Summary
The assumed safety benefit of providing enhanced freewaystyle guide signs along the expressway in advance of TWSC
rural expressway intersections is that they increase intersection
conspicuity and increase the distance for intersection recognition, thereby alerting the expressway driver to the presence
of the intersection sooner and heightening their awareness
should they encounter a minor road vehicle that selects an
unsafe gap. Because gap selection becomes more critical as
traffic volumes increase, particularly on the minor roads, this
strategy should be limited to intersections with higher minor
road traffic volumes (although no volume warrants have been

developed). By limiting the use of this strategy to critical intersections, the expressway driver can be better prepared for the
higher potential of entering minor road traffic and be ready
to take evasive action, if necessary, at these intersections. This
information would also allow expressway drivers to be more
prepared should they encounter slower traffic exiting the
expressway. As a result, this countermeasure is expected to
reduce right-angle and rear-end collisions.
The safety effectiveness of enhanced guide signing determined through the MnDOT experience is considered inconclusive due to the fact that there was less than 3 years of after
data at the eight intersections studied and the added roadway
lighting and speed enforcement measures along the US-52
corridor confound the analysis. Nonetheless, the case study
revealed a 31% decrease in the frequency of right-angle collisions, while there was a slight increase in overall crash frequency
and rates due in part to a 100% increase in rear-end collisions.
Therefore, enhanced guide signing may not be able to effectively address the entire crash problem at rural expressway
intersections, but it could be one part of an overall intersection
safety strategy.
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Currently, the MUTCD instructs the user to use the same
types of guide signs specified for use on conventional roads
when posting guide signs at rural expressway intersections.
Although safety effectiveness and volume warrants have yet
to be determined, language should be added to the MUTCD
that supports the use of freeway-style advance guide signs
(with or without diagrammatic layouts as used in Nebraska)
for at-grade rural expressway intersections with higher-volume
minor roads. This approach provides overall sign sizes and
letter heights appropriate for the high speeds typically found on
rural expressways and clearly enhances the expressway driver’s
awareness of an upcoming intersection.

Dynamic Advance Intersection
Warning System Case Study
Description
Similar to the enhanced freeway-style guide signs discussed
in the previous case study, dynamic advance intersection warning systems are an intersection recognition treatment that is
meant to enhance an expressway driver’s awareness of an
approaching TWSC intersection. However, this ITS application
also provides information regarding real-time traffic conditions (i.e., the presence of cross traffic). The systems typically
consist of static VEHICLES ENTERING WHEN FLASHING
(VEWF) warning signs with traffic-actuated flashers on the
expressway approaches and in-pavement loop detectors on the
minor roads. When traffic is detected on the minor road(s),
the flashers on the VEWF signs are activated on the expressway
approaches, warning expressway drivers that one or more
vehicles are present at the intersection and may enter from
the minor road. Some of these systems have been set up to
concurrently warn drivers on the minor road when there is
traffic approaching on the major road, but this addition to the
system was not examined in this case study as it has primarily
been used at intersections on two-lane highways.
Right-angle collisions at TWSC expressway intersections
typically occur as a result of poor gap selection by minor road
drivers, but some of these collisions may be avoidable if the
approaching expressway driver is aware of the intersection
and prepared to slow down or take evasive action as necessary. This strategy aims to reduce right-angle and rear-end
collisions by dynamically alerting mainline drivers to the presence of vehicles at the upcoming intersection, thus heightening
their awareness and improving their reaction times should
the minor road driver select an unsafe gap when entering the
intersection. The safety effectiveness of this strategy at TWSC
rural expressway intersections has not been examined, but
two prior studies have examined the effectiveness of similar
systems at rural two-lane highway intersections in Virginia
and Maine (35, 36).

During the late 1990s, Hanscom (35) conducted a field study
to examine the cost effectiveness, the crash reduction potential, and the driver behavior effects of installing a Collision
Countermeasure System (CCS) at a TWSC intersection on a
rural two-lane highway in Virginia. The system consisted of
dynamic signs on both the major and minor roads to alert
major road drivers to the presence of minor road traffic at
the intersection and to warn stopped minor road drivers of
approaching major road traffic. The benefit-cost analysis
showed that the CCS would be cost effective if it were able
to prevent one right-angle collision per year. In the 5-year
before period, the intersection under investigation averaged
2.6 right-angle collisions per year, while no right-angle collisions
occurred during the 2-year operation of the CCS; therefore,
the CCS led to a 100% reduction in right-angle collisions at this
site and was cost effective. Finally, the study showed significant
(α = 0.05) speed reductions on the major road approaches
when the CCS was active with a significant (α = 0.001) reduction in the proportion of vehicles violating the speed limit on
the major road. One concern expressed by the Virginia DOT
(VDOT) was that major road drivers would increase their
speed in the absence of CCS activation as a result of a perceived sense of security knowing that no traffic was present at
the intersection ahead, but the study data indicated that this
did not occur.
In 2001, the Maine DOT (36) evaluated a similar system at
a TWSC intersection on a rural two-lane highway, but only
the dynamic signs installed on the minor road approaches
were examined in the before-after safety analysis because the
dynamic signs on the major road were already in place during the before period. Still, a speed study during the before
period showed that the existing dynamic TRAFFIC ENTERING WHEN FLASHING sign did not significantly reduce
approaching vehicle speeds on the major road when the flashers were active.

Existing Design Guidance
Chapter 4K of the MUTCD (22) addresses the use of flashing beacons, and Section 4K.03 discusses their application as
warning beacons on intersection approaches stating that “they
may be used on approaches to intersections where additional
warning is required or where special conditions exist.” However, the design and application of the VEWF sign and flashers
is not specifically addressed. Furthermore, the current edition
of the MUTCD provides no guidance indicating when a highway agency should consider this type of advance warning
signage at a TWSC intersection of any kind, so such guidance
should be developed and added to the MUTCD. Crash frequencies, crash rates, and traffic-volume thresholds can vary
widely both within a state and between states. As a result, each
state is encouraged to review its own data for guidance relative
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to implementation warrants, but an informal review of TWSC
rural expressway intersections in Minnesota found that most
problematic intersections had a minor road volume of at least
2,000 vpd or an expressway volume of at least 25,000 vpd. This
indicates that, at either of these volume levels, the demand for
gaps is beginning to exceed the number of safe gaps and that
traffic engineers should consider implementing signing or
other safety improvements at the intersection.

Case Studies of Implementation
and Safety Effectiveness
Two states (North Carolina and Missouri) have used different applications of dynamic advance warning systems at
TWSC rural expressway intersections to warn traffic on the
expressway that vehicles are present on the minor road. Their
experiences with this safety treatment are documented herein.
North Carolina Experience
The NCDOT Safety Evaluation Group conducted safety
evaluations at two high-speed TWSC rural expressway inter-

sections where dynamic advance intersection warning systems were installed. These before-after spot safety evaluations
were conducted at the intersection of US-74/76 and SR-1800
(Blacksmith Road) and the intersection of US-421 and North
Carolina State Highway 210 (NC-210). At both locations, the
dynamic advance intersection warning systems consisted of
post-mounted VEWF signs with actuated flashers placed in the
outside and median shoulders on the expressway approaches.
Each evaluation is briefly summarized here, but further details
including collision diagrams can be found in the original reports
(98, 99). The before crash data and after crash data given in
the original reports were compared in terms of percent change,
but no statistical analyses were conducted, so additional statistical comparisons were conducted here.
The first safety evaluation conducted by the NCDOT was
at the intersection of US-74/76 and SR-1800 (Blacksmith Road)
in Columbus County west of Wilmington. An aerial photo of
this TWSC intersection is shown in Figure 113. At this location,
US-74/76 is a rural four-lane divided highway with a speed
limit of 55 mph that bypasses Bolton, but there are 45-mph
advisory speed plaques placed underneath intersection ahead
warning signs (W2-1) on both US-74/76 approaches in

Figure 113. Aerial photo of US-74/76 and SR-1800 (Blacksmith Road).
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Figure 114. Dynamic VEWF signs on eastbound
US-74/76 at SR-1800 (Blacksmith Rd.).

advance of this intersection. Blacksmith Road is a two-lane
undivided roadway that includes channelized right-turn lanes
and STOP signs on both intersection approaches. The northbound approach has a posted speed limit of 35 mph, while the
southbound approach has a posted speed limit of 55 mph.
The median is relatively narrow (as shown in Figure 113) and
is yield controlled. The dynamic advance intersection warning
signs were placed on the US-74/76 approaches on June 27, 1997,
after fatal and other severe injury crashes had occurred at the

intersection. A roadway view of the treatment is pictured in
Figure 114.
Before and after crash data is summarized and compared
in Table 51. The 7-year before period includes crash data from
1990 through 1996, while the 7-year after period includes data
from 1998 through 2004. It should be noted that the doubleyellow median centerline and median stop bars shown in
Figure 113 were initially painted in 2001 (during the after
period) to encourage minor road traffic to use a two-stage gap
selection process and to provide them with a better indication
of where to stop in the median while waiting for a gap at the
far-side intersection. This was done in an attempt to reduce the
pattern of far-side right-angle collisions that were occurring.
Unfortunately, this additional treatment confounds the analysis, making the safety effectiveness of the dynamic advance
warning signs on US-74/76 more difficult to determine.
In the before period, there were a total of 35 intersectionrelated crashes (2 fatal, 20 injury, and 13 PDO), giving a crash
frequency of 5.0 crashes per year and a crash rate of 1.78 crashes
per mev. Of the 35 total crashes, 30 (86%) were of the right-

Table 51. Before-after crash data comparison for VEWF signs at US-74/76
and SR-1800.

ESTIMATED TOTAL ENTERING AADT (vpd)
YEARS
TOTAL INTERSECTION-RELATED CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
FATAL CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
INJURY CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
PDO CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
RIGHT-ANGLE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Far-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Near-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
OTHER CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev

BEFORE

AFTER

7,700
7
35
5.00
1.78
2
0.29
0.10
20
2.86
1.02
13
1.86
0.66
30
4.29
1.52
29
4.14
1.47
1
0.14
0.05
5
0.71
0.25

10,100
7
14
2.00
0.54
1
0.14
0.04
8
1.14
0.31
5
0.71
0.19
13
1.86
0.50
12
1.71
0.47
1
0.14
0.04
1
0.14
0.04

%
CHANGE

SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE
AT

+31.17
–60.00
–60.00
–69.50
–50.00
–50.00
–61.88
–60.00
–60.00
–69.50
–61.54
–61.54
–70.68
–56.67
–56.67
–66.96
–58.62
–58.62
–68.45
0
0
–23.76
–80.00
–80.00
–84.75

= 0.0023*

= 0.2764

= 0.0332*

= 0.0207*

= 0.0106*

= 0.0109*

= 0.5000

= 0.0536*

*Significant difference in sample means assuming unequal variances at a 90% level of confidence using a
one-tailed t-test.
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angle variety and 29 were far-side right-angle collisions. In the
after period, there were a total of 14 intersection-related collisions (1 fatal, 8 injury, and 5 PDO), giving a crash frequency of
2.0 crashes per year and a crash rate of 0.54 crashes per mev.
Therefore, the annual crash frequency was reduced by 60% and
the crash rate declined 70% after the dynamic advance intersection warning signs were installed on US-74/76. Furthermore,
the annual right-angle crash frequency declined by 57% and the
right-angle crash rate was reduced by 67%, but the distribution
of right-angle and fatal/injury crashes remained nearly the same
in the after period (around 90 and 65%, respectively). Because
there were more than 3 years of before and after data at this
location, statistical comparison of the before and after mean annual crash frequencies was performed using a one-tailed t-test
for detecting differences in sample means assuming unequal
variances and a 90% level of confidence (α = 0.10). The results
show that the reductions in total, injury, PDO, right-angle, farside right-angle, and other crashes were statistically significant.
A similar statistical analysis was also performed to compare
the 1998 through 2000 after crash data with the 2002 through
2004 after crash data to see whether the median pavement
markings placed in 2001 had any effect on the intersection’s
crash experience. Pre-markings, the intersection experienced
2.67 crashes per year with 2.33 being right-angle collisions.
Post markings, the intersection experienced 2.0 crashes per
year with all of them being right-angle collisions. The annual
crash frequency, therefore, was reduced by 25% while the rightangle annual crash frequency was reduced by 14%, but these
reductions were not statistically significant (α = 0.10), so it
can be concluded that the overall crash reductions in the
7-year after period had more to do with the installation of the
dynamic advance warning system.
The second safety evaluation of a dynamic advance intersection warning system conducted by the NCDOT was at the
intersection of US-421 and NC-210, which is located north of
Wilmington in Pender County. An aerial photo of this TWSC
intersection is shown in Figure 115. At this location, US-421 is
a rural four-lane divided highway and NC-210 is a two-lane
highway, but both roadways have posted speed limits of 55 mph.
In addition, both of the NC-210 approaches have splitter islands
and are controlled by dually posted STOP signs, while the
median is left uncontrolled. As a result of a persistent pattern of
severe far-side right-angle collisions, dynamic advance VEWF
warning signs were installed on the US-421 approaches on February 17, 1998. The system was similar to the one installed at the
US-74/76 and SR-1800 intersection shown in Figure 114.
The before and after crash data for the dynamic advance
intersection warning system installed at US-421 and NC-210
is summarized and compared in Table 52. In the 5-year before
period (1993 through 1997), there were a total of 19 intersection-related collisions (2 fatal, 9 injury, and 8 PDO), giving a crash frequency of 3.80 crashes per year and a crash rate

Figure 115. Aerial photo of US-421 and NC-210.

of 1.89 crashes per mev. Of the 19 total crashes, 13 (68%)
were right-angle collisions, 12 of which were far-side collisions. In the 5-year after period (11/1/1998 through
10/31/2003), there were a total of 11 intersection-related collisions (10 injury and 1 PDO), giving a crash frequency of
2.20 crashes per year and a crash rate of 0.87 crashes per mev.
Therefore, the annual crash frequency was reduced by 42%
and the crash rate was reduced by 54% after the VEWF signs
were installed on US-421. Furthermore, even though the distribution of right-angle crashes increased to 82%, the annual
right-angle crash frequency was reduced by 31% and the
right-angle crash rate was reduced by 45%.
Because there was more than 3 years of before and after crash
data at this location, statistical comparison of the before and
after mean annual crash frequencies was performed using a
one-tailed t-test for detecting differences in sample means assuming unequal variances and a 90% level of confidence (α =
0.10). The results show that the reductions in total, fatal, PDO,
and far-side right-angle collisions were statistically significant,
but the reduction in right-angle collisions overall was not significant due to the increase in near-side right-angle collisions.
Missouri Experience
MoDOT has also used dynamic advance intersection warning as a collision countermeasure at TWSC rural expressway
intersections, but the system in Missouri is slightly different
than the one used in North Carolina. The system installed by
MoDOT was deployed at two consecutive intersections along
US-54 as it bypasses Linn Creek in Camden County. US-54 in
this area is a rural four-lane divided expressway with a posted
speed limit of 65 mph. The two intersecting roadways are
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Table 52. Before-after crash data comparison for VEWF signs at US-421
and NC-210.

ESTIMATED TOTAL ENTERING AADT (vpd)
YEARS
TOTAL INTERSECTION-RELATED CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
FATAL CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
INJURY CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
PDO CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
RIGHT-ANGLE CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Far-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
Near-Side Right-Angle
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev
OTHER CRASHES
Crash Frequency/Year
Crash Rate/mev

BEFORE

AFTER

5,500
5
19
3.80
1.89
2
0.40
0.20
9
1.80
0.90
8
1.60
0.80
13
2.60
1.30
12
2.40
1.20
1
0.20
0.10
6
1.20
0.60

6,900
5
11
2.20
0.87
0
0
0
10
2.00
0.79
1
0.20
0.08
9
1.80
0.71
5
1.00
0.40
4
0.80
0.32
2
0.40
0.16

%
CHANGE

SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE
AT

+ 25.45
–42.11
–42.11
–53.85
–100
–100
–100
+11.11
+11.11
–11.43
–87.50
–87.50
–90.04
–30.77
–30.77
–44.82
–58.33
–58.33
–66.79
+300.00
+300.00
+218.84
–66.67
–66.67
–73.43

= 0.0838*

= 0.0889*

= 0.3982

= 0.0389*

= 0.1745

= 0.0040*

= 0.1875

= 0.1308

*Significant difference in sample means assuming unequal variances at a 90% level of confidence using a
one-tailed t-test.

State Route V and County Road 54-68, which are both two-lane
undivided roadways that provide direct access to the small
town of Linn Creek. Both of these roadways are stop-controlled
at their intersections with US-54 while the medians are yield
controlled. At these intersections, the dynamic advance warning system consists of loop detectors placed on the Route V
and County Road 54-68 approaches, as well as within the
medians, to detect the presence of vehicles waiting to enter or
cross US-54. When such a vehicle is detected, flashing beacons on post-mounted WATCH FOR ENTERING TRAFFIC
(WFET) and intersection ahead warning signs (W2-1) are
activated to inform drivers on US-54 that they should use
caution as they approach the intersections because minor road
vehicles are present. The WFET signs/flashers are placed on
the outside shoulders of US-54 prior to encountering the first
of the two intersections in either direction of travel, while
the intersection ahead signs/flashers are placed on the outside
shoulders and in the median between the two intersections
for both directions of travel as shown in Figure 116. MoDOT
installed this system at this location in August 2004.

In the 5-year before period (1999 through 2003), the intersection of US-54 and Route V experienced a total of 29 collisions
(1 fatal, 9 injury, and 19 PDO), giving an average crash frequency of 5.80 crashes per year and a crash rate of 0.65 crashes
per mev. The ADT volumes on US-54 and Route V were
approximately 23,000 and 1,300 vpd, respectively; therefore,
the intersection’s crash experience was just above the expected
annual crash frequency of 5.58 crashes per year predicted by the
Maze et al. (2) SPF given in Table 3. Over this same 5-year time
frame, the intersection of US-54 and County Road 54-68 experienced a total of 22 collisions (1 fatal, 9 injury, and 12 PDO),
giving an average crash frequency of 4.40 crashes per year.
Crash data during the after period was only available through
March 2005, so the safety effectiveness of the MoDOT dynamic
advance intersection warning system was not examined. However, in the 7 months following installation, only one collision
occurred at each intersection. At Route V, the crash was a PDO
collision that occurred in the median. At County Road 54-68,
there was a right-angle injury collision in which a southbound
vehicle on US-54 struck the back end of a semi-trailer.
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Figure 116. Dynamic advance intersection warning system deployed by MoDOT.

Summary
The assumed safety benefit of providing dynamic advance
intersection warning signs/flashers along the expressway
approaches at TWSC rural expressway intersections is that
they increase intersection conspicuity and alert the expressway
driver to the actual presence of minor road traffic, thereby
heightening the expressway driver’s awareness and improving
their reaction time should a minor road driver select an unsafe
gap when entering the intersection. As a result, this strategy
targets right-angle and rear-end collisions on the mainline.
Such a system may also reduce the speed of expressway vehicles
in the presence of minor road traffic (35) and reduce crash
severity.
The safety effectiveness of this strategy was examined at
two locations in North Carolina and the results are summarized
in Table 53. Both locations were skewed TWSC intersections
with a large proportion of far-side right-angle collisions, which

is the typical crash problem at conventional rural expressway
intersections. Both sites experienced statistically significant
reductions in overall annual crash frequency and, although
the distribution of right-angle collisions remained high after the
dynamic advance intersection warning systems were installed,
the right-angle crash frequency was reduced at both locations
(significantly at one site). Furthermore, crash severity was
reduced at both locations, demonstrating that this strategy
can be an effective crash countermeasure, but given the limited
number of sites and the shortcomings of the naïve before-after
crash analysis methodology, definitive conclusions regarding
the safety effectiveness of this strategy cannot be exclusively
drawn from this study.
Currently, the MUTCD states that warning beacons may
be used on intersection approaches where additional warning is required or where special conditions exist, but the use
and application of dynamic advance intersection warning systems as defined in this case study are not described. Therefore,
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Table 53. Dynamic advance intersection warning system safety
effectiveness summary.
US-74/76 and SR-1800
% Change

US-421 and NC-210
% Change

–60*
–70
–57*
–67
–50
–62
–60*
–70

–42*
–54
–31
–45
–100*
–100
+11
–11

Overall Crash Frequency/Year
Overall Crash Rate/mev
Right-Angle Crash Frequency/Year
Right-Angle Crash Rate/mev
Fatal Crash Frequency/Year
Fatal Crash Rate/mev
Injury Crash Frequency/Year
Injury Crash Rate/mev

*Statistically significant change at 90% confidence level (changes in crash rates were not
tested).

based on the positive results of the North Carolina experience, it is suggested that design guidance on this intersection
safety strategy be included in the MUTCD and volume or
crash experience guidelines be developed indicating when
such a countermeasure should be considered. There is likely

a lower volume threshold at which safety begins to deteriorate and the system should be installed, as well as an upper
volume limit where the minor road detection loops are not
necessary and the mainline flashers should be set to flash
continuously.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions, Recommendations,
and Future Research Needs
Conclusions
A rural expressway is a high-speed, multilane, divided highway with partial access control that may consist of both at-grade
intersections and grade-separated interchanges. Many states are
converting rural two-lane undivided highways into expressways
for improved safety and mobility, but at-grade intersection collisions on rural expressways are reducing the safety benefits that
should be achieved through conversion. Right-angle collisions
(particularly on the far-side) are the predominant crash type
at conventional TWSC rural expressway intersections. The
underlying cause of these collisions in most cases is the inability of the driver stopped on the minor road approach to judge
the arrival time of approaching expressway traffic, so assisting
minor road drivers with gap selection is crucial to improving
safety at TWSC rural expressway intersections. Currently, there
is a shortage of design options in the AASHTO Green Book (3)
and the MUTCD (22) that address the issue of gap selection;
therefore, the primary objective of this research project was to
suggest improvements to the available design guidance in
those manuals for TWSC rural expressway intersections.
Traditionally, when the safety performance of these intersections begins to deteriorate, the countermeasure application
path illustrated in Figure 117A starts with several low-cost
signing, marking, or lighting improvements; followed by signalization; and ultimately grade separation. However, highway designers need other options because the high cost of
interchanges limits their use on expressways, and TWSC rural
expressway intersections often experience safety problems long
before traffic signal volume warrants are met. In addition, signals hamper the mobility expressways are meant to provide,
and they don’t always improve safety as intended. The case
studies presented in Chapter 4 of this report reveal that there
are promising safety treatment options for TWSC rural expressway intersections that address the gap selection issue
while avoiding signalization and grade separation. These case
studies help us begin to understand the safety improvement
potential of these countermeasures and set the stage for the de-

velopment of a richer set of design options as shown in Figure
117B. However, because sufficient sample sizes were not available for any of the case study treatments, future research is necessary to determine accurately the safety effectiveness of these
non-traditional designs as well as the conditions under which
each countermeasure should be considered and under which
each one would be expected to fail in terms of safety and/or operations. Aside from recommending improvements to the
Green Book and the MUTCD, only more experimentation
with the non-traditional designs can be recommended.
Although this report identifies many issues, most must be
solved by others in the future. For example, although thorough
reviews of the Green Book and the MUTCD were conducted
with many resulting recommendations, modifications to
the Green Book are made through the AASHTO Technical
Committee on Geometric Design and changes to the MUTCD
are made through FHWA’s MUTCD Team and the National
Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. The recommendations provided are meant for the consideration of these
groups, and it is ultimately their responsibility to actually
modify the contents of those manuals. Furthermore, the safety
effectiveness of the rural expressway intersection treatments
examined in the case studies can only be determined if STAs
are willing to deploy and to evaluate them rigorously. While
the recommendations that follow are specific, others must
implement them to positively impact rural expressway intersection design and safety.

Recommendations
Recommendations for Design Guidance
and the AASHTO Green Book
A thorough evaluation of the design guidance for TWSC
rural expressway intersections contained within the 2004
AASHTO Green Book (3) was conducted (see Chapter 2 and
Appendix A) in an attempt to identify areas where the existing
guidance might be lacking. For example, the Green Book de-
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Figure 117. TWSC rural expressway intersection countermeasure
matrices.

scribes dimensions for turn lanes, corner radii, and median
noses, but no indication is given as to how these features contribute to safety. On the other hand, there is no design guidance describing how to restrict median access, but there is a
great deal of information relating access and safety. As a result,
limitations were identified and recommendations for potential Green Book revision were separated into three general categories: organizational changes, philosophical changes, and
design guidance updates. The suggested changes within these
three areas are summarized in Table 16 and described here.
Organizational Changes
In the 2004 AASHTO Green Book (3), design guidance for
rural expressways and their intersections is spread throughout
several chapters, which may create confusion for roadway

designers. This is probably due to the fact that expressways
are a hybrid with some elements designed like freeways, while
other elements (particularly intersections) are designed similar
to rural undivided highways. An ideal solution to this problem
would be to reorganize the Green Book so that all material
on rural expressways and rural expressway intersections is
included in a single comprehensive chapter as has been done
for freeways (Green Book Chapter 8). However, members of
the AASHTO Technical Committee on Geometric Design have
expressed concern over this reorganization, noting that it would
be a tremendous undertaking and that the modifications
might not address all of the issues while potentially creating
other confusion in using what is already a cumbersome guide
and reference manual. An alternative reorganization strategy
may be to revise Chapter 9 of the Green Book to include a
separate section on expressway intersection design. A final
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option and a more realistic approach may be to create a separate complementary manual for expressway design similar
to ITE’s Freeway and Interchange Geometric Design Handbook
(24). Because expressways do not have a rich history of guidance and literature like freeways, the first edition may only
address the design issues identified in this document and map
out future research needs, but once this “expressway handbook”
becomes mature, the most essential information it contains
could be incorporated into the Green Book.
Philosophical Changes
Rural expressway corridors typically outlast their at-grade
intersections in terms of both safety and operational efficiency
as highway designers are usually unable to design an expressway intersection to be both safe and efficient for more than
10 years. TWSC rural expressway intersections tend to experience safety issues long before they experience congestion.
When the safety performance of an at-grade expressway intersection begins to deteriorate, countermeasures are considered
at that time. This current philosophy is reactive and problematic as the countermeasures may take years to develop while
the safety issues continue to occur. Although Chapter 7 of the
Green Book contains a brief discussion regarding planning for
the ultimate development of four-lane divided rural arterials,
it does not address planning for specific intersection modifications that may be required before the end of the design or
functional life of an expressway corridor. Therefore, the Green
Book should eventually include a more proactive expressway
intersection safety planning process with triggers defining
when to start planning for or constructing the next level of
intersection design as a conventional TWSC intersection transitions into a full interchange over the course of its life cycle.
In addition, expressway intersection safety should be more actively considered during the initial expressway corridor planning and development process through the strategic placement of intersections on tangent sections; the reduction of
intersection skew; and improved access control through the
use of frontage roads, offset T-intersections, and J-turn intersections along the corridor.
Design Guidance Updates
Perhaps the most important recommended update to the
Green Book is to include design guidance for the rural expressway intersection designs that eliminate or reduce far-side conflict points (J-turn intersections and offset T-intersections)
or those that address the issue of gap selection for minor
road drivers (median acceleration lanes and offset right-turn
lanes). Within Chapter 9, the current edition does a good job
describing the design of traditional four-leg and three-leg
stop-controlled rural divided highway intersections. However,
the far-side right-angle crash problem and the associated

minor road driver gap selection issues are not discussed in
relation to these intersections. Furthermore, when these traditional designs begin to experience safety and/or operational
problems, roadway designers are only given design guidance
for a few corrective intersection alternatives (offset left-turn
lanes, indirect left-turns via jughandles or median U-turns,
and interchanges). No design guidance is currently available in the Green Book regarding J-turn intersections, offset
T-intersections, median acceleration lanes, or offset right-turn
lanes. Consequently, few STAs are using these designs. In
addition, the existing design guidance for jughandle intersections, median U-turn intersections, and offset left-turn lanes
is extremely limited and should be updated to reflect current
STA practice. The Green Book should eventually include design
guidance and guidelines addressing the conditions under which
each design should be implemented to more fully develop the
countermeasure matrix shown in Figure 117B.

Recommendations for Design Guidance
and the MUTCD
A thorough evaluation of the 2003 edition of the MUTCD
(22) was conducted (see Chapter 2) regarding the signing,
marking, and traffic-control devices used at TWSC rural
expressway intersections to identify areas where the existing
guidance might be insufficient. Limitations were identified
and suggested opportunities for revision were separated into
three general categories: assistance for minor road drivers,
assistance for expressway drivers, and other technical modifications. The recommendations within these three areas are
summarized in Table 17 and briefly discussed here.
Assistance for Minor Road Drivers
Currently, the MUTCD identifies a number of signs and
markings that are intended to help a minor road driver recognize an approaching stop-controlled intersection (over-sized
signs, advance warning signs, pavement messages, flashing
beacons, etc.). However, there is no mention that intersection
recognition is less of a contributing factor in intersection crashes
than gap recognition and selection, for which no devices/driver
aids are identified. Therefore, a primary enhancement to the
current MUTCD (22) guidance for TWSC rural expressway
intersections would be to identify and incorporate any trafficcontrol devices or markings to assist minor road drivers with
their decisionmaking processes for judging and selecting safe
gaps in the expressway traffic stream. Currently, the MUTCD
does not address the need for or the application of such devices and/or markings. Even though there is no widely accepted device to assist with gap selection from the minor road,
there have been attempts to develop and deploy experimental
systems such as IDS technology, static roadside markers, median pavement markings, and median signage. These devices
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are meant to inform minor road drivers of the size and
availability of gaps in expressway traffic, to encourage a
two-stage gap selection process, and/or to remind drivers
to look both ways again before proceeding. The MUTCD
should provide some guidance and uniformity for the use
of such devices as experimental treatments or after they have
been sufficiently proven to be effective gap selection aids.
Assistance for Expressway Drivers
Another enhancement to the current MUTCD would be to
include language supporting the use of intersection recognition
signing strategies on the expressway approaches (i.e., freewaystyle guide signs, diagrammatic guide signs, dynamic warning
signs and flashers, or other such devices) to help expressway
drivers identify TWSC intersections with a higher crash risk
so that they might apply extra caution when approaching these
intersections. As pointed out throughout this report, not all
TWSC expressway intersections have the same crash risk. The
relative safety of an intersection depends on many factors, but
skewed intersections, intersections where the mainline is on
a horizontal or vertical curve, intersections with high minor
road volumes, intersections with extreme hourly peaking on
the minor road, or intersections with some combination of
the above tend to have higher crash frequencies/rates. These
characteristics seem to make it more difficult for minor road
drivers to select safe gaps. Although this strategy would not
aid minor road drivers directly in this regard, it would alert the
expressway driver to the increased potential for conflict so
that they might be prepared to take evasive action as necessary
should a minor road driver select an unsafe gap.
Existing MUTCD guidance in Section 2E.26 calls for similar
guide signs to be used at expressway intersections as on conventional roadway intersections with an option for diagrammatic
guide signs to be used at expressway intersections, but no examples of diagrammatic guide signage for at-grade expressway
intersections are provided. It is recommended that MUTCD
Section 2E.26 provide more specific examples and guidance for
when freeway-style guide signs with diagrammatic layouts are
appropriate. In addition, the use and application of dynamic
mainline warning devices—VEHICLES ENTERING WHEN
FLASHING or WATCH FOR ENTERING TRAFFIC signs with
flashers—are not described and no guidance as to when a highway agency should consider this type of advance intersection
warning is given. Therefore, future MUTCD editions should
include mainline intersection recognition strategies that alert
expressway drivers to the presence of high-risk intersections.
Other Technical Modifications
A number of technical modifications to the current MUTCD
(22) guidance are suggested. These modifications are listed

in Table 17 and are possible without any further research or
development. These technical modifications can be grouped
into three areas: figure modifications, figure additions, and
addressing inconsistencies between the MUTCD and the Green
Book. The figure modifications involve changes to MUTCD
Figures 2B-10, 2B-13, and 2B-15 (see Figures 22, 19, and 21,
respectively). The recommended figure additions include
adding figures for
• Standard signing and marking at a conventional TWSC

expressway intersection with a median width of 30 ft or
more and offset left-turn lanes;
• Wrong-way signing for a conventional TWSC expressway
intersection with a median less than 30-ft-wide;
• Warning and/or guide signing for conventional TWSC
expressway intersections and those with elevated crash
risk, and
• Standard signing and marking for the non-traditional
expressway intersection designs (i.e., J-turn intersection,
offset T-intersection, jughandle intersections, median acceleration lanes, and offset right-turn lanes).
Signing standards for these non-traditional expressway
intersection designs are necessary for nationwide uniformity
and should be based on the experience of STAs that have
already experimented with these designs and developed their
own standard signing plans. Finally, inconsistencies in the
median width definition and the minimum median storage
requirements need to be cleared up between the MUTCD and
the Green Book.

Future Research Needs
Chapter 4 of this report contains 10 case studies of innovative TWSC rural expressway intersection treatments that
are believed to improve intersection safety. Other treatments
(such as the single-quadrant interchange) could also have
been included as case studies, but were not ranked as highly
by the project panel. Naïve before-after crash data comparisons were performed for 7 of the 10 treatments examined
(no data were available for the other 3) and most illustrated
improved overall safety and/or a reduction in the targeted crash
types. However, a limited number of sites were examined and,
in some cases, the amount of before and after crash data were
inadequate to perform any statistical evaluation. Furthermore, the naïve before-after analysis methodology does not take
regression-to-the-mean into account, and it is not known
exactly what part of the noted change in safety can be attributed to the treatment and what part may be due to changes in
other external factors. Therefore, according to the NCHRP
Report 500 (16) definition, these intersection treatments are
still considered to be either “tried” or “experimental” and
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should be properly evaluated in order to move them into the
“proven” category.
In some cases, it was hard to believe that more implementation of the innovative designs has not occurred and that
evaluations of their effects could not be found. For example,
offset left-turn lane design guidance is included in the Green
Book, the MUTCD, and a number of STA design manuals.
With guidance this widely available, we expected to find a
number of examples of implementation and evaluations of
their safety effects. Unfortunately, it seems relatively few
STAs have used offset left-turn lanes at TWSC rural expressway intersections and, of those that have, only one was able
to provide data examining the safety effects. It is believed
that experimentation with innovative safety strategies is
being hampered by the lack of substantial proof that the
turn lanes improve safety without creating other operational issues. For these innovative intersection designs, the
development of a data-collection protocol is recommended.
A statistically sufficient sample should be consistently constructed, tested, and monitored for a sufficient time period
to perform valid safety evaluations. Priority should be given
to strategies that address right-angle collisions and their
cause (gap selection). With solid evidence of safety improvement associated with these design alternatives, more
STAs may be willing to support their implementation. It is
recommended that a pooled-fund study be organized and
managed through TRB that would start to deploy and rig-

orously evaluate some or all of the innovative rural expressway intersection treatments discussed in this report.
In addition to determining their safety effects, more research is also necessary to determine the conditions under
which each treatment should be considered and under
which each would be expected to fail in terms of safety or
operations.
A focus group was held in December 2006 following a
multi-state video conference in which the initial results of the
case studies were shared. At the conclusion, a vote was taken
relative to which of the countermeasures STAs would like
to see more information and research. In addition to the
10 treatments discussed in the case studies, 3 countermeasures
were added to the ballot as a result of discussions during
the focus group: expressway roundabouts, continuous flow
T-intersections, and continuous flow four-legged intersections.
Representatives from 13 STAs (Alabama, Iowa, Maryland,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, New York, North
Carolina, Ohio, Texas, Virginia, and Washington) plus FHWA
(Turner-Fairbank) participated, with each agency casting
10 votes, but no more than 4 votes from one agency could be
placed on a single countermeasure. The maximum number
of votes a countermeasure could receive was 56. The results
of the voting are given in Table 54. J-turn intersections ranked
first overall, receiving 19% of the votes. Therefore, it is recommended that J-turn intersections be the first countermeasure
to undergo rigorous statistical evaluation.

Table 54. Research prioritization results (December 2006).

RANK

TREATMENT

VOTES
RECEIVED

PERCENT

1
2
3
4
5
5
7
8
8
10
11
12
12

J-Turn Intersections
Freeway-Style Advance Intersection Guide Signs
Offset Left-Turn Lanes
Left-Turn Median Acceleration Lanes (MALs)
Offset T-Intersections
Static Roadside Markers
*Expressway Roundabout
Dynamic Advance Intersection Warning Systems
Intersection Decision Support (IDS) Technology
Offset Right-Turn Lanes
Jughandle Intersections
*Continuous Flow T-Intersections
*Continuous Flow Four-Legged Intersections

27
20
15
14
10
10
9
8
8
7
6
3
3

19.29
14.29
10.71
10.00
7.14
7.14
6.43
5.71
5.71
5.00
4.29
2.14
2.14

TOTAL VOTES =

140

100

*Suggested treatments during focus group
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

AASHTO
ADT
ASD
BBB
CALTRANS
CCS
CICAS
CIN
CSAH
CTRE
DHV
DOT
ES-RI
FDOT
FHWA
FIY
HAZ
HCM
hmev
HSIS
ICB
IDOT
IDS
ISD
ITE
ITS
ITSDS
KDOT
LIDAR
LOS
L-R
MAL
MD-313
MDOT
mev
MnDOT

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
average daily traffic
available sight distance
bouncing ball beacon
California DOT
Collision Countermeasure System
Cooperative Intersection Collision Avoidance Systems
Commercial and Industrial Network
County State Aid Highway
Center for Transportation Research and Education
design hourly volume
Department of Transportation
Expressway semi-roundabout intersection
Florida DOT
Federal Highway Administration
frequency per intersection per year
hazardous approach zone
Highway Capacity Manual
hundred million entering vehicles
Highway Safety Information System
intersection control beacon
Illinois DOT
Intersection Decision Support
intersection sight distance
Institute of Transportation Engineers
intelligent transportation systems
Iowa Traffic Safety Data Service
Kansas DOT
Light Detection and Ranging
level of service
“left-right” offset T-intersection configuration
left-turn median acceleration lane
Maryland State Highway 313
Michigan DOT
million entering vehicles
Minnesota DOT
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MoDOT
mph
MSHA
MUTCD
mvm
NCDOT
NCHRP
NCUTCD
NDOR
NJDOT
ODOT
OHPI
PDO
PennDOT
R-L
ROW
RSAR
RTAL
RTUT
SPF
SR
SSA
SSD
STA
TRB
TTA
TWSC
USDOT
VDOT
VEWF
vpd
vph
WB
WFET

Missouri DOT
miles per hour
Maryland State Highway Administration
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
million vehicle miles
North Carolina DOT
National Cooperative Highway Research Program
National Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
Nebraska Department of Roads
New Jersey DOT
Oregon DOT
Office of Highway Policy Information
property damage only
Pennsylvania DOT
“right-left” offset T-intersection configuration
right-of-way
road safety audit review
right-turn acceleration lane
Right-Turn U-Turn
safety performance function
State Route
stop sign assist
stopping sight distance
State Transportation Agency
Transportation Research Board
time-to-arrival
two-way stop control
United States DOT
Virginia DOT
VEHICLES ENTERING WHEN FLASHING
vehicles per day
vehicles per hour
wheel base
WATCH FOR ENTERING TRAFFIC
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appendices are as follows:
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Appendix B: Complete Literature Review
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CTBSSP
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DOE
EPA
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FHWA
FMCSA
FRA
FTA
HMCRP
IEEE
ISTEA
ITE
NASA
NASAO
NCFRP
NCHRP
NHTSA
NTSB
PHMSA
RITA
SAE
SAFETEA-LU
TCRP
TEA-21
TRB
TSA
U.S.DOT

American Association of Airport Executives
American Association of State Highway Officials
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
Airports Council International–North America
Airport Cooperative Research Program
Americans with Disabilities Act
American Public Transportation Association
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
American Society for Testing and Materials
Air Transport Association
American Trucking Associations
Community Transportation Association of America
Commercial Truck and Bus Safety Synthesis Program
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Energy
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Highway Administration
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
Federal Railroad Administration
Federal Transit Administration
Hazardous Materials Cooperative Research Program
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991
Institute of Transportation Engineers
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Association of State Aviation Officials
National Cooperative Freight Research Program
National Cooperative Highway Research Program
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
National Transportation Safety Board
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
Research and Innovative Technology Administration
Society of Automotive Engineers
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A Legacy for Users (2005)
Transit Cooperative Research Program
Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (1998)
Transportation Research Board
Transportation Security Administration
United States Department of Transportation

